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ABSTRACT 
A methodology for comprehensive evaluation of water resources development 
and use (Tet"hcom) has been developed and partially field tested. A model of societal 
goals consists of nine primary goals successively aniculated into increasingly sPecific 
subgaa!s. Achievement of subgoals is perceived as affected by measurable ,udal 
iodlcaton whose values are perturbed by water resources .edona. Linking the 
elements of the goal woo by ,eon.ecd". results in an evaluation system. Historical . 
policical and phiiosophi:caJ considerations of the proposed system are discussed in 
Part I. Part 11 describes the results of the Rio Grande of New Mexico test including 
public perception and weighting of the subgoals and goa1s, and development of 
specific connectives. Future values of 128 social indit:ators for 5 action plans for four 
S-year intervals to 1987 are estimated using a computerized system based on an 
inversion of an input-output model interacting with social and environmental 
indicator connectives. A compUterized system for qu antified planning inquiry 
provides comparisons of relative goal achievement and permits review of all planning . 
information through a simple retrieval procedu re providing visual display or hard 
copy. The· methodology is conveived as applicable generally to natural resources 
actions. 
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PREFACE 
This docuntenl is Ihe final report of a three-phased project which conceh'ed and 
partially field tested a comprehensive resource deve lopmen t eVil luation and planning 
methodology called Techcom. Achievement of societal goals is the evaluative 
principle (objective function) of the methodology. Principal support for the work was 
provided by the Office ofWaler Resources Research throu gh the provision) of Title II 
of P.L. 88-379 under Projects C-2 J94, C-J377 and C-44JO entitled "Development of 
Techniques for Estim ating the Potential of Water Resources Development in 
Achieving National and Regional Social Goals." Supplemental suppon was provided 
by the Department of the Arm y, Corps of Engineers, Institute for Water Resou rces, 
under Contract No. DACW 3) ·72-C-06OO "Planning and Evaluation for the Straw 
Man Research Project." Utah State University administered the basic grants and 
cont racts utilizing subcontracts with the University of Arizona , Unive rsity of 
California at Riverside. Colorado Sta te University. University of Idaho. Univenity of 
Nevada. University of New Me:dco. Oregon State University and University of 
Washington through the appropriate state water resources research institutes. A brief 
history ofthe genesis of the project is contained in Chapter I . 
While designed as a summa ry of a ll three phases. the prtsent report assumes a 
familiarity with the contents of the first phase report (The Technical Committee. 
1971)1 which describes the conceptualization, and with the Phase II summary (the 
Technical Committee, 1973a). For those readers not familiar with these reports a 
brief description of the methodology follows thi s preface. In addition to the summary 
reports referred to above, the project produced a substantial number of ancillary and 
supporting reports . A list of these as IIo'ell as the names of in\'estigators participating 
in the overall project are contained in Appendices Hand J. In addition to those listed. 
acknowledgment is due to many other persons too numerous to mention who have 
contributed ideas or criticisms. or who have assisted in the preparation and 
processing of reports and materials. In this regard special acknowledgment is given to 
Danielleedy and Eugene Eaton of the Office of Water Resources Research and to 
Glen Fulcher of the Bureau of Land Management. Richard J. McDonald . project 
monitor for the supplemental project supported by the Institute of Water Resources, 
Corps of Engineers, worked closely with the Tech nical Committee during much of this 
project and was particularly helpful. During Phases II and TIl graduate research 
assistant Mac McKee. Utah State University . served as executive secretary to the 
Technical Committee, a post held by Darda Bracken during Phase I until her 
graduation . Their efforts in this capacity were essential to the functioning of the 
committee. Moreover. both contributed substantially to the research itself. 
Following a summary and an introductory chapter the report is organized into 
two parts. Part I eJ(pio res analytica l and theoreti cal considerations o f 
conceptualization and use, and Part n describes a test case and demonstration in the 
Rio Grande area of New Mexico. 
'See p. 141 rO!' _lilt or referena:t. 
• 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE METHODOLOGY 
Conceptualization of the methodology discussed in the report that follows was 
described in Water Resolll'CeS ptannin. and Soda. Goalll ConceptaaUzatioo Toward 
.. New Methodology. a report issued in 1971 by the Technkal Committee of the Water 
Resources Centers of the Thirteen Western States (the Technical Committee. (971). 
The model proposed by the Technical Commiu ee consists of an hierarchical 
array of elements called (socia\) go .... IUbaOall, IOCIal IDdicalon. and action (or 
decUlon) variable.. One visualizes that a change in any clement of the model is, in 
general. related to a change in all of the other mod el elements. An expression which 
states a relationship between two elements is called a conneedve. 
Structurally, nine word-described primary goals refl ecting the aspirations of 
contemporary American society fonn the top layer of the hierarchy which is arranged 
in a treelike structure as illustrated in Figure i. 
The set of primary goals chosen by the Technical Committee consists of 
I . Collet'tive Security 
2. Environmental Security 
J. Individuill Security 
4. Economic Opportunity 
5. Cultural and Community Opportunity 
6. Aesthetic Opportunity 
7. Recreational Opportunity 
8. Individual Freedom and Variety 
9. Educational Opportunity 
Admittedly. the choice of the primary goal-set is arbitrary. The rationale leading 
to this choice is discussed in the Phase I report and in other reports. One important 
consideration was that the set be comprehensive. 
Each primary goal is defined by a finite number of word stated subgoals. A very 
tentative but detailed disaggregation of subgoaJs and social indicators (originally 
called the "Straw Man") is presented in Section II ofthefirst phsse report. As needed, 
additional levels of subgoals (subn·goals - where n is the hierarchical level) are 
utilized to add needed definition to immediately superior level subgoals. For example. 
one primary goal (number 4 ofthe Techcom set) is KODOmic opporf1mlty. This goal is 
defined as (disaggregated into) the subgoo.1s: PreMnt UYhlg 1taDdard, future Uylng 
.taadard, and equl1ty of economk opportulllly. The three subgoals " 'ere each 
further disaggregated in the fashion indicated below: 
4 Economk opportunity 
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412 consumption of goods and services 
41 21 prices of goodS and services 
4122 quality of goods and sen'ices 
4123 selection of goods and services 
413 leisure time 
414 stability ofthe economy 
42 fu ture living standard 
421 employment potential 
422 savings and investment potential 
423 retirement potential 
43 equality of economic opportunity 
Goals and subgoals are not per 1M! measurable or measured but are concepts 
perceived as de~irable by people and verbally expressed in abstract form. 
At the lowest subgoal levd. one perceives measurable (or measured) properties 
which collectively describe conditions relevant to the achievement of a subgoa!. These 
variables are called aoclal indlcaton. For example, the Technical Committee 
reasoned that subgoal 414 stability of the economy is described by some combination 
of the follow ing social ind icators : 
414 (I) growth rate of per capit3 income (percent) 
(2) rate of inflation (nationwide) 
(3) unemploym ent (percent) 
(4) business failures 85 a percent of the tot al number of 
businesses 
The tirst digit of each index number refers to the number of the primary goal; 
cach successive digit indicates the subgeal number; the level of the hierarchical 
«helon is indicated by the position of the digit in the index number . For social 
indicators the last digit is parenthesized. In some cases a particular social indicator 
may apply 10 more than _one subgoa\. Figure i shows a partial disaggregation of the 
Economic Opponunity goal. Appendix A of this report lists the goals. subgoa ls and 
social ind icators used in the field test conducted in the Lower Rio Grande region of 
New Mexico. 
Public actions can be expected to result in changes in social indicators and to 
effect. thus, the achievement or non-achievement of social goals . Such actions or 
policy changes are called action Yarlabla. For example, construction of a dam and 
reservoir will induce changes in social indicators which will probably relate to one or 
more subgoals under all or most of the primary goals. A similar train of effects will 
ensue if numerical standards for salinity are enforced by policy on the Colorado River, 
for example. By predicting social indicator changes for various actions considering 
policy alternatives one can judge the relative effects on subgoals and goals. Techcom 
offers a methodology for quantifying these effects. 
ConnecdvflI can exist between action variables, social indicators, and subgoals 
within categories. or between one element of a category and one of another category, 
i.e .. between an action variable and either a social indicator, or a subgoal or goal; or 
between social indicators and subgoals and goals. This relationship is illustrated in 
Figure ii. Connectives may be in the form of numerical coefficients. tables. graphs, 
algebraic expressions, or matrices. They may simply indicate that the elements are 
related positively (+) or negatively (.), not at all (0) or indetenninate (I). Connectives 
+ 
Connectives 
Hierarchy of Goals Within Goal 
Set 
f I Connectives Direcd )' Connectives 8eN.'een Goals Social Indicator + And Action Variables Set Within Social (Non-Quantifla~e) Indicator Set 
1 1 
+ 
Connectives 
Action Variable Set With in Action 
Variable Set 
FICO" U. Schematic of connectiYeS In the Tecbcom model. 
may be formulated from scientific . economic, or social theory. or from empirical data 
or a combination of these. Derivation of social indicators from the consequences of 
se\,er:tl action scenarios postu lated fOf the Lower Rio Grande are deta iled in Chapter 
7. In many cases a degree of value judgment may be required in estimating 
connectives ; this is bound to be the case for connectives between measured or 
measurable social ind icators and goals or subgoals . [n the latter case, the cUrTent 
project ut ilized a form of expert opi nion consensus known as "Delphi" and explained 
in Chapter 6. Indices of superior level subgoal ac hievement were fomlUlated utilizing 
public opinion survey techniques by adding simple nu merical coefficients as perceived 
by various audiences (Chapter 5). As an example. the tabulation shows the weighting 
attributed to various subgoals in ach ieving the economic opportunity subgoal of 41 
pretenl HYIng atalldard. 
Audience 
General Conser· Indus- Non· Subgoal Public vati on· tnalists Anglo ists Ethnic 
41 I Income level 0.29 0.28 0.26 0.34 
412 Consumption of goods and services 0.1 7 0.17 0.17 0.2 1 
41 3 Leisure time 0. 18 0.20 0.22 0. 17 
414 Stability of the economy 0.36 0.34 0.35 0.28 
-1. 00 1. 00 1.00 1.00 
The model forms the basis for design of an interactive computerized planning 
infonnation system as described in Chapter 8. In applying the methodology several 
alternative action plans are postulated by the planners . Resulting values of social 
indicalors at various fulure limes must then be predicted . In the New Mexico test case 
reported in Chapter 7, proced ures relying in large part on an economic input-output 
model were devised . 
I 
Because of study project resource and time limitations. only three goals. 4. 
Economic Opportunity. 6. Aesthetic Opportunity. and 7. Recreational Opportunity 
and part of one subgoal. 13. Health Security were selected for the New Mexico test; 
nevertheless 128 social indicators were identified relating 10 thcse goals and subgoals. 
Values for these 128 indicators were projected for four S·year periods for nve action 
scenarios requiring the prediction of 128xSxS = 3200 social indicator values. 
Social indicators were then combined iOlo relative indices of subgoal achieve-
ment using ,,:onnectives devised as described in Chapter 6. Lower level subgoals were 
added to calculah: indices of superior subgoal achievement using weighting 
coefficients formulat ed as outlined in Chapter S. As dem onstrated in the New Mexico 
test case. the planner or evaluator may use a cathode ray tube computer terminal as a 
display device to compare the re lati"e consequences of alternative actions on the 
subgoals and goals as perceived by various audiences. By interrogation he can retrieve 
detailed information about relative weights of specific interest groups or reference 
publics. or he can assign his own preference weights. He can also retrieve information 
on the social indicator!. used and .heir relative \'alues. With these assessments, he can 
revise and amend his plans to im prove the lIchievemen t of perceived goals and 
subgoals . In applying the methodology for planninJl purposes, all necessary 
considerations of policy imposed administ ratively . by statute, or by common 
agreement, can readily be taken into account by considering these as constraints on 
the s}~tem , The effeCIS of the constraints can h~ ,·isuali7.ed by considering allernative 
actions without const raints. 
The Technical Committee recognizes that the Techcom methodology is still in a 
primitive state and is far from having been fully tested . On the other hand, the 
concept. in contrast to the singh: criterion of llenefit-cost emciency. appears to 
provide the essential basis for developing a workable process for comprehensive social 
evaluation of actions relating to use of our natural resources. The methodology is 
visualized as having lhe potential for narrowing the great gap which exists between 
the definition of nalional goals on one hand and the implementation of action 
programs to achieve such goals on the other. As an interactive planning information 
system it should lead 10 more socially optimum plans at the field level, and, being 
comprehensive, should substantially decrease the risk of error by omission. Since it 
starts with an agreed-upon comprehensive statement of social goals as a basis for 
deriving social indicators. the resulting social indicator set should be both 
comprehensive and soc ially relevant. 
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SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
This report covers the final phase of a three-
phase study designed to develop a methodology for 
comprehensive water resources evaluation and 
planning. It is concerned with the political and 
philosophical contexts within which such a 
methodology might be used, includil')g use of a 
computerized management information system, 
and reports the results of a preliminary test and 
demonstration utilizing the lower Rio Grande area 
of New Mexico as a specific case. In reading the 
following technical summary, one needs to be 
generally familiar with the Techcom methodology. 
A short description of this appears following the 
Preface. p. vii. 
The report consists of an introductory chapter 
followed by two principal parts (Part I and Part II) 
and an appendix. Part I is oriented toward 
analytical and theoretical considerations related to 
the conceptualizatiCJn and use of the methodology. 
Part II reports the results of a demonstration and 
test utilizing the Rio Grande region of New Mexico 
as a test site. Appendices A through D contain 
tables of supporting materials associated with 
several of the chapters. Appendices E, F, and G 
consist of supplementary papers relating to salinity 
in the Lower Rio Grande, estimation of 
recreational supplies and connectives. and some 
comments on the environmental security concept. 
A list of the reports produced during the three-
phase project (11 titles) is contained in Appendix 
H. Appendix J gives the names and affiliations of 
the 62 people contributing directly to the project. 
These include the seven members of the Technical 
Committee, 15 professional associates and 
consultants, 34 graduate student assistants, 8 
members of two advisory panels and 17 resource 
planners and managers who participated in and 
commented on a demonstration using the 
computerized quantified planning inquiry systems 
developed by the project. During its history, nine 
universities in the western states were involved in 
various parts of the study. 
Part. 
Part I covers three topics: Policy constraints 
and political feasibility (Chapter 2), goal and goal-
1 
set definitions and properties and their use in water 
resources planning (Chapter 3). and the desirable 
nature and characteristics of an information system 
for water resources planning (Chapter 4). The 
following paragraphs summarize those topics. 
PoUey Constraints and Political Feasibility 
The struggle over evaluathe criteria 
as background for Techoom 
Chapter 2 first reviews the struggle between 
the view that economic efficiency should be the sole 
criterion for water resources planning with benefit-
cost analysis as the paradigm for federal projects 
and the views of those who saw a broader societal 
purpose. Efforts of the Bureau of the Budget 
to rigorously apply economic efficiency as the sole 
criterion for federal financing during the 19SOs led, 
as a counter position by those in the Congress and 
the Executive Branch who advocated a broader 
view, to formulation and adoption on May 15, 
1962. of "Policies. Standards and Procedures in 
the Formulation, Evaluation and Review of Plans 
for Use in Development of Water and Land 
Resources." This action was promulgated as an 
inter-departmental agreement approved by the 
President and the reference document became 
known as "Senate Document 97" (U.S. Senate. 
87th Congress. Second Session. 19(2). It added 
preservation and well-being of people to economic 
development and made a distinction between 
standards of analysis for natlo.al economic 
development and regional development. 1 Never-
theless the Bureau of the Budget continued to 
require demonstration of a benefit·eost ratio 
greater than one for administration approval of 
water and related land projects. Still concerned 
about a broader societal evaluation. Congress. by 
Seclion lOe ofthe Water Resources Planning Act of 
1%5 (PL 89·80). authorized the Water Resources 
Council to establish by regulation, with approval of 
the President, "principles and standards and 
. lSenate Document 97 !imply Teports the presidential &et.iOll. 
It~ I'Tovisioll! are not statutory. 
procedures" for federal participation in fonnula-
tion and evaluation of water and related-land 
resources projects. A Special Task Force of the 
Council proposed a multiple objective system with 
four evaluation accounts: national Income, 
regional development, enviroDDlentai enhancement 
and weD-being of people. After extensive federal 
agency and public review, the views of the Office of 
Management and Budget prevailed and the 
President approved on September 5, 1973, 
"Principles and Standards for planning Water and 
Related Land Resources" which provided for only 
two objectives in plan fonnulation, nadonal 
economic development and environmental quality. 
and four accounts for recording beneficial and 
adverse effects of nadonal economic development, 
environmental quality, regional development and 
social weD-being. 
Polidcal acceptability of Techcom 
Techcom is visualized as a comprehensive 
evaluative methodology; however politically, 
conceptualization of the goal-set in the broad way 
proposed may not be feasible. This inference is 
indicated by the experience of the Water Resources 
Council in its attempt to broaden the evaluation 
base. Acceptance of a goal as a legitimate guide in 
plan fonnulation and evaluation is not a value-free 
act. and non-acceptance indicates political 
illegitimacy; however, the goal-set of Techcom 
could be constricted by the governmental agency 
concerned, as necessary to accord with 
contemporary political views, without jeopardizing 
the technical operation of the system. 
Policy and legal constraints 
Chapter 2 points out that lead planners and 
executive decision-makers are constrained by a 
hierarchy of policy topped by the Constitution and 
extending to official "policy" statements. Policy in 
law has been accumulated over a long period of 
time. It cannot be ignored in the utilization of 
Techcom; neither can judicial interpretation of the 
law. as has been clearly evident since the passage of 
the National Environmental Policy Act in 1969. 
Also, professional standards and even personal 
value preferences of the planner or decision-maker 
are involved in determining decisions, At this 
moment the extant principles and standards of the 
Water Resources Council are, in effect, the law; 
and if Techcom were to be employed in its present 
fonn by the federal government as a planning 
procedure it whould have to be revised. 2 
2Thili would not prec:lude its further study by a federal 
agency in the context of rese"",h or investigation. 
2 
The polldcal market place 
Techcom must also operate within the 
"political market place." These markets exist at 
several levels: Federal government, federal-state 
institutions. state governments. councils of local 
governments. and local governments. The political 
market place is energized by the actions of political 
actors endeavoring to maintain an existing value 
allocation "enus those who would change that 
alloc<ltion in one or more directions. In relating 
Techcom to the political market. Chapter 2 maps 
an organization and a procedural process for 
interaction between a lead· planner/initial decision· 
maker and others. It explains in detail how the 
Tcchcom information system could be utilized in 
this process. Thc importance of public 
participation including indentitication of the most 
relevant publics is stressed. Realistically. though, 
political action. even under the rubric of public 
participation is most often designed by actors to 
control decisions from the standpoint of a 
particular policy advocacy thrust. In achieving a 
politically marketable plan the lead'planner/initial 
decision·maker must operate so as to orchestrate 
coalition building. The use of Techcom seems 
particularly helpful in this process. 
Optimal site for Techcom use 
Within the domain of water and related land 
resources, planning should attempt: (1) To settle 
conflicts in resource use between the different goals 
within a goal-set, and (2) to achieve full comple-
mentarity of resource use consistent with the goals 
that are publicly supported. Optimally such 
planning should be authorized and funded to 
consider the maximum number of authorized types 
of action deliverable by any federal agency, state 
agency, or local agency, or combinations thereof, 
and to present them to the public for consideration 
in the fonn of alternative action plans. Because 
each agency at the federal level has been given a 
unique responsibility, 3 consolidation of federal 
water and related land planning responsibilities 
under a single agency could form an optimal site 
for implementation of Techcom, However, there 
would still remain water and related land use with 
which the federal government, under the 
Constitution, cannot deal; e.g., flood plain zoning, 
a power reserved to the states, On the other hand, 
consolidation at state level would interfere with 
interstate planning. Thus the optimal site for 
implementation of Techcom would be the federal· 
state river basin commissions established under the 
3 Agency responsibilities mlly overlap. or impact upon 
other •. 
Water Resources Planning Act and such other 
federal-state compact commissions (e.g ., t he 
Delaware River) as may exist . According to Gilbert 
White (1968) : " What is most lacking. is 3 wKlely 
shared sense of strategy, a strategy that recognizes 
muHiple aims that freely canvasses multiple means. 
and places a high value on maintaining flexibility ." 
Within the context of a river basin commis· 
sion. Tochcom appears ideally suited to fill this 
deficiency as a formal planning process . In this 
sense it could provide a powerful tool which would 
replace in part the handicraft methods of present 
planning and which could facilitate a much closer 
approximation to the goal of full comprehensive 
and coordinated water and related-land resout'(e 
planning than is now being achieved. 
True. commissions must make their decisions 
by consensus. but this characteristic is in favor of 
full comprehensrveness and full coordination. and 
consensus is visualized as an essential constraint 
which does not inhibit unduly the making of 
decisions by the two houses of the Congress in 
conference committees. 
Goah aad Water Ilaoarce8 PIarulIIIa 
Four topics are treated in Chapter 3. A "pure" 
theory of goals is presented rollowed by a discussion 
which. more or less pragmatically, consider.; 
operational propel1ies and characteristics of goals. 
goal.sets and goal-based evaluation processes. A 
third secti on rev iews va lue presuppositions 
reflected in recent policy. In the last section a 
description of the development of a social goal 
hierarchy is presented. 
Pure tbeory of ,oak 
Goals are positive attributes or characteristics 
for which individuals or society strive. While word· 
stated , they are generally beyond precise meaning. 
and broad enough so that unanimity of acceptance 
is ach ieved for each goal. 
Goals of individuals and society are an 
unbounded set . Le., any stated goal is included 
within at least one more encompassing goal and 
there is a set of more· narrowly-defined goals within 
it. Given a hierarchical set. the upper boundary 
useful for society to respond to is the 10w~t- lt:VcI 
set about which there is unanimity of acceptance. 
Additional criteria are needed for bounding from 
below. e.g .. rules of identification or composition, 
Apparent dichot omies exist between the 
concept of a set of societal goals and the totalrty of 
individual goals as evidenced by the questions: 
3 
"I) Are there societal goals not included in the 
individual goals set and are all individual goals 
included in the societal set?" Three suggestions for 
resolving this dichotomy are made in Chapter 3. 
Goals and subgoals also have the property of 
scarcity for they cannot be achieved instantly nor 
without expenditure of resources for which there is 
competition. Trade-oft's among goals or subgoals 
are difficu lt to identify also. 
Goal·sets may be classified and used in many 
ways. Mutual exclusiveness, completeness, and 
unanimity of agreement (over meanings, locations 
in a hierarch y. etc .) are important initial 
considerations. Considerations of relative weights 
(the introduct ion of ranking scales) is an 
importa nt. but subsequent. step in a sequence of 
considerations . Such a sequential process requires 
a relative time stability of societal perception: as a 
minimum. definitions must evolve at a slower rate 
than changes in rankings. Because of the uncer-
tainty and ambiguity of meaning of word·described 
~a ls. completeness probably requites a category of 
"unidentified" or " other," Gi\'en a universal goals 
set Gi presumed unbounded; Gh a set ach ieving 
unaninlity of agreement and Gik, goal i of 
individual k goals partitioned into altruistic, 
neutral . m al evo lent and those intrinsically 
individual (no identifiable relation to societal 
choices) ; the social goal·set Gh could be defined in 
a nu mber of ways. For water resource planning. Cih 
should probably reflect more than Gh: whereas for 
d ecisions attuned to private markets and 
commodities, Gh should ~flect closely Gb or its 
non-malevolent sub-sets. 
Operadooal c:haracterktkI at 
aoak and aoal-seta 
Biological organization could provide analo-
gies useful in creating a goal-set or a goal-oriented 
evaluation system. life systems characteristically 
are organized hier archi ca lly. They are also 
cybernetic with regard to their environments. but 
they are not determinately tree-like, Le., fully 
branched, but without loops. Cybernicity. except 
for the higher mammals, is reactive ; but in man, 
foresight Signals are introduced into the feed back 
loops. Society could exercise foresight and does. to 
a degree, in societal decision·making, when two 
conditions are present: reliable predictive systems 
in which people have confidence and social 
administration capable of responding to foresight 
within the limitations of a political context. The 
first requirement is difficult because societal 
systems are eItremely complex and difficult to 
analyze either atomistically or holistically. In 
attempting to describe one societal "systems" 
characteristic (a goals system) comprehensively, 
Tee-hcom comes to grips with this requirement. 
While organizational adminstration is hierarchical 
and treelike on an organization chart, the decision· 
process does not seem to take place in the fashion 
that one would expect from such a chart. In 
contrast to the organizational taxon. the process 
seems multiply.looped and redundant; more so in 
democracies than in dictatorships. But redundancy 
increases resilience. The inefficiency of democratic 
society may not be so much in its Jack of a purely 
treelike hierarchical decision-making process as in 
its lack of predictive information (not just data) 
ae«pled with confidence and generally available 
and understood . 
A goal-set taxon by itself is neither a decision-
making process nor an eva luative system _ It is a 
hierarchical system of word-described ideas. Its 
domain is in the universe of ideas and there is an 
inevitable uncertainty in meaning both by 
individuals and among individuals. Given fu zzinen 
of goal perception one sees no reason why the goal 
taxon should not be hierarchical and determinatelv 
tree-like. With the articulation of social indicato.:s 
and the additio n of connectives. a neutral 
descriptive goal taxonomy becomes an evaluative 
system . While il remains hierarchical in taxonomic 
structure. it may no longer be determinately 
branching as far as process is concerned and 
perhaps should not be. 
Individual goals should have high pel"Cq)d. 
biDty. i.e., their ..... ord descriptions should rcflect 
pervasive perceptual imagery by people. Goal 
systems should have h igh perceptivity, i.e., 
incisiveness in renecting what society is about. 
Uncertalnty in a goals set arises because or the 
"fuzzy" understanding of word described goals and 
because of the stochastic nature of goal 
identificatton and subgoal articulation ; however, 
our ideas about what constitutes our general 
welfare has some bounds of common understand-
ing even though there may be an infinite number of 
taxa that describe it. Given societal weightings to 
goals . the writers postulate that normative values 
would tend to induce coalescence to about the same 
value·bounded universe for all equally well-
designed comprehensive goal-sets . 
Goal-sets can be considered as occupying a 
set of successive spaces in which the multi-
dimensioned space of a lower set is transfonned or 
folded into a single dimension in the next higher 
goal space. For planning and evaluatton, the goal-
space transfoml needs to be reversible and this 
requires inform ation systems with large memory 
storage and efficient retrieval characteristics. 
Some of the primary goals put forward by the 
Technical Committ t.'e can be traced backwards into 
history cven for millenia ; others are recent. for 
examp le the emergence of a primary environmental 
goal in the last decade or so. "Goals" in the 
cla ssical sense vary by region and state and with 
eime and may be in conflici with each other or with 
national "goals. " In the Techcom system this 
si mply means that goal weightings differ depending 
on geogra ph ical location or political arena as well 
ilS with ,inle. 
Some progress has been made on rules for goal 
articulation (disa~~re,l!;ation). but further work is 
needed. Test of ~tlbUitl of some of the ~oal­
sets led to revision of the 1971 version of Tech com. 
(See Chapter S.) 
Value supposition in reaDt 
el'aluation poUey 
Developments in water resource evaluation 
(Circular A-47, Senate Document 97. and the 
Principles and Standards of the Water Resources 
Counc il) reflect ~'omm i tmen t generally to a 
utilitarian social and ethil.'al philosophy. which in 
its classical British·A merican form. ts that the 
choice of social action should be to enhance "the 
greatest good for the greatest number." The 
C\'olving process of evaluation reneceed by these 
three documents continues the attempt to predict 
rationally the conseq uences to general welfare of 
water resource development. The work of the 
Technical Committee is in this same tradition. It 
supports the intellectual evolution toward an 
increasingly explicit expression of a more 
comprehensive display of va lue considerations. 
From the " national economic efficiency" criterion 
of A-47, this evolution has been, not only toward a 
broader set of general welfare objectives, but 
toward an even greater. if unresolved . CQncem for 
ad missibility of value data not directly meMureable 
in quantified terms. Like the "Principles and 
Standards." Techcom maintains the objective view 
that no one goal has intrinsic priority over another. 
The present "Principles and Standards" 
measures net economic development and efficiency 
(NED) as gain in net consumer surplus, i.e .. as 
willingness to pay less investment costs or values of 
goods and services used in production. This 
is regarded by the Technical Comminee as only a 
crudc approximation of NED. It could even 
introduce substantial bias to the point of program 
selections that woold induce movements away from 
NED. Two examples are cited in Chapter J. The 
council's current guidelines are seen to contain a 
serious fl aw in that "willingness to pay" is not 
applied symmetrically to the measurement of costs, 
i.e., existing market prices are used rather than the 
maximum amount users would be willing to pay for 
Ihe goods and sen-ices used in public investmenl. 
There has been a substantial debate over whether 
or not changes in producer's surplus should be 
included as losses or gains. While this has been 
viewed as primarily a distributional question not 
constituting a change in welfare, displacement of 
private investment by public investment. neverthe-
less. may reduce productivity of private investment. 
This is a cost. mirrored by a less than optimal 
distributional allocation of scarce public invest-
ment resQurces. " Willingness to pay" is closely 
attuned to those who can pay DOW rather than to 
the underlying causes of accelerated economic 
growth. Even so. the committee does not argue that 
"consumer surplus" should not be utilized as a 
planning tool, but that it is only one of many 
indicators with its own particul ar attributes and 
biases. 
Deffioplng • b ........ y of ooa1. 
The committee sought to take into accou nt a 
rapidly increasing interest in national goals as 
measures of desirable public action by devising 
rational means for goal assessment utilizing social 
indicators . 
If one reviews the report of the National Goals 
Research StafT ([970), Senate Document 97 and 
the "Principles and Standards." one is struck by 
the apparent immense chas m between the 
definition of national goals on one hand and the 
development of a methodology whkh relates goals 
and programs on the other . One of the first 
questions asked by the Technical Committee was 
how to ach ieve a consistent integration between 
national goals and individual 'A'ater-related actions 
of federal agencies, The hierarchical, dendritic 
arrangement of Techcom was not accidental but 
derived from this approach. The committee 
concluded that all or most of the principal 
characteristics and phrases that give meaning to 
national goals should be identified precisely. To 
accomplish this process the committee assumed 
that adequate representation of a goal could be 
made by discovering a finit e. and relatively small. 
number of subgoals or word groups defining the 
goal's domain. By applying this same assumption 
successively to layers of subgoals. a measurable 
subordinate (social indicator) should appear in the 
dissaggrcgation . In this process one proceeds from 
the genera l to the specific, from the whole to the 
parts. from the subjective to the objective. from the 
unobserved to the observed, from the non-
measurable to at least the partially measurable. As 
a first aniculation, the committee concluded that 
in addition to economic opportunity; collective and 
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individual security. environmental security, oppor-
tunity for rec reation . aesthetic satisfaction, 
cultural and community advancement , education . 
and individual freedom and variety constituted a 
reasonable comprehensive goal-set having societal 
interest in contemuorary America. 
Afte r prolonged cons ideration . the committee 
reali7.ed first . thai any goal conceptualization 
g\\'ing meani ngful answers about water would 
inherently apply to any resource development and 
second. that goal·derived social indicators were 
cenlral 10 the eva luative system. Social indkator 
lists derived in t~e fashion adopted by the 
Technical Com mittee diiTer fro!'ii other lists in Ihat 
they are the results of a logical subordination 
process applied to a particular set of national goals. 
The Technical Com mittee raised three 
questions relative to each goal considered: l) Is the 
gna l and it s implied value warranted based on past 
developments or our society? 2) Does it represent a 
major concern of contemporary social aspirations? 
3) Does it warrant some degree of confidence on the 
part of the committee as an estimate of an ideal 
aspi ration for the future of our society? With 
regard to the sel. the comminee asked : Can other 
goals meetin g the standa rds of these th ree 
questions be identified that are not contained 
within the nine selected ? A further test involving a 
recenl philosophical theory of historical causation 
was whether or not "future images" were projected 
as positive and hopeful. t Even so, the committee 
did not consider its proposed set as timeless or 
unchangin g. 
Termlnoloc 
Alms, in contrast to loab, are viewed as two 
irreducible ones: preservation of conditions 
required for su rv iva l. a nd development of 
conditions which promote well being. These 
translate in Techcom near the top as "Maintenance 
of Security" and "Enhancement of Opportunity." 
Objecthes are associated with specific projects 
or actions whereas 10" stand independent of any 
specific policy or action. 
The meaning ofmuru and endl is relative. An 
end at one level of goal may become the means of 
achieving an end at a higher level. e.g. , a dam may 
be the mean. of producing hydroelectric power; 
public production of hydroelectricity may be the 
Ibeans of achieving a stable regional supply of 
electricity. 
tTbe plIiklsoplliea1 poKUWc i. ,IIu. LMir causal iml*!t wi1I 
bto " belH!rlocie " t.~ If negative lII.d peMialOstk, the wont. l1li.1 
eome to pASS . 
The common scientific interpretation of 
IteCeNUJ and .ufIlclent is maintained, e.g., some 
level of security is a ~ condition to achieve 
any aspect of opportunity; but is not , by itself • 
• ument to insure the existenct' of opportunity. 
Values, prlorltlel, and "elchtiuRS. The 
committee's selection of goals cannot be said to be 
"value free" because the very process of selection 
was conditioned by the value perceptions of the 
individuals involved. Since. however , documented 
precedents and recognized consensus of concerns 
were primary considerations, the goals were arrived 
at in a relatively value-free manner. 
There is a poim where value weightings and 
priorities enter the planning process. Without 
weightings and priorities there are no choices to bt: 
made. and if all goals could be achie\'ed 
simultaneously there would be no need for 
weightings. lfthere is only one goal and one way to 
achieve it. no hierarchies of values need exist. In 
contrast to simultaneous accomplishment. equal 
wei,2hting constitutes one part icular hierarchical 
value system. If there is no scarcity of resources to 
be applied to a single goa l. that goa l can readily be 
accomplished and discussion of evaluation is 
trivial. 
Goals may be mutually eltcl usive. I.e .• the 
achievement of one may preclude achieving the 
other; there may be degrees of compatibility. 
ranging from mutuall y neutral to mutually 
reinforcing. 
Philosophical tndenclel. Pragmatism prob-
ably best labels our nation's philosophical way of 
thinking. Instrumentalism. its preoc('up.uion with 
the consequences of action. refl«ts its drive. 
Pragmatic thinking can result in a detrimental 
preoccu pation with immediate results and part of 
the intention of the Technical Committee in 
promulgating its evaluative system is to reduce the 
detrimental aspects of the pragmatic approach. 
The committee seeks to insure that secondary side 
effects and longer range social and environmental 
consequences will not be overlooked. 
Empiricism insists on the indispensibility to 
human knowledge of factual data and to this the 
committee subscribes. It regards as naive and 
dangerous. however . the "empiricism" that 
presumes that facts speak for themselves in the 
absence of a scientific systematic rationale. What 
the Technical Committee seeks is an effective blend 
of rational and empirical elements, I.e., the 
scientific method. Doubtless the committee's goals 
are tainted with platonic rational idealism even 
though society's goa ls are imperfect, relative. 
his torically-conditioned. and time and space 
bound. 
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Chapter 3 also reviews and describes the 
structure of Techcom. A summ8_ty of this is 
contained in the Preface and is not repeated here. 
Information SYIUmI for Water 
Resources Plann1ne 
The merit of an information system. whether it 
be a book or a complex computeriz.ed retrieval 
system. depends on I) availability of desired data, 
2) cunvenicncc of access to thc user, 3) ease of 
add ing new infonnat ion. and 4) relative ('ost. 
Infor mation sys tem s within water reso urces 
acth' ities have been developed . but these cannot be 
categorized as management information systems 
even though there have been substantial efforts to 
accumulate technical data bascs, Even though it is 
quantified. a resources management information 
system must be based on the assu mption that a 
large part of the evaluat ion process takes place in 
the political system, 
There are three reasons I'o'hy a water resources 
management informalion system is needed : 1) To 
pn!l'cnl the lo!os of informat ion gained in the 
analysis of alternath'e solutions by the screening 
process of reporting . 2) to permit the aggregation of 
wide·span estimates of the results of decisions into 
a manageable set of indices. and 3) to allow the 
resource manager to gain access to the estimates of 
resu lls at the level of resolution desired. Manual 
planni ng is a hierarchical screening process. 
Alternative choices are made at every level and 
usually the reasons for the data !oo pporting these 
choices are not recorded becallse of the sheer bulk 
of infonnation. For example. in the California 
Department of Water Resources in 1965. seven 
levels of supervision for planning. from program 
manager to director. were identified. Successive 
proccssing of planning information through these 
levels in order to make reporting more clear and 
concise results in the presence of less and less hard 
information about fewer and fewer alternatives in 
the linal report. 
Considering the complexi ty of modern 
multiple purpose resources planning. an ideal 
compu terized system for quantitative planning 
inquiry needs to be both easy to use and relatively 
powcrful in terms of memory and speed. Since it 
needs to be easily learnable. the vocabulary must 
be small. By arranging information so that it can be 
accessed in hierarchical sequence a relatively small 
number of commands can be used for retrieval. 
and the meaning of those commands can be inter-
preted by a computerized system dependent upon 
the slate orthe inquiry. This avoids the more classi· 
ca l process of using sequentia l questions having yes 
, 
I , 
i 
l 
or no answers, which is inefficient and boring to the 
interrogator. 
As far as the Technical Committee knows, the 
Tee-hcom planning information inquiry system 
designed during Phase III is the only resources 
planning inrorm a tion system to meet the 
requirements stated above. 
p"" U 
Pan II is a report of the techniques developed 
in applying Techcom to a specifiC water develop-
ment planning region, the Rio Grande in New 
Mexico, The following list of questions outlines the 
content and structure ofthis portion of the report. 
I. Is the goal-set perceived adequately by 
people for planning purposes in the region 
under study? If not, what steps can be 
taken, and how, in order to increase per-
ceptibility? How well do the proposed 
social indicators relate to perceived goals 
and subgoals ? 
2. What are the relative preferences by af-
fected people among various goals and 
subgoals? How do these preferences vary 
among various demographic and interest 
groups? How can they be measured? 
3. Given quantified changes in relevant so-
cial indicators for a goal or subgoal as the 
the result of actions or implementation 
becau se of policy changes, how can these 
be translated into indicators of goal or 
subgoal achievement? 
4. What action plans shall be considered? 
How are these selected and how can they 
be described? 
S. How can changes in social indicators re-
sulting from alternative action plans he 
estimated and expressed? 
6. What is the appropriate design for a com-
puterized quantified planning inquiry sys-
tem capable of display of general level goal 
achtevement indicators and retrieval of 
detailed information about how these are 
determined ? 
7. Given feasible answers to the foregoing 
questions. can these be integrated into a 
logical planning system understandable 
and operable by planners and managers ? 
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Pen.-eptlbWty of goals and 
loal-letl 
For the Rio Grande study , an abbreviated set 
of goals and subgoals was utilized as described 
btlow. Testing of the full set of nine goals was well 
beyo nd the resources available . For the 
committee's purpose , i.e., of demonstrating opera-
tional feasibility, three goal-seH and one sub-set 
sco::med adequate. S The elements of the New 
Mex- ico Tcchcom are listed in Appendix A and 
include 128 goal· related social indicators. 
The Techcom goal·set represents an "elitist" 
poinl of view: but the taxonomy is intrinsically 
consid ered to be weightless in terms of preference. 
It is simply <1n organized list of word described 
ideas. The Technica! Committee, (as does the 
Water Resources Council in its objectives proposed 
in its "Principles and Standards") assumes that 
there is no intrinsic value of one goal over another. 
If these are. however , to he "weighted" by societal 
groups of interests then the meanings must also be 
understood, hence. the usefulness of the goal-set 
cl epends upon how well the elements are perceived 
by soc iety generally, and whether or not the sub-
sets are perceived to be comp~hensive and 
representative of the goal or subgoal they define. 
Five rules for disaggregating goals and 
subgoals are postulated in Chapter 5. As slated 
earlier. the New Mexico demonstration utilized 
only three prime goals: ~nomk opportunity, 
aatlwtlc opportunity, and recreadooaJ opporiu_ 
nJty. and one subgoal, bealtb IeC1ldty under the 
collective .... 'W'Ity goal were used. The research 
procedure to re·examine the structure of these 
goals in tenns of people's perceptions was based on 
a lexicographic analysis, i.e., content analysis of 
interviews concerning social goals. The specific 
methodology involved asking open-ended questions 
which permitted a respondent to state his concepts 
of any particular goal. The sample for this effort 
consisted of students at the University of Arizona. 
The responses for this sample resulted in revised 
terminology and structure as shown in Figures 19 
and 20 in Chapter 5. (See also p. viii of the 
Prefatory "Brief Description of the Methodology. "J 
Reladn wdgbtbtp of loah 
aod Iqba:oak 
R~lative weightings for the subgoals at each 
hierarchical level were estimated using a 25OO-name 
random sample drawn from the population of the 
5.resting comp~en.i venes5 of thE- set is • different matw 
requirinll' qUl t.e a difl_nt experiment . 
J3 Rio Grande counties of New Mexico. The 
sample was stratified into five demographic sub-
samples: General Public. Conservationists. Indus-
trialists. Ethnic Minorities, and Working Cla~. 
The resulting relative weights are shown in Table 8. 
Of the 2500 mailed. 403 returned questionnaires 
satisfied prescribed criteria for acceptability. 
Demographic characteristics of the sample were 
compared with those of the general New Mexico 
population as indicated from U.S. census data for 
1970 and from the A.l.muaac of Amerlcau PolitiC'l. 
While sex and age distribution in the responding 
sample were essentially the same as for a represen-
tative sample as indicated by the census data. the 
individuals in the overall sample were substantially 
better educated and received substantially higher 
incomes than the average New Mexican. The 
responding sample also included a disproportion-
ate number of whites in contrast to the general 
ethnic distribution of the area. Ten other 
demographic stratifications were made in addition 
to those listed above, and preference variances are 
reported in Table 7, p. 87. 
Operationally, much of the bias of the general 
sample can be overcome by using the demographic 
data ; i.e .. one can make comparisons using the 
weights attributed by each of these groups and 
draw inferences regarding the effects of income and 
of ethnic background on preferences . 
Social indlcator-sllba:oal 
oonnectlves 
Connectives, or indices. were fonned for 
linking the social indicators to the lowest level of 
subgoal used in the New Mexico study. These 
social indicators are largely technical in nature. 
While they are measurable in themselves . the 
relative amount which any single indicator is 
perceived to influence the achievement of a subgoal 
is a matter for subjective judgment by "experts" 
who understand the technical nature of the 
indicator and who are qualified to judge its 
perceived effect on the subgoal. 
To the authors, the most objective approach to 
the problem appeared to be Delphi. This method 
utilizes panels in such a way that each individual 
iterativeiy refines his opinion based on his own 
judgment and anonymously presented statistical 
summaries of infonnation ool1ected from the panel 
in a previous round. The process is continued until 
an acceptable consensus is acheived. 
In general, the subgoaJ index P is an 
aggregated non-linear function of all of the relevant 
social indicators. Social indicator functions were 
com bined either by multiplication (n functions) or 
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by addition U: functions) to form indices as follows : 
p .: nOi . O"-P,"- I , Q'"0i'" I 
p := r WiQi. O<; P < I, O< Wi < l . O.l/i;Wi.l/i;l. 
P cxpressess perceived achievement of the subgoal, 
Oi is the expression of achieveme nt of the subgoal 
as 3 result of p01rticuiar valu es of the ith indicator. 
and Wi is the normalized weighting of that 
indicator. 
Because of limited time and resources. 
full ·scale Delphi procedures ..... ith " best expert" 
respondents were not entirely practical. "Experts" 
were simulated utilizing members of the Technical 
Committee and students and other faculty of the 
sevcral institutions who were willing to participate 
:lnd who had at least some expertise. Using 
graphical procedures as expl ai ned in Chapter 6, Q 
functions were developed for 126 of the social 
ind icators used in the New Mexico study. Both 
.. dminiSlration and processing of Delphi informa-
tion (including graphica l printouts) were com-
puterized . 
Because of the lack of a full-scale Delphi 
exercise and the use of "surrogate" panelists. the 
index formulation must be consid ered essentially a 
demonstration. The specific indices. W functions, 
and 0 functions produ ced are not intended to be 
u~d in actual planning . For this purpose a more 
sophisticated procedure will need to be u~d 
although the indices. or connectives. relating social 
indicators to subgoals will always be the products 
of co llective judgments . Highly so phisticated 
psychometric tools might be developed to 
fonnulate indices of subgoal achievement. On the 
other hand. expenditure of excessive effort in this 
respect may not be justified in terms of the degree 
of refinement and meaning that might be achieved; 
especi ally considering that valu es and perceptions 
of goals may be quite variable, both in time and 
among different people. 
The purpose of this portion of the research 
(Chapter 7) was to project changes in social 
indicators resulting from water "action" plans 
postulated for the lower Rio Grande Basin. This 
research is exploratory and is an attempt to 
exa mine the feasibilit y of the proposed 
methodology. not to delineate a "real" action plan. 
Thus the emphasis was on extensive gathering of 
I • I ! 
! 
factual material and developing loose inferential 
relationships between action plans and social 
indicators. The authors were concemed about 
discovering whether or not a useful set of 
"connectives" might be proposed initially for later, 
rigorous refinement. 
A social indicator has been defined by the 
Technkal Committee as ·'a measure of any 
phenomenon that is socially significant." The 
"measure" is scientifically verifiable. The value of 
one socia l indicator may , in fact . provide 
information about the values of other social 
indicators. The Technical Committee's definition 
of social indicators and their connectives cannot be 
perceived indistinguishably from changes in goal 
altainmenl. Their specification thus appears 
theoretically indisti nguishable from rigorously 
specifying a goal.set. 
In the Techcom system an action is simply a 
first-round perturbation of one or more social 
indicators on "intermediate indicators" where 
"intermediate indicators" are recognized as some· 
times bridging the gap between action plans and 
those social ind icators identified under a given 
subgoal: for example, total popaladon is perceived 
as linked elastically to attea.duce at State pub" 
(see 413(3) Appendix C Section 2) which is 
perceived as a social indiclltor of the subgoal, 
IeInn time. Thus a complete indicator set may 
include not only social indicators but partially or 
completely redundant intennediate indicators. 
Connectives between these two classes of indicators 
are necessary to the model and their identification 
may actually constitute a substantial share of the 
effort involved in a Techcom planning study. 
There is clearly a lag time between changes in 
intermed iate indicators and in goal· linked social 
indicators, Since much indicator data is available 
only on an annual basis, this lag is difficult to 
delineate empirically. The same problem adds to 
the difficulty of identifYing causal ind icators. 
There are difficulties with the implicit 
presumption that precise , mutually exclusive, 
action alternatives could be identified for the Rio 
Grande; and similar diffiCullies would appear to be 
expected for planning in general. One problem with 
this presumption becomes apparent when one tries 
to project a scenario for the economists' "without" 
question. i.e ., what will happen if none of the 
action alternatives are implemented. 
A "without" determination in the water 
resources sector does not make all other sectors of a 
social·economic system detenninate; far from it. If 
the region studied were to move toward heavy 
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industrial development. rhe decisions confronting 
water planners would be substantially different 
than if the region maintained a constant level of 
mi xed agriculture a nd de vdoped a limit ed 
light-manufacturing economy. A more realistic 
approach may be to specify alternative scenarios 
for future growth and change in such a manner 
that water teSOtlrce dedsion-making could be 
contrasted between the alternatives. A major 
element in the application uf the Techcom 
methodology would then be specification of the 
most interest ing, mutually-eldusive alternative 
de\·e1opmt:ntal panerns. These scenarios, coupled 
with a social indicator system including intermedi-
ate indicators, then provide the basis for judging 
the differences anlong the water related 
consequences of the several scenarios. 
Identification of alternative scenarios for the 
Rio Grande case was based on a fairly comprehen-
sil'e evaluation of the desired directions of develop-
mental forces in New MClIico as advocated by three 
principal interest grou ps in that state. The views of 
these three forces ar~ retlected in: I) an undevelop-
ment plan. Le. , slow populat ion growth and 
constraints on de\'c\opment; 2) an industrial 
development plan, in this case encouragement of 
clean export manufacturing industry by municipal 
bonds to assist the development: and 3) a 
recreatio n development plan which favors 
widespread development oflhe recreation industry. 
The two other scenarios used are: a default plan. 
reflecting a continuation of the trends of the last 
decade and which is essentially the "without" case: 
and a cotton phase-out plan. The defaull plan is 
incompatible with every other plan: the industrial 
development plan and the undevelopment plan are 
mutually incompatible. Com bi nations of the 
recreation development plan and the cotton phase-
out plan and the industrial development plan or the 
undevelopment plan can be visualized. Actual 
projections of combinations were not a part of this 
study. Projection of ru ral growth under the five 
scenarios requires a substantial integrated study of 
the New Mexico economy and insight into the 
probable effects of either of the plans. 
Water in the basin is supplied from su rface 
and underground sources or combinations of the 
two. Groundwater meets most of the industrial 
municipal. commercial, and rural domestic and 
stock II/aleting requirements. Surface sources 
furnish the primary source of water for irrigation. 
There are no water problems foreseen that could be 
made tractable solely by state action. 
A preliminary water quality simulation model 
was developed through an arrangement with the 
University of New Mexico (see Appendix E). The 
model predicts Ca, HCO l , and N0 3 ions, total 
dissolved solids, and total suspended solids at four 
stations on the Rio Grande River beginning at 
Lobatos, Colorado, and ending at El Paso, Texas. 
While increasing water salinity is visualized as a 
possible future problem, "dissolved solids" does 
not appear in the truncated social indicator list 
used in the Rio Grande study. Suspended solids 
appears as indicator 621 (1) Suspended SUt Load 
under Aesthetic Opportunity. Probably the 
greatest future impact of salinity would be as an 
intermediate indicator in the agricultural sector 
affecting the subgoals under 42 Future Living 
Standard under the Economic Opportunity goal. 
The most scientifically defensible component 
of a planning program that considers alternatives is 
an economic or other model of the region's 
economy capable of at least partially expressing the 
outcomes of the range of scenarios postulated. In 
the New Mexico case, a five sub-region 
input-output model with 24 sectors developed by 
the University of New Mexico was used. Besides 
proving extremely useful for calculating direct and 
indirect economic effects, it provided a system of 
economic interdependencies to which environmen-
tal and social interdependencies among social 
indicators could be related. The structure of the 
input-output model is shown in Table 9. Chapter 7, 
which is repeated here for convenience. Growth 
rates of (Final Demand) for five-year periods 
between 1%7 and 1987 were projected for each 
scenario using various economic sources (Bank 
reports. etc.) in the state. These projections are 
shown in Tables 10 to 14. Chapter 7. 
Projection of soclallndieatol'lil 
and connectlt'es 
The computerized operational model used to 
derive social indicators was developed at the 
University of California, Riverside. Total Demand 
TD for each region at the end of each period. 1972, 
1977.1982, and 1987, was predicted by a series of 
iterative inversions ofthe input-output model, e.g .• 
~ ~ ~ 
TDn = [1_A]-l (FOi7 + LiFD7V 
In order to accgunt for effects of interactions, the 
increase in ~2 from multiplier effects was then 
added to .6.FD72 and the process successively 
repeated for the five-region, 24-sector model. 
Effects beyond the fourth round of iteration 
became insignifjcant, leading to an acceptable 
projection of TOn. This process was repeated for 
each of the four growth periods to provide the total 
demand vector which was used as a basis for social 
and intermediate indicator projections. 
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The specific rationale for deriving values for 
each ofthe 90 separate social indicators used in the 
Rio Grande study is given in detail in Appendix C, 
Section 2. Connectives between two or more 
indicators were: 1) generated utilizing existing 
published estimates applicable to other regions or 
the U.S. as a whole, adjusted for New Mexico 
conditions, 2) derived by linking existing economic 
or hydrological models for the New Mexico Rio 
Grande or related regions, or 3) measured directly 
using existing data and applying relatively 
unrefined hypotheses about social systems. Where 
a single observation on two indicators existed and a 
causal relationship was supposed. the ratio of 
effected to causal indicator was used. Where a few 
observations were available for each indicator. least 
squares regression technique!> were employed. 
Depending on the method of calculation, three sets 
of social indicators emerge: 1) those that remain 
constant over time. i.e. are not significantly 
alfectcd by anticipated economic. political, or 
cultural events; 2) those that are directly impacted 
by thc action plans. and 3) those that are 
determined within the social indicator model. 
Three groups appeared in the last set; those 
generated: 1) directly by the New Mexico input-
output table, 2) by the labor demand sub-model, 
and 3) by the coupled models developed by the sub-
project at the University of California at Riverside. 
The processes of iterative projections based on 
the input-output table inversions and the 
derivation of social indicators are integrated into a 
single computerized system, the Techcom Social 
Indicator Projection System. Master flow charts for 
this system are shown in Figures 27 and 28 of 
Chapter 7. 
The computer program for the operational 
model is described in a section of Chapter 7, p. 116 
to 120. Flow charts for the computer system are 
shown in Appendix C, Section 1. Tables showing 
projected numerical values for each social indicator 
for each of the five plan scenarios for the beginning 
year, 1 %7, and the years at the end of each period. 
1972. 1977. 1982, 1987 (SxSx128 = 3200 values) 
are contained in Appendix C, Section 3. These 
values were provided as inputs to the Techcom 
System for Quantified Planning Inquiry described 
below. 
System for quantified planning 
inq....,. 
Using the social indicator values projected 
from the various planning scenarios, the 
Interactive Planning Inquiry System developed at 
the University of Arizona is designed to assess the 
relative impact of these changes on goals and 
I 
I 
I 
1 
I 
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Table 9. Production Hclon In the blpat-output model_ 
Production Sector 
Agriculture 
Mining 
Manufacturing 
Transportation, Communications, 
Utilities 
Trade 
Finance, Insurance and Real Estate 
Services 
Construction 
Production Sector Dcscription 
Meat animals, farm dairy products & poultry 
2 Food grains and feed crops 
3 Cotton and cottonseed 
4 Vegetables, fruits and nut trees, miscellaneous food products 
5 Agricultural services 
6 Metals and non-metals 
7 Crude petroleum and natural gas, oil and gas field services 
8 Meat packing and other meat products 
9 Dairy products 
10 Grain mill and bakery products 
11 Miscellancous food products 
12 Lumber and wood products, concrete and stone products 
13 Chemicals and petroleum refining 
14 Electrical machinery and eqUipment, scientific instruments, 
fabricated metal products 
IS Printing and publishing, miscellaneous manufacturing 
16 Railroad and all other transportation 
17 Gas and oil pipelines 
18 Communications, electric and gas utilities 
19 Wholesale trade and most retail trade 
20 Retail auto dealers and gas stations, eating and drinking 
places 
21 Finance, insurance and real estate 
22 Hotels, motels, personal services businesses 
23 MedicaJ & professionaJ services, research and development 
24 Contract construction 
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subgoals. The principal output of the system are 
relative indices of subgoal and goal achievement 
resulting from either of the particular action 
scenarios based on the preference weightings of 
selected different interest groups. 
In addition to providing comparisons among 
relative goal and subgoaJ achievements for different 
plans and preference groups. the system provides 
recall of the specific data and assumptions used in 
arriving at the index. It does this through a 
sequential seven-step system of inquiries. These 
reveal to the planner or interrogator lists of the 
inferior subgoals composing the goal or subgoal 
spec ified, the inferior subgoal weightings used at 
each hierarchical level and the lists of social 
indicators for any specified lowest ·level subgoaJ. 
An additional feature permits the intenugator to 
input different subgoa! weightings, if he desires. 
and to see how these affect the relative achievement 
indices. Because of its storage capacity and 
sys tematic easy access. the Techcom system 
overcomes the difficulty arising from the successive 
sc reening processes of manual planning in ..... hich 
most of the information and decision reasons at the 
lower hierarchical levels of the planning processes 
are lost . The system has the capability to retrieve 
th is information so that it can be reviewed by the 
planner or a decision-maker at any level. One could 
also study in detail where and how policy actions 
and institutional constraints impinge on the 
planning. This would be useful in policy review . A 
very practicable feature orthe system would appear 
to be the capability for displaying. through the use 
of preference weights by interest groups. 
information useful for understanding the reasons 
for public acceptance or non·acceptance and for 
coalition building. This information could be 
updated readily as public preferences change. 
The current model is not intrinsically 
dynamic. In addition to the goal or subgoal. the 
particular action scenario and the particular 
interest group. the interrogator must specify the 
year in which he is interested as well. Whether or 
not making the system internally dynamic would be 
worthwhile is questionable. 
Although the interactive results normally 
would be displayed on a cathode ray lube (eRn. 
hard copy can be provided also. Probably the most 
effective mode of operation would be to use these 
two capabilities in conjunction, the interrogator 
specifying which of the CRT displays is of sufficient 
interest to be recorded in hard copy. System 
description, including sub-routines and appropri-
ate flow charts. is included in Chapter 8. The 
system was programmed in FORTRAN and listings 
of all FORTRAN programs are contained in 
Appendix D. 
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Demonstradon 
Utilizing the Quantified Interactive Inquiry 
system. the results of the Rio Grande study were 
demonstrated to 17 representalive planners and 
others at Tucson. Arizona. September 28-29. 1973. 
The following agencies were represented: U.S. 
Bureau of R ~clamation; Corps of Engineers ; 
Agency lor International OO'e!opment; Water 
Remurces Council; Arizona Water Commission; 
and Division of Water Resources. State of 
California. Other participants include representa-
tivec; from university bureaus and one consulting 
firm . 
A report of the demonst ration with comments 
of the participants was made to the Corps of 
Engineers . In stitute for Water Resources 
(TI,.'Ch nical Committee. 1973b) who sponsored the 
demonstration under their contract. 
Other Supporting Studiet 
Two supporting studies are reported in the 
appendices. Appendix F reports a system for 
estimating recreational supply and quantifying 
connectives for the recrea tional opport unity goal. 
Appendix G discusses the concept of environmen-
tal security. 
Quantification. of connecdvN for 
lhe recreation goal 
Guided by the structure of the overall 
TC('hcom model. a recreation supply model was 
developed. This model is both responsive to the 
needs of the Techcom evaluation process and to 
recreational planning of water resources generally. 
It provides numerical esti mates of variety , 
capac it)·. and quality of recreational supply 
potentials. The model ha s been sel up in 
compu terized fOfm utilizing PL 1 language and 
encompasses two stages. The first stage estimates 
the maximum carrying capacity of a water 
resources system based on the physical and 
biological characteristics of the resource and pre-
stated standards of user density and user utilization 
rates. Using a linear programming routine, the 
second stage considers limitations of access. 
facilities. budgets, and policy to determine the 
optima l mix of recreation which can be realized. Its 
output is a list of kinds and amounts of recreation 
opportunities which can be supplied from a water 
resource system and a sched ule of the optimum 
allocation of developmental budgets for racilities 
within the system. 
The mod el presumes that the water resource is 
stra tified into geographic seClors and draws on a 
list of recreational activities to be considered . 
I 
~. 
, 
Environmental parameters (e.g., water tempera-
ture in degrees Fahrenheit for swimming) and the 
parameuic limits for various quality levels are 
specified using preference. safety. and other 
infonnation. Time (season) constraints are also 
imposed. 
For the Rio Grande study the recreational 
resource information available was extremely gross 
and did not provide sufficient resolution for 
efficient application or testing ofthe methodology. 
The writer concludes that the methodology may 
have limited application to geographical sectors as 
large as the entire lower Rio Grande, however this 
may be more a question oflhe level of resolution of 
the data than of geographical size. 
This goal reflects a clear preference signal that 
society should lake steps to insure that its common 
environment does not become "intolerable." This 
desire is sufficienrly strong that primary goal status 
was given environmental security. It should be said. 
however. that some of the Technical Committee 
members had. and probably still have. some 
reservations about this. 
The argument for inclusion is that since a 
tolerable environment is a pervasive and necessary 
condition for general well being. i.e .• achievement 
of the other goals. its security becomes a primary 
goal; the converse argument is that security of a 
tolerable environment is simply an essential 
subgoal of some of the other primary goals. a set 
that is already comprehensive. A discussion of the 
reasoning involved in defining the goal. and 
suggestions for approaching the problem are 
included in Appendix G. 
Having decided to give environmental security 
primary goal status. the committee and its 
associates have had difficulty making a definitional 
disaggregation or of agreeing upon a definition. 
The following defInition is advanced by the authors 
of the appendix. 
Ellviroament.ai _uril1 it lllat aoci&I pal _hidl 
IIokIs inviolata a Nt c:l !IOCial. physical and biolosie&l 
standards. e&eh of which must be mainWned In order 
to perpetnte quality oonditiOllll for human life. 
The task of opetationalizing the definition 
implies the indentification of those elements 
necessary for 8 desired quality of life. 
Accomplishing this task now appears overly 
formidable. Alternatively . this list might be 
collapsed by substituting surrogate measures of 
clusters of certain elements included in the list, but 
there still remains a question of feasibility of 
agreement on both content and bounds ofthe list of 
surrogates. Another approach would be to start at 
the lower hierarchical levels and identify the social 
indicators and subgoals necessary for human life. 
by some co nsensus process indentify those 
requiring bounds and set those bounds . Social and 
ecunom ic parameters that entered the list would 
need to be related to the major supportive process 
of the ph)·sical and biological em'ironment in each 
case. 
The philosophical impact of the goal is useful 
in that it forwards a concept of "boundary 
oriented" planning in contrast to "equilibrium 
<'enten:d" planning . Some such shift in the 
planner's stance seems desirable. 
In an effort to explore further the environ· 
mental securily conc~pl. the Department of the 
Army. Insti1utt! fur Water Resources of the Corps 
of Engineers. has funded research at the University 
of Idaho under the title "Research on Ecological 
Resiliency as a Tool for Water Resources Plan-
ning·' with Dr. D.F . Ha ber as principal investigator. 
Utilization 
The Te<:hcom methodology has not been 
directly applied to a water resources planning 
problem. The analytical concept. or a portion of it, 
has been applied in one or more instances known to 
the committee members, but with less global 
objectives than social well-being or general welfare. 
The general methodology consists of idemifying 
goals or objectives at a sufficiently general level of 
definition so that a constituency agrees that these 
are indeed their goals. articulation by successive 
disaggregation into increas ingly specific but 
comprehensive subsets. and eventually identifying 
relevant measurable indicators that might be 
changed by advertent or inadvertent actions. 
Davis (Appendix 5) applied this process to the 
goal of quantifying the recreational supply 
capability of a water resource project. Keller. 
Peterson. and Peterson (1973) faced with the 
objective of transferring croR tech~logy. i~ntified 
the two interactive vectors Ei and "C" where E; is the 
intimate environment seen by a crop and t' is the 
genetic crop material . A disaggregation process 
comparable to that used for Techcom led to 
identification of appropriate environmental and 
crop potential indicators . Both of these vectors can 
be modified by intervention or action . A 
preliminary model has been formulated and tested 
for temperate-T.one corn (Hill. Hanks , Keller. and 
Rasmussen. 1974) with good results . The Technical 
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Committee also understands that its studies were a 
useful reference in devising an environmental data 
system for the Province of Albena by F. F. Slaney 
and Company lid .. a Canadian consulring firm , 
although the actual approach used ..... as more 
synthetic. Le .. integrat ive from lower elements of a 
hierarchy than tha t of the Technical Committee 
(McKee and Gordon. 1974). 
Social indicators 
The Techcom approach could have usefulness 
as an objective and CQmprehensive approach 
toward a general set of socia l indicators. Hayden 
(1974) discusses Ihis need: "Instead of treating 
men as labor units or energy commodit ies. the 
purpose of the social indicators movement is to find 
measures for making sodety the ruler of its own 
substance." He sees: 
The ~ocial indicator mDdel moet ~nsistent with the 
r~ommendation here Is the Water Resou~es and 
Social Goals: C"n~eptualizatlon Toward a New 
MethodoJou by the Technical Committee. It appear! 
to thili author that the article Mre provides the buic 
value premises for tlwir model. Their woek ill in the 
phiJGsoptticeJ tradition of DfWfY'S inMrumentalil;m 
:Uld Handy's holism. (Heydfn. 1914 .) 
Some penpedlves 
There is a rich opportunity to research a 
number of rather basic questions raised by the 
Techcom methodology. To list these comprehen-
sively and incisively would be a project in itself. 
One practical consideration is the variance in 
preferences depending on who is asked. Chapter 5 
describes: preference variations among different 
demographic elements of the region . There are 
bound to be diffe rences bel ween natio nal 
preferences, local community preferences, and 
those of a region . Since both "national" and 
"regional" goals are involved. thought needs to be 
given to an appropriate national constituency for 
weightings. 
As the Technical Committee tried to apply its 
comprehensive approach. single resource planning 
even though for multip~ objective use, appeared 
increasingly incongruent . One would expect the 
centrality of sophisticated resource planning now 
occ upied by water to move toward more 
comprehensive planning. This raises some rather 
interesting questions about the institutionalization 
of water development generally. and particularly in 
the legislative and executive branches of the federal 
government. 
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A new componen t of planning philosophy -
dcfcnsi\'e planning- appears to be emerging. This 
probabl}' will not displace classical developmental 
object ive planning but will tend to bound it. 
Inte lleclUally th is means displacing the present 
legalistic approach to environmental bounding 
based on arbitrary indicators and rigid numerates 
(wh ich are probably non- comprehensive and 
imbalanced) with a rational approach to defensive 
bou nd s. If this is to occur , the approach needs to be 
comprehensive and the variables chosen intrinsic-
a lly unweightcd insofar as possible. Efforts to 
delinea te (he concept of em'iron mental security 
test ify 10 the difficulty of even conceptualizing this 
task. but the concept appears (0 be an imponant 
afea lor research . 
BmeOI COlt analysis 
Finally. the authors do not advocate the 
replacement of benefit·cost analys is, but desire to 
a~cerl3.in whether or nOI the addition of the 
T cchcom approach may prov!;; to be justified. I 
DiscuHlon and Recommendations 
The Technical Committee believes that its 
investigations have helped clarify the nature of 
goals that are accepted in our society as of national 
(governmental) concern. While these are necessar· 
ily abstract and general. their content can be 
defined using the disaggregation process suggested 
by the committee. to a level of spedficity capable of 
being related to measurable indicators. This 
provides a bases for rational social evaluation of 
resource actions and policy in a comprehensive 
way. The test in the lower ~io G rande Valley, while 
preliminary. demonstrates that such a process is 
feasible and that the cost of its implementation 
probably would not be exhorbitant. 
Recommendation 
The primary recommendation of the 
Technical Committee is that Techcom be 
implemented on an experimental basis in 
parallel with a level 8 river basin study 
conducted by a River Basin Commission. 
6Ackn01vledgment and thankB are eat.ended to A. B. 
Crawford. Utah State. Univenity and D .. ~ia Bradi:",n, Natkmal 
Commission "n Watf:r Quality for reviewing a.nd commenting on 
thIs Summary. 
During late 1973 and early 1914, the 
Technical Committee. in cooperation wrth the staff 
ofthe Missouri River Basin Commission developed 
a proposal for such a study to be partially funded 
under Title 11 of the Water Resources Research 
Act. This proposal was tentatively filed with the 
Office of Water Resources Research pending 
ratitication by the commission itself. While the 
committee believes a workable preliminary plan 
was developed, much morc study and additional 
ground work with the commission was needed. 
Unfortunately other commitments by the members 
orlhe Technical Committee have not pemliued the 
time to do this. This situat ion is not a reflection on 
anyone but simply a reality. An adequate pre· 
proposal study will be a substantial task. 
Recommendation 
The Technical Committee recom· 
mends that the Water Resources Council, 
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In cooperation with a River Basin 
Commission. the Office of Water Research 
and Technology and app ropriate federal 
agencies allocate reso urces for an 
adequate pre· proposal study which could 
lead to a full-scale test as proposed above. 
The Technical Committee believes that a 
met hodology for evaluating social investment vis-a-
vis socicly's accepted goals would be a major step 
loward solving Ihe socia lly inefficient or disabling 
conseq uences of unaccounted·for externaliud 
social costs and benefits by including them 
specifically in a comprehensive rationale. Although 
it would be premature and presumptuous for the 
committee to state th3t Techcom is such a rationale 
or that it is as yet operationally feasible. the 
committee believes it is a promising step. perhaps 
even a "breakthrough." in that direction. 
WATER RESOURCES PLANNING, SOCIAL GOALS, 
AND INDICATORS: METHODOLOGICAL 
DEVELOPMENT AND EMPIRICAL TEST 
Introduction 
Part I 
Analytical and Theoretical Considerations 
partn 
Rio Grande Application 
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CHAPTERl 
INTRODUCTION 
by 
Dean F. htusoa 
lliltorlcal PenpectiTe: 
U.S. WaterPoUC1 
Federal involvement in water resources policy. 
including: the investment of public funds in 
development. goes back to the founding of our 
cou ntry. It was a controversy between Virginia and 
Maryland over navigation of the Potomac that 
!riggcrcd thl! first convention of the newly 
m~ependent American colonies held at Alexandria, 
VIrginia, in 178S.1 Until fairly recently. however, 
the goals of federal policy regarding investment in 
water resource development seemed reasonably 
clear to the Congress and the Executive Branch. 
t:'uring the past three or four decades these objec-
lives have become increasingly controversial. 
SimpHsitically speaking, the Congress visualized a 
number of objectives beyond those that the Office 
of Management and Budget (OMB), fonnerly 
Bureau ofthe Budget (BOD), was willing to admit 
within the limitations of its concept of national 
economic efficiency. For a brief evaluative descrip-
tiOn of the history of water resources policy, the 
reader is referred to Chapter II of the Technical 
Committee's report on Phase I of this project 
(Technical Committee, 1971). 
The Flood Control Act of 1936 marked an 
important watenhed in federally sponsored water 
resources development providing for mUlti-purpose 
planning and evaluation of water resources 
projects. At that point, the debate over what to 
include in benefits and costs began in earnest and 
has continued since. Many economists, and partic-
ulady DOB eaa OMB have supported a strict 
interpretation based on tangible benefits and costs; 
whereas others. including elements of the Ezecutive 
Branch. Congressional groups and state and 
regional coalitions have supported broader 
tThi, meeUn, eventuIUy led to the Philadelphia 
CoutitutkJul Coo.,.,ntion of 1787. 
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interpretations. Opponents of the strict interpreta· 
tion exemplified by OMS procedures have 
successively proposed including an increasingly 
broader set of "intangibles" in a social accounting. 
While most of the "societal" issues have probably 
been identified intuitively. no rationale or evalua-
lion system other than dlad.dYe pelItka has · 
emerged. Techcom, the subject of this report, is 
proposed as a nen step toward comprehensiveness, 
rationality, and consistency in a social evaluation 
context, 
Early in the past docade. the well-known 
"Senate Document 97." (May IS. 19(2) specified 
multiple·objectives including: t) development. 2) 
preservation, and 3) well·being of people . but did 
not ba r OMB from adopting cost·benefit ratio as 
its own administrative standard. This OM8 
continued to do, as it had previously under Budget 
Bureau Circular A-47 which was issued December 
31. 1952. 
In its s~arch for a better means for achieving 
comp~henslve planning, consistency, and accom-
modatIOn of ~cdcral agency and state objectives, 
the Congn..'ss.1D 1965, passed the Water Resources 
Pla':lning Act (P.L. 89-80). This act provided for a 
cablnet·level Water Resources Council comprised 
of the heads of concerned departments and 
executive agencies and for the establishment of 
River Bas in Commissions. The council was 
directed also to promulgate its own "principles. 
standards. and procedures." Without detailing the 
exhaustive studies and hearings implemented by 
the council and subsequent reviews, as things now 
stand, planning objectives have been increased to 
two: J) National economic development, and 2) 
enhancement of environmental quality. When 
appropriate. beneficial and adverse effects on I) 
regio~al development. and 2) social well-being will 
be displayed (U.S. Water Resources Council. 
1973) . In earlier reports of the Council's Task 
Force, (U ,S. Water Resources Council, 1969), all 
four of the above were proposed as planning 
objectives,2 but the latter two were relegated to 
secondary consideration apparently largely through 
OMB intervention. 
In re(ent years, even under OMB's application 
of the cosl·benefit requirement , authorizations for 
wat er resources development projects in the 
Congress have far outstripped appropriafions. 
Clearly, water de\'elopment was not seen as having 
an equal societal priority to many other federal 
progra,,?s. Few. jf any . of the latter. incidentally, 
are subjected to any form of cost·benefit analysis. 
The heavy influence on the Congress of qualitative 
(and largely subjective) social assessment of its 
programs led to the conviction by some 
congressmen and others that the social benefits of 
water development were not being displayed 
adequately. Indeed, officials of the Bureau of the 
Budget publicly stated that to receive higher 
priority consideration. water resource development 
projects must demonstrate a greater relevance to 
the achievement of "national social goals" than 
simple "economic efficiency." The Senate reflected 
its concern in the language of the FY 1970 Appro. 
priat ions Act for the Office of Water Resources 
Researc h (U. S . Senate, 9151 Congress, 2nd 
Session. 1969) which included the admonition: 
... Iba, coneerted .UeDUon bo! given to reaardI OQ 
opportulliliet for Feder.I·Slde waler relllun:1r 
dtvlrlopment MId IDIOnapmtDl to advaoee 1M DUioll'a 
high·mority totial rotJa. 
These were the circumstances which, in late 
1969. Jed the Directors of the Water Resourees 
Centers of the then Eleven Western StatesJ to 
propose that a search be made to find te<:hniques 
such that the effects of water development on the 
achievement of "regional and national social goals 
could be estimated." The work was supported by 
the Office of Water Resources Research under 
three phases as projects C·2194, C-3377. and 
C·4330 during fiscal years 1971, 1972, and 1973 
and by the Institute for Water Resources, Depart· 
ment of the Army, Corps of Engineers under Con· 
tract No. DACW·31·72·C·OO6O. 
Renew of Proarea 
This section will review briefly the work 
perfomled during Phases I and II and attempt to 
relate this as groundwork to Phase 111. which will 
be introduced in greater detaiL 
2phruIJIg clIanftcI in __ -. durinA' tbt coune of 1M 
study. but tuelltWly IIUUJd t.be Hme ftlW' CODoepI.L 
3J.I .... aii and AJub weN &inee .deled. 
Ph .. I. A loaf-lid tuoaomy 
In approaching their task the centers formed 
an interdisci plinary group. known as the 
"Technical Committee," for the purposes of 
identifying and describing our4 "goals," and then 
seeking "connectives" or expressions relatmg the 
degree of achievement of these goals to water 
resource "actions," The Technical Committee 
proceeded to examine its problem utilizing a series 
of colloquia based on review of the literature and 
the multidisciplinary experience and views of its 
members. Th e committee soon discovered that 
there are no auth oritative overall statements of our 
goals except in highly abstract terms, e.g .. general 
welfare. seeurily. social well·being. quality of life, 
etc., and that somehow these abstractions would 
have to be translated into more operational terms. 
It reasoned that these should describe quaUtles of 
IOClety that relate to individual and societal 
aspirations rather than intrinsic individual 
aspirations 5 themselves. The committee further 
limited its consideration to governmental action 
rather than all collective action. Some discussion of 
the philoso phica l implications involved is 
contained in Chapte r III of the Technical 
Committee's Phase I report and in a special panel 
report prepared for the Technical Committee 
(Harrah and Nagel , 1973).' 
Having defined the domain of its interest. the 
committee used the following process to achieve 
specificity . A set of eight verbally expressed 
overarching goal areas ""ere identified as describing 
our overall welfare goal. These were: coIlecth'e 
securlty, IDcI.rldaal KaU'ity, eco.omk opportu-
alty, cultural aad cO .. llllunlt, opportuulty, 
aatbetk: opportD.lllty, recrMdonaI opportuDJty, 
individual r...dom and uriety, and educational 
opportualty. Later a ninth goal area, eavlroamen-
tal MCurity. was added. The list was developed by 
considering a much longer one and by aggregating 
or subordinating. where possible, elements of the 
longer list into those of the final one. Having 
identified the primary list each goal area was then 
further delined by disaggregating or "articulating" 
it into a set of subgoals. Each subgoaJ was then 
"The fim. pe~1I pronoun Mour" I"tfen to United SUW 
!IOCiety. 
5~btd. to!' e:un1pMl, by HuokI Luwel 119001 at 
-pnotlrrred evenu.- He idetltiOOI eigtJ\ ct.\efOrin: power. 
I'8llpeet. affeo:tion. red.1t~, well. being. walth, akill tJKI 
enlightftlmtCl\. 
~ t'll'o.DM8 ~1It1 oon.med. ttl Dt-. Dnid H&n'U. 
ProfeQOJ' 01 Plliloeoph1. Ullivenit)' 01 c.JifonMa, RivtrUde. and 
Dr. ThoII'Iu Nqel, De~rtmeDt 01 Ph.iIosopb,.. p~ 
Ullivenit,. . 
, 
!-
, 
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disaggregated into a set of sub-subgoals. and so 
on. thw engendering a root· like branching array of 
word descriptors In which the elements grew 
increasingly specific. Eventually a degree of 
specificity was achieved such that a relationship 
between a subn·goal and a measurable "indicator" 
(called a IOclaIlDdleator) could be visualized. 
At this level, the goal disaggregation was 
stopped. The overarching set was intended to be 
comprehensive. but in the lower levels of those 
subn·goals having no foreseeable water·related 
sensitivity. disaggregation was abandoned. Water 
development actions were visualized as directly 
causing or inducing changes in indicators. These 
changes were called attIoa or IWllIea .arIabIet. In 
its final 1971 form (see Chapter V. Technical 
Committee. 1971) approximately 250 social 
indicators were identified. Goals, subgoals, sub· 
subgoals, etc., social indicators, and action 
variables were numerically coded and programmed 
into a computer information retrieval system. In 
developing its system, the Technical Committee 
extensively reviewed the general literature dealing 
with "national goals" and "social accounting. " 1 
and on the 1969 and 1970 tepons of a Task Fon:e 
of the Water Resources Council (U.S. Water 
Resources Council, 1969, 1970a, 1970b). Many of 
the subgoals separately identified by the Technical 
Committee are implied or stated in the reports of 
the Water Resources Council Task Force. Chapter 
VI of the Technical Committee's Phase I report 
compares the goals implied in the Water Resources 
Council Task Force reports in detail with the 
Technical Committee's efforts. A review of goal 
identification and of the current literature on 
national goals was reported by Bracken (1971) who 
also conducted public survey research using 
questionnaires and a 6(,X)'respondent sample in , 
Colorado. Responses supported the general validity ; 
of the Technical Committee's primary goal-set as ! 
being perceived as describing important areas for • 
governmental concern. I 
By 1971 the Technical Committee had 
produced what could best he described as a I 
';ta:ronomy" describing its concept of our public 
goals. This is the only attempc known to the 
7Inelu<!i.nr. aDlOq onen, for aumple: The PHlgot·. 
COII1miSllion 00 N.tiOAaJ Goall. 1880, GoaU for A..n-..; 
National GoaI$ Re-.-cb Std. 19'1'0, TOWOII'd: ~ GTvwtA: 
~ wit" ~r 0lI roaa. Ind B.uer, 19M, Social 
l..tio.lton; U.S. Department of Health Edueatioo. and WelflN. 
19f19. Toward '" Soci4l Ripon. 
!!see Chapter S. p. fit for furtber diaeuSllioo.. 
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Techntcal Committee that has been made to fill in 
the complicated linguistic transition between 
abstract goals stated at high levels and operation· 
ally meaningful indicators and to interpret this 
transition comprehensively. The committee realizes 
that all goal and subgoal elements at every level are 
sets of arbitrary choices. Certainly other investiga· 
tors would not have advanced exactly the same sets. 
Further, the committee cannot demonstrate that 
the sets are sufficiently comprehensive for their 
purpose, through they are intended to be so. The 
committee also spent conskierable effort trying to 
understand the qualitative nature of what it had 
conceived . It was concerned about the degree of its 
objectivity in contrast to the degree of subjective 
weighting, among other things. ]n general, the 
committee believes the taxonomy as expressed is 
"unweighted" in structure and generally "un· 
weighted" in content. It recognizes that the content 
must reflect our contemporary society and is 
probably not "timeless" or "spaceless" in the sense 
that it would apply at other times or in other 
societies. 
As part of Phase I, the committee asked a 
distinguished panel to review its work for 
intellectual validity and as a planning approach 
considering the project's objectives. Comments of 
the panel were helpful and many of their sugges· 
tions were accepted. The separate reports of its 
members and the panel's report are contained in 
Appendices II and III of the Phase I report. 
Defining the taxonomy of goals, subgoals and 
social indicators and examining their validity and 
quality occupied most of the committee's time 
during Phase 1. While "connectives" were 
discussed. most of the conttptualization of these 
elements of what had become known as the "Straw 
Man,'" but is now called Techcom, were deferred 
to Phases II and III. 
Ph .. D. Cormectl.ns and 
aoat·set explorations 
Phase II, FY 1972, was a time of reaching out 
to tIplore empiricany some of the goal areas; the 
90rha bistorial evntl leadirJg to In ~ may be 
.orth recording. The Teehllieal CocnraittM first thought it onuJd 
eoI\vellfl'l8p&rat.e "Panel ~E:lJ»rt." to tell. it .bat OW' utiona! 
goahl are. In trying to frame tbe queetlona to uk the p .. el, tbe 
eommittee eventually realiZid tMt .ueh a panel would lleed to 
repe.t eaentially the detllled InteUeetuai IX.m.e already 
performed by the eommittft . Someone laid, "let Ullet tin. up as 
a ·Stra. Min' for ex.mi.n.tion." Th' name stua.. Webeter 
.ttributes a $OrneW'hat mon J»rjontive meaine to the 'II"OI"da 
·\tn. min" than "an hollelt hypothnil." The eommit.tee. Oil. 
subsequent .d"ite. lIN abandoDed thl appellatioa "Straw Mill" 
In t".ar 01. "TeclleoIn." 
nature of subgoals, social indicators and action 
variables; and especially to address the problem of 
determining the nature of connectives, and if 
possible to define some of these connectives 
quantitatively. Efforts of Phase II involved a 
number of students and colleagues of the Technical 
Committee and most of their efforts came forward 
in the form of working papers. Ten of these 
working papers were presented and discussed at a 
graduate student symposium held in San Diego, 
California, April 21-22, 1972 (Technical Com-
mittee, 1972). A document summarizing and citing 
these and six other Phase II efforts constituted the 
FY 1972 project summary report to OWRR 
(Technical Committee, 1973a). 
Each and every goal-element, social indicator, 
and action or decision variable in the Technical 
Committee's proposed system could be related to or 
linked in association with every other goal element, 
social indicator, or action or decision variable. An 
expression of such a relationship or linkage 
constitutes a connective. In general, introducing 
connectives into the system causes it to become a 
complex network. Such a network of connectives is 
highly redundant and there is no apparent way to 
separate causal qualities and associative qualities 
of connectives in Techcorn. Likely most connectives 
are combinations having both qualities. If one 
regards each goal element as a multi-dimensional 
vector defined by its disaggregated sub-elements 
the foregoing statement is equivalent to saying that 
the dimensions defining a goal or subgoal space 
are non-orthogonal and raises the theoretical 
question of how all of the connectives to any 
particular goal element are to be combined. (For a 
vectorial description of the Techcom concept, see 
Chapter IV of the Phase I report.) 
As a first step 'approximation, the committee 
decided to eliminate cross-goal element connectives 
except where a common social indicator may 
impinge on more than one lowest-level subgoal. 
This has the effect of restoring the "network" 
system to a branched, or dendritic one. 
Exploratory efforts at devising an algorithm for 
combining semi-quantified connectives (+, -, 0, 
I) where 1 represents indeterminancy) led to a 
solution in which indeterminancy prevailed as 
increasing numbers of combinations were made 
(Munnecke, 1972). In using the system 
operationally, however, planners may be concerned 
primarily with quantifying lower-level subgoal 
achievements under various alternative plans 
rather than with the primary goals. 
During Phase 11, progress improving 
disaggregation and testing in the various goal areas 
was uneven partly because limited resources 
precluded exploration of all areas. Economic 
opportunity, recreational opportunity and individ-
ual security enjoyed substantial progress and 
considerable work was done on aesthetic 
opportunity. A substantial amount of work went 
into environmental security principally under the 
University of Idaho SUb-project; however, 
unanimously acceptable conceptualization of this 
goal, especially in how it differs from 
environmental quallty, was not achieved. C. S: 
Holling, one of the 1971 panelists and an eminent 
systems ecologist, suggested "resilience," a 
measure of margin between the existing state and 
continued survival of an ecosystem, as a prime 
indicator of environmental security, however, these 
and other ideas are still in the conceptual stage 
vis-a-vis the Techcom system. to 
Studies by a University of Arizona group 
(Judge, Dove, and Everett, 1972) led to the view 
that indicators should have a high quality of 
human perceptibility especially among constituent 
audiences. This view and other considerations led 
to revisions in some of the subgoal and social 
indicator sets and their descriptions. 
Two simplitied simulations utilizing Techcom 
were made by the University of California, 
Riverside. group. The first of these developed a 
Techcom model for a version of the hypothetical 
"Bow River" water quality decision model used by 
Dorfman and Jacoby (1969) (Follmer, Munnecke 
and d'Arge, 1972). This study demonstrated the 
practicality of applying the methodology to the 
Dorfman-Jacoby hypothetical case. The second 
study dealt with the Perris Dam project of 
California (Hazard and Lando, 1973) and yielded 
insights on the formulation of connectives. A third 
applications case study, by the l,Jniversity of 
Arizona, examined the validity of proposed 
indicators under two widely different patterns and 
modes of operation of water development systems: 
Suffolk County, New York, and Pima County, 
Arizona (Roefs. et aI., 1972). Alternative 
population projections were postulated. The 
authors gave considerable attention to the 
"cognitive" aspects of the social indicator set, 
which seemed too general for the specific cases 
studied, and made some revisions to the original 
model. In the study areas considered, the writers 
concluded that population growth as projected is 
not a forcing function for any but the minimal 
water and waste-water management provisions. 
lOTb" matter is being studied under. related projeet. 
entitled "RellelJ'Ch 011 Ecological Rellilieney II • Tool for W.ter 
ReIlOUI'OOS Pianning. H funded by the U.S. Army Corpa of 
Engineen, Institute for Water Resoureea, and. under the 
direction of Dr. D. F. Haber, AlI80ciate Profeasor of Civil 
Engineering. UnivM'IIity of Idaho. Mo_.I~o. 
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Another interesting study related to the 
definition of subgoals and quantification of 
indicat~ under the Aesthetic Opportunity Goal 
(Brown. 1973) utilizing principally a colloquium 
brought together under the Corps of Engineers 
project. Alternative means were considered for 
evaluating landscapes and for determining 
appropriate measures of aesthetic quality changes. 
Davenport and Ca ulfield (1972) of Colorado State 
University, in defining an action variable. offered a 
clear operational distinction between action 
variables and social indicators. The Utah State 
University group (Thompson and Fletcher. 1972) 
focused on Recreational Opportunity developing a 
supply evaluation and costing model describing 
three qu ality levels for 11 water·based recreational 
activities utilizing 52 physical and biological 
parameters. Consideration was also given to the 
problem of quantifying trade·offs between 
recreational activies . 
As mentioned earltcr. a second panel reviewed 
the taxonomy of Techcom. meeting with the 
Technical Committee and its associates in San 
Diego. March 10·11 . 1973. Professor Harrah's 
main suggestion was that the theory of goals should 
be fonnulated as an empirical theory of the value 
system of the social group in question. The 
tree-structure would then be developed as a 
simplified representation of the theory, useful fOl' 
computational and heuristic purposes. Professor 
Nagel di scussed ethical assumptions of the 
methodology and commented on assignment of 
primary values. distribution. and prior constraints. 
He raised the validity of approaching values solely 
from the view of human preferences, i.e. not 
considering the " nature ethic" and suggested that 
the committee should not be overly diffident in 
relying on their interpersonal SUbjective judgments 
regarding ethical implications contained in the 
structure. 
A list of the reports and working papers 
prepared during Phase II in addition to or 
contained in the primary reports ("Summary 
Report of Phase 11" (Technical Committee. 1973a) 
and the "Proceedings of the Graduate Student 
Symposium" (Technical Committee, 1972)) is 
given by Table I . 
The report that follows consists of two parts. 
In the first part, the writers attempt to give some 
attention to analytical and theoretical considera· 
tions implicit in the conceptualization of Techrom; 
in the second part the application of Techcom to a 
real· life water resources planning situation, the 
Lower Rio Grande in New Mexico is described. 
'Parl I is by no means a complete analytical and 
theoretical treatment; much of it is preliminary and 
experience with the model necessary to draw 
anything but the most tentative interpretations is 
still lacking. The writers hope that at least some of 
the basic theoretical issues are raised . 
The application and demonstration reported 
in Part II is not intended to be a reaJ. planning 
effort suitable for decision making. It was an 
exploratory eJ:ercise. using as much real data as 
could be obtained and processed. in testing ·the 
validity and practicability of the concept generally; 
and particularly, in exploring the perceptual 
validity of some of the goals and subgoals, 
elucidating action or policy variables, identifying 
and projecting values for social in dicators , devising 
approaches for formulating connectives. and for 
testing a computerized planning inquiry system. 
While real data were utilized as much as possible. 
much needed data were either lacking or beyond 
the capab ility for co nsideration within the 
limitations of time and resources available to the 
project . Survey data were needed for exploring 
goal per«ptions and for preference weightings. 
The project was able to conduct some of the needed 
surveys using appropriate respondent samples. but 
also employed some simulated survey samples 
using project personnel and their associates as 
surrogate respondents. In summary, however. the 
investigators believe that workable processes for 
the achievement of the purposes mentioned above 
were amply demonstrated . 
In Part I. Chapter 2. Professor Caulfied draws 
on an historical analy5is of water and related· land 
policy evolution in our country to interpret the 
stream of political policy decisions under the 
impact of changing strengths of interest groups. He 
explores constraints imposed by public policy. as 
expressed in its several fonns; and of political 
acceptability as a necessary. if not sufficient, 
conditKm for implementation of the Techcom 
methodology in whole or in part . Professors d' Arge 
and Peterson, in Chapter 3, consider some of the 
theoretical aspects of a "pure" goals set and 
postulate several properties seen as imposed by 
logic or objective desirability on such a set. 
Transformation of the goal taxonomy into an 
evaluative system considerate of the Technical 
Committee's perception of things "deemed of 
societal importance" is discussed along with 
operational and d efinitional considerations. 
Professor Reefs, in Chapter 4 outlines the needs 
and describes the desirable characteristics of an 
infonnation system suitable for planning. One 
impOrlant characteristic is easy retrieval of all 
pertinent data at each level of planning for review 
both by decision·makers and planners. 
In Part 11, Chapter 5, Russel Gum describes 
means for identifying sets of subaoals and social 
indicators that are most meaningful to public 
Table 1. Lilt of reports prepand UDder Plaue D. 
IDcluded ID Studeol S,JJDpwI_ 
Follmer. S .• T. Munnecke and R. d·Arge. 
"Methodological Application of the Straw 
Man Decision Structure to a Hypothetical 
Case: the Dorfman·Jacoby Water Quality 
Model." Department of Environmental Eco-
nomies. University of California, Riverside. 
Lando. R. "Social Indicators and Connectives" 
Department of Environmental Economics. 
UniversityofCalifomia. Riverside. 
Davenport, 1. and H. P. Caulfield, Jr. ''Toward a 
Sharper Concept of an Action Variable." Col· 
orado State University. 
Judge. R. M., F. H. Dove, and W. A. Everett. 
"Methodological Problems in Applying the 
Straw Man to Real life Problems." University 
of Arizona. 
Munnecke, T. "Quantitative Sign MatriJ: Manipu-
lation. " Department of Environmental Eco-
nomics. University ofCalifomia. Riverside. 
Takeuchi, K. "Necessary Adaptations for Signifi-
cant Utilization of the Information System." 
Colorado State University. 
Jenkins W. "A Method of Disaggregation." Univ-
versity of Nevada, Reno. 
Jewett, G. "Egalitarianism ." University of Wash· 
ington. 
Fletcher, R. "A Connectives Model Relating Water 
Policy Action Variables to Recreational Oppor-
tunity Social Indicators." Utah State Univer-
sity. 
McKee. M. "Algorithmic Modeling and the Straw 
Man." Utah State University. 
perteptors and revises certain of the subgoat sets 
based on survey interview data. Preference 
weightings are established for inferior-level 
subgoal sets as connectives to next superior 
subgoals or goals using survey data. These data 
were obtained by mailed questionnaires for the 
general public and for several demographically 
stratified samples. Using 8 "Delphi" technique, in 
some cases with surrogate respondents as an 
illustration, Mac McKee, in Chapter 6 describes 
the fannulation of connectives for 128 soci.1 
indicators and their related subgoals. 
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Davenport. J. T. and H. P. Caul6ed, Jr. The Coa· 
cept and F1mctleD. of AdioD Varlab ... Colo-
rado State University. PRWG-112-2, Depart· 
ment of Environmental Economics, University 
of California, Riverside. December 1,1972. 
Thompson. J. and R. Fletcher A Model aud Com-
p.ter Program ( ... AppnJalq RecreadoD.al 
Water BodIn. Utah State University PRWG-
112-3. Department of Environmental Eco· 
nomics. University of California, Riverside. 
December I, 1972. 
Roefs. T. G., et al. Teat or. Planning Inquiry 
Sydem: Waste and Water Management ID 
Pima Coauty and Suffolk CoUllt)'. University 
of Arizona. PRWG-112·4, Department of 
Environmental Economics. University of Cali-
fornia, Riverside, December I. 1972. 
Hautrd. D. G. and R. E. lando Ecooomk Impact 
of. Large Water R~ PJ.jecb the Perrta: 
Dam.. University of California. PRWG-l12-S. 
Department of Environmental Economics. 
University of California, Riverside, May 1, 
1973. 
Brown. P. J. ed. , Toward. TedmIq_ f.r Qaaad-
IyID& A..- QuoIIIy of W_ R ........ 
PRWG-I20-2. Utah State University, Febru-
ary, I973. 
Harrah. D. and T. Nagel PaaelRnlewoftbe To-
ODOmiC Structure of the Straw Man, PRWG-
120·3. Program in Environmental Economics, 
University of California. Riverside, April. 
1973. 
In Chapter 7. Suzanne Follmer. David 
Hazard, and Professor d' Arge report the 
fonnulation of five alternative action scenarios for 
the Lower Rio Grande Figure 1. These take into 
account the positions of the three strongest interest 
groups: "undevelopment," "conservation and 
recreation," and "industrialization." As a practical 
surrogate for the economists' "without" case, 
simply trend projections are utilized. A cotton 
phase·out plan is adopted as a fifth alternative. 
Appropriate iDversion of the 24-sector. S·region 
input-output model leads to intermediate 
indicators from which goal.related social indicators 
can be derived. Rationales for deriving the 90 con· 
nectives necessary for this process are documented. 
A computerized prediction model for making the 
necessary inversions and computations utilizing the 
sectorial predictions associated with each scenario 
over four five·year intervals, the TeebcoID MeW 
indica .... prqIeedea model, was devised and is 
documented. Professor Roefs and Norman 
Hampton. in Chapter 8. report the design and 
document the computerized Tecbcom S,... ,. 
Quudfled pl.aal .. 1Dqu1ry. Data banks contain 
the social indicators derived as described in 
Chapter 1 and the connectives reported in Chapters 
5 and 6. Interactive use of the system by a planner 
or decision·maker is also described. Chapter 9 is a 
summary and also presents conclusions and 
recommendations. 
On September 28·29, 1973, at Tucson , 
Arizon a, the results of the project were 
demonstrated to a group of 17 planners and 
resource managers from federal and state agencies 
and others using the computerized system for 
Quantified Planning Inquiry described in Chapter 
8 (Technical Committee , 1973b). 
A complete listing of the Techcom Taxonomy 
used in the study is contained in AppendixA. Much 
of the detailed supporting material for Chapters 5, 
7. and 8 is contained in Appendices B. C, and D. 
Appendix E, by Lawrence Davis. describes the 
recrearional supply prediction model and its use for 
deriving social indicators under the Recreational 
Opportunity goal. William Schulze and Regan 
Whitworth make a preliminary report on a 
predictive salinity and suspended solids model for 
the New Mexico Rio Grande in Appendix F, and 
Mac McKee. Donald Haber and Douglas Gordon 
report developments in defining and describing the 
con«pt of environmental security in Appendu G. 
Appendix H lists publications and repdrts 
produced by the three-phase project since its 
inception. A list of those actively participating in 
the project is included in AppendiJ: J. 
s ..... ..,. 
The foregoing paragraphs outline the 
background and discuss briefly the superstructure 
that the Tech nical Committee and associates have 
visualized so far. The Technical Committee sees its 
methodology as promising to: 1) Provide systematic 
evaluations taking into account items not included 
in conventional benefit--cost analysts as well as 
those that are; 2) permit evaluation of water 
resource alternatives in a comprehensive context of 
general welfare; 3) provide a basis for integrating 
or comparing water resources alternatives with 
other public development plans, e.g .• land use, and 
4) provide a basis for examining consistency 
between water resources development actions and 
stated public goals. The Techcom concept also has 
th e capability of systematically organizing 
comprehensive preference information and pre-
senting it in a meaningful and orderly fashion for 
planning and decision making . 
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Figure 1. The Rio Grande RiTer Baala In New MeKb. 
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PART I 
ANALYTICAL AND THEORETICAL 
IMPLICATIONS 
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CHAPTER 2 
INSTITUTIONAL AND POLITICAL 
CONSTRAINTS 
by 
Belll'1 P. CaaIBeIcJ.. Jr. 
Water resource usc and development in the 
United States is largely determined by governmen-
tal management involving, in varying types and 
degr~ of activity, all three levels of government -
federal, state and local. Such governmental 
management involves a large volume of public 
activity in planning, financing. construction. and 
operation and maintenance of water and related 
land projects as weJJ as intensive public rqularion 
of private use. Thus, use of Techcom in the United 
States involves making it operational within the 
context of governmental institutions and political 
activity. To be relevant, it cannot escape that 
context and must operate within the constraints 
imposed by that context. 
The purposes of this chapter are: (a) To 
summartz.e the political nature of water use in the 
United States, certain overall federal planning 
policies that have attempted both to authorize and 
to constrain the federal role, and Techcom's logical 
relationship to the latter; (b) to outline the general 
institutional and. political context within which 
Techcom must operate; and (e) to indicate certain 
conditions under which Techcom might operate 
optimally within that context. 
TIM Political Natan ofWaier Vie 
_d De.elopmtDt 
"Politics," for the purpose of this analysis. is 
defined as the: processes by which a society makes 
authoritative decisions about the allocation of 
values (Easton. 1965). When more than one 
political objective is involved in a decision. as 
always is the case, values are being allocated in a 
political process. Thus, decisions related to multi-
objective planning are inherently political. 
Multi-objectives have long been involved in 
public decisions with respect to the use of water 
and related land in the United States. The multi-
objectives of eeoDOIIlk dn'elepnw:at, fartIIerlaa 
poUtical IUlIty and arlJItuy defeme wert explicitly 
indicated in Secretary of the Treasury Gallatin's 
Report on Roads and Canals of 1808. This plan 
proposed. for the first time, a comprehensive 
scheme of canals and other navigable waterways to 
provide low-cost transport covering the whole of a 
largely unpopulated and undeveloped Unitccl 
States east of the Mississippi River. In the latter 
19th century, navigation projects of the AnnyCorps 
of Engineers were supported politically because 
they furthered, not only economic development of 
the Middle West with the aid of cheap waterway 
transportation of grain and other bulk. commodi· 
ties, but also competition to railroads with the 
Objective of regulating freigh\: rates downward. The 
Reclamation Act of 1902 was viewed not only as 
aiding economic development of the arid west but 
also as supporting the Jeffersonian family-farm 
concept by providing that no federally developed 
water could be supplied to lands in excess of 160 
acres for anyone landowner. Also, the landowner 
was required to be a "bona fide resident on such 
land. " 
Political trade·offs were inherently involnd in 
Gallatin's plan, for example. between "economic 
development" and "military security" when the 
location and priority of waterways was considered. 
Also, 1ocation of navigation projects to provide the 
greatest boost to economic development are not 
necessarily those that are best from the point of 
view of causing the downward movement of 
existing "monopoly railroad freight rates" through 
competition. Finally, it is clear today, if not earlier 
in this century. that the "family farm" is not 
usually the most economic agricultural enterprise. 
The values involved io the&e trade-offs, 
moreover, att iDcommensurablc. The optimum 
allocation of value cannot be determined by 
reference to a common objective measure of value, 
because there is none, 
With the advent in this century of multiple-
purpose development of water and related land 
resources, and with economic development taken 
to be the dominate political objective of federal 
projects, it is understandable why "benefit-cost 
analysis," stemming from Professor Pigou's 
Economics of Welfare (1920). and subsequent 
developments in normative economic theory, came 
to be the paradigm for professional water and 
related land resource planning (U,S. Interagency 
Committee on Water Resources, 1950). Theoret-
ically, the inclusion and scope of developmental 
purposes (i.e., navigation, irrigation, hydroelectric 
power, flood. control, etc.) could be analyzed by 
appropriate marginal analysis, involving reference 
to market prices or of simulated-market prices, in 
such a way as to determine professionally (not 
politically) the optimal, or best, project. 
More philosophically, "consumer sover-
eignty," through the actions of individual 
consumers in the determination of prices, was 
taken to be an "objective" basis for determining 
the best project (Krutilla and Eckstein, 1958). 
Economists generally have preferred, consciously 
or unconsciously, "consumer sovereignty," as the 
basis for decision-making, over "societal sover-
eignty" which presumably is seen as expressing 
its values "subjectively," and then making 
tradeoffs among them through majority-vote and 
other procedures and constraints established by the 
U.S. and related state constitutions. 
In terms of the political theory of Professor 
Lowi (1971), what the professional enthusiasts for 
"benefit-cost analysis" were trying to do was to 
substitute a system of "redistributive politics" for 
"distributive politics" in federal decision-making 
with regard to water projects. They were trying to 
establish the legitimacy of an "ideology" of 
economic efficiency as the sole basis of decision-
making in place of Congressional "logrolling" for 
pork in the "pork barrel."l1 
The high point of official federal adoption of 
economic efficiency as the sole objective in decision-
making was expressed in Bureau of the Budget 
Circular No. A-47 of December 31, 1952. This 
circular provided that a water program or project 
11 Arthur Maass' (195l} ~Muddy Wateu~ refiects a political 
!lcientist's pereeption in 1951 of the water politics that many of 
those involved in this effort were reacting against. As the 
"ideology" of economic efficiency has developed, belief in its 
appropriatene!ls as the sole buill for decision·making has eroded. 
The importance of intangible benefits and oostll hu been 
inenoasingiy recognized. Thus, implicitly, the need for another 
decision-making system is indicated. 
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proposed to the Bureau of the Budget for authori-
zation of funding had to have a benefit-cost ratio 
greater than one in tenns of tangible (i.e., 
monetary) benefits and costs. This standard is 
something less than the standard of "maximum net 
benefits" of nonnative economic theory (and it 
would be interesting to know why this was not then 
the explicit standard), but the adopted standard 
was clearly in terms of monetary values. Analyses 
of proposed projects by sponsoring departments 
and agencies were to be in tenns of BOB standards 
and procedures, with explicit indications as to legal 
requirements or official agency policy views (Le. 
non-economic constraints) that were at variance. 
By implication, elimination of such constraints 
would be sought. 
Efforts of the Bureau of the Budget to apply 
"A-47" rigorously in the 1950's led to the 
formulation, and adoption in its place on May 15, 
1%2, of "Policies, Standards and Procedures in 
the Formulation, Evaluation and Review of Plans 
for Use and Development of Water and Related 
Land Resources." This document was an inter-
departmental agreement approved by the President 
which became know popularly as "Senate 
Document 97" (U.S. Senate, 87th Congress, 
Second Session, 1962)_ It officially established 
standards and procedures for multi-objective 
planning to replace the single-objective thrust of 
"A-47." The objectives were development, with 
distinction made between standards of analysis for 
"national economic development" and "regional 
development"; preservadon, providing for tJte use 
of rivers as "wild and scenic rivers," etc.; and weU-
being of people, referring to federal policies 
expressed in law stemming from this country's 
"progressive" or egalitarian traditions. 
Comprehensive plans were to be fonnulated 
initially in terms of national economic efficiency 
criteria, an advance over "A-47" from the point of 
view of normative economic theory. Alternative 
plans, giving emphasis to other objectives involving 
intangible values, were then to be fonnulated and 
partially evaluated by determining the "opportun-
ity cost," in tangible cost terms, of obtaining such 
alternative objectives. All plans expressing major 
differences were to be presented for consideration 
within the Executive Branch and to the Congress. U 
12The author of this chapter was the chairman of the inter-
dep&rtmentai staff eommittee that dralted and obtained adoption 
of Senate Doeument 97. He was A-Mistant Director and then 
Dll"eetor, Resourees Program Staff, Office of the Seeretary. 
Department of the Interior, 1961-1966. For indications of the 
intelleetual stance which be broUJlbt to that task, see his ''Tbe 
Living Past in Federal Power Policy," 19511 Annual Report of 
Resources for the Future, Inc., Washington. D.C.: and "Welfare, 
Eeonomics and Resource Development," WOlf/ern RnwTCe' 
Paper" 1961. For relerenee to another evolution of thought 
leading to the concept of multi-objeetive water planning, '100 
Arthur Maus et al., "Design of Water Re!IOuree Systent.'l." 
';: 
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With passage of the Water Resources 
Plannina: Act of 1965 (P.L. 89-80), the Water 
Resources Council (created by Title J) became 
obligated under Section 103 to establish. by 
regulation. with approval of the President, 
"principles. standards and procedures for fedcral 
participation in the preparation of comprehensive 
regional or river basin plans and for formulation 
and evaluation of federal water and related land 
resource projects." Us first cut in meeting this 
obligation was a report of June 1969 by 8 Special 
Task Force (U.S. Water Resources Council. 
Special Task Force. 1969) which pro~ a multi-
objective system of four objectives and four 
evaluation accounts: aatlonal iDcome, ~aal 
dnelo,..eat, eal'lroomental, and weD belue. The 
finaJ product (U .S. Water Resources Council. 
1973) approved by the Prestdent on September 5, 
1973, " Principles and Standards for Planning 
Water and Related Land Resources" (referred to 
hereafter as Principles and Standards), provides 
for two objectives in plan formulation , batIuaJ 
...... k deYeIopllMDt and eadroamn.tal qulU,., 
and four accounts for recording beneficial and 
adverse effects: National economic development. 
environmental quality, regional development and 
social well being. No one objective is viewed as 
inherently more important than the other. Also. a 
plan developed in terms of national economic 
efficiency criteria is not taken to be the basic 
standard to measure deviations in terms of 
"opportunity cost, " as in Senate Document 97. 
Instead. the planning components related to the 
objectives and evaluation accounts have largely 
been distributed in such a way that values to be 
measured in monetary terms relate to national 
economic development and reJional development 
and values to be measured in non-monetary terms 
relate to environmental quality and social well-
being. The problems and consequences for decision-
making of indicating values in incommensurable 
terms are somewhat. but not fully. recognized 
explicitly. Public participation in decisio~making 
is officially sought and political tradeof'fs seem to 
be seen as necessary in order to find a politically 
acceptable plan. 
During the period of over five yean in which 
the "Principles and Standards" were under 
consideration. much intense debate occurred both 
inside the Federal Executive Branch and in public 
view. The highly political character of the 
Principles and Standards. apparently reflecting a 
belief that such criteria to guide planning would 
lead to value·significant project effects, is clearly 
indicated in a summary and analysis of public 
responses given in public hearings held by the 
Water Resources Council durina the Springo! 1972 
on its proposed Principles and Standards published 
in December 1971. A total of 4,182 reponsei were 
given covering 8,500 pages of official public record. 
On the public interest group level of response, the 
hearings most dearly revealed a sharp split 
between developmental interests and environmen-
tal quality interests. On the level of professional 
opinion of economists, a sharp split is revealed 
between those economists who concur in principle 
with multi-objective planning and those who stood 
firm in favor of single-objective planning in tenns 
of national economic efficiency criteria. Debate on 
these levels was both separate and interconnected. 
Debate in 1973 at high political ~els inside 
the Adminstration is reported to have related 
largely to consen'ative economic thinking venus 
veiws on practical political acceptability. The 
conservative thinkers of the Office of Management 
and Budget lost the argument over the "discount 
rate." but they achieved reduction of multi· 
objectives (eIcept in very limited circumstances) 
from four to two . 
How does Techcom relate to all of this? 
Techrom. as eIpiained more fully elsewhere in this 
report. is a computerizable information-analytic 
system that relates water use to a multi-objective 
hierarchy of social goals topped by nine primary 
social goals : eoIIeeth'e HCartt,., ea'riroameatal 
1MICUfty, .. ...w .... 1MUttJ, ecoDtmk opportaa. 
ky, c.tt..nl.d ~~, ..tbede 
.,.,..,...mty.  .,.,..,...mty. 10011-.. 
freedom ud YUle", and edlK'tldoul opportludty. 
The system is conceived as including a goal-set, a 
social indicator set. an action variabJe set and 
connectives between them. It presupposes the 
e1(istence of a technical support system for its 
inputs and a decision-making system to utilize its 
outputs. As ultimately developed and placed in a 
practical operation, Techcom and the decision-
making system are broadly conceived as interacting 
over time so as to produce: (a) Alternative plans for 
I water and related land use that indicate for each 
I plan aJl conceivable beneficial and ad.,erse effects; 
or (b) analyses of effects of proposed policy 
changes. Because the utility of Techcom in 
planning would have to be operational before 
analysis of policy change effects could be 
attempted. this chapter will only discuss the 
context of institutional and political constraints on 
use of Techcom in relation to planning. 
Techcom 's top nine goals are conceived 85 
appropriate in relation to public: actions generally. 
not just those related to use of water and related 
land resources as are the two objectives of the 
WRCs Principles and StandardS. These O'f'erarch-
ing goals an: taten. on the basis of general 
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intellecmal Opinion (not political wisdom) , to be 
valid for the United States in terms of historical 
precedent, present concerns, and future viability, 
Some of the goals may prove to be usually, if not 
always, irrelevant in relation to water and land use. 
But conceptualizing the goal·set in this overall way 
helps to overcome possible parochialism of 
imagination and points planning of water and 
related land resources in the direction of the 
concerns of society in general. Politically , however, 
conceptualization of the goal-set in this broad way 
may not be feasible. as indicated by the experience 
of the Water Resources Council. noted above, in 
achieving final approval of its Principles and 
Standards. Acceptance of a goal as a legitimate 
guide in plan formulation and evaluation is not a 
value-free act: and nonacceptance indicates 
political illegitimacy. Happily, the goal-set of 
Techcom could be constricted by the governmental 
agency concerned as necessary to accord with 
contemporary political views without jeopardizing 
technical operation of the system. The following 
outline of the political insitutional and procedural 
conteIt within which Techcom must operate 
as!iumes that its present goal-set is politically 
acceptable. 
The Political, IndltutloDal. ud 
Proceckaral c..telt fol' 
Operadoa ofTecbcom. 
The outputs of the "politics" of a society are: 
(a) Value-significant public actions impacting in 
society as final products or services; and (b) public 
policies guiding de<:isions regarding such actions as 
intemlediate products. "Polides" in this conted 
are defined as the criteria by which a decision-
maker decides what action to take, or not to take in 
a given situation. n Operating water projects clearly 
are such value-significant actions and the policies 
guiding planning and decisions upon plans; for 
example, the extant Principles and Standards, are 
decision criteria intended to constrain the 
preparation of plans. 
PoUda .. CODltn.lD.ta 
Also significant as cOllstraints are the policies 
adhering to, say, federal construction and 
operation of irrigation works. Mention was made 
13Adopted from Carl J. FrifHirir:h, 1950 ~CoMtitutiolta.l 
Government and Democracy, ~ p. 382. So=ewhat aimiIarIy, policy 
is defiDed by DlYld Easton (1965) in ~A System. Anaiym of 
PoIitic,1 Lile: .. MdedsiOIl rule. ,dopt«l by authoritin .. , 
pide to behaviof- ... " (p. 368). 
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above of constraints in the interest of preserving the 
"family farm." But also terms and conditions 
relating to reimbursement of federal capital, as 
well as to operating, maintenance, and replace-
ment expenditures, adhere to federal action in the 
provision of physical facilities. These tenns and 
conditions have effects that are taken by Techcom 
to be measurable in relation to a goal-set. That 
more than physica l facilities and their effects upon 
a goal-set are important is evident when one 
considers that if the State of California furnished 
the same physical facilities for irrigation, there 
would not be constraints relating to "family fanns" 
and the reimbursement p olicies would be 
substantially different. The effects upon the 
goa l-set would be different if California provided 
irrigation water to farmers than if it were supplaed 
by the federal government under extant 
Reclamation law, 
Thus, the concept of "action variable," one of 
the key operational concepts of Techcom discussed 
eKtensively elsewhere in this repoM , must be viewed 
as more than an action of variable amount having 
effects. It needs 10 be conceived, for example, as 
more than a physical action to provide one or more 
sizes of dams. It must also be viC\\'ed, to be 
operational. as clothed in policies that constrain its 
use and condition its effects. Inquiry into this 
matter already has been reported in detail in 
connection with this research project (Davenport 
and Caulfield. 1972). That discussion need not be 
du plicated here . 
What needs to be emphasized here is the great 
scope and vast amount of policy clothing on 
physical actions, Figure 2, in broad conceptual 
terms, portrays public policy as a hierarchial 
system of constraints upon the freedom of lead 
planners and executive decision-makers. 
I 
I 
I 
The Cooadtudon 
I 
I 
I R ...... _ .... E .. "" .... Onlen I 
I 
I 
Offldal "Policy" Statemeata 
Profaalonal Standank 
I 
I 
I PenoaaI VaI.e Pnlaeacell I 
SpedIIc -t.-Spedflc DedoIoa 
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of eoftltralD .. upoa the freedom of lead 
planBen aad executhe deeltlon·makers. 
. ~. 
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All of these levels of public policy provide 
criteria that constrain plans. The higher kvels 
constrain the lower-level sources of criteria. 
An action variable involving the taking of 
private land into public: ownership include! the 
U.S . Constitutional orovision DrohibitinlZ the 
taking of land without just compensation. The U.S. 
Constitution can constrain the availability of action 
variables. say, to the federal government by the 
apparent fact that it has no authority to zone flood 
plains. Flood plain zoning as an action variable is 
only available to state and local governments. Also, 
the federal government cannot directly assess 
specific lands for benefits re«ived from flood 
protection storage. Thus, rather than wait for one 
or more benefited states to create the necessary 
Ioc:al districts to provide reimbursement of some 
costs (as is the case with respect 10 federal irriga-
tion costs) the federal government provides the 
larger flood protection storage works as a 
nonreimbursable federal expenditure . 
Policy embodied in law. the interpretation of 
which is conditioned by ils legislal ive history. is 
extensive and becomes very particularized in 
application. Moreover , extant policy in law has 
be-en accumulated over a long period of time. 
Some, embodied in the common law , was 
established ages ago. Other extant policy was 
adopted by statute in the 19th century. Much more 
statute law still applicable to water and related 
land resources has been enacted in this century. 14 
One can look at this process of accumulation as 
"disjoimed incrementalism" as would political 
scientist Charles E. Lindblom. Such accumulation 
leaves much that may be desired from the point of 
view of "comprehensive rationality" (Dye, 1972; 
Wade and Carry, 1970). But it is a relatively fixed 
reality. or policy state, that must be taken to exist. 
If cannot be ignored in the utilization of Techcom. 
Judicial interpretation of law clearly provides 
decision cr iteria that planners cannot ignore . The 
well-known experiences of federal water agencies 
since passage of the National Environmental Policy 
Act in 1969 make this evident. 
The extant Principles and Standards, 
regulations of the Water Resources Council, are 
clearly intended to proyKie criteria consistent with 
law to guide planners and decision-makers. If 
Techcom were to be employed in its present form 
by the federal government, the Water Resour«s 
14,,01' that pertiM~t \0 the U.S. Buf'MU of Redam&tion 
alone. see Richard K. Pell: (editor). 1972, "Federal ReelaDl.tioll 
and ReJa.ted Lawl AJ\l\Olat.ed. M Volumes I-ID. 
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Council would have to revise accordingly its present 
rules and regulations under Section 103 of the 
Water Resources Planning Act. 
The ne:w:t three levels of criteria are very real, 
but ~ss uniform and fixed , in terms of their effects 
upon planning and decision-making. Official 
" policy" statements are, in effect. calls upon lower 
offkials in Ihe exercise of their discretion to tilt 
their decisions in accord with the explicit or 
implicit criteria of the policy statement. 
Professional standards derive from intellectual 
disciplines, training. experience , and professional 
society policy. Engineers. econ:ml ists . biologists, 
elc .. all bring to their work the professional 
standards of their professions . 
Finally, the value preferences ofthe planner or 
decis ion-maker, within whatever freedom of 
decision is left to him, can help determine 
dec is ions. His va lu es, impacting upon his 
decisions. can be those that he has long held 
personally or professionally; or they can be values 
thai he has decided 10 take into account as a result 
of public participation in processes of planning and 
decision-mak ing. 
Specific decisions can be said to derive (to 
continue the metaphor of hierarchy) from criteria 
imposed from above as well as criteria promoted by 
pu blic participation from below. Because much 
that occurs in government depends upon the active 
interest and substantial conc:urrence of the affected 
publics . public participation is an essential eJement 
in the realization of plans in terms of actual 
operations and achievement of effects. Also 
essential in a political society. however. is the 
honoring of eltant public polky including that with 
which one disagrees . 
The poUtic" market place 
To outline further the political, institutional, 
and procedural context for operation of Techcom, 
attention needs to be directed now to an 
abbreviated description of the political market 
place in which decisions, informed by data and 
analyses organized and presented by Techcom on 
alternative plans, would be made. With rejection of 
simulation or quasi-simulation of private sector 
value allocation processes, and of the ecoDOadc 
market place, as the sole value-analytic basis of 
plan formulation; and with the adoption of 
evaluation and decision by procedures within a 
multi ·objective system , understanding o f the 
poUtka.I market place and its procedures for 
obtaining decisions becomes essential. 
What is the political market place? Figure 3 
outlines its typical structure under American 
constitutional government. Particularly relevant 
within the Legislative Branch at the federal level 
with respect to specifIC decisions upon water and 
related land resource plans are the Interior, Public 
Works, and Agricultural committees. together with 
Appropriations sub-committees, of the House of 
Representatives and of the Senate. 
Within the Federal Executive Branch, the 
agencies with work related to the Water Resources 
Council and invoh·ed in individual and collective 
decision-making are: 
Department of Agriculture 
Department of the Army 
Department of Commerce 
Department of Housing and Urban 
Development 
Department of the Interior 
Department of Justice 
Department of Transportation 
Council of Environmental Quality 
Environmental Protection Agency 
Federal Power Commission 
Office of Management and Budget 
The Traditional importance of the Office of 
Management and Budget (formerly the Bureau of 
the Budgd) in decision -making on water and 
related land resource project plans and on policy 
Changes is too well known to need elaboration here. 
However, it should be noted that Chairman of the 
Wat er Resources Council (now the Secretary of the 
Interior) was authorized by the President on 
November 17, 1973, to make final executive 
decisions with respect to "standards" and 
·'procedures" under Section 102 of the Water 
Resources Planning Act (White House. 1973), 
Reference is made, above, to the role of the 
Judicial Branch. Nothing more need be said here 
except to nOle that the pluralistic method of 
po litica l decisio n-making discussed below is 
obviously not the method of the Judicial Branch. Its 
methods of decision-making are not particularly 
germane to this analysis. 
Operating within the structure of the political 
market place are political actors (see Fili!:ure 4). The 
political actors most immediately associated with 
Techcom in the federal government would be 
higher civil servants (including officers of the Army 
Corps of En gineers involved in its civil functions) 
both in Washington and the field. Lead planners 
interfacing with Techcom technical personnel 
would also fall in the category of high civil servants 
that make authoritative decisions . 
Legislative and executh'e officers. hierarchi-
cally above higher civil servants . clearly make 
aUlhoritalive decisions Ih at can have greater 
finality and authority. Explicit outlining of their 
procedures of decision-making individually and 
collectively, would not appear essential to this 
analysis , 
What is important to note clearly is that those 
who are not in a position to make authoritative 
decisions in government (namely; interest groups, 
influentials. political parties and citizen-voters). 
can and do impact separately and directly upon 
both legislative and executive officers as well as 
higher civil servants. Public participation is really 
ubiquitous, despite recent complaints of its 
nonexistence. What has been often sought really in 
l.dIclal 
Bnm<h 
[La,.eIy 
SJncl< 
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Decllloa-maldncl 
.. 
1. I.egldatlve, Executive and Judicial om· 
con 
2. IHah Ch'U Servant.. 
3. Interest Grous--Leaden ad Members. 
4. Influentlals-Edlton, Column_a, Law-
yen, WeU-knownIndl1'ldua1a, etc. 
5. PoUtical Parties. 
6. Citizen-Voten. 
Flgure 4. The polltlcal acton In a polltlcal market. 
recent years under the rubric of public 
participation is control of decisions from the 
standpoint of a particular policy thrust. 
What has been said so far about the political 
market place would almost make it appear that the 
United States is a unitary state, rather than 
possessing a federal structure (see Figure 5). In 
reality. the United States has a multiplicity of 
political markets making decisions to which 
Techcom could be related. 
1. FederaJ Government. 
2. Federal·State ImtltudoDi (e.g. Fedenal· 
State Rber Buin. CoDllDfulollJ). 
3. State Go"emments. 
4. Co_clk or Local Go't'emments. 
5. Local Goftmments. 
FIpre S. MaldpUclty ofpoUtica1 maJ'ketl. 
State and local governments have structures, 
decision procedures, and political actors roughly 
analagous to the federal government (see Figures 3 
and 4). Federal-state institutions in general and 
federal-state river basin commissions under Title II 
of the Water Resources Planning Act explicitly, 
make decisions largely by consensus-by no formal 
objection rather than majority vote. Councils of 
local governments (Le. counties and cities), 
because they too are not properly constituent 
. bodies, also tend to make decisions by consensus. 
'.. What energizes a political market place? 
, ...... mentally. it is the actions of political actors 
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endeavoring to maintain an existing value 
allocation versus those who would change that 
allocation in one or more directions. Figure 6 
outlines the elements from which political actors 
can derive political power in the value allocation 
struggle. Mere listing of each element from which 
power is derived would appear to be sufficiently 
suggestive for purposes of this discussion. 
Political Power Can Be SaId To Deme: 
Pc»ltlvely hom: - Leadenhlp abWty 
- AbWty to persuade 
_ Polltlealpmlna 
- Authority 
- Resourcel!l available for 
discretionary use 
Negatively from: - AbWty to block or upeet 
otben' proponla through 
use of authority, raourc-
es. etc. 
Figure 6. Polltlcal power in a political market. 
It is operationally important for positively 
oriented political actors to understand and accept 
the difference between the positive and negative 
exercise of political power. Political actors must 
exercise their power within a relativelv fixed 
political structure and set procedure (see Figure 3), 
the outputs of which are usually taken by the 
public generally to be legitimate. By following 
legitimate procedures. a political actor positively 
seeking change in the existing value allocation will 
have to deal with many loci of negative political 
power. Such power can most easily derive from 
mere possession of authority or close influential 
access to authority within the system. But 
procedural legitimacy despite its difficulties is 
essential to viable government in the long run. 
The poll ..... """" .. place 
and Teebcom 
How can this portrayal of a political market 
place be related to Techcom? The connection is 
made through a "lead planner linitial-decision-
maker" (LPID). Figure 7 presents an interaction 
map of relationships of the LPID, located in box 
(a). His objective is to lead the planning exercise in 
such a way, consistent with public policy impacting 
him from box (b), that he will be able, through the 
necessary number of iterations in the plan 
formulation process discussed below, to obtain a 
(b) Superior Decision-makers assis ted (d) Technical Planning and Evaluation-
by 
-
Data Input Staff (11'EDIS) 
- technical reviewers 
- policy reviewers 
- politi cal feasibility analysts 
~ 
+ 
(.) LEAD PLANNER/ INITIAL (, ) Techcom System Slaff 
DECISION-MAKER (LPID) (TSF) 
~ ~ 
(0) lntertSled Publi~ 
'-
(f) Political Feasibili ty 
- interest woups 
-------. Survey Staff (PFSS) 
- influentials 
- citi ren-voten 
• 
(g) Scientific and Techruca] 
Community 
FIgure 7. LeacI-plaaner/inltlaI dec.lou·maker interaction map. 
viable coalition of public support for onc of the 
alternative plans presented 10 the interested 
publics . box (c) . 
To assis t him in his role. the LP[D must have a 
Technical Planning and Evaluation-Data Input 
Staff (TPED1S). bOll: (d). The TPEDIS defines for 
the LPID the technically feasible alternative plans 
and provides him with the technical assurance 
that each alternative plan . if carried out . will 
perform as the staff spedfies , The Techcom 
System Staff (TSS). box (e). is supplied the 
data from the TPEDIS in such form that it can 
specify for the computer, with respect to each 
alternative plan. the action variable set, the social 
indicator set. the relevant sub-subgoal-set and the 
connectives. between them (see Chapter I and the 
Phase I report (Technical Committee . 1971)). TSS 
is also supplied with "weights" by the Political 
Feasibility Survey Staff (PFSS), box (0. Weights 
used to overcome incommensurability problems in 
part vary substantially between those that are more 
technical to those that are heavily value-laden. At 
the more technical level. weights to determine the 
reJevant impact of social indicators in their 
registration upon sub-subgoals could be found by 
"delphi inquiries" to technical experts (see box (g» 
as described in Chapter 6. The more value-laden 
weights to determine, at least tentatively. the 
relative weight to be given within the goal-set could 
be found by opinion surveys among a total adult 
population or among ulevant influentials. Chapter 
5 describes the use of Ihis process in the New 
Mexico test. With inputs from both TPEDlS and 
PFSS. the TSS instructs the computer to perform 
the analy5is and supply information as specified by 
the LPID. 
The functions of the PFSS. however. involve 
more than the supply of weights to the TSS. The 
PFSS will need to conduct surveys and make 
analyses for the LPI D on political feasibility that 
will not be fonnal inputs to Tti:hcom. Mulder 
(l974a . 1974b) suggests a process for this effon. 
The LPI D needs to look to the PFSS for help in 
appraising the political impact of wider pubHcs 
than those initially involved with him as face to face 
public participants. 
PIaD fonnuladoD and the pobtlcal 
dedaJoD .,.tem 
The political problem oftbe LPID is to include 
in his plan fannulation processes (Figure 8) the 
publics interested in public participation and the 
wider publics that may have an impact on the 
Step 1: Speclflcadon of typeI of actIOD Yarlabl .. 
rele .. ant to the plaanlDa tettIDa. 
Step 2: EYaI ... tIoll of the nIOIU'Ce capabWty of 
area lllyohed. 
Step 3: Fonn_do. of altenutthe tecbak:aII, f.-
sible IIdJoa narlab~ NtI,lDdadlq • "do 
aoddng" setl. 
S"p 4, T ....... """"* ... d_dJopla, 
lDdkatrna Impact. OQ II ..... of NCb at· 
temath'e plan. 
Step 51 Reflew b, LPrn of the oatp.t of Step 4 
with regard to polltlca1 acceptabWty and 
nltentlon of proceu If that ontpDt II not 
....... tah ... 
So.,6, LPID_ ~_ of ............ 11-
ed altemattre plan, bat repon. aD pllbUe-
.,. dpdf!<u,al_ ..... pahUc &ad 
to hlaher a.thorIey. 
fIaare 8. O.tllne ofplan formulatloa proceu. 1S 
15 Ad.Ipted from ~p~ and Stud..,. to.- PImning 
Water and Rdated Laad ~••• W.t.r a.-.- CoundI. 
lt13. p. 13·11. 
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ultimate fruition of his planning efforts. Much has 
bun wrinen lately on the importance of, and 
techniques of. public participation; but this 
literature need not be reviewed here. Instead . 
reference: is made to the very useful views of Ann 
Widditsch (1974). an experienced public participa-
tor of the Seattle-Tacoma metropolitan area; and 
Norman Wengert (1971). a political scientist with 
substantial governmental experience. 
Public participation and political feasibility 
analys is should be included in Step 1. Public 
panicipation in cenain aspects of Step 2 and Step 3 
may also prove useful. PFSS detennination of 
weights. involving surveys both of technical experts 
and the public. is essential to Step 4. The review in 
Step 5 involves a judgment by the LPID, not only of 
the confonnance of the product of Step 4 with 
policy that impinges upon him. but also of the 
acceptability of one alternative to a sufficiently 
supportive coalition. If conformance with policy is 
nol present. he may find it feasible to seek change 
in an offending constraint. lfpublic acceptability is 
nol present . he will have to detennine changes 
among the alternative action variable sets (plans) 
that would help build a coalition. Figure 9 sets 
forth four basic steps in coalition building. 
Step 1: Reeoplze the Polarlzation of latera .. : H 
there Is ao depee of polarization, there .. 
ao problem of coalIdon b.UdIDa. Intera" 
an not disparate. 
Step 2: Seek Out ConamorWItSes Amoq later-
est.: Disparate Interest. will .rten kaye 
important common-lio. .. late ..... 
S1op3, M .... a... ... _~of_. 
... In Aehlednl AA, Acdoa.: The threat 
of no action for uybody II a DMlaI poUtJ.. 
cal penaader. 
Step 41 Find Viable Comprom.lJesl Made political 
tradeoffJ. 
F ..... 9. CoalItloa balldlD&. 
Coalition building is more an art than a 
science. But the literature of political gaming may 
be helpful (Luce and Roiffa, 1957; Rapaport, 
19(8). The four steps of Figure 9 afe nothing more 
than a first approximation. The LPID's own 
leadership in terms of his own personal values 
could be a decisive detenninant. On the other 
hand. his success in ultimately achieving action on 
a plan may tum on his sacrifice of his own personal 
values. 
How can the LPID judge when a viable 
coalition has been achieved? Figure 10 sets forth 
four tests. The PFSS can be helpful. of course. to 
the lPID in his political testing of the viability ofa 
coalition. 
1. Few,if 0Y. IlI'e completely happy. 
2. MOlit people bl ... olnd are happier with the 
compromt.e tblUl without. 
1. Conttnulq polarlzed Inlerelta ~t M 
effectl..-e In liopplq the platt. 
4. Sapporten of com.promlR are IWBcleody 
IUpportf..-e to oIJtaIa aedoa. 
FlID" 10. Viable coalltlorl. 
With achievement of an apparently viable 
coalition of support within what is taken to be the 
re~vant area of ini tial public interest. the LPID 
then takes Step 6 (Figure 9). recommendation of 
one alternative plan to higher authority and to the 
public. But what appears to be a viable coalition 
within a specific area at one point in time may not 
appear to be so at a higher level of decision-m aking 
im'olving a larger area at a later time. The LPI D 
must be prepared to assist in the consideration of 
other alternatives at state. regional. and national 
ievds to achieve a final viable coalition of support 
and action. Such bargaining and rebargaining 
must not be thought to be an illegitimate process 
within a pluralistic society. It's just "regulative 
politics. " one of four standard types of poIirics to be 
found in contemporary pluralistic American society 
(Lowi. 1971) . 
Use of Techcom within the context of govern-
mental. institutional. and political reality has not 
been considered in this analysis, so far, in terms of 
wh ere it might b est be located within the 
configuration of institutions at anyone level of 
govern ment (Figure 3) or among the levels (Figure 
5). Conceivably. it could be located to serve usefully 
an LPID functioning within the context, and using 
the authority and available funds. of: A city. a 
council of governments. a state or a department 
within it. or a federal department or agency. 
Conceivably . als9. federal-state ri ve r basin 
commissions established under Title II of the 
Water Resources :Planning Act or federal-state 
river basin compact commissions could utilize 
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Techcom to advantage in carrying out their more 
extensrve author ized . multi-level planning roles." 
Where could Techcom best be located, and 
why. within these conceivable opttons? Techcom 
has been constructed $0 that it can encompass a ll 
acti on·varia ble types tha t could possibly be 
involved in water and related land resources. In 
fact. it could read ily encompass a ll action-variable 
types of public concern beyond the domain of water 
and related land resources if this were practicable. 
As prev iously noted. the goa l·se t has been 
conceived as a ppropriate for public acti ons 
generally. But the concern here is ,",'jth water and 
related land resources. And within this domain, 
planning clearly should attempt: (a) To sett le 
contlicts in resource use between the different goals 
within the goal -set; ;lnd (b) to achieve full comple-
mentarity of resource use consistent with the goals 
that are publicly supported. The full range of 
pote ntia lities for conflict and complementarity 
clearly implies th at. optimally, the LPID should be 
authorized and funded to consider the maximum 
number of authorized types of action variables 
involving the use of water and related land 
resource5 deliverable by any federal agency, state 
agency. and local agency. or combinations thereof: 
and to present th em to the public for consideration 
in the form of alternative action ·variable sets. 
As a practical matter an agency of government 
can and will develop plans only in relation to what 
it has authority and funds to plan and to execute. 
The Army Corps of Engineers has never planned 
flood plain zoning and the Bureau of Reclamation 
has never planned groundwater development for 
irrigation because neither has had the authority or 
funds to assume responsibility for these activities. 
The Army Corps of Engineers and the Bureau of 
Reclamation can take into account the planning of 
others with respect to flood plain zoning and 
groundwater development and . hopefully, they 
always do so. But preparing plans for others to 
execute is not ordinarily their responsibility. Rood 
plain zoning and groundwater development are the 
responsibilities. of state and / or local governments; 
and local government and/ or private enterprise, 
respectively. Clearly what is needed, for example, is 
that fl ood protection works and flood plain zoning. 
H1Six Title II Federal·Sute River Baain Cotnmlsaionl ... ere 
esublished &ll.d fUllctioning as 01 November 1974 in the followink 
"'giona' New England. Great Lakel. Ohio River, Upper 
MisaiSlippl iindudin, Souril, Red. a.iney River BMin.I. 
Mmoouri River. IDd PlCific NOI1.hwett. Two federal·sute riVIr 
bll8in compt.ct conunissions .,,"' alto fundiollltJ, in the 
Delaware Rh'er Basin and the Susquebt.n~ Ri~r Sui.. 
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together with all other action variable5 relevant to 
flooding, should be within the authority and 
capability of the LPJD to present in alternative 
plans for public consideration and decision-
making. 
It might be said that this optimum should be 
sought by consolidating all responsibility for 
planning and execution with respect to water and 
related land resources in one department at one 
level of government. No doubt . some consolidation 
of responsibility at each level and some changes of 
responsibility between levels would improve the 
situation. However. complete consolidatKln would 
be neither desirable or possible. 
Complete consolidation at the federal level 
would not be possible. because. for example , the 
federal government would appear to have no 
consitutional authority. as previously noted. to 
zone flood plains. Complete consolidation at the 
state Itvel would make very difficult. if not 
impossible. the undertaking of most interstate 
projects. Adequate planning of even sub·basins. to 
S8y nothing of major river basins, would not be 
feasibJe under complete consolidation at the tocal 
level. 
Consolidation of all water and related land 
functions within one department at any level is also 
not necessarily a desirable. even if viewed as a 
possible. objective. For example. it may be more 
desirable to have responsibility for flood insurance 
at the federal level in the Department of Housing 
and Urban Development (where it now is) rather 
than in the Army Corps of Engineers or in a 
Department of Natural Resources. Relating closely 
the availability of flood insurance to governmental 
financial aid for housing. etc.. may be more 
important than com bining it administratively with 
provision offlood protection facilities. A number of 
examples of this genetal type could be cited at each 
level of government . 
Quite apart from these considerations. the 
dynamic nature of government, with political 
forces changing the level of primary governmental 
concem from time to time. mitigates against a 
fixed consolidation at one level. Also. at anyone 
level. particular public problems will gain 
prominence and urgency of solution. for example. 
the "energy problem" at the federal level in the 
early 1970·s. Relaxation of water quality standards 
may be viewed as essential to its solution. Thus. a 
very visible "energy agency" needs to be related 
institutionally to the "water community" in 
government. Its claims cannot be ignored. But it 
cannot appropriately take over and control the 
whole of wilter and related land functions just 
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because the "energy agency" is viewed as the 
current top problem solver. 
The Water Resources Planning Act sets forth 
in Section 2 a basic institutional "statement of 
policy" as follows: 
In order .... IIIftt tbe r.pidI,y O!J<panllinr dell\8l1ds 
for water throuShout the Nation. it Is hef'tby dedaRd 
UI be the poIit:y of the CongHN to eneoUT&ge the 
((InM!rvalion. deV1!iopmeot. and utiliuotloa of wa,,", 
&nd ~l&ted !..nd ra<>ureetl of the United Sl.&tM on a 
eomprehelUive and eoordinattd buill by the Federal 
Gov,,""nenl. Sutes., localities. and private enurprillt 
with the eooper&tioo "f all &ff~te<l 'Fedeul agencies. 
Sutel. local government •. indivIduals. torporationl, 
bUI~ enterprbel. and otMn wn.eerned. 
Federal·state river basin commissions author-
ized by Title II of the Watet Resources Planning 
Act and federal -slate river bas in compact 
commissions established with consent of the 
Congress are the preferred instruments of the 
Congress at this time to achieve full comprehensive· 
ness and coordination . No others have been 
authorized. Both of these types of commission 
poss~s the continuing authority and the capacity 
to obtain needed funds for planning. and keeping 
plans up·to·date (or the use of water and related 
land resources on as comprehensive and 
coordinated a basis as is institutionally possible 
involving all levels of government and private 
enterprise. In the nature of bodies reporting to 
different "sovereignties. " both of these types of 
commissions tend to make decisions by consensus. 
They cannot make many. if any, important 
decisions by majority rule or executive action. 
Decision by consensus is clearly an institutional 
and political constraint imposed by the decision in 
favor of full comprehensiveness and full 
coordination . From the point of view of optimal use 
ofTechcom, with its very comprehensive approach 
to planning. this constraint in terms of decision by 
consensus would appear to be essential. It is also 
~sential, and has not been found to be inhibiting. 
in the making of decisions by Conference 
Committees of the two Houses of Congress. 
Stalemate is seldom the result. 
The LPID, who could be the Planning 
Director or Executive Director. of a Title II or 
compact commission, would have to confront the 
commission itself. operating usually under the rule 
of consensus, as his immediate superior 
decision-maker. (See Figure 7). He and the 
commission members, of course. would have to 
relate to the interested publics. Federal, state, 
local. and private decision-makers are superior to 
the commission members; thus. final decisions are 
usually made above the commission level. But 
commission consensus upon a plan can be a 
powerful force for continuing consensus as 
decision-making proceeds at superior levels. 
However, a federal-state compact commission. like 
that in the Delaware River, could be an exception 
to this last statement. It could be so if it chose to 
use its own commission authority, not only to plan, 
but to finance, construct, operate, and maintain 
facilities for use of water and related land 
resources. 
On both Title II and compact commissions, 
the federal government and state governments are 
explicitly represented. The adequacy of the scheme 
of representation at each of those levels may leave a 
lot to be desired, but the representation is relatively 
clear and explicit. This is not so of local 
government and private enterprise. Legally, 
representatives of neithet: category are commission 
members.17 Efforts are being made by both types of 
commmissions to overcome this fonnal problem by 
finding ways that local governments and private 
enterprise can effectively participate without 
formal commission membership. To obtain 
17 An exception to this statement is the !PeeW. relationship 
of New York City and Philadelphia in the affairs of the Delaware 
River Basin Commiuion. 
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adequate operational participation, however, no 
doubt much more needs to be done. In the case of a 
compact commission, like that of the Delaware, 
this participation is aided by the fact that no 
federal, state or local agency, nor private 
enterprise, can take action substantially affecting 
the waters of the Delaware without permission of 
the commission which decides whether the 
proposed action is consistent with its comprehen-
sive plan. 
"What is most lacking," said Gilbert White 
(1969), America's foremost expert in the water 
resources field, when finally preparing his book on 
Strategia of American Water Management in 
1968, is a "widely shared sense of strategy, a 
strategy that recognizes multiple aims, that freely 
canvasses multiple means, and that places a high 
value on maintaining flexibility." The research 
reported in this volume, resulting in the production 
of Techcom, has been guided by this approach. 
The two types of commissions discussed in this 
chapter would appear to provide, fundamentally, 
an optimal institutional setting for use of Techcom. 
Being a computerized infonnational-analytical 
system, it could provide a major technical tool to 
replace in part, and only in part, the handicraft 
methods of present planning. Thus, it could greatly 
facilitate a much closer approximation to the goal 
of full comprehensive and coordinated water and 
related land resource planning and action than is 
now being achieved. 
CHAPTER 3 
GOALS AND WATER RESOURCE 
PLANNING 
by 
Ralpb C. d' Arge ud Dean F. Petenon11 
This chapter will provide a discussion of some 
ofthe implicit value assumptions and philosphical 
presuppositions which have appeared in the efforts 
of the Technical Committee. The Technical 
Committee's approach involves identification and 
develoment of a hierarchy of national goals some of 
whose aspects will be considered. Also, the chapter 
will provide an introduction to several features of 
the conceptual analytic system in order to suggest 
in a preliminary way how the goal structure is 
identified and how it might function. It consists of 
four parts. The first part discusses a pure theory of 
goals and goal-sets; the second part, more or less 
pragmatically, discusses characteristics of goals, 
goal-sets. and goal-based evaluation processes; 
thirdly, there is a review and interpretation of value 
suppositions reflected in recent policy, and last, a 
description of the development of a social goal 
hierarchy. 
A Pure Theory of Goals and Goal-lets 
Goals are positive attributes or characteristics 
for which individuals and collections of individuals 
strive to achieve. Fulfillment by achieving the 
Biblical Commandments, Nirvana, Freedom, 
Peace, Status, or Security are just a few examples 
of the multi-faceted array that individuals andlor 
societies desire. Goals, unlike explicit objectives, 
are generally beyond precise definition. They are by 
definition broad constructs with multiple meanings 
and interpretation dependent on particular events', 
institutional settings, and individual beliefs. 
Agreement among individuals or groups on a set of 
goals implies that the definition or impression 
transmitted by the words identifying anyone of the 
goals is broad and ambiguous enough so that 
unanimous agreement can be reached that it is in 
fact a goal. The phrases "promotion of general 
welfare" or "environmental enhancement" are 
almost indisputable goals but are operationally 
meaningless expressions with little more than 
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vague definitional content. To some "promotion of 
general welfare" would occur only if all individual 
welfares, however defined, were promoted. To 
others, an improvement in general welfare would 
have occurred if but one individual's welfare had 
increased, others remained unchanged. Finally, 
even others would concur that general welfare had 
improved if the welfare of the majority had 
increased and the welfare of the minority 
diminished. But, all can concur that promoting the 
general welfare is a viable goal if properly defined. 
Thus, definitionally, goals are attributes that are 
sufficiently broad and multi-faceted to insure 
unanimity as to their appropriateness but perhaps 
disagreement as to how they are explicitly defined. 
They are human aspiratiOlls generally without 
consensus as to whether a particular adjustment or 
change may mean their partial or complete 
achievement or not. 
Goal-let bOUlul.rle. 
The set of goals held by individuals and 
societies can be viewed as an unbounded set. That 
is, for any particular goal that is identified, there is 
at least one more encompassing goal which 
includes it and a set of less encompassing or more 
narrowly defined goals that are included within it. 
This is essentially the "Mathematician's Paradox" 
of completeness. Thus, in a structural sense, goals 
can be arrayed hierarchically where higher position 
conveys greater generality, but not necessarily 
greater rank. 
18Some of the ideas eootained in this cMpter' were 
developed by the authors during a joint residency .t Roekefeller 
Foundation', BeJJagio Study and Conference Center, June, 1974. 
Grateful acknowledgment is made to the Roekefeller Foundation 
for this support. 
Given the hierarchical set of goals. a set of 
"ideal" overarching goals for society to respond to 
would be the set at the lowest position in the 
hterarchy where unanimous agreement is reached 
in identifying each M a releYant social goal. Thus, 
the goals set can be bounded from above, but at 
perhaps a relatively useless level of abstraction and 
generality. This procedure also may not yield a 
finite number of overarching goals in that if any 
individual's goal-set is not finite. neither will be the 
social goals set at some levels of abstraction. Also. 
while the goals set can be bounded from above 
applying this rule or the mlnb_) let )'IeIdIDa 
un.Dimlty. it may well nol be bounded from below 
without additional criteria. These criteria may 
include rules on identifying the composition of 
multidimensional meaning of overarching goals 
which yield only a finite set ofsubgoals underneath 
the overarching goals set. 
Societal and iluU,lduai aoall 
A distinction can be made between societal 
goals. i.e., goals held by individuals in common 
and private goals held by individuals that are 
unique to them. This is a rather arbitrary 
distinction since society must. by defmition. be a 
composition of individuals and thereby it is implied 
that society's goals should be a composition of 
individual goals, whether commonly held or not. 
However, it can be initially conjectured that the 
societal goals set generally will not embody all 
private goals. since at minimum, malevolent 
private goals nonnally would be excluded. The set 
of all private goals may not be inclusive of the social 
goals set since individuals may be inadequately 
representing some important collective interests. 
i,e .• future generations and nature for nature'~ 
sake. 
There appears to be several approaches to the 
individual/societal goal dichotomy. One. identifY 
all individual goals as societal goals plus another 
category for societal goals not represented by 
individuals except through collective decisions. 
Secondly, make societaJ goals a distinct category 
separable of individual goals with similarity and 
unanimity but no idenlity with them. A third 
approach might be to divide individual goals into 
subsets of altruistic. neutral . and malevolent goals, 
and define social goals as the summation of 
altruistic and neutral individual goals, 
Scarcity .. a goal property 
It is quite obvious that the concept of goals 
implicitly has embedded in it the idea of scarcity. 
That is. there is no immediate or instantaneous 
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achievement of goals as soon as they are perceived. 
If this were true, then the only reason for concern 
with goals woold be in their discovery. and 
individual or social choices would become 
irrelevant. With scarcity. in that goals are not 
instantaneously achieved , rime and resources are 
required to achieve them. Fulfillment of one goal 
may partially preclude or totally eliminate the 
possibility of achieving a second goal. I.e,. 
complete economic stability with certainty of future 
prices versus rapid economic deYelopment. Thus. 
goals may be competitive. neutral. or complemen-
tary in terms of resources and time needed for 
fulfillment. Those that are competitive require 
particularly precision in terms of social analysis for 
rational social choices to emerge . A single 
illustration of the time-resource restraints and 
competitive interactions involved in goal achieve-
ment is presented in Figure 11 . Two hypothetical 
goals Z I and Z2 are presented with pre-prescribed 
levels of achievement by time tt. Each is currently 
at the point on the resource constraint curve tao The 
resource constraint curve tl denotes resource avail-
ability of some time in between to and t" For each 
point on t 1• utilizing mazimum effictency there is a 
unique point on t2 which denotes the maximum 
contribution ofZ, and Z, that can be attained at t2 
starting from t, if the most efficient mechanism 
during to to tJ is utilized (in this case. selection ofthe 
efficient combination of achievement of goals at tl ). 
The vectors A denote the most efficient time paths to 
achieve ~1 and Z2 by t2' Any other vector path 
would not achieve ZI dnd ZJ until some subsequent 
time period after t2' The conclusions to be derived 
from Figure 11 are threefold : If one goal is to be 
obtained more rapidly . other goals must be 
obtained less rapidly for a given amount of 
resources . Second. if resources are increased . i.e . • 
less scarce , some or all goals can be achieved more 
rapidly; third. achieving a particular level of goals 
with given time and resources may preclude 
achievement of other goals such as ZJ in Figure 11. 
even though the goals are not totally incompatible. 
Le.. transformation set defined only by the 
ordinate and abscissa. In presenting this simplified 
diagrammatic description, each goal was made 
implicitly expressible by cardinal measure. This 
assumption was necessitated for this description. 
However. the diagram could be reworked to 
include only ordinal (or greater than, less than) 
measures without difficulty. Difficulties do arise if 
the goals have multiple or ambiguous meanings to 
society. which they may at the "unanimity" level of 
characterizations. However, hopefully it is clear 
that goals apart from the phenomena of discovery 
must embody the concepts of resource scarcity. 
time . and methods of achievement in order to be a 
useful construct for social analysis. Otherwise. 
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goals become little more than new perceptions 
never to be fulfilled not unlike dreams, or 
instantaneously fulfilled new desires. 
Goal.ub-sets: Societal ,.. 
Indhlduol goat. 
There have been many characterizations of 
goals into primary. instrumental, or terminal, and 
ancillary, secondary, Of partial goals. These 
classifications imply a division of goals by their 
intrinsic merits or a lexicographic ordering/ 
ranking of goals regardless of the institutional 
milieu Of unique attributes of the decision question 
being posed. Rather than embody the relative 
importance of goals initially. it would appear more 
reasonable to identify them in terms of mutual 
exclusivity, completeness, and unanimity of 
agreement as to their relevance and only 
incidentally examine their relative importance. 
Once the set is established, then weights or ranking 
scales can be discovered and injected according to 
the problem at hand. Of course, such a sequential 
procedure implies the existence of relatively 
stationary or stable goals through time which may 
vary in rank but not be perceived to be irrelevant or 
require complete redefinition for each planning 
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problem. This is not to say that definitions as well 
as rankings of goals do not evolve through time but 
only that definitions evolve at a slower rate than 
changes in rankings. 
Because of the fuzziness of meaning for goals 
that achieve unanimity status, if completeness is to 
be postulated. then the listing of elements. 
subgoals. or constructs identifying the goal. Le., 
educational opportunity goal is partially defined by 
availability of quality educational experiences, 
m ... t include one ot:her category, i.e., a category 
containing unidentified elements yielding the total 
meaning of a goal. The inclusion of this other 
category, however, implies that in most instances 
the achievement of goals cannot be known until 
they are achieved! This. of course, introduces an 
almost pervasive element into the already highly 
uncertain process of social planning. In order to 
provide some clarity to the previous sequence of 
propositions. the various propositions are 
taxonomically set forth via elementary symbolic 
logic. Let G denote the univenal goals set, 
presumed to be unbounded, Gh the set of social 
goals for which unanimous agreement is achieved 
as to their inclusion, and Gik goal k of individual i. 
Then: 
Viandk:Gikl:GbutG/Gik ........ . . (1) 
Gh'GbutG/Gh····· ··· ·············(2) 
3 i and k: Gik I: Gh. or 
V i and k: Gik I:Gh .. . ......... .. ····· . (3) 
Let k be partitioned for each individual into four 
subsets; k = 1, .. " N altruistic goals of the 
individual. k = N + I, ... M neutral goals ofthe 
individual in that there is no a priori negative 
connotation to society; k = M + 1. ... L 
malevolent individual goals from society's 
perspective; and k = L + J. . . . , J intrinsic 
individual goals with no identifiable relation to 
societal choices. Also, let S denote a set of societal 
goals which are collectively perceived but not held 
by a single individual, i.e .. preservation ofsiles for 
future generations or nature's sake . Finally, define 
Gh as the relevant set of societal goals for planniEg 
purposes. Given the above definitions of sets. Gh 
can be defined in a large number of ways, 
including: 
-Vi and k:Gik = Gh = Ghl:G ......... (4) 
The 50Ciai goal set is completely defined 
by the totality of sets of individual goals. 
Viand k: Gjk = Gh 
Gh + S ~ Gh .. . ............. (5) 
The set of social goals is defmed as the 
total set of individual goals plus unique 
collectively per«ived goals. 
3. iand k: Gik + S = GhtGn 
yT+k=I ... M 
Gik +S ~ Gh ..... ... ........... (6) 
The set of social goals is a partial set of 
individual goals plus collectively perceived 
goals. One partition is to include only al· 
truistic and neutral individual goals. 
S ~ Gh··············· · ··············(7) 
The set of social goals for planning is the 
set of cOllectively perceived goals. 
Note lhat theu aft: other combinations of the 
defintions including altruistic indMdual goals 
totally defining a social goals set for water 
ft:source planning. It is also apparent that a 
fundamegtal problem arises in diffeunces between 
Gh and Gh ' That is. since Gh is the set of social 
goals requiring unanimity it must in some way 
embody ... individual goals. Alternatively, Gh 
could be derived through common belief. majority 
rule. philospher kings, or a dictatorship. For water 
resource planning that involves a substantial set of 
decisions on use of .,..common property resources it 
would appear that Gh should be reflective of more 
than Gh whereas with decisions closely attuned to 
private markets and commodities Gh should reflect 
closely Gh or the non-malevolent subsets of Gh ' 
Samma". of Theoretlcal Conalderationl 
of Goah and Goal· .... 
To summarize this brief taxonomic outline. 
goals set without prescribed roles are unbounded 
sets from above and below. Roundedness from 
above can at least partially be achieved by making 
the definitions of the various goals general and 
encompassing enough to achieve unanimity among 
all individuals on the set of social goals. Specifying 
an "other" definitional component of a goal may 
be required to achieve completeness. Boundedness 
from below can be postulated if the number of 
individual go.als and words articulating these goals 
is finrte alone. with a finite number of collectively ' 
held goals . Individual goals mayor may not define 
the complete set of social goals. The concept of 
goals is intertwined with and makes tittle sense 
unless the concept of scarcity and time is explicitly 
introduced . Finally, because of the inherent 
"fuzziness" of goals with agreement among 
individuals as to their social probity, knowledge of 
achievement of them can only come aboul' a 
pooterlod. 
Operational Clwacterladet of Go ... and 
Goal-Ie" 
The word " goal" was adopted by the 
Technical Committee because it was perceived to 
have greater flexibility of meaning (or looseness of 
definition and therefore more generality than such 
words as "objective," or "aim"). Webster defines 
goal as "the end to which a design tends; aim, 
purpose." but etymologically the general defini-
tion . which is the basis for extensive useoflhe word 
in the social sciences. appears to have been derived 
"figuratively" from the word's technical usage in 
sports. The word has multiple meanings in social 
science research depending on purpose of the 
research. ]n discussing organizational goals. 
Perrow (1968) suggests sill: categories: three having 
edenal referrents and , three ...... ones . It His 
19Goab IuviDf~rt~raal rtferT1!1It.I &rt 1Odet&!~, output 
goals, and inv.ltOr roaIl; those hiving interaal referrenta are 
sYltem goa1s /l1,I~ival, growth, et.e.l. product goals, and I 
some~blt rtsidl,lal utegwy of derived goaIa (th08e that make 
Ute of the power the organization pnente, ill the punllit of 
oI.her goal.) . 
category "societal goals" comes closest to strving 
the writers' purposes. These are ex:ternalfy 
rtferred. but are "the most abstract" and are -
"ex:pressed in terms of the organi7.ation's function 
for society." Since Perrow was discussing organiza-
tions of so mew hal less size and scope than govern-
ments, his categorization loses meaning for 
comprehensive evaluation of public ations. In any 
event, the Technica l Commirtee's definition is, by 
now. implicitly a technical one. In this section the 
writers attempt 10 examine further the characteris-
tics of desirable goal ·sets and discuss how these 
might best be formulated. 
Biological and societal an.lopes 
Since goal-oriented achievement is anthro-
pological. one might expect that concepts of gen-
eral biological organization . individually and com-
munally, could lend insight to goal and goal·set 
selection and their organization, and to desirable 
systems of goal achievement evaluation. 
Indetel'lbinancy and c1bemkky 
Human society is an organic. nol a determin-
istic phenomenon. It is an open system. Like a 
living organism. the secret of its survival is its 
cybernicity, which permits it to adapt to its 
changing environment and to satisfy its basic 
needs. Unlike a biological organi sm, the survival 
needs of our society are forever changing and, to a 
large degree. may be internally generated. 1o 
Besides the resources for meeting its needs, an 
organism must also draw from its environment 
negative entropy needed to process and react to 
information regarding changes in its environment 
in order to insure its own welfare and survival. 
Most species have no capacity to predict the future 
Le. rational foresight. Man has this capacity as do 
some higher species of animal to a lesser degree. In 
man's case, more is involved in cybernetics than 
sequential reaction to a negative feedback signal. 
Rational foresight permits man to (1) greatly 
expand the purposes of his existence, and (2) to 
insure against threats to his survival by atoriDa and 
by planning for the future. Society is an analogue, 
to individual biological man, but it has much less 
cybernetic capability and much less fo~ight. 
There is another aspect of the feedback 
control mechanism in a bi,ological organism that 
needs some exploration. Stimuli come fl;om two 
sources: 0) The external environment and (2) 
200rhb i. DOl. inherent ly tl'\lfl of all aoaetles. 1t &/I equilibrium 
between technoi tlgy and restlurces is ruched. thell the 
upirations (or lIe«bJ oj a ~et1 .".iD become unch.l.nging. 
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self-monitoring. Actions at lower hierarchical levels 
are monitored by responsible higher ones and 
corrections 'are made. Motor actions may be 
monitored visually or tactily. e.g., when one 
accurately reaches for his coffee cup; or they may 
be unconscious. e.g.. a balancing of insulin 
production with blood sugar. 
Th e d ecisi on-making process in living 
organisms is processed hierarchically. Reaction to 
information tends to be at the lowest feasible 
hierarchtcal level. Thus, there is a treelike order 
such that the more gent,;ra! re ac tions are 
implemented at the highest levels in the hierarchy 
and the constituent, more detailed ones, at lower 
levels. Many responses may become "learned" in, 
thai they do not requiu decisw)Rs at higher centers 
at all, e.g. learning to walk, or to drive an 
automobile. Some do not perceive a hierarchy as 
al$l helic or pleasing, but there seems to be an 
obvious reason for this arrangement· and that is 
thai it minimizes the negative entropy required for 
the cybernetic process. 21 Koestler (1967) quotes von 
Berta lanffy's Problema ofllie (1952) : 
Hierarchial organiz.tion on the one hand .• nd t he 
charartenstia 01. open .)'stem. on lbe other. I.I'e 
fundamental principlu of Uving nature_ 
Koestler compares biological organization to a 
tree , in contrast to a network or partial network. In 
a tree·structure Ihere woukl be no redundant links 
or parts; intuitively this makes sense because it 
probably would be the most efficient stru ctUre in 
negative entrophy terms. Thus a tr~e structure 
would be expected under competitive natural 
selection, if natural selection did not also lake into 
account the risk of failu rt of parts. But this looks 
like a high risk. so one would expect evolutionary 
redundancy (networking) such that the extra cost 
in entropy would be balanced against the risk of 
part failures. Wby two kidneys and only one heart? 
There may be other reasons than optimizing risk 
fOf' network ing: possibly scaling effiCiencies , for 
example, given the other elements in the 
circulation system, two small kidneys may be more 
effictent Ihan one large one. 
Besides the action -initiating proc~es (tria-
aen) Koestler also discusses the information 
gathering procesfo (lCaaaen). Implicitly recogniz-
ing that external signals must be searched out in an 
inherently very noisy world Koestler says: 
21Th~ i, intuitive for tho writflu. It 11\&1 !lave bMn 
mathematically demonstrI.ted. U not. it (ouid probabl)' be dOlle . 
In motor hieun:hiu, 1I'1 implicit intention, or 
~l!eraJiwd wmm.-nd d particuluUed, ~Ied out, 
step by stt'p, in iLl descent to t.he peripMry. In 
pel'fleptual hienn:hiet. we .... ve the "pposit.e prncella. 
Tile peripheral input ill mort and mon> de-partinLtt.r-
iz~, stripped of ir relevafldeJ during Ita aKt'nt to the 
tentre. The output h~ra~h1 egneretizes; the input 
hierarthy aMtraets. 
For an evaluation .y' tem thill charaetf!ristiC'; is 
mirrored, i.e .. the output hlenn:hy abstracts; the 
input h~ran:hy wneretitet. But for the system 
designen, Ihe role appll." Lt., the designers musL 
, bstraet input (about -.xial purpo!lll) and eoncretize 
output (,boot system deaig'llJ . 
Societies are less efficient cybernetic mechan-
isms than their biological analogues and they may 
be less hierarchical in their organization. That is, 
they may be more deterministically managed from 
the top in some case!>, or they may, in contrast, be 
more anarchical. They also are endowed with some 
"foresight." Since benefits and costs of 
technological or social action may be delayed in 
tim e or realized over long time periods, foresight is 
an essential property ifthere is dynamism. There is 
another difference, too. and that is that living 
organisms are not democratic. Perhaps what this 
means in the societal analogue is that individuals 
play multiple roles in the societal decision-making 
hierarchy, Monitoring and system adjustment are 
also important functions in a societal organization. 
It is not sufficient for an executive to signal a 
general order to those hierarchically below, but he 
must also see that it is carried out in detail, and. if 
there are faulty elements in the system or in 
communications, insure their repair. This function 
is less easily performed in a democratic society than 
in a business firm. 
The necessity for a "gestalt" or holistic 
approach to the evaluation of social actions has 
already been mentioned. One cannot dissect the 
system and study the effects of an action on a goal 
without. at the same time, considering the effects 
of all other actions on that goal and of that action 
on all other goals, 
On the other hand . one cannot understand the 
system without understanding the parts, This 
dichotomy (holism, reductionism) is inherent in 
any system and is the subject of Koestler's paper 
referred to earlier. Drawing on the concept of 
subassemblie!> in manufacturing and in biological 
evolution (hearts. skulls, e tc.). Koestler proposes 
the concept ofa hololl as the "missing link between 
atomism and holism." Quoting Koestler: 
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. . . A part. as we S?ntral ly UM the w\lrd, mellns 
~hina: fn.penlal'J and iJlwmptM . ...hieb by 
itself ... wld hl~ ftO Iegitilll.lU erilltence. On the other 
band. tMn! is a tenMMy IlROIIof iMlfLsb to ... the 
won! "Wliole' or 'Gesuk' as wmethlnr compIeu in 
itH'lf whioch need. 110 further upl.&flatioD. But wholes 
Ind parts in this absolute len$\! do IlOl uillt &lI'''frhe~, 
titMr in t!lf! domain of livil\g OI'8'uuml or of social 
organizat ions. Wllat WI! find a rt Intermediary 
stl'Udures on a series of levelJ III ascending order of 
I:OITlplexity. each of which h .. two face. looking in 
opposite directions: the face turned towuds the lower 
levels i.that of an autonomous whole; ~he 0Ilf! turned 
upward. that of I c\ependent part_ I hive ellfllwlle~ 
119671 proposed the ... OM '1\0101\' 1(W thne JUlus-faeed 
lult-auemhlies-from the Gred< .... - ... hoIe with 
the 5uffilt em (d. Of'IItroa, p~1 'uggnting a 
putic:!e or p,art . 
11M' concept of the hoIon Ie tnI&nt to supply the 
miMirtg link between atomism and hollam and to 
supplant the dualistit way of thlnklnr in terms of 
'p.rts· and 'wholes' which ill so deeply engrained in our 
mental habits, by a mu!ti·level, .tratIfied approuh. 
1'1Ie tlf1'7ll IIolmt IftGr be applUd 10 0."" .t4bk rub· 
1Ullolo!, or .<;>eiQJ IIvmrd .., wll.:cll rliqlaf/' nIk· 
~nMd be.r.av.:or 0.1Id!or .0Cti:Ii IInKhlrai lk.to.U 
_lInley. Thus b101~a1 holO!ls 1.1'\" .elf·regulating 
'open .y5tt>ms· j vgn BenalallffJ. 1~1 p vl!t'Md by a 
!lilt of rUled nil". wh ... h lttOunt for the hglon's 
tohe rence, stabilit y gd ill , pe t itic pa tte rn of 
tt ructUI'f and fu nction. 
Societal goals are not to be confused with the 
elements of a social system although both may be 
hierarchically arranged and are certainly related, 
Goab exilt .trlctly in the world of I'" ud they 
have no 'lIb.tance beyond the meatal lmaaery 
which the word. deacrlbIaa them con.e,.. A goal set 
is a set of ideas with the specification that the ideas 
be aoout human aspirations needing collective 
eflort. Like its biological and social analogues. the 
set is atTanged from general or abstract meanings 
to specifiC meanings . Unlike goals, 8OdaIIndleaton 
a re ideas (goals) that also have objectively 
measurable substance. 
Moving down the goal hierarchy. as specificity 
increases. so does the number of ideas (goals). The 
goa l -set differs from its more substantive 
~1K'f'e are analogies in ItlUrturai tn]finHring (I. load-
bearin, MnldW'l! is very m~h a h1nareldeal ,yltem). l'.g., Duo 
MoIIr', U9Utl roncept oIa ~r.- body~ fbolon) In ... bicb the atresa 
systems aetinf OlD \he imagioeG wt a ... y porCion are rep1lced 
tltern.a Uy oa the fn!fl body by an equl.,aHlnt Ma.*ellian system 
ol .,e<;tgr I_ •. Fulu, Khan {1i7'L Clde! StNetural Engiflftr, 
Skidmore, Owin~ and Merrill over the put decade hll! 
developed the systems eoncept, implicit!: ~onaidering holon, to 
the design of buildings permitting a ne ... order of scale (120 
.torinl and in which the Ioadi.learing Itruclu~, utilities, and 
a.rehiteclural (huml;D needs, aesthetlet. form, !paet, et~.) and 
_ial pu~ are integrated into I. ,in,le ,,.,tem. 
, 
analogues, in that the elements and the way they 
are described is arbitrary. Other sets could be 
substituted as long as they had the same purpose 
and fUnctions. i.e., to define societal goals 
comprehensively. 
In trying to understand the lnonomic 
structure of a goal-set. the biological model may 
not be very hdpful. An evaluative system based on 
a goal-set (goal-set and connectwes aDd social 
indicators) may be closer to the biological model. 
In the goal-set itself. subsets simply deftne in more 
derail the meaning of the next superior element. 
The fu nction is to communicate ideas and the 
tangible instrument is language. In the pure 
universe of language , connectives must be 
linguistic associations. Given the inherent gt'e&t 
redundancy of language, onc would infer that 
rigorous maintenance of a tree structure for 
evaluation would be very difficult . but this may not 
be true. Maybe a better model concept would be to 
consider each goal element as having a fleld of 
meanings of varying image intensity about a central 
pole in a many·dimensional idea space. Then there 
would be overlaps in meanings at varying levels of 
intensity in that space. even if there weu no 
redundancy of idea poles. This is a linguistic 
overlap rather than a redundancy even for the same 
words. these pole locations and fields will vary 
among individuals because of variance in lingual 
perception. Figure 12 is a two·dimensional cross 
section of such a field. What should be avoided is 
the occurrence of duplicating or essentially 
synonomous poles of meaning in any single 
hierarchical level. This could lead to inconsistency 
and possibly bias. 
How can uniqueness in the goal-set be 
insured ? The designers must ezamine the goal 
elements at each level of the hierarchy for 
duplication or strong redundancy. If this occurs. 
but is necessary to define the next superior goal 
element, then the superior articulations should be 
reexamined and refonnulated by aggregating or 
combining ideas in a different wayY Since lingual 
perception varies among individuals and disci· 
plines, design should be reviewed, or fonnulated, 
by a multidisciplinary team. 
Pereepdbmty 
By peI'l:epdb8ity is meant the property of 
being perceived in contrast to perceptivity which is 
the capability to perceive. Any organizational 
leaders hip has the tas k of explaining the 
organization's purposes to its constituency. Such 
2S.rbe writers It&1e thi! U I propr:.itioa. To aooompl_h it 
may be "ffY diffl(ll/t. 0aJ, u;periHee _ ill abow how diftXuIt. 
The matter of redund.&Dcy it .. n!1.&tive OM. The deer- to _ltich 
it can ~ tolerated orto whieh it i, neee..ary eaD probably onl] be 
approfIthtd prag1M.tiea.lly. 
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sta tements of purpose must be phrased so that they 
are meaningful to most; that is. statements of goals 
must induce mental images which can be 
associated with "good" or "bad, " or "neutral" in 
the minds of individuals or by societal groups. 
While measurable sub-goals tend to become 
technical. one important rule for goal disaggrega-
tion or articulation, therefore. is to choose 
statements having the greatest perceptibility by a 
constituency. 
A few examples may illustrate. The preamble 
of the United States Constitution states: 
, •. in order to form a moN perfect Union, WUnI 
domealic tr&Dquility. provide (or the ODrlIlI'lOD *fen". 
promotf lhe gtonen' W1lJf~.oo .leW ... the bIeQinp 
of libflrty to ourselvM and our portenty, we the 
people • .. 
Its founders agreed that the country's IOdetaI 
goals were domestic tranquility, defense, general 
welfare, and blessing of liberty. (A more "perfect 
union" is a systems goa l under Perrow 's 
categorization.) The point is, however, that the 
Constituti onal goals have a high level of 
perceptibility in that they inspire mental ima~ 
which could be judged good or bad by almost 
everybody. 
One of the sub-goals of the Technical 
Committee's system under the general goal of 
collective security was HMltII Sec:vlty, with a 
furthersub·goal Sovcaof8ea1tb Huard, both of 
which are easily perceptible by most people. Seven 
water-related social indicators were proposed as 
meas uring Soec::a .f Health Hazard. These 
included, among others: 
• Percent of sanitary sewage disposal (treat-
ment) 
• Percent of solid waste disposal coverage 
• Bacterial content of untreated water supplies 
• Area acting as breeding ground for vector-
borne diseases 
In contrast. the constituencies to which these have 
high perceptibility is limited and technical. 
A goal that has optimal perceptibility for one 
societal grouping (regional, ethnic. income group. 
educational level) may not be optimal for another 
societal sub·set. This would be a source of bias in 
an evaluation process. Should the design of the 
system anempt to develop different sets for 
tnlensit, of 
percei"td meontnQ 
Goal A 
Flaure 12. O,er-lap of loa! pen:eptJobl. 
different constituencies? The answer is no, since 
consistency is a primary requirement of the 
evaluation. It may be that different, but 
synonomous, wordings of the same goal ideas 
would have some success. Perceptibility of goal 
statements can , of coU[Se. be field tested. Some of 
this was done for the Technical Committee by 
Russell Gum and is summarized in Chapter S. 
Gum's work did indicate that there was a 
difference in interest and. by implication, of 
perceptibility, among societal groupings. The 
mean educational level of those returning 
questionnaires was 14.5 years compared to a census 
median educational level of 12.0 years. While 
ethnic minorities accountcd for 50 percent of the 
census population. only 18.4 percent of the replies 
came from this group. 
Goo •• 
ideo ",oce dlmen.ion 
While a business firm may have an easily 
identified purpose, i.e ., to maximize profits. 
identification of societal purpose is quite another 
matter. Societies do not evolve to serve prescribed 
purposes. but are open evolving systems whose 
many purposes are derived from the needs of the 
parts and the whole of the system. Societal systems 
are inherently exploitive ofthelr environments, but 
tend to by cybernetic (i.e. have a feedback 
correction loop) about value norms, which are 
basically internally referred, that provide stability 
and are at least perceiVed as essential to societal 
survival. One problem is that societal leaders, i.e., 
political leaders, are not likely to state the basic 
general goals of a society, but are more concerned 
with shortrange objectives which are perceived as 
means of maintaining normality. In a rapidly 
\ 
evolving society. such as America's. the norms and 
the responsive social actions are also rapidly 
evolving. Social action responses also are apt to be 
"reduC1ionist" in their C<Inccption rather than 
holistic. Arnold Brecht (1968) states: 
It hal often been laid that lcientifk poIitbl theory 
call delLl with lDeaM onl)' lAd mUlt \eaye the 
deliber.titln of endt (JUab. goel·Y~) entirely to 
polJties. philosophy or religion. 
Brecht sharply disagrees with this. The writers 
believe that only infrequently, if ever. does politics 
rise to the level of identifYing general ends; but 
perhaps the preamble ofthe Constitution (the most 
recent general statement the writers found) was 
more in the realm of philosophy than in politics. 
Economists have been by far the most 
successful of the social scientists in rationalizing 
social behavior within a domain where quanlifica-
tion is based on the concept of the market or its 
eltension, What is needed. though . is a goal-set 
that is broader than that domain and which is more 
general. more basic. more stable. and more 
"gestalt" than can be' inferred easily from a study 
of "politics." To devise such a set means digging 
quite beneath the surface of political and economic 
activity. The answer for the foreseeable future will 
be an arbitary one. but ifit is reasonably good. and 
if it can be used gcnen.lly as a planning and 
evaluation mechanism. then use of the nation's 
resources could be much more effective and the 
disruptions and efficiencies of reacting to crisis 
after crisis largely avoided. These no longer can be 
afforded. 
Evaluation of social achievement is a 
subjective matter. While it may be approached 
scientifically. objective science alone cannot 
determine the best answers. The writers believe 
that a higher order of abstraction. a more 
comprehemive understanding of ourselves and our 
goals needs to influence social action if Amedcan 
society is to survive for more than just tomorrow. 
The answer can only be approached pragmatically 
and a reasonable. though imperfect, answer will be 
far better than continuing to ignore the problem 
and the opportunity. 
U._ty ... ..-.. d 
aoallDodeIi 
Two kinds of uncertainties are considered. 
First. uncertainty in the data; second. uncertainty 
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in the structure and content of the goal-set. 
Uncertainty of the first kind enters into evaluation 
in a very powerful way. but it is not relevant to the 
pure goals taxonomy as such. The meaning and 
effect of uncertainty in the taxonomy has probably 
already been partly covered. Having ruled out 
redundancy of goal elements. the structure is 
determhud as dendritic. This leaves the fuzzy 
meaning of any goal element statement as such . 
One might postulate as follows: Because of 
uncertainty of lan,uage based on individual life 
histories filled with inconsistent and even 
ambiguous perttptual experiences. different for 
each individual. two "atomistic" uncertainty 
principles arise. 
I . No word ·described goal is perceiVed with 
certainty by a single observer (individual 
perception). 
2. No two obseners will perceive identical 
meaning poles and fields for the same 
word-described goal (communication). 
Perhaps unaDlmlty requires a breadth of 
uncertainty broad enough to contain everybody's 
values. 
The great remaining uncertaint y is a 
"systems" one and arises from the stochastic 
nalure of choosing both the initial sets of primary 
goals and of the sequential sub·sets. The number of 
satisfactory solutions to a goal -set taxonomy would 
be in finit e. and the probability of two of an 
unlimited number of design teams each 
independently designing an identical goal-set. 
would be very small indeed. 
On the other hand . the universe of ideas about 
what constitutes our general welfare now and will 
constitute it in the future has some bounds in 
common understanding and acttptan«. That 
there may be an infinite number of ways to describe 
the welfare universe may not matter. The taxonomy 
as su(h says nothing at all about relative values. It 
could be that any reasonable goals set could lead to 
essentially the same set of social indicators. This: is 
an experiment that could be conducted. 
From the point of view of evaluatton, the 
writers hypothesize that. given societal weightings 
to goals. normative value ideas would tend to 
coalesce in similar fashions in any equally well-
designed comprehensive goal-set. 
If these last arguments are correct, one could 
well ask, why bother with a goal taxonomy? The 
answer is that no substitute means of studying 
comprehensive evaluation of public action in terms 
of our long range goals was found by the Technical 
Committee and their colleagues. They see no other 
way to arrive at a sensible, complete and unbiased 
set of social indicators. or for making such a set 
responsive to social change. While the goal-set is an 
"idea model ," and the goals themselves are 
expressed abstractly, they are nevertheless very 
real. Imagine our society with no "freedom of 
choice and action." "economic opportunity." or 
"educational opportunity." 
Geometry of loal and ioa)-
"aluation .~e 
As used by the Technical Committee, goals are 
not posts which "mark the end of a race" but 
directions in which to run . Mathematically, they 
are n<lt preselected points in a " goal space" but the 
dimensional measures in which location in a "goal 
space" can be expressed , The overarehing goal-set 
can be thooght of as defining a multi-dimensional 
space having as many dimensions as there are 
goals. A change in goal location corresponds to a 
change in the quality and quantity of general well-
being. Jf a new goal or subgoal is identified . or an 
old one discarded, then the goal space takes on a 
new dimensional quality at a discrete point in time 
when the new goal or subgoaJ is added. 
A goal articulation unfolds one goal dimension 
into a new space having a subordinate set of 
dimensions. Thus, what an articulation does as one 
passes upward is to transform , or fokl. a multi-
dimensional subgoal space into a linear element of 
a new superior space. In It Cartesian geometry this 
can be done by converting the subordinate set of 
dimensional vectors into a scalar Dumber. This is 
what happens if a relative weighting can be 
assigned to each subgoal dimension; conceptually, 
though the vector subgoal space description still is 
contained in the new 'goal vector which should be 
unfoldable to be examined as desired. This is the 
point in having an information retrieval system. 
An nalaadoa space is a pure goal space 
deformed by preferential weightings. If those 
weighted goals or subgoals can really be traded off 
in a common market place then the space can be 
collapsed into a single scaler, but this is not really 
necessary for decision-making if the information 
contained in the uncollapsed space is retrievable 
and strained planning attempts to do it may result 
in bad decisions. These spaces have a continuous 
time dimension. but they are not expanding at 
uniform rates like the physical universe but are 
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time- or real-location warped: deforming as value 
perceptions change. 
GoaI.,..tem dynamics 
The subjective arbitrariness of the goal·set. 
Le., the variances among sets formulated by 
different designers, has been discussed in the 
section on uncertainty. What is discussed here is 
how a goal-set might change over time. What 
would happen in this case is that new goals or 
subgoals would be added or old ones dropped due 
to structural changes in societal aspirations. The 
Technical Committee disclaimed any insights: 
about the timel ess ness or the multi-society 
generality of its proposed goal-set. One sees, 
however. that most of their primary goals have 
been around for a long time. Collective Security 
and Individual Security (commoD ciefeDie aad 
domesdc tnulquillty) and Individual Freedom and 
Variety (blenla,. of liberty) are specifically 
mentioned in the Preamble. Nations have pretty 
generally tried to become wealthier. thus 
"Economic Opportunit y, " An equality or 
distributional subgoal appears in every subgoal-
set and this is certainly related to an intrinsic goal 
of societal survival. On tbe one hand, general 
educational opportunity began to be of prime 
societal importance in America about a centruy 
and a half ago and eaYlrOIlIbeIltai MCarlty, within 
the last decade. One would expect the rate of 
change in structure and content to be greatest at 
the lowest hierarchical levels. This could be fairly 
rapid at these levels so that continuing attention 
will be needed by those utilizing the Techcom 
methodology_ 
Impact of values and value-weights on the 
goal-set is not well understood. A taxon itself is 
regarded as value-neutral. i.e .• " unweighted ." But 
the choice of what to put in a taxon depends on 
societal values. One would certainly not include 
items that were not perttived to be valued as 
important. If nev.' items are added it will be 
because of shifts in societal values (assuming the 
designers have the insight to perceive them). 
While a goal tuon itself, is unweighted, this is 
not going to be true of the evaluation system based 
on a goal taxon. Operationally. then, the value 
weightings are associated 'lVith the connectives 
rather than the goal elements. 
Effect olloc:adon 
One can make the statement that state 
"goals" are different from national "goals" and 
that t~ are different from local "goals" and this 
would be true. In fact. "goals" between these 
constituencies are often in conflict. U 
(n the language of the Technical Committee. 
however. this means that different weightings are 
given to the goa l elements by dirferent 
constituencies and that these may well be opposite 
in sign. 
From the taxonomic point of view, this simply 
means that the goal-set should be suffICiently 
comprehensive to indude all goals of constituencies 
at all levels. If one designed a goal-set based purely 
on the goals perceived at the national level he 
would likely omit those elements about which 
decisions are made at local or state levels. This 
means that the goal-set should be examined for 
comprehensiveness at each constituency level. 
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Besides Gum's work on perceptibility, 
Bracken (1971), using public survey techniques 
during Phase I of the project studied the perception 
of goals and the relative importance of the goals 
chosen by the Technical Committee utilizing a 
sample or 600 Colorado residents. Her question· 
naire cons isted of an open ·ended question 
regarding "the three areas you feel are the most 
important areas of governmental activity for your 
well being." (answered first) and a set of 33 
quest~ns designed to measure the degree of 
importance of the Techcom set. The questionnaire 
was administered by interview without knowledge 
on the part of the respondent of the Technical 
Committee's proposed set of goals. Figure 13 shows 
the results of the o~n·ended question . Table 2 
gives statistical data on the results of a rating scale 
rrom I to 7, 7 being the highest. At the time the 
questionnaire was made up , the Tec hnical 
Com mittee had not added " environmental 
i 
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lIoJ'hia it the breakckwD of u.e tint pt'eIe~. 
"Thia il the breakdown of the tecortd pntferenee. 
entia il the breakdown oftbe third preference. 
FIpre 13. GoaIa w..tifIed b, opeD. elided qw._tIoe. 
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security" to its goal list. Micro-analysis, Table ~. 
shows the perceived relative need for this activity by 
the government. but also shows that "equalizing 
income" was not perceived as of great importance. 
hypothesized earher In the chaptet as well as ItS 
perttptivity. Inferen~s could also be made from 
Tables 2 and 3 about uacertalatj in the t&J:onomy, 
(but not in the structure). Probably the low 
importance placed on recreadoa oppertaDllJ as a 
government venture by Coloradoans is related to 
location; also the emergence of en.troDJDMltaI 
security probably to goal dynamics if one 
speculates that this level of interest would not have 
existed. say ten years ago. 
Answers to the open-ended question shows 
that about 93 percent of the governmental actions 
people thought important fell within the Technical 
Committee's primary goal-set. IS One coukl infer 
from these data. the "openness" of the set as 
25Computed by de<luding "goveralDfllltal refonn.~ .nd 
~nooe~ from the MmJMe. 
The operational purpose of articulation 
(disaggregation) is to improve the resolution of a 
Table 1 Macro data oa priJllarJ aNIs . . 
Goal Areas Mod, M,,,, Median Variance KUrtosis Std. Erlor 
Collective Security 
Important 7.000 6.452 7.000 0.752 5. 130 0.035 
Timely 7.000 6.198 7.000 1.061 2.539 0.042 
Prope r 7.000 6.208 7.000 0.987 l.S79 0.041 
Individual Security 
Important 5.000 4.970 5. 007 1.465 0.260 0.049 
Timely 5.000 4 .823 4.905 1.485 0.116 0.050 
Proper 5.000 4.6 18 4.71 1 1.772 -0.179 0.054 
Economic Opportunity 
Important 5.000 4.570 4.6 18 1.698 -0:243 0.053 
Timely 4.000 4.405 4.403 1.600 -0.127 0.052 
Proper 4.000 4. '2 18 4.253 1.817 -0.416 0.055 
Individual Freedom 
and Variety 
Important 5.000 5.267 5.3\0 1.508 0.094 0.050 
Timely 5.000 5.113 5. 158 1.563 -0.077 0.051 
Proper 5.000 4.903 4.969 1.837 ·0.262 0.055 
Recreational Opportunity 
Important 5.000 5.305 5.432 1.862 0.423 0.056 
Timely 5.000 5.110 5.220 1.978 0.008 0.057 
Proper 5.000 4.908 4.994 2.147 :0.191 0.060 
Aesthetlc Opportunity 
Important 5.000 4.653 4.756 1.626 ·0.024 0.052 
Timely 5.000 4.502 4.566 1.669 -0.145 0.053 
Proper 5.000 4.3 10 4.426 1.877 ·0.286 0.056 
Educational Opportunity 
Important 7.000 5.970 6.237 1.351 1.210 0.047 
Timely 7.000 5.753 5.931 1.465 0.577 0.049 
Proper 7.000 5.537 5.763 1.945 0.415 0.057 
Cultural and Community 
Opportunity 
Important 5.000 5.143 5.183 1.388 0.956 0.048 
Timely 5.000 4.962 5.014 1.413 0.425 0.049 
Proper 5.000 4.735 4.816 1.624 0.037 0.052 
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Table 3. Mlere data .. primary ..... 
Goal Areas Mode M,,,, Median Variance Kurtosis Std. Error 
Collective Securi ty: 
l).Jestion 21 
Important 7.000 6.267 7.000 2. 119 3.904 0.060 
TImely 7.000 6.057 7.000 2.445 2. 135 " .064 
Proper 7.000 6.197 7.000 2.205 2.995 0.061 
Individual Securi ty : 
Question 26 
Important 7.000 6.566 7.000 1.069 11 .028 0.042 
Timely 7.000 6.442 7.000 1.508 7.346 0.050 
Proper 7.000 6.366 7.000 1.791 5.495 0.055 
Economic Oppor tuni ty : 
Q.iestion 32 
Important 7. 000 5.064 5.241 3.663 ·0.503 0.078 
Timely 7.000 4.897 4.920 3.705 ·0.674 0.079 
Proper 7.000 4.582 4.464 4.456 ·1.11 2 0.087 
Individual Freedom 
and Variety : 
Question 30 
Importan t 4.000 4.384 4.25 1 4. 139 ·1.001 0.083 
Timely 4.000 4.345 4. 197 3.946 -0.936 0.082 
Proper 4.000 4.1 26 4.084 4 .276 · 1.085 0.OB5 
I«creational Opportunity: 
QJestion 24 
Important 7.000 5.133 5.511 3.558 ·0.368 0.077 
Timely 7.000 4.9B2 5.164 3.620 ·0.579 0.078 
Proper 7.000 4.862 4.939 3.856 .().720 0. 080 
Au thetic OpportunIty : 
Question 9 
Important 7.000 5.452 6.006 3.198 0.243 0.073 
Timely 7.000 5.282 5.710 3.383 ·0. 127 0.075 
Proper 7.000 5.064 5.487 4.056 ·0.528 0.082 
Educational Opportunity: 
Question 20 
Important 7.000 6.202 7.000 2.038 3.565 0.058 
Timely 7.000 6.0 13 7.000 2.275 1.678 ~.062 
Proper 7.000 5.811 7.000 3.01 6 0.944 0.071 
Cul tural and Community 
Opportunity : 
Question 10 
Important 7.000 5.639 6.266 2.843 0.932 0.069 
Timely 7.000 5.410 5.851 3. 150 0.204 0.073 
p,-ope, 7.000 5.120 5.534 3.902 ·".464 0.081 
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. . 
Goal Areas Mode Mean Median Variance Kurtosis Sid. ErrOl 
Environmental Security : 
Question 17 
Important 7.000 6.654 7.000 1.016 15.140 0.041 
Timely 7.000 6.526 7.000 1.454 9.174 0.049 
Proper 7.000 6.441 7.000 J.761 6.9 71 0.054 
Equalize Income: 
Queslion 7 
ImpOrlanl 1.000 3.8 15 3.878 5.526 .1.48 1 0.096 
Timely 1.000 3.726 3.804 5.318 · 1.413 0.094 
Proper 1.000 3.534 3.655 5.460 · 1.416 0.095 
Note!: 
Que~tion 21 asks: h the mainltmmce of military forr:e ~ tn protect American territory : 
Question 26 asks: Are erfor" 10 protect the individu ill from crimin;o.] attack: 
Question 32 a~ks: Is activity designed to increase individual income levels: 
Question 30 asb: Afe pulicies designed to reduce restnctions on the I.ISC of media $lid' as le levision. radio or newspapers, 
by my indjvidwll: 
Question 24 asks: Are efforts to incn:ase the number o f rec~ationa l an:as within easy a«ess: 
Queslioll 9 asks: Are programs o r o ly o r rural ooilloficuioo : 
Quest ion 20 lUks: Are efforts 10 illCTe:!5C lhe availabili ty of educaliona l opporlulli ljr,s: 
Question 101!ts: An eHora 10 a id communily improvement p ro~lams: 
Q,Jestion 11 l1sks: Is the pro tection of O UI resources from ovcr'use o r poUution : 
Q,Jestlon 7 ash: Are progr3m~ 10 make income levds equal by IO!distribllting income : 
Each question is foUowed by three sc:t[es with the seman l]C opposites at each end of impOHant/unimportant, timelyf 
untlmely, properfimproptr. There arc seven incremenl~ for individual response. 
particular goal element by stating its content in 
terms of a limited numb er of subordinate 
statements. This operation is an important pan of 
the goal-defining process but guidelines for doing it 
have been fonnulated in only a very preliminary 
way. Some basic principles are summarized by 
Gum in Chapter S. Part of these has already b~n 
discussed. The remainder is included in what 
follows. 
(1) The subgoal set for each superior goal or 
subgoal should contain all of the components 
thought to comprise the goal or subgoal. H 
(2) The subgoal in any such set should be 
independent. (fhis follows from the general 
inclusion about redundancy discussed in the 
previous section.) 
261n the Technical Conl1ntu •• 's Ilud,., .rtlculation 
(disaggregation) of subp" .ttongl,. believed not to be 
Influenced b,. a chuge in .... ter u ....... not done. This does not 
me.D that these societal go.W were judpd not to emt. but that 
no .... ur--affeetad ooonecti"'M oould be for.MII, .0 Ute ea ..... t to 
til;., rule .-ouId permit ocnittiDr IUd! vtinaJeUon u if judged to 
be Irro:Jev.at to. ren.tietad __ I ut.Mta MI. 
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(3) The preferred number in any such set 
should be six or seven. This is because psychologists 
estimate that six or seven items is a functional limit 
for individuals to judge independent variables 
simultaneoosly . If there are more than this 
number. the subject generally groups them and 
then compares groups. 
Perceptibility has already been discussed in an 
earlier section of this chapter . .Gum's experiments 
led to some changes in the articulation of the goals 
he studied in order to insure perceptibility. Figures 
19 and 24 Chapter 5showthe resulting articulation. 
Examples of changes made since 1971 are 
indicated below: 
Technical CocmaJ.ttee, 1971 
4. Eeoaomk OpportwaItJ 
41. Freedom of Ccmtnct 
41. lan.tmeat Oppor'hlllUy 
43. Eqaallty .fE<......J_ 
0 ........... 
44. ChoIceA_Goodo 
45. CboIce B, ......... 
46. SCaadardofLlY .... 
6. Atlltbetk OpportanJty 
61. Atlltbetlc EDC ___ 
61. Aoo<hedcaIIy_eIoped 
Area: Area In VarIoo, 
Staaa of De\'elopment 
63. Natural Areu 
64. EquUty of A .. _ 
Oppo_ty 
RnIoed, 1973 
4. Economk Opportu.rdty 
41. Pnoent Staadonl of L .... 
42. Fatwe StaDdanl of Urlal 
43. Equality of Opportwdty 
6. A ...... II< Oppo_ty 
61. Ah-
61. r. .. " .... pe 
63. IIIo<a 
64. Water 
65. SollDd 
66. Equollty of Opportunity 
Examination of these articulations shows that 
most of ihe proposed 1971 subgoals in «onomic 
opportunity became subsumed by "standard of 
living." Aesthetic opportunity moved from an 
articulation based on a classification of different 
kinds of land areas to one based on landscape 
contents. Aesthetic opportunity is certainly one of 
the most difficult goals to articulate, and the 1973 
aniculalion seems to cover nonurban outdoor 
elements only, This may be fairly adequate ror 
water resources evaluation, but it appears 
incomplete ror a general one. Experimentation 
needs 10 be done using other concepts ror this 
articulation. 
Articulation is hardly a task to be 
accomplished by a single person. Again. a team 
approach works best and the articulation can be 
tested against various lay and professional 
audiences. Interestingly. except possibly at the 
lowest subgoal level where social indicators 
became important, age and professional maturity 
did not help people to be better "articulators." No 
quality of "articulation" coukl be associated with 
any discipline either. In fact, graduate students, 
and even undergraduates seemed to do very well. 
In summary. the articulation process is a 
highly pragmatic one. There is no uniquely best 
sub-set, and it may be that any "good" sub-set 
having the qualities discussed above is about as 
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useful as any other, but this does not mean that a 
rigorous effort to identify the "best" sUh-sets 
should not be made. 
Hierarchical organization as an essential 
property of biological systems has already been 
mentioned. Some reference has also been made to 
social organizations as hierarchies. A distinction 
may need to be made between a proceuln& 
hierarchy and aI' ~rarchical ordering of thiap or 
Ideal without including process . The laUer 
ordering. whether hierarchical or not. can be called 
a taxon (Gr, taxlt, order). The "goal ·set" falls in 
this category, When linked by connectives, the goal 
taxon fonos the basis for an evaluation system 
which pncellell information . 
Hierarchies have the common characteristic 
Ihat they become more general as one moves 
upward . This can be expressed in a number of 
ways: increased degrees of freedom. increased 
number of choices . increased abstraction. 
decreasing specificity, increasing aggregation. 
Of great relevance to the goal-set structure is 
the public decision-making hierarchy. The farther 
one r ises in this hierarchy the larger is his universe 
. of responsibility. Given finite brain capacity, one 
would expect grasp of detail to decrease inversely 
with position level. If this is true. then upper-level 
public decisions ought to be related primarily to 
the more general goals of society. The writers 
hardly think this is what happens. No public 
decision-maker in his right mind would make such 
an "abstract" decision unless he had some 
confidence about those details that affect his own 
aspirations. Since the public decision process 
cannot be separated from the political one, and 
since careers for public servants and politicans 
depend largely on politics, political details are 
almost bound to get the first consideration in the 
political decision process. Another Observation is 
that, rather than becoming generalists in the 
hierarchical sense. decision-makers tend to remain 
specialists, i.e., make the decisions in their own 
speciali2.ed areas or interest and leave or assign 
essential decision-making power in other speciali· 
ties to trusted subordinates,27 One is tempted to say 
that this system lacks "holons!" The writers do not 
say whether these incongruencies between 
hierarchical theory of goals and the political 
27Thit iocon~_ betWH. ",ward ru14. and purpoM b 
probably mueh Ie .. in butin_ firfn. where mulmizing profit Is 
usually the prime objective. 
r decision-making process ate good or bad. The public business is very much a multiple-objective 
one and includes maintaining political effective-
ness. But this incongruity does tend to severely 
limit attention to basic goals and long-range issues, 
and to consistency between these and the real-time 
functioning of government. 
Actually the Executive Branch consists of an 
array of specialized agencies (mostly technocratic) 
that function quite independently. These are 
presumably coordinated by the Executive Office, 
primarily the Office of Management and Budget. 
But the OMB is organized structurally in much the 
same way as the Executive Branch, with specialized 
evaluative groups paralleling the agencies. This is 
true also of the committees of Congress. It is 
difficult to argue that our government is a classical 
hierarchy. It is more like a loose confederation of 
hierarchies. The writers do not see an effective way 
to change this, given democracy. 
This still leaves the problem of consistency 
unresolved. But there are elitist forces on the 
government and in the government. These do 
induce changes, and the American constituency is 
not unconcerned about where American society is 
headed, so there is a populist force as well. In some 
respects it could be reinforcing. 
Interestingly, increasing scarcity may force 
improved rationales for public action. For example, 
the statutory Water Resources Council grew out of 
interagency concern for the fragmented program 
and allocation of budgets in the water resources 
area. The precursor to the Council was the 
Interagency River Basin Committee. The Council's 
proposed Principles and Standards did reflect a 
substantial effort to dig into the basic issues by the 
technocrats themselves. See Table 4, pp. 35·38 in 
the Technical Committee's Phase I report (1971) 
on the content of social well-being as viewed by the 
Council. 
Summary 
Study of life systems may suggest considera-
tions useful in outlining a goal taxonomy and in 
utilizing the resulting structure as a means of 
evaluating the environmental state for societal 
security and opportunity, and in decision-making. 
These systems are hierarchically arranged, collect 
external information, and through a cybernetic 
process insure security or survival and actively 
exploit their environments for their own purposes. 
Such a planning and evaluation process applied to 
society should systematically extend the power of 
societal foresight. Besides the characteristics 
mentioned above, these systems are open and non-
deterministic. They successfully and pragmatically 
resolve the atomistic/holistic philosophical dichot-
omy. A societal goal needs to have the property of 
perceptabillty, i.e. stimulate a high degree of 
individual and social perception. A goal-set or 
system needs perceptivity, i.e. the property of 
insight into societal purpose and its linguistic 
description. Goal-sets and goal-oriented evaluation 
models are subject not only to data aneertalnty 
(which is internal but perceived externally). 
Geometrically, the hierarchical levels of goal 
vectors can be conceived as existing in spaces which 
are transformed and folded into a single dimension 
in the next superior space, but this transformation 
should be reversible with minimum loss of 
information. Goal systems can be expected to be 
dynamic both in content and structure; however, 
some general concepts of what is important in 
human welfare extend far back into history. Goals 
exist in the universe of ideas, but this does not 
mean they are not real. An ordered taxis of societal 
goals emerges as an evaluative system if goals, 
indicators, and action variables are linked by 
connectives. Some heuristics for goal articulation 
(disaggregation) have been identified and are 
described. 
Value Sup~ltloDilln Recent 
Evaluation PoUcy 
If one considers the developments in water 
resource evaluation described historically in 
Chapter 2, certain rather general value 
commitments become clear. Circular A-47 (U.S. 
Bureau of the Budget, 1952) Senate Document 
97,(U.S. Senate, 87th Congress, Second Session, 
1962) and the recent "Orange Books" of the Water 
Resources Council (1969, 1970a. 1970b) all reflect 
implicit value commitments to the general 
doctrines of utilitarian social and ethical 
philosophy. When considering resource policy it is 
evident that society seeks to determine the best 
ways in which limited resources and means may be 
used to contribute to the general welfare of the 
nation. or. in other terms, to the common good of 
all of its citizens. In its classical British-American 
form. the cardinal ethical principle of utilitarian-
ism comes down to the following: All social policy 
(an action) ought to be calculated so that the 
results will promote the greatest amount of good 
for the greatest number of individuals in a given 
society. Social policy on such a view cannot be 
formulated simply by looking back to precedents, 
but it must face the task of attempting to assess 
rationally the probable consequences of the policy's 
application. However difficult the task of deriving 
accurate predictions of consequences may be, any 
responsible planning effort must attempt it. 
Such general commitments are exhibited in 
the three previously mentioned policy documents. 
The effort discussed here continues the tradition of 
attempting to perfect the eva luation of 
consequences, or in other words, the evaluation of 
ine impacts of water policy and actions upon the 
promotion and maintenance or the general welfare. 
The three earlier documents as well as this one 
reflect a similarity in tenns of the degree to which 
certain value commitments become more explicit. 
Most generally an increasing tendency to recognize 
a more comprehensive array of differential 
objectives or goals appears. 
Consider Circular A-47 (I 952) . It proclaimed 
that the primary objective of water resources 
dev elopm ent shall be "national economic 
efficfcncy:' and that the essential criterion for 
evaluation shall be Ihat benefits, measured in 
dollars. must exceed costs in order to justify a 
project. Senate Document 97 (1962) indicates a 
considerable relaxation of the" A·4T criteria, and 
an expansion into a series of Ihree multiple 
objectives. The "Orange Book" of the Water 
Resources Council (J969) makes explicit four 
domains of national objectives. Thus . these 
documents present increasingly detailed specifica-
tions of multiple objecth·es. 
What is especially significant in the "Orange 
Books" is the explicit value commitment that none 
of the four objectives shall have intrinsic priority. 
Granted Ihat eco nomic considerations may 
continue to be important, there is an increasing 
commitment to those objectives dealing with what 
are now commonly referred to as "The Quality of 
Life," and "The Quality of the Environment." 
The re is clear recognition that economic 
development does not necessarily insure either the 
quality of life or the quality of the environment. 
Such shifts in value commitments appear even 
more rem arkable in that they have evolved within 
public ~ource policy during the relatively short 
period of the last decade. 
Evaluative and accounting conceptions reflect 
critical value assumptions in terms of the types of 
data which shall be admissible. If only dollar-data 
are allowed as the basis for evaluation the system 
will be simpler, but it cannot be as responsive to 
non·measurable values. Senate Document 97 
shows awareness that the other-than-economic 
development objectives must be considered even 
though hard quantified data are not available. The 
"Orange Books" recognize the difficult problem of 
quantifying values associated with quality of life 
and quality of environment , and suggest that 
"soft" data must probably be introductd. The 
trend here is quite mixed: On one hand there is 
growing concern for ranges of values which are not 
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directly measurable in quantified tenns; on the 
other hand , there is continuing insistence that 
quantification is essential. The debate about how 
to conven qualities into quantities will no doubt 
continue for a long time. 
The council continues the tradition that all 
data should be quantifical as far as possible, and it 
hopes to be able to circumvent some of the 
perennial difficulties of converting from qualities 
into quantities. But there are some substantial 
difficu lties in being able to establish the proper 
detinitions or domains of goals. The Technical 
Committee's effort continues the trend towards 
ad mitting more ranges for goals. It maintains the 
view found in the "Orange Books" that no one of 
the goals and subgoals has intrinsic priority over 
another. 
Since the Flood Control Act of 1936, there has 
been a continuing debate on the definitions of 
benefits and costs, what should be included in the 
measu rements of each. and whether the definition 
or meas ures were adequately reflecting the 
multiplicity of societal goals or objectives. These 
debates will not be reviewed here except for two 
aspects: the relationship between the recent Water 
Resources Council's definitions of benefits under 
the category of effIciency and national economic 
development. and the application of other 
categories of societal goals cited in various policy 
documents listed earlier. Essentially, benefit-t:osi 
analysis can be designed for each goal or if an 
appropriate numeraire is selected, across goals. 
The primary goal of national economic 
development and efficiency is defined by WRC as 
the gain in net consumer surplus, U i.e. , the 
2801lfl of the stated objectives (or 101111) by WRC iI; to 
Mentt.~n.tional ~_k development bl inereatiDs' lbe value 
!If the nation's eontent of good, and Mrvice. and imPf'OYint!' 
~ional eeonomk efficiency." Thil; ill perhapa one of the most 
poorly st.ated objectiv"_ eot beca.- ol iU pooralitl but 
becau~ of its buic incolUllstencie •. The "'otd -enh&!\«- not only 
muns to incr_ but also to raise . li1L up. elevate. bend. 
flIrpaM. uu.. al:lll pr:t.i8e Ilhforrl E'*9IU' ~, Voiume 
nt. 1969). Also. the MValueM of goods a.nd MfVi.ee, un be in· 
el"eUed either throu,h increuin, prke and/or quantity. bul only 
a.n inae&$e in price "'ith 110 clLa~ in quanlity does MIl. il:ImIuIi 
national e(:gnom ic: development. More importantly. if both p~e 
Ill\d quantity increased. vaJue "'ould incteue but there Ia no 
indialion without tddlttonal inConnation ",hellier ILllional 
~nomic development had ehanl'fl(l. ot' in whk h di.rtctlon. 
Perhaps. better "'.y of statUi, the impUed goal ",ould be 
inn-easing natiorlal --uc de~lopmtllt by inc!? .. in, tbe 
tmounll 01 goods alld Hrvices at furrent pl'tee$ and for providing 
the same amo\llll gf goode at reduced prius. Either one or both 
imply a n improvement in national _it e"ici~q. $iIKe 
national_nomic efriciftlcy II a means rather than an objotetive. 
itla impllolld to be redUndUit in the above defillition. However. in 
othft' ~ the WRC deline. im)WOVetnellbil in lLItional 
f!eOllom ic efficiency as a MbencrlCiai etrortM .. hid! mI., be 
interpreted as an gbjec'tive. S .. : Water RetoUM:n Council. 
MEdLablDhmmt 01 Prioapl" .nd StoUlfianb for Planoin«. M Wal« 
and Related Land ReitOUl"tel. Part m. FtUral Rlgi.ler. Volume 
38. September 10. 1973. p. 24781 . 
amount that consumers are willing to pay at a 
maximum for a commodity or service rather than 
going without it above what they actually do pay, 
either in the form of a market price or imported 
cost, e.g., travel time.J'lfthey do not pay in, then 
recipients of benefits are not charged, i.e" 
recreational investment, then benefits are 
~easured as maximum willingness to pay less 
IOvestment costs or the value of goods and services 
utilized to produce the project output. While this 
definition and measurement criterion is intuitively 
appealing. it only crudely approximates an 
adequate measure of increasing rational economic 
development (NED) and may even lead to substan-
tial biases in project or program selection that 
would induce a movement away from increasing 
NED. For example. willingness to pay for a com-
modity is related to individual income. Thus a 
tendency will occur to identify projects or programs 
that provide goods or services to higher income 
groups even though such an investment may retard 
the rate of economic growth andl or reduce the gen-
eral availability of goods and services. lo This is not 
an equity argument but rather one to simply illus-
trate that investment strategies based on net con-
sumer surplus may not provide a sufficient or even 
useful measure of achieving the objective of NED. 
Another difficulty with the willingness to pay 
measure as it relates to the national economic 
development objective (or goal) is that commodities 
with greater elasticities of demand , cecerlt parlb .... 
will be discriminated against. That is. the more 
price inelastic the demand, the greater the implied 
net willingness to pay for a given expansion of 
output . A general expectation wouLd thereby be the 
tendency for expansion of price-inelastic demand 
29The WRC establbh" rvle for "c..nvenieace <;If 
Me&llurement and Analysis ," benefidal effects (benefit} OIl 
nlLional eeonomie development ue clarified" under: (1) the value 
of increased OUtputl of goods.I.Dd merviees from a plan, or {2) tlle 
value of output rewlting from externll economie. eaUHd by a 
plan. A. a lDea.wrement devic:e for III abGve. ill the lIWdmum 
wlltillgIll'Sl to pay by u.u tor the piau outpul. ~ ue 
defined &!J tllfl valufl or nlllOUr'QC1 utili7.ed to pl'Oduee the output. 
Thul, if ~O!!LI are charged to UM!'1I. benflfits Ie .. costs, equal net 
willingness to payor thfl major economic defll\itloll' of eDlIllImer 
IUll'lus, "oompenuting YariatioA. ~ See: E . MiNlan. ~
to CHI·lkMjtt A_~, New Yort, Pragel', 1m. 
30In tile nlreme, one might obaerve aU puNk utional 
",*,uree investmentl cbanlMled toward tulflllla, tbe DtlweA (ada 
and desire!! or the very rkh, and th_hy ll\Uim.izin.g net 
willingnfIM to pay. 
goods rather than price-elastic demand commodi· 
ties which mayor may not be conducive to overall 
NED.lI 
The Water Resources Council's lates t 
guidelines contain a serious flaw in terms of the 
application of willingness to pay which may even 
reduce furth~r the inferences to be drawn from this 
m~as ure toward achievement of the NED objective, 
While willingness to pay is promulated as the 
appropriate measure of benefits, it is not applied in 
a symmetrical sense to the measurement of costs. 
The direct costs of the project are to be evaluated at 
existing market prices instead of the loss to current 
purchases of those goods and services required for 
project construction and operation. In conse· 
quence. the current measurement technique for 
assessing project costs will tend to 1M: too low since 
market price. by definition. will be less than, or 
equal to, 1055 in willingness to pay by current 
purchases. For symmetry in measurement. costs 
should be measured by the maximum amount users 
would be willing to pay for the goods and services 
used in the public investment. Figures 14 and 15 
illustrate these measures of gain and losses in 
willingness to pay. 
While symmetry in measures of willingness to 
pay would achieve greater consistency for assessing 
the impact of a project on the NED objective . it 
may not be the most appropriate comparison of 
losses and gains from a private welfare point of 
view. Two individuals will trade and thereby better 
themselves . if, a nd onl y if. the maximum 
willingness to pay of the buyer exceeds the 
minimum amount the seller is willing to accept. If 
one equates the buyer as the beneficiary and the 
seller as the group giving up resources, then there is 
a distinction between applying the willingness to 
pay measure for evaluating both losses and gains. 
and the sufficient condition for a trade to occur, 
and the implication, welfare to be improved. 
Essentially the maximum willingness to pay for the 
resources utilized in project development may or 
81Colnmoditie, orith more aulntaoee or hlb.tively gTUt4r 
demand at ineomfl rues tend to have higher prioe elasticitiel of 
demand givfln the tiaMieai I.MollltiOll of demand theory. ThI1l., 
invtlttmentl may be biased toward eommoditje, wllicb may 
become relativel, Ita desirablfl durin, tlle prtlOHS of nltion-.J. 
eeoDOmM: developmtllt. For I. COIlIplflte diIeuaaiocI of ~daatical 
~ml.nd thew)',~ 1M Wold IIId Juseen, De1lllJ1ld A'Ialr.u, Ntw 
, York: John Wiley. 1960. 
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may not measure the minimum amount that would 
be accepted to forego having these resources. As an 
almost trivial example of the problem of 
ronsistency. the construction of a dam may 
inundate the sacred burial ground of a relatively 
impoverished Indian tribe. Clearly, the Indians' 
ability to pay places an upper bound constraint on 
the willingness to pay measure of loss that would 
!lOt be appropriate if a " market valuation" through 
measuring the minimum amount the "seller" is 
• u 
ct 
Measure of 
Demand 
Output 
Chonge in output due 
to public investment 
willing to accept were implemented instead. Also. 
from this example it can be clearly seen that 
maximum willingness to pay measures in some 
instances may be greater than 01' .... thaa. the 
imputed commercial value of the resource. This is 
aptly demonstrated if one notes that the imputed 
commercial value, i.e., for agriculture. etc., may 
exceed what the Indians can pay for it but may not 
exceed what they v."Ould minimally have to be paid 
to give it up. 
• u 
'cf 
Measure of 
Demand 
Output 
Reduced output due to 
use of reSOurCeS for 
public investment 
F1pre 14. Cbaaae lD "!pat due to public lD't'eet· FIcun 15. Reduced oatpat due .... of reIOIII'C* 
Dent. r« public m't'ewtmeot. 
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There have been substantial debates in recent 
years whether benefit·cost analysis should include 
as losses or gains . changes in a producer's surplus 
or profitability as well as changes in consumer 
surplus (Mishan. 1971; Currie, Murphy and 
Schmitz, 1971). If a public investment is 
undertaken that is partially or completely 
competitive with products or servm produced by 
private markets. and at a lower price. then there 
will be a reduction in demand for the privately 
produced goods. thereby reducing private 
profitability. This change in private profitability is 
normally a transfer payment to purchases of the 
goods or services and, from a social perspecth·e. 
does not constitute a change in welfare except via 
distributional or equity criteria. However, the 
reduction in profitability may induce private firms 
to leave the market and inve5t in relatively more 
profitable ventures. In this case, a simple transfer 
payment may not be the only impact on the NED 
objective, through initial efficiency, unless 
profitability is identical in other investments. there 
are no search costs for identifying other profitable 
ventures. and all resource s are costless ly 
transferable. To take the extreme case if profitable 
alternatives are not available. the public 
investment displaces productive private investment 
which must be assessed as an additional cost of the 
public investments. This form of displacement is. 
or course, the symmetrical opposite of public 
investment employing otherwise unemployable 
resources and thereby discounting the cost below 
market cost of using such resources. 
The effect of failing to consider producer 
surpluses is dramatically shown in the following 
exa mple . During the late 1960s. a joint 
l sraeli- U.S. team proposed a dual·purpose 
nuclear powered electricity and sea water desalting 
plant in order to help meet [srael's growing needs 
for increased fresh water supplies. The plant was 
designed to produce 300 megawatts of electricity 
and 100 million gallons of water per day. at a 
capita l cost of about $244 million dollars 
(1968 prices) to be financed at interest rate5 that 
were preferential or zero. The estimated cost of 
water was computed by deducting the revenues 
from the sale of electrkity in brael's monopoly 
market from the total operating and fixed costs. 
Costs of water so computed were 25 to JO cents per 
1,000 gallons. Capital cost for electricity totaled 
approximately S130 million for electrical generat· 
ing facilities plus an appropriate share of the 
capital costs of the reactor-po\\·ered steam sou~. 
If producer surplus in the form of willingness to 
pay the full interest component on this investment 
are included in the evaluation . water costs become 
62 cents per 1.000 galJons (MacAvoy and Peterson , 
1969). At the 27-cent level. for a plant operating 
300 days per year. unconsidered costs of consumer 
surplus total 57.S million annualJy. 
These are three of many criticisms of applying 
user (consumer) willingness to pay measures as the 
sole criterion for assessing the "enhancement" of 
NED.12 Other criticisms can be levied on whether 
willingness to pay measures provide even a hint of 
the appropriate strategies or decisions for rapid 
national econonlic growth . This measure is too 
closely attuned to who can pay now and observed 
structural properties of demand, and not closely 
connected to the undertying causes of accelerated 
economic growth. That is not to say the consumer 
surplus should not be used as a planning tool or 
indicator of the NED objective. Rather. it should 
be recognized as only one of many indicators with 
particular attribu tes and biases. 
The DenlopmeDt of. Hlenrcby 
.rGoalo 
There has been rapidly increasing interest 
during the last few years in fonnulating and 
discussing national goals . This is expressed in the 
Report of the National Goals Research Staff (1970) 
entitled Toward Baluced Growth: QaantltJ with 
QuaDt,. Concurrent with such interests is the work 
of those who seek to develop social indicators 
leading to more sophisticated social accounting 
systems. This is expressed in the U.S . Department 
of Health. Education and Welfare (1969) 
document titled Toward A SocIal Report. 
Such documents are highly pertinent to the 
Technical Committee's work because. in effect. the 
committee sought to contribute to the more 
adequate assessment of water resources by a system 
which employs social indicators to measure effects 
or water resource developments upon national 
goals. 
The decision of the Technical Committee to 
convert an array of goals into a hierarchical model 
is of considerable import. The intent is not so much 
to present a clean-cut fonnal model. but rather to 
facilitate clearer and more systematic evaluations 
of goals and goal structures. 
32Each. however, Jx,ils down to the probl.m of attempting 
to delign nle&llinJfll1 miero-mttria for ~·makiDg from 
IJIKt'Oo or lWtiall.l.l pab tobjed.jyH} and Ine&lla to .chieye theM 
goe.b. OM ... y at achie"iIII con~y iI to uprHt t.be 
nacio-go&l .~ a ..,eighted lummatilm of mi<:ro-gwl!!. An 
a1teMlaU .. fI apprwch. and the one taken here in later aection-, II 
to denye in !IOml _.i.tent man Der the miero-goab &$ part. or 
di .. isioll. 01 mutO·goals. Miero-goals are Lhlls pereei .. ed .. 
diu" regates 01 mlcro·,oll,. but mauo"olb are IIOt 
necessarily al!'~gatn. definiti .. ely. of 1I'licro-(OIb. 
Although attempts were made, in the " Orange 
Books." Senate Document 97. and the report of the 
National Goals Research Staff, to define and 
identify the domains of broad goals, an immense 
chasm appears to exist between the definition of 
nationa l goals and the development of a 
methodology which relates goals and programs. 
Specifically. little was done either to achieve 
consistency or to display inconsistencies between 
the accepted national goals and the actual 
implementation of local or regional plans. For 
example. in the "Orange Book." "an increase in 
national output" is only one defmition of the 
national goal of economic development; others are 
"improved market conditions," "availability of 
public goods." and "resource development f(lr 
increased (electrical) power." It is quite possible 
that fulfillment of other goals may reduce national 
output (GNP). 
One (If the first questions the Technical 
Committee asked was how to achieve a consistent 
integration between national goals and individual 
water-related actions of federal agencies. Its 
C(lncern was with the types of characteristics of 
water resources development which would (lr would 
not either enhance environmental quality or inhibit 
greater economic development . It was concluded 
that the way a consistent relationship could be 
established between water resources actions and 
nati(lnal g<lals was to precisely identify all (or at 
least most) of the principal characteristics and 
phrases which gave meaning to national 8<lals. It 
was assumed that adequate representation (lfa goal 
could be made by discovering a finite and relatively 
small number ofsubgoals or word groups defining 
the goal's domain. F(lr example. if increased 
environmental security is a national goal, then its 
domain is partly identified by improved air quality. 
The domain of improved air quality is likewise 
partially defined by reduced concentrations of 
oxidants. 
The defined domain of national goals may be 
id entified by listing subgoals which determine their 
achtevement; thus a hierarchical set of goals is 
(lbtainable. At some point in the disaggregation 
process of defining the goals' domains a 
measurable sub(lrdinate should usually appear. 
For example, if the g(lal (If enhanced 
environmental quality is successfully broken down 
into its definitional components. a subgoal of 
improved water quality should appear. One 
dimension of imprOVed water quality is, of course. 
greater stream dissolved oxygen, a measurable 
subordinate of water quality. Logical dissaggrega· 
ti(ln of goals proceeds from the general to the 
specific; from the whole to the parts; from the 
subjective t(l the objective; from the n(lnobserved to 
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the observed ; thereby from the non measurable 
to at least the partially measurable. 
After prol(lnged consideration, one important 
point emerged: any goal c(lnceptualizati(ln that 
gave meaningful answers about water would 
inherently apply to any resource development and 
use and, vety prObably. to public investment 
generally. The committee observed only a general 
C(lnsensus of American societal goals articulated in 
the most abstracted form . e.g., general welfare. 
social well-being. quality of life, etc. 
The tasks of the com mittee were: (I) Articulate 
the abstractly·stated social goal concepts almost 
unanimoosly accepted into much more specific 
concepts that C(luld be meas ured, at least 
qualitatively. but preferably quantitatively; (2) find 
a means to relate these more specific concepts to 
goal achievement on one hand and public action in 
the water resources fiekl on the other. As a first 
articulation. the committee agreed that besides 
economic opportunity, L"ollective and individual 
security, environmental security, (lpportunity for 
recreation, aesthetic sati sfacti (ln. cultural and 
community advancement. educatioll, and individ· 
ual freedom and variety could be advanced and 
would constitute a reasonably c(lmprehensive set 
having societal interest and importance in 
contemporary America. 
The committee further found that each 
member of this goal-set could be articulated into a 
sub-set (If abollt five to ten-word d efined 
sub-elements giving it more specific definition. 
This could be repeated at a next lower hiera~hical 
level for each (If the sub-elements. The process 
leads to a dendritic structure of ideas which 
becomes increasingly specific in meaning with each 
branching. At some level in the hierarchical 
articulation process. concepts that are conceivably 
measurable, or measured. emerge. These 
measured. or measurable. concepts oonstitute a 
goal-derived set of "social indicators" and "social 
indicators" become central t(l the system. 
The resulting measurable entities at the 
bottom of the set of disaggregated goals define in 
quaadtath'1t trenDI the current, changing state (If 
the social and environmental system. Thus, these 
measurable subordinates are analogous to social 
indicators (or empirical measures of social, 
physical. or biological phenomena that are socially 
signif.cant). They differ from thQSe identified by 
the usual methods of establishing lists of social 
indtcators in that they are results of a logical 
subordination process applied to a particular set of 
nati(lnal goals. The Technical Committee has 
decided t(l call these measurable subordinates 
socla.IlndJcatod in light of their derivations. even 
though they differ slightly from IOClalbJdlcaton as 
usually defined . 
One needs to predict: (l) What influence a set 
of societal action decisions, called action or 
decision variables. has on social indicators . and (2) 
what effect changes in social indicators have on 
goals. On the goal side is the universe of ideas that 
are apparently only sUbjectively perceived and 
valued; on the action side are a millieu of public 
hardware and software ranging from such physical 
things as dams and sewage treatment plants 
through public policy. laws and institutions to 
shifts in collective ethical concepts. 
In summary, the Technical Committee's 
hierarchical ta xonomy can be outlined as follows: 
x 
X.X 
X.X.X 
X.X.X.X 
X.X.X.X,Xn 
X.X.X.X,X,Xn·i 
X.X.X.X,X,X,Xn·i,j 
General welfare 
Primary goals 
Subgoa ls 
Sub-subgoals 
Subn goals 
Social indicators 
Action or decision var-
iables 
In general. the Technical Committee postu-
lated that every element in the tnonomy was 
related to every other element. An expression of 
such a relationship was called a "c.anec:tI.,e." If 
connectives are added to the taxonomic structure, 
an evaluative "system" emerges. 
The intent of the rest of this section is to 
consider justifications which lie behind the 
selection of goals. 
Historical development increasingly clarifies 
the basic ranges of our society's values. Not too 
many persons will disagree, on the basis of any 
principle. with the stipulation of certain recognized 
goals although there may be disagreement on defi-
nitions or even on the extent of the stipulation. 
Each of those goals selected reflects an area of 
social concern, an area which demands attention 
by various segments of society. Disagreements 
begin when people consider availabili ty of means 
and alternative ways of attempting to realize the 
stipulated goals. U also seems clear that our society 
is confronted with rising tides of expectation which 
make tremendous claims upon all elements of our 
social structure . 
With such co nsiderations in mind the 
Technical Committee raised three questions and 
applied them to each goal under consideration. 
Firsl. is each goal and ils implied value warranted , 
based on past developments in our society? The 
committee believes that for each of the nine basic 
areas of concern selected. this question is answered 
affirmatively. Second. does each of them represent 
a major concern of present social aspirations? A 
consideration of major contemporary problems 
indicates areas of present concern as well as 
aspirations, and each of the committee 's selections 
appears to meet this kind of consideration. Third, 
does each goal warrant some degree of confidence 
by the committee in its estimated continuation as 
an ideal aspiration for the future of our society? An 
additional question was asked relating to the 
completeness ofthe set: Can we identify other goals 
meeting the standards of these three questions that 
are not contained within the nine selected? Of all 
goals considered. the aITay of nine goals was 
relatively complete and capable: of subsuming any 
ot hers the committee could think o f. No 
developments wh ich would totally warp any of the 
goals could be foreseen although quite surely social 
ci rcumstances may force considerable shifts in 
priorities and weightings. and even in definition of 
the goals. 
Thus historical precedent, present concern, 
and future viability served as bases in the 
committee's selection of overatching goals. The 
notion of future viability is essential when one 
remembers that our business is planning. But the 
committee and its associates are also aware of a 
recent philosophical theory of historical causation 
which involves what are called "future-images. " 
Futu~-images are conceptions in the minds of 
individuals concerning their Kleal social aspirations 
for the future. Such projections of goals may 
function as dynamic causes in history, and are 
usually realized. If the images are positive and 
hopeful then their causal impact will be 
beneficient; if they are negative and pessimistic, 
then the worst may come to pass. As far as the 
committee can see, the goals selected as 
representing our society's present and near-future 
interests do represent quite positive and optimistic 
future-images. The picture becomes clouded only 
when one thinks about the obstacles and the 
difficult choices between alternative priorities 
which mUst be faced . 
There remains the philosophical question 
concerning the ultimate status of goals and their 
associated values. The committee does not conceive 
of goals in a timeless or unchanging sense. 
Whether general or specific all of them stand as 
human creations; they are bound by the relativity 
of time and space, and subject to the vicissitudes of 
history. 
Some tn11Llaological dkdDctloDl 
This section consid~rs cenain operational 
distinctions which may, at times, be useful in 
examining the status of goals and their function 
within the committee's analytic syst~m. 
A dildncdolll betweeft "atm." ud " ...... ,. If 
one could specify any goal as historically universal 
one might consider them to be the ultimate aims of 
society. They would represent the bask obligations 
which must be fulfilled if a society is to remain 
viable. There are two such aims which appear 
irreducible: the preservation of conditions required 
for survival and the development of conditions 
which promote well·being. The relative weights 
assigned to such social aims may vary, of cours~, in 
relation to changing conditionJ. However, if the 
conditions requisite to survival are maintained, the 
efforts of men cent~r quite naturally on th~ 
enhancement of conditions promoting well ·being. 
Considering the present situation in American 
society, the two general aims can be translated into 
the terms which appear near the very top of the 
Techcom hierarchy ; "The Maintenance of 
Security" and "The Enhancement of Opportu-
nity." Such phrases best represent our own 
historical rendering of the two basic aims of 
society. In all of their interplays. they function as 
the two elements which enter into the highly 
abstract notion of "The General Welfare, ,. or the 
"Common Good." Reading down a hierarchy 
revea1s three general goals dealing with S«urity 
and six concerned with various kinds of 
Opportunity. Such goals are somewhat more 
time· bound and more relative in their specific 
content than are society's aims. 
A dlltlacdon between ........ and "obJec-
u. •. " In most of the literature concerning water 
resources, the term "objectives" is used inter· 
changeably with "goals." A "goal" stands indepen-
dent of any spcific policy or resource development 
project. It is nO( directly related to any specir~ pro· 
ject in that any number of different projects can 
have an impact or effect upon it. In contrast, an 
"objective" connotes a more specific relationship to 
a particular policy, program, or project. In the case 
of dam building, project planning must assess 
immediate impacts which are usually called project 
"purposes." These "purposes" are flood control, 
irrigation. power production. water supply, or 
other stipulated objectives. Both "objectives" and 
"goals" have the same status in that their 
achteVenlent may represent increases in social 
welfare, but their operational status may be 
different in the sense explained previously. While 
keeping this in mind, this report reflects the 
prevailing esseIItially interchangeable usage of 
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these two terms. The term "purposes" is not used. 
Instead. reference is made to the immediate effects 
of an action variable. These "immediate effects" 
include what have been called "purposes." 
A dlltfnctieD between ''me:Iu.'' u.d "NCb." 
Classical ethical and social theory is replete with 
discussions of the differences between means and 
ends; modern ethics has usually broken down the 
distinction on the grounds that means and ends are 
extremely relative. The committee, too, would 
assume that they are quite relative, but that it is 
just that characteristic which makes the distinction 
a useful guide. The building ofa dam. for example, 
is an end 10 those involved in ils construction. To 
the situational planner, however, the completed 
dam is only a means to the achievement of the 
end-the project objectives such as the production 
of more hydroelectric power. Within a hierarchical 
goal structure, the very specific goal of the 
production of hydroelectric power at a particular 
location nlight be a means to the leiS specific goal 
of establishing a stable electrical supply . This less 
specific goal may serve, in turn, as a means to the 
end of promoting one or more of the nine national 
goals, slich as colle(tive security. These nine goals, 
in turn, are a means to the ultimate end of 
achieving the more general aims of society, 
A dlltlnctt •• betweeD ullecu"'J" .ad 
".ufflclt:ut~' conditions. I n logic and scientific 
methodology a "necessary condition" is described 
as one in whose absence any effect cannot occur; a 
"sufficient condition" or set of conditions, 
insures the production of an effect. Such 
distinctions may be of some utility in evalua-
ting the interactions of effects upon sets of 
goals, and in establishing priorities. For example, 
security in all forms may be considered necessary to 
maintain a viable society. Without maintaining 
some level of s«urily as a necessary condition. it 
would be impossible 10 achieve any ofthe aspects of 
opportunity. whic::h partially represent the 
sufficient conditions for general welfare. Or again. 
much recent literature con~rnjng the environment 
suggests that environmental security is a necessary 
condition for both the maintenance of other forms 
of security as well as the general welfare. Ideally 
one would like to live in a society and world in 
which the necessary conditions for security are 
assured, for then perhaps everyone would more 
freely proceed to enhance those conditions 
sufficient for a "good life." Obviously, there is a 
search to balance all conditions in some reasonable 
degree. It may be inferred that if there were little 
opportunity to promote well·being, there would be 
little point in struggling to insure security,' It may 
also be inferred that men often are willing to give 
up some security to achieve a greater level of 
welt-being. 
Val .. , priortda, aad wdJbdnp 
In later chapters, as the committee's proposed 
methodological system becomes more exphcit, 
questions will inevitably arise concerning the value 
status of the system itself. A few tentative remarks 
may suggest the committee's intentions. 
First . concerning the set of ()';'erarching goals. 
the committee's seJection of goals is clearly not 
totally value· free. Not everyone will agree that this 
set is a complete, definitive or perfectly articulated 
array. But the selections do not rest so much on the 
committee's own preferences as upon precedents 
and recognized concerns; thus. the elements of the 
system were arrived at in a relatively value· free 
manner. 
Second , there is a point at which value 
weightings and weighted priorities clearly enter the 
planning process. Decision·making inherently 
involves making value judgments. And it is the 
function of the decis ion -making process to 
determine relative weights to be assigned various 
objectives and goals. Preliminary consideration is 
given to this process in Chapter 5. 
Since value-weighting enters into the decision 
system it is important here to note certain general 
considerations regarding the inevitability of such 
weightings. If all of the goals-or alternatively-
the objectives of society ""ere valued equally , there 
would be no neeessity for weighting objectives. Any 
single goal or sub-set of goals accomplished is as 
good as accomplishing any other goals or sub-set. 
Likewise. if all goals can be acco mplished 
simultaneously, there is no need to analyze goals 
since no choice among them must be undertaken. 
These two rather tautological statements suggest 
that several implicit ideas worth examining are 
embodied in the concept of goals. 
The first statement implying differences in 
weighting of goals needs clarification of the 
meaning of wdabtl. "Weights" here mean some 
measure of SUbjective value. For example, some 
individuals place a very high value on preserving all 
species of wildlife even if such preservation 
increases the risk of lo'sing human lives. Thus. 
though less valuable than wildlife in their 
SUbjective terms, human life itself is somewhat 
man's responsibility as guardian of the natural 
environment. This extreme example is cited to 
emphasize one point : within the mosaic· like 
con~pt of goals is embodied the idea of a hierarchy 
(or scale) of values. 
If there is only one goal and only one way of 
achieving it. then hterarchies of values are ruled 
out. However, if there is more than one way of 
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pursuing even a single goal, a hierarchy of values 
might appear. As an example. let it be assumed the 
goal is for one man with no tools to move a pile of 
soil from point A to point B. However. which 
criterion should he pursue: to move the pile of soil 
in the least time, with least physical effort, with the 
least monotony in terms of repetition. or some 
other criterion or criteria ? It could be argued that 
the goal should be made more precise. i.e. , move 
the pile of soil in least time; but note that by so 
doing, a hierarchy of values has been imposed, 
namely that time has a high value when compared 
with physical effort or monotony. 
A goal or group of goals must , in essenCf:, 
embody a hierarchy of values. If within the nature 
of goals no hierarchical value system exists, then 
goals are equally weighted if they exist at all; but 
equal weighting implies a particualr hierarchical 
value system-one of imp licit equality. As 
mentioned above, wh en all goals can be 
accomplished instantaneously. there is no reason 
for analyzing them since there is no constraint or 
hinde rance to their immediate achievement. 
Human activities requiring no effort or expense, 
thus cease to be goals. Likewise, if there is no 
scarcity of resources to be applied to a single goal, 
tht' goal can readily be acwmplished. If this is the 
case, the goal. once accomplished. is no longer a 
concern. 
The fulfillment of one goal in certain instances 
may preclude the achievement of another one. For 
example. individuals' achieving a high level of 
investment opportunity are almost certain to 
induce substantially reduced e nvironmental 
amenities, especially through over-use of the 
environment's ability to assimilate waste. Thus. 
there is a degree of incompatibility between the two 
objectives of investment opportunity and environ· 
mental security. This incompatibility indicates that 
choices between goals must arise in d~termining 
public action. There are two other possibilities: (1) 
Th~ fulfillment of certain goals does not influence 
the achievement of other goals. i.e., there are no 
linkages betw~n them; and (2) the fulfillment of 
certain goals results in only partial fulfillment of 
others. As an example of (2), the goal of a high 
level of recr~ational opportunity may require little 
or no environmental degradation. If the 
recreational goal is achieved, so must, at least in 
part , the goal of maintaining a non-degraded 
natural environment be achieved. 
So far this chapter has provided an overview of 
some of the value suppositions implicit in the study 
and has suggested how th ey relate to the 
development of the Techcom planning methodo-
". 
. 
logy . This section will intimate how the 
oommittee's views reflect certain philosophical 
positions. [n terms of both value theory and 
methodology, our position reflects aspects of 
pragmatism, critical empiricism, and a limited 
rationalism . 
If our nation reflects any particular 
philosophical way of thinking, it can be labeled as 
pragmatic. As so many have noted, our society is 
addicted to a pragmatic approach in planning, in 
JXllicy making, and in acting. Part of the drive of 
philosophical pragmatism- instrumentalism as it 
may be called-is its preoccupation with the 
consequences of action. Ideas are judged in terms 
of their anticipated effects upon out efforts to 
realize human values. Intentions are judged in 
terms of anticipated and actual consequences for 
individuals and society. On this theory one should, 
ideally, evaluate all ranges of consequences, both 
short and long run. 
But pragmatic theory has often been abused 
when applied . Pragmatic thinking can result in a 
detrimental preoccupation with immediate results; 
in his hurry to achieve these results, the pragmatist 
may fail to consider the longer term consequences 
of side effects of actions. Typically the 
pragmaticalJy-oriented person is an exploiter, 
concerned with the immediate benefits of his 
particular objective no matter what the other 
effects may be upon his society or the environment. 
He ignores societal costs to achieve private benefits. 
Although the Technical Committee reflects 
the pragmatic concern with consequences, part of 
the intention of its evaluative system is to reduce 
the detrimental aspects of the pragmatic approach. 
The committee accepts the pragmatic position that 
there is, and always will be. a great plurality of 
interests which are often in Conflict with each 
other. What is sought is to make a more careful 
survey of these conflicts, and to bring out their 
interrelated effects in some detail. The committee 
seeks to assure that planners and deciskm·makers 
will not so readily overlook secondary and side 
effects and the longer-term ranges of social and 
environmental consequences. The virtue of this 
kind of objective is generally recognized, The 
committee seeks to make implications and 
consequences somewhat more evident than is often 
the case. This is why they are concerned with 
relating general goats and project effects through 
an analytic process of measurement. That process 
will promote closer inspection and more careful 
judgment by pennitting assessment of effects-<)r 
consequences-in a consciously defined, and 
perhaps weighted system. 
6S 
Throughout its long philosophical history. 
empiricism has insisted on the indispensable 
importance of human knowledge of factual data 
acquired by the sense organs. If one is seriously 
trying to obtain an undistorted view of physical and 
social realities, then he must base his 
interpretations and his plans for how to react upon 
the best available facts relevant to the situation. To 
such a view the committee freely subscribes. 
But in the past there have been endless cases 
in which the ideal theory of empiricism has been 
oversimplified to the detriment of knowledge, 
planning, and action. Oversimplified or naive 
empiricism pres umes that facts speak for 
themselves. or that facts alone are a sufficient 
guide for action. Such views have been fairly well 
repudiated since the development of modern 
scit!ntific method, and any methodology which 
suggests that facts are sufficient in order to do 
effective planning is likely not to gain a hearing. 
Again, the nature and ways of working the 
Techcom system for water resources evaluation will 
exhibit a crickal empiricism which seek.s to 
circumvent the weaknesses of the naive approach. 
Bare statistical data will be quantified in various 
ways so that they can meaningfully be fed into 
social-indicator type measuring devices showing 
degrees of performance or measuring the state and 
functionings of the social system in relation to 
water resources developments . Although this is 
easier said than done, the committee hopes to 
develop a systematic empirical methodology 
applicable to water resources developments. 
Both pragmatism and empiricism continue to 
wage endless philosophical battles with rational· 
ism. Even the term "rationalism" is anathema to 
many modern thinkers. But it should be clear that 
modern scientific method itself represents a highly 
effective blend of empirical and rational elements: 
(1) Empirical obserntion in order to obtain data; 
(2) rational development of hypotheses designed to 
explain the data; (3) logical and mathematical 
deduction of the theoretical consequences of the 
hypothesis; and (4) empirical testing under 
controlled conditions. Thus, the work of science 
generally may be said to begin and end on an 
empirical base; but in advanced science the 
rational elements in between are of the essence. It 
is in this sense that the Techcom methodology may, 
at certain points, reflect the rationalistic elements 
in scientific methodology. 
But there is another and quite different aspect 
which concerns rationalistic views on the nature 
and status of values. In ancient Athens, Plato 
conceived of a hierarchy of values (or goats) 
culminating in the highest good . These he 
construed as eternal, timeless, and perfect things to 
which imperfect man should aspire. to intuit them 
so that such knowledge could be used as a guide to 
policy and action . 
Since the committee also proposes a hierarchy 
of goals some will consider that they are tainted 
with platonic rational idealism. The comminte 
does employ the notion of a systematjc hierarchy 
implying subordinations of values under a general 
social aim. But here the comparison stops, 
because, alas. society's goals are most imperfect. 
relative. historically conditioned. and time and 
space- bound. Nevertheless. th e pale platonic 
shadow may help gu ide the comm ittee in its efforts 
at evaluation. 
The basic structure of hierarchical planning as 
visualized by tht Technical Com mittee involves 
four major components; a hierarchical sel of goals 
and subgoals ; a list of social ind icators which 
generally should be quantifiable; a list of policy 
action variables. each describing some proposed 
water related governmental actions; and a set of 
connectives. A relatively complete planning 
methodology as contrasted 10 present planning will 
ultimately involve more elements, particularly in 
the sphere of decision·making, than are discussed 
in this section. 
In the glossary, the five key words are defined : 
JOAi, tabaoai, lodailacUcat«. action .. uW»Ie, and 
cOIiDecthe. No further discussion of the first two is 
necessary here, but some treatment ofthe others is. 
A social indicator is not necessarily defined 
according to the connotation of the word "social." 
Nor is it necessarily a scalar. Consider the case of a 
commonly used measure of water quality: dissolved 
oxygen or DO. If it is location-specific, it is a 
vector. If it is location-specifIC in one sense and 
time-specifIC in two sen~. e.g .. month of Ihe year 
and point on the tidal cycle. it is a 
three·dimensional matrix. 
An action variable somehow affects a member 
or members of either the social indicator set or 
subgoal-set without itself being a member of either 
set. In certain instances there will be a one-ta-one 
correspondence between the action variable and 
the social indicator. One partial empirical measure 
of an irrigation project would be the number 
employed on the project. However, if those 
employed could not be emplo~ elsewhere, there 
would be a one-to-one correspondence between this 
partial measure of an action variable set and a 
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social indicator, employment. There: apparently is 
no objective dividing line between action variable 
and social indicator except perhaps that the action 
variable is always the initial source (sometimes 
measurable) and the social indicator is a measure 
of effect. 
The action variable mayor may not be a 
"variable" in the usual sense of that word. For 
exam p le : kilowatt -hours of electrical energy 
available per year is a variable in the usual sense; a 
change in electrical energy distribution policy is 
certainly an action which can be taken but is not 
usually defined as a variable in the algebraic sense. 
It is impossible to define once and for all the limits 
or domains of the action variable set. The 
alternath'e actions that the planner may consider 
are limited by : administrative policy constraints he 
considers applicable to the situation; the 
geographic realities of the area for which actions 
are being considered: the legal interpretations 
extant and applicable at the time and place; and 
his ingenuily. 
A connective is the link between: an action 
variable and a social indicator; an action variable 
and a goal or subgoal; or a social indicator and a 
subgoal or goal; or between tv.'o or more action 
variables. social indicators or subgoals and goals. 
Connectives have many different iorms, but it is 
impossible to anticipate all of them since it is 
impossible to anticipate the complete composition 
of tht: alternatives which comprise the action 
variabJe set. The connective may be simple: e.g. if 
fertilization. cultivation. and irrigation practices 
are held constant in quantity and quality, there 
would be a linear relationship between water 
available and crop prodUction. It may be of a 
binary nature : ifa dam is built and no fish passage 
facilities are provlded there will be no anadromous 
fish upstream. And a connective may be a 
mathematical programming routine: the cost of & 
scheme which has other effects on the social 
indicator set could be minimized in certain cases by 
using linear programming. 
The three distinct entities to which connedives 
apply here are the action variable complex. social 
indicators. and objective sets. In this section an 
attempt will be made to illustrate how these four 
components can be integrated so that a potentially 
useful blueprint for planning emerges. Chapter IV 
of the Phase I report (The Technical Committee. 
1971 ) includes an extended discussion of the 
planning process to illustrate how the four 
synthes ized components of planning might be 
applied under actual future planning (onditions. 
The array of goals. subgoals, social indicators, 
action variables and connectives constitute both the 
analytical device and the display mechanism 
proposed, In Figure 16, the formal structure is 
depicted. Inspection of Figure 16 should indicate 
strongly that the connectives define the 
interdependencies within and between the action 
variable set, the social indicator set, and the 
goal-set. For the goal-set, internal connectives 
emerge in five directions. These five types of 
connectives include: 
(1) Connectives among the overall goals; 
(2) Connectives among subgoals within one 
category; 
(3) Connectives among subgoals in different 
overarching goal categories; 
(4) Connectives among subgoals and the 
overall goal of a category; 
(5) Connectives among sub goals in one cate-
gory and the overarching goal of a second 
category. 
For the social indicator set, internal and 
external connectives emerge in three ways: 
(1) Connectives between social indicators, 
e.g., the dependence between the rate of 
unemployment and the rate of inflation; 
(2) Connectives between the social indicator 
set and the policy action variable set, e.g., 
the construction of a reservoir (policy 
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action variable) influences the availability 
of a specific form of water-based recrea-
tion (social indicator); 
(3) Connectives between the social indicator 
set and the goals-set, e.g., availability of 
water based recreation (social indicator) 
influences the subgoal of additional out-
door recreational opportunity. 
The action variable set also contains two types 
of connectives in addition to those listed under 
social indicators: 
(l) Connectives between the policy action 
variables, e.g., the construction of a res-
ervoir precludes development (or non-
development) of a wilderness area at the 
same location; 
(2) Connectives between action variables and 
objectives directly where there is no mean-
ingful social indicator which defines the 
extent or domain of the objective. An 
example would be the effect of preserving 
a wilderness area (an action variable) on 
aesthetic appreciation (a sub-objective 
which apparently will be difficult. if not 
impossible, to measure by a set of social 
indicators) . 
A further step is to illustrate how the four 
basic components (connectives. objectives, social 
indicators, and action variables) might fit together. 
For illustrative purposes, all connectives will be 
+ CONNECTIVES WITHIN GOAL SET 
ONNECTIVES DIRECTLY SOCIAL INDICATOR + 
CONNECTIVES 
BE1WEEN GOALS WImIN SOCIAL 
c 
AN D ACTION VARIABLES SET INDICATOR SET 
1 
+ 
CONNECTIVES 
ACTION VARIABLE SET wrrHIN ACTION 
VARIABLE SET 
F1pre 16. Connecd..-el Ia the Techcom .,-dem.. 
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assumed to be linear coefficients although not 
necessarily quantitatively measurable. While 
linearity and continuity have been assumed for the 
ensuing discussion, this does not mean the 
Technical Committee believes that a planning 
structure would necessarily have these properties. 
let G denote a column vector of overarching 
(or prime) goals dimensionally Nxl where N is the 
number of such goals (nine in the Technical 
Committee's tentative listing). Also, let A denote a 
matrix of coefficients relating the N overall goals to 
a setRf M subgoals with dimensions NxM. Finally, 
let V signify a column vector of subgoals with 
dimensions Mxl. Then most of the connectives 
stated earlier between goals and subgoals within 
the goal and subgoal·set either directly (or 
indirectly) can be stated as: ll 
AV =G 
Next, add a C matrix defining the connectives 
between subgoals and an LxI vector of social 
indicators defined as H. Then, 
~ ~ 
CH = V with C dimensionally MxL. 
33Within a Quantitative ~ystem, direct wnnective~ between 
the over~hlng goals or between ~ubgoals may need to be 
analywd separately lIS multipliers (or in !lOme other way) in order 
to avoid overdeterminancy. The multiplier approuh is buieaJ.ly 
to establish initial and ultimate change~ in each layer of social 
indicstors or goala, where the init.ial change ia stimulated from 
ootside of the particular layer. By proceeding upward layer by 
layer, the ultimate impact on social indicators and gnals ean be 
determined. Of course, ~uch an appro&c:h implicitly pre8Urnes a 
hier~hiu..l structure with no downward open·endeq feedback. 
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Finally, add a D matrix defining the connectives 
between social indicators an<!....a Rxi vector of 
governmental action variables K. Then, 
~ ~ 
OK = H with 0 dimensionally LxR 
Solving for G in tenns 
matrix system is obtained: 
~ ~ 
[ACD] K = G with 
~ 
of K, the following 
[ACD] dimensionally 
N,R 
The system yields N linear equations with 
R+N variables. §pecifying the changes in the 
action variables K thus will generally lead to 
semiquantitative (or purely qualitative if all 
connectives cannot be empirically measured) 
estimates of the changes in all overall objectives. 
Note also that a direct relationship between all 
sub-objectives and action variables is obtainable: 
~ 
= C-1V; 
~ C-'Y: 
~ 
CDK=V 
What this simple linear coefficient system 
indicates is that it is potentially feasible to 
construct a hierarchical "goals" system with some 
degree of consistency and perhaps even 
articulation. 
• 
CHAPTER 4 
INFORMATION SYSTEMS IN WATER 
RESOURCES PLANNING 
Iatroducdon 
This chapter emphasizes the utility of the 
Techcom system as an information structure. A 
brief background on data base management and 
management information systems in general, as 
applied to water resources, is given ; the need for a 
different system is outlined: and the criteria for an 
idealized system are outlined . Chapter B discusses 
the prototype infonnation system which was 
implemented . 
Infonnatlon System. 
Many people think of an information system 
as a computerized procedure for accessing specific 
data . But in fact. this report itself could. as a 
means of information transfer, be defined as an 
information system. A book , a set of written files, a 
coll«tion of punch caros, a set of audio recordings . 
a staff of knowledgeable people, all could function 
as information systems . The merit of these 
infonnation systems depends on the same criteria 
as the merit of a computerized information system. 
Those criteria include: (I) Whether or not the 
desired data are available; (2) whether or not the 
method of access is reasonably convenient for the 
user; (3) whether or not new information can be 
added without undue effort; and, of course (4) 
whether the cost ofthe system is less than the value 
of .he infonnation. The earliest computerized 
information system was probably the s}'5tem 
implemented for the Weather Bureau which used 
Hollerith punch cards. Later a system using this 
principle was implemented for the Social Security 
Administration at its inception. No electronic 
conlputers were empklyed in that effoct as they had 
not yet been invented. The general use of electronic 
computers prObably began about 1960. Most of the 
references on management information systems 
(MIS) discuss concepts of file organization. 
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hard ward, software, and the interface with user 
ra,her than the hist ory of MIS development. 
Hili torical applications are presented in "Manage-
ment Information Systems" presented by Goldberg 
et al. (1 971). Professor James L. McKenney in the 
foreword to " Management Decision Systems" 
(Morton, 1971) sta tes that:"The last five years have 
been singUlarly short of academic experimentation 
in lhe MIS field ." This may be the reawn fot the 
lack of careful categorizati on and historical 
analysis of information systems. 
There has been development of information 
systems within water resources activities, however, 
these systems cannot be categorized as 
management information systems. They are more 
adequately described as research infonnation 
systems or as technical data bases. The Water 
Resources Scientific Infonnation Center (WRSIC) 
is concerned primarily with research projects and 
descriptions thereof. The computerized section of 
th e WRSIC called GIPSY (for Generalized 
Information Processing Systems) primarily consists 
of a document processing program. The 
development of this sy!te:m was managed by the 
Office of Water Resources Research in cooperation 
with several universities (Lulich, 1973). 
There have been substantial efforts to 
accumulate technical data bases. Efforts within the 
federal government include STORET and the 
National Water Data Exchange (NAWDEX ) 
(Click, 1973). Several state-level efforts are either 
underway or are being considered . These efforts 
have been of varying utility to prospective users. 
Since the users of the above systems are 
presumably technicians or professionals rather 
than managers, these systems are not management 
infonnation systems, I.e., they contain the bases 
for professional analysis and not the results upon 
which management decisions are usually made:. 
N~ ror. System ror Quaadfled 
PI.uuo ....... oiliy 
The system described in Chapter 8 is believed 
to be the first resources management information 
system. A system proposed by Battelle Memorial 
Laboratones (Dee et at. 1973) contains certain 
similarities. but its developers arc oriented towards 
evaluation rather than information transmissions. 
A resources management information system as a 
system for quantified planning inquiry (SQPI) 
specifically assumes that a large part of th e 
evaluation process takes place in the political 
system. defined to include branches of government 
and special interest groups. 
Such a system is needed for three reasons: 
(I) To prevent the loss of information gained 
in the planning analysis of alternative 
solutions; 
(2) To pennit the aggregation of a wide span 
of estimates of the results of decisions into 
a manageable set of indices; 
(3) To allow the resource manager to gain 
access to the estimates of results at the 
level of resolution at which he desires to 
have information aggregated. 
Robert R. Lee (1964) characterized the 
planning process this way: 
1) the obi«tives of the public .. ork. program .hould 
be specified by the repre"",nUtlvlla of the people; 
2) criuria mUll be developed to a~omplisb the 
objectiv",: 
31 the engineet'l or plallnen IIsmg that criteria de· 
veJo» allet'"l\.Itivfl$ for meeting the objectives; 
4) thll decl.tlon maker!! review the alternative' per· 
hap' t hanging the objectives becallMl of the engi· 
neeM!' IntlYI~; 
5) tile engineer .mv", at " h!ut COlt .alutio.n for 
Itwning the goale fillall, deddlld llpoo by the 
d~'-'ion mu.en. 
Lee's characterization implies that the detail 
planning is done twice (steps J and 5). But in fact it 
may be done many more than two times. What 
usually happens is that many alternatives are 
considered at the detailed planning level. but they 
ate not all reported. An evaluation is made at the 
team·leader (or a lower) level concerning which of 
the alternatives considered is the best or which 
members of alternative sets are the better ones. 
This choice is nl ade for two reasons: it is difficult 
to transcribe all the thoughts that the planning 
team ever had; and designing (choosing) is a 
professional judgment. The team leader reports 
infonnation about the selected plan or plans to his 
superior. That su perior may be dissatisfied with all 
alternatives. or the ones presented to him. and 
require the development of new ones. If there are 
several ahernatives he may select one of them for 
eithe r furth er prese ntation to the chain of 
com mand or for more detailed study. The superior 
will only infrequently report all the alternatives to 
his superior. since a part of his function is to screen 
and select. The process may be repeated several 
times. In the California Department of Water 
Resources in 1965. seve n levels of supervision from 
program manager to dif'e(.:tor were identified. 
Other planning agencies mayor may not be as 
stratified; but some degree of stratification seems 
inevitable. In addition to the screening function. 
the multiple levels of supervision seem also to have 
a rewriting function. Their intent may be to make 
the report clear and concise and to make the 
planning effort described therein seem to have been 
well managed . Th ese intentions usually result in 
the presence of less and less hard information 
about fewer and fewer alternatives in the report as 
review processes proceed. 
In recen t years. on impetus from the Water 
Resources Council. an anempt has been made to 
modify Ihe process to include the presentation of 
five or six alternatives through the executive review 
process. This is an improvement, but it may not be 
enough. 
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What is wrong with the present screen, report. 
screen. report . etc., process? First, it creates an 
inverse relationship between the level of a 
decision-maker and the number of alternatives 
available for him to consider. Second. it can result 
in the redoing of considerable planning work. Since 
this results in repetition when consideration of the 
need for more kinds of information (as explained 
elsewhere in this report) is added, the need for an 
infonnalion handling system becomes evident in 
order 10 provide more information about more 
alternatives. These facts and the recognition of the 
possibility of information overload lead to the 
following idealized design. 
Delip CrttHia rot uldealb:ed System 
An idealized system for quantitative planning 
inquiry needs to have two characteristics: it must 
be easy to use, and it must be relatively powerful. 
These criteria conflict. In order for a system to be 
" 
'-
easy to use, the language with which it is used must 
be easily learnable and as a consequence the 
vocabulary of that language must be small. One 
way of making it possible to use only a few 
co mm a nd s is to us e a sequential question 
procedure employing yes and no answers. The 
trouble with this procedure, typical of programmed 
learning texts and routines, is that it requires 
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complete anticipation of a user's interests and that 
it tends to bote users other than school children to 
tears. Another solution to this problem is the one 
adopted for this project ; which is to have relatively 
few commands (in the prototype applkation there 
are seven) and to have the meaning of those 
commands interpreted by a system dependent upon 
the state of the in quiry . 
PART II 
RIO GRANDE APPLICATION 
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CHAPTER 5 
IDENTIFICATION, WEIGHTS, AND 
MEASUREMENT OF SOCIAL GOALS 
RuneU L. GUllI 
IntY'Oduction 
If resource planners are to consider human 
welfare in terms broader than national economic 
efficiency , these terms must be identified. 
described, measured. and at some point in the 
resource planning decisio n-makin g processes, 
compared to one another. The purpose of this 
chapter is to describe a process of identification, 
weighting, and measu rement based in large part 
upon public inputs to the planning decision-
making process. The chapter consists of two parts: 
Methodologica l Considerations and Application 
to the Lower Rio Grande case. 
MetbodoIoekaI Coaaldlntlons 
This section discusses two questions: (l) How 
should the Techcom goal -set be revised in order to 
improve pUblic perception of its meaning, and (2) 
how can weightiogs of such a set be quantifi~ . 
Publlc lnpat 
There are two conflicting points of view from 
which to consider human welfare; Ih~ "elitist" and 
the "populist." No polemic argument is made in 
favor of either approach. There are, however, two 
facts that need to be kept in mind. First. if 
procedures and methodOlogies can be devised to 
identify, weight. and measure social goals for the 
public at large; it is reasonable that the same 
procedures could be applied to identify, weight. 
and measure social goals for any elitist sub·set of 
the public. Second. at present there is a trend 
toward more public involvement in resource 
planning (Curran, 1971) . For these reasons the 
approach described in this chapter relies heavily 
upon public input. but can accommodate "elitist" 
inputs as well . 
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Goalldentiflcatlod 
As a consequence of the interest in measures 
of human welfare in other than strictly economk 
terms, there ha\'e been numerous attempts to 
identify social goals. A thorough review of such 
attempts is presented by Bracken (1973). but none 
of the eITons discussed by her attempted to obtain 
public input to assist in defining goals. In fact. the 
original TechcoRl effort followed the example of 
past goal identification efforts and utilized a 
committee of experts to define social goals 
-(Technical Committee. 1971). The results of the 
committee's goal description process is a 
hierarchical array of societal goals with nine major 
goal categories (prime goals). These are: 
I. Collectiv~ Security 
2. Environmental Security 
3. Individual Security 
4. Economic Opportunity 
5. Cultural and Community Opportunity 
6. Aesthetic Opportunity 
7. Recreational Opportunity 
8. Individual Freedom and Variety 
9. Educational Opportunity 
For each prime goal, a dendritic set or subgoals is 
defined which, at the lowest level, is linked to 
measurable quantities called social indicators (see 
Figure 17). For a complete listing of the original 
goal disaggregation see the Technkal Comminee 
(19711. 
In order to facilitate public input to the 
Techcom system, the origin al elitist definitions of 
social goals need modification to be consistent with 
public perceptions of social goals. In the 
F1pre 11. TeclK:om Itnlctare. 
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modification reported here, the basic paradigm of 
a hierarchical arTaY of societal goals with nine 
PRIME 
GOAL 
}
FIRST 
LEVEL 
SUB 
GOALS 
LOWEST 
LEVEL 
SUB 
GOALS 
., 
" \. 
prime goals, as listed by th~ committee. is retained; 
but th~ definition of subgoals is based upon public 
input. 
In order to insure thar the goals were logically 
enumerated and described. the following set of 
rules was adopted : 
I. The structure of goals. subgoals, and 
social indicators will be dendritic and non· 
overlapping in nature and will proceed from 
gtneral. perceived goals to specific. technkal 
indicators. (Public preferences can thus be 
obtained by asking trade·offs across the perceived 
upper level of the st ructure while such goals and 
subgoals can be measured physically by 
quantifiable indi~ at the bottom of the structure.) 
2. Subgoals and sub-sets of subgoals may 
appear in more than one place in the overall 
structure. (While the "non-overlapping" constraint 
of Rule 1 applies within the disaggregation of any 
one goal, the appearance of similar subgoals in 
different goal disaggregations is allowed.) 
3. All subgoals in anyone category should 
be independent within the category . (Independence 
betw~n subgoals in anyone category is inherent in 
the assumption that social goals can be 
dis aggregated into specific components or 
subgoals, and also the presence of such an 
independence constraint facilitates public prefer-
ence attainment in any given category.) 
4. The attempt is made to make the subgeals 
in any category exhaustive. (The disaggregation of 
a goal or subgeal to a higher level of resolution. 
i.e .. down the structure, should contain all 
components which are thought to comprise th~ goal 
or subgoal. Admittedly , any subgoal disaggrega-
ttcn presented herein is by no means ~xhaustive for 
all foreseeable Techcorn applications. but the 
attempt should be mad~ to provide the best 
possible weighted preference system.) 
5. The maximum number of subgoals in any 
one category must be six or seven to facilitate the 
attainment of public preference. (Psychologists 
estimate that six or seven items is a functional limit 
for individuals to simultaneously judge indepen' 
dent variables. As the number is increased . objects 
are g~nerally grouped and then compared, 
(Schimpeler. 1967, p. 146).) 
Given the above rules for disaggregation, the 
research procedure to redefine the Techcom in 
terms of people's perceptions was !lased on a 
lexicographic analysis, i.e., content analysis of 
interviews concerning social goals. 
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The specifIC methodology was to ask open· 
~ndeil questions of the type. "visualize air pollution 
and describe the components of your mental 
image" and "list five areas of economic concern 
which affect you pen;onally and explain why." 
From such lists of goal descriptors and the relative 
frequ~ncies with which respondents mentioned 
each, a representative list was selected and 
aggregated in terms in such a way that they would 
be both acceptable to planners and meaningful to 
the public. In accordance with the preceding rules 
for disaggregation. the goal descriptors were fitted 
into the s lructure . As a result , people's 
perceptions, balanced by planners' needs. are 
reflected in the resulting goal list. Results of the 
investigation are given later in this chapter under 
the section on Applications. 
Having agreed upon a modified set of goals 
and subgoals capable of being well perceived by the 
public, the next task is one of quantification. Since 
Techcom is composed of a hiera.rchical system with 
aggregations (If the information contained in the 
lower levels forming the basis for the information 
contained in the higher levels. a method of 
aggregation must be developed to transfer 
information up the structure. For example, the 
study here reported shows that the perceived 
components of the goal of " water quality" might be 
listed as: (1) odor. (2) clarity, (3) floating objects. 
In addition, measures (social indicators) of these 
three components might be, respectively: 
(J) Odor - biochemical o.ygcn demand 
(ppm), phenol conc~ntration 
(ppm) 
(2) Clarity - suspended silt load (ppm), bio-
chemical o.xygen demand 
(ppm) 
(3) Aoaters - percentage of total sewage 
which is untreated. 
The problem is to quantify the valu~ of the goal 
"water quality" gi~n information on the relevant 
social indicators thought to innuence it. 
Immediately two types of questions arise: 
(1) A question of preference w~ights - how 
are the measures of the lowest level per-
ceptual categories aggregated into mea · 
sures of higher order goals? 
(2) A perceptu'al question - how do the tech-
nical measures (social indicators) relate 
to the perceptual categories? 
In schematic terms these relationships are shown in 
Figure 18. This chapter treats the first question; 
the second is treated by Chapter 6. 
SOCIAL GOAL 
VALUE WEIGHTING PROCESS 
FIpn 18. QUUtlflcadOD of socialaoall. 
Undoubtedly, the initial response to the 
development of a weighted preference methodology 
must be the bask question, "Can preferences be 
measured? '> Measurement, as defined by Stevens 
(1946. p.677), is the assignment of numerals to 
objects or events according to rules . The ease of 
application of such a definition to physical objects 
or processes is rudily apparent, but measurement 
bCl:omes more problematical when subjective 
entities are involved . Many psychologists have 
adopted Thorndike's dictum. "Whatever t:llisu at 
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all . exists in some amount," ('Thorndike, 1918, p. 
16) and have also adopted the corollary that 
whatever exists in amount, for example the quality 
of handwriting or the appreciation of a sunset, is 
measurable. Thus , the idea of measuring 
preferences in terms of the desirability of subgoal 
improvements Pft ., is not overly problematical. 
but Ihe measurement of such non-physical 
attributes does imply the necessity of a rigorous 
consideration of two measurement enigmas. First. 
in the operation of scaling an attribute on a 
psychological CQntinuum. what is the functional 
relationship between the method of scaling and the 
, 
, 
" 
" 
" 
(, , 
concept being measured ? Second , given that a 
psychological measurement technique has evaluat-
ed a num ber ofstimul\ on a linear scale, what type 
of measurement scale has actually been achieved? 
Both of these questions have special relevance to 
the development of an acceptab le weigh ted 
preference methodology and therefore must receive 
special allenfion. 
A sunley of the psychology literature yielded a 
plethora of methods, includ ing ranking, rating. 
paired comparison, fractionation, magnitud e 
estimation, and ratio estimation. all of which are 
capable of eval uating a stimulus on a linear 
prefe rence scale. However, the nature of the 
Techcom methodology itself. and also the require-
ment of obtaining weighted prefe rences from the 
general public. proouced constraints on the type of 
weighting methooo!ogy appropriate for inclusion 
into the Techcom planning framework. 
The dominant theoretical const raint on the 
acceptability of a weighting methooology is the 
kvel of measurement which must characterize the 
achieved preference weights. The dependence of 
the proposed Techcom planning methodology on 
quantitat ive relationships a nd manipulations 
requires that the achieved preference weight!; be 
analogous in nature to cardinal numbers. That is. 
the weights must exhibit the properties of cardinal 
numbers so that all foreseeable mathematical 
mani pula tions and comparisons within th e 
hierarchical structure of Techcom are permissible. 
The imposition of such a restriction requires that 
any acceptable weighting methodology must attain 
an order of measurement equaJ to that of the 
cardinal nurnbersystem. However, although ratio 
scales have been utilized in psychophysical studies, 
tht: use of ratio scales in general psychological 
studies of attitudes and preferences has been the 
exception rather than the rule. Most psychological 
data are legitimately expressed only as interval 
scales . It makes tittle sense to speak, for example, 
of zero intelligence or to be able to say that one 
person is l'h times as anxious as another. 
However, the idea of a zero desire for an 
improvement in a subgoal does make sense , and 
the ratio comparisons of preferences are essential 
to Techcom in terms of the mathematical require-
ments of the system. Thus, an acceptable weighting 
meth odology. in terms of the theoretical 
constraints. must be capable of achieving a ratio 
measu reme nt of subgoals on a preference 
dimension. 
AppUeatioa 
In order to demonstrate the feasibility of 
obtaining goal lists, preference weights , and 
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perceptual measures of lowest level subgoals, the 
procedures discussed in the previous section were 
applied. The purpose of the application was to 
provide a basis for a demonstration of the Techcom 
system to a real world problem. water resource 
planning in the Rio Grande Basin of New Mexico. 
In this section the specific procedure used is 
desc ribed. res ults are presen ted and the 
demographic valid ity of the proced ure is discussed. 
Goo1u. .. 
in order to evaluate the proposal to identify 
water-related societal goals and to weight them 
using public-survey techniques, a sub·set of the 
original nine Techcom goals was selected based on 
the dual criteria of (1) relevance to water resources 
projects, and (2) potential of retrieving public 
perception. Three prime goals and one subgoal 
constituted the sub-set, i. e., Recreational 
Opporh.alty, Ae.tbedc Oppon:n.a1ty, Economk 
Opporiunlty, and the Heahh Secartty subgoal of 
CoOecdfe Security. 
Two prime goals, CodectlYe Secarlty and 
EnYironmental Security, were rejected on the basis 
that they arc primarily technical and thus not 
conducive to general public perception. The 
remaining goals. Incl-rldaal Secutty. Cultural aDd 
CooummIty OppcnnmJt;y, IDdhidIIaI Freedom and 
Variety, and Educatlolla1 Oppertudty . are within 
the scope of public perception but have less relation 
to water resou~e proposals. The proposed public 
opinion survey. a mail questionnaire, had definite 
length limitations and therefore limited the 
number of goals that could be studied. 
The lexicographk analysis to develop goal lists 
was implemented using students of the University 
of Arizona for " public" input. From the results of 
the lists of goals obtained from the students and the 
rules discussed in the previous section. the goal 
structure shown in Figures 19 and 20 was pro-
duced . Goals and subgoals, along with social indi-
cators are listed. with numerical coding, in 
Appendix A. 
Delip. of .uney ..ample 
The determination of empirical weights was 
accomplished by a mail questionnaire to residents 
of the Rio Grande Basin in New Mexico. To 
achieve the desired public weighting of elements in 
the dendrit ic substructures of Reereatloaa. 
Opportunity. Aatbetlc Opportwdty, Economic 
OpportanJ.." and Health Senutty, a random 
sample of ind ividuals representing a cross-section 
4 11 Income uvel I 
H. 413 Leil.ure Time I 
411 1 , .... 
rl " "'-tIt Standard (If I- J.12 c...."""'paan<>lG<w>do; U~inl n. ... ..- J ; 
I U Sekdioll 
4.4 14 SlabiWfyoflK 
EcOflOfllY 
'" 
PO!enti.t for Future 
Retirement l4 Economic j-Opportmlity H" Future SlaJIdard of .12 Poten tial for SaYinp Li~in.l and InYH""""t, 
4lJ P_.tiaI for R.otift-
mmll_ 
l{ 43 E.juliry o r 
Opportuniry J 
712 Abiliry 10 rl 7121 u illln! Tune J ...... 
" 
~y ."'AbIIiry ...... 
'0 Uw Facili Cjn; 
7111 A_ 
711 Facili' .... V .... in 
~ 7112 Capacity of f- -~ I , .. ~"'" t- ReantiOll Opportunity " Equality of Actiritico C711 wi",,,,in Opportunity 
"" L...{ 7113 Admlai.on Coo, 71116 Picnickin H 13 V~ty I 722 Sceftie AullMtio 
~71 Qu.liry j-
no QliUry 01 R,eQ". 
aIioII Admty 
113 Heolth I Security 
61 Air 
63 
64 Biota 
62 Water 
65 Sound 
66 Equality of 
Opportunity 
131 Decrease in the 
Presence of Health 
Haza"" 
132 Number of Medical 
Facilities and 
Personnel 
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I gil Odor 
1634 Ai'lcultWi1 
1643 variety 
of the public was used. It was desired that 
individuals of varying backgrounds and from 
different localities of the test areas be represented 
in t he sample which would receive the 
questionnaire. 
R. L. Polk and Company, marketing services 
organization in Phoenix, Arizona, provided the 
investigators with 2.500 names from their most 
current Jist of non-duplicating automobile-owning 
hooseholds using "D·th name sdection." Since the 
Techcom Demonstration Project is concerned 
specifically with the Rio Grande Basin in New 
Mexico. the New Mexico random sample ..... as 
comprised totally of individuals from the 13 
counties located in the New Mexico portion of the 
Rio Grande Basin : Albuquerque. Dona Ana. 
Grant. Hidalgo. Luna. Rio Arriba, Sandoval. 
Santa Fe. Sierra. Socorro. Taos, Torrance. and 
Valencia. 
Based on the results of a Pre· Test 
Questionnaire and the conclusion that Metfessel' s 
(1947) General Allocation Test was an appropriate 
weighting methodology. the Final Questionnaire 
wa s developed . The primary section of the 
questionnaire contained the Metfessel General 
Allocation Test applied to the structure of three 
primary goals and the subgoa!. It was adapted to 
PODpS of subgoals in the hierarchy of each of these 
goals and was also applied to all three goals and the 
subgoal simultaneously. Eighteen questions in all 
were yielded. thus the application was capable of 
measuring the desire for improvements in subgoals 
within each goal hierarchy aDd in goals. Both 
instructions and an example regarding Metfessel's 
General Allocation were included . The question-
naire was divided into five pans, Recreation, 
Aesthetics. Health. Economics, and a General 
category containing all four goals, to aid 
respondent understanding of the areas under 
consideration. The section engaged in obtaining 
preference weights totalled five pages. 
A biographical information section was also 
included in the questionnaire in order to obtain 
socio·demographic data for considering (1) the 
need to ascertain how well the responding samples 
reflected a representative sample from the test 
areas. and (2) the desire to determine if the 
achieved weights were related in some way to 
certain socio-demographic characteristics. The 
biographical questions closely resembled in form 
those contained in the 1970 United States Census 
Survey and included questions relating to age, sex. 
place of residence (city or town). race, years of 
education. occupation. employment sector, and 
family income. However. the questionnaire 
diverged from the census-type by including 
questions asking for a description of personal 
residence (urban, suburban , rural) and political 
affiliation . and self-rating sections regarding 
environmental knowledge and environmental 
activity. 
A rating of state problems was also included as 
a section in the questionnaire. Ten state problems, 
which were thought to be appropriate to the areas 
under study and important in their own rights. 
were rated by each respondent on a scale oro to 10 
using a common rating technique (Schimpeler, 
1967. p. 99). Problem categories included : 
Uncontrolled Growth. Water and Air Pollution , 
Ta xes. Flood Control. Crime, Employment and 
Wages. Water Conservation, Drugs , Transporta-
tion, Welfare System. and Other (Le. , respondent 
could specify problem). This section. like the 
biographical information section. was included to 
aid in analysis of the weights. 
A cover letter identified the originators of the 
questionnaire, stressed the confidentiality of all 
responses. stated the purpose for which the 
respon ses would be used and the necessity of 
responding, and included an introduction to what 
would be asked of each respondent. The 
questionnaire and cover letter used are shown in 
Appendix B. 
To increase the response rate. a number of 
ideas suggested in the literature. such as monetary 
incentives, respondent eligibility for prizes. and the 
"pestering" of apparent non-respondents with a 
plethora of follow-up letters and questionnaires 
were considered. It was finally decided . in addition 
to the cover letter. that a preliminary tetter and a 
follow· up letter would be used . This is consistent 
with the survey literature (Heston, 1965), which 
indicates that in many cases the use of such 
preliminary and follow-up letters could be as 
effective as other incentives or sending of 
additional questionnaires. which increase the costs 
of the survey. The preliminary letter simply 
introduced the study team and stated their interest 
in public opinion regarding the quality ofUfe in the 
study area; and that a questionnaire regarding 
recreat ion. aesthetics, economics. and health 
would be sent to each individual in the sample in a 
few days. The follow-up letter was also sent to all 
potential respondents. It thanked each individual 
for his cooperation if he had already completed and 
returned the questionnaire. and urged him to 
complete the questionnaire if he had not yet done 
so. The preliminary letter was mailed four days 
prior to mailing the questionnaire; and the 
follow-up letter. seven days after. 
Response to the quadoMaIre 
Before discussing the response to the question· 
naire and the nature of the responding sample. 
crit eria for determining a "good" returned 
questionnaire need to be defined . 
Criteria for a "aood" qaesdonaalre. "Good" 
questionnaires. or returned questionnaires deemed 
acct:ptable for further use in the stu dy. should be 
relatively complete in nature so that subsequent 
analys is. such as relating of one weight to another 
or relating a weight to a demographic 
characteristic. could be perfonned with a high 
degree of confidence. Therefore. the following 
criteri a were adopted for defining a "good" 
returned questionnaire: 
1. The primary section of the questionnaire 
which includes the allocation of 100 points 
among thesubgoals of Recreation. Aesthe· 
tic. and Economk Opportunity and Health 
Security and the goals themselves, must be 
totally complete. 
2. The biographical information section must 
be essentially complete. A questionnaire 
remains accept able if the Residence (city 
or town) and /or the Employment Field 
were left out or if a response to OM of the 
following questions was left out: Family 
Income. Political Affiliation. Environmen· 
tal Knowledge. or Environmental Activity. 
3. A returned questionnaire remains " good" 
ifthe state problem rating section was en· 
ti rely or partially left out. 
Rapoue rate. The 2,S(X) questionnaires were 
sent out on March 26. 1973, and a cut·off date, 
April 18. 1973 (3V, weeks after the mailing date) 
was speciHed for the purpose of dividing the 
retumed quC'Stionnaires into those that would be 
utilized in the analysis of the weights (as d iscussed 
in this report) and those that would be added to the 
data base at some later date. The response rate to 
the questionnaires is depicted in Table 4 in the 
following categories: "Good," "Bad ," Returned by 
Post Office, Return ed for Other Reasons, 
Returned After Cut·Off Date, and Non-Response. 
Nature of the reapondlDa aample. Given the 
desire for a representative response and the actual 
random nature of the initial questionnaire mailing 
in New Mexico. information contained in the 
responses to certain questions in the biographical 
informatio n sec t ion of the " good " returned 
questionnaires was analyzed to determine the 
degree of bias in the "good" sample. Selection of 
"good" questionnaires was followed by calculations 
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Table 4. Quntlonna1re reapouee raiel b, cateaory. 
New Mexico (N == 2500) 
Category Number Percent age 
" Good,·a 403 16.1% 
" Bad"3 51 2.0% 
Retumed by Post Officeb 2 0.1 % 
Returned fo r Other 
Reasonsc II 0.4% 
Returned After Cut·Off 
Date (April 18 , 1973)d 4 1 1.6% 
Non. Responsed 1992 79.7% 
a"Good" aod " Bad" as of cut·off date, April 18, 1913. 
bThc Po~t Office mistakenly returned these. Question· 
nai res and letters were Jent so as to meet bulk rate require-
ment!., fhu ~ neg:lIing tile pos ~i bilily of re lumed quest ion· 
naires be cause of inadequate address. no sueh p~rs\.m, etc. 
!:Principal reason : Spouse. to whom questionnaire WIIS 
addreS5ed, had died, and que~lionnaire '0118$ re turned un-
8rlswtred. 
d As of May 25. J 97 3, 8 weeks after initial mailing. 
of the mean age . mea n education level (in years), 
and the percentages of the responding samples by 
state (as defin ed in the context of the 
questionnai~) of sex, race. employment field , and 
family income ques t ions. Questions in the 
biographical section relating to these SiK items were 
chosen as the prime demographic descriptors of the 
responding sample for the determination of bias 
because they ..... ere comparable in some manner to 
the demographic data obtained in the 1970 Census 
Survey (U .S. Bureau of the Censlls, 1972a). It was 
ass umed that 1970 ce nsus da ta represents 
demographic characteristics which typify represen-
tative samples, thus comparison would elicit a 
gross estimate of the deviation . This comparison is 
shown in Table S. Political affiliation was also 
added to this comparison. and the percentages of 
the responding samples. which fit into the political 
categories. were calculated . Since the census survey 
does not include questions regarding political 
affiliation, appropriate information (Le., percent 
registered Democrat, Republican, and Other) was 
obtained from TM Aba_nee.f American PoUtks. 
Although the resulting comparison is difficult 
in some instances due to differences in the 
biographical questions asked and the census data 
(e. g. , mean age vs. age distribution for head of 
family), divergences can be discerned . The mean 
age and the male· female (by head of household) 
percentages closely approach the corresponding 
values derived from census dat a, bu t th e 
respondents appear on the average to have 
completed approximately two more years of 
Mean Age 
Mean Education (years completed) 
Sex (perce",) 
Mol, 
Female 
Race (percent) 
White 
Ethnic 
Minorities 
Employment $ector (percent) 
Mining 
Education 
Farming or Ranching 
Manufacturing 
Construction 
Service Industries 
Government 
lncome : Family (perce nt) 
Under 54.999 
S' ,()()()'S9,999 
SIO,OOO-SI4.999 
Sl 5,OO()'SI 9,999 
S20,()()()'S24,999 
Over 525,000 
(50th percentile : SI2,477) 
Political Affiliation (percent) 
Democrat 
Republican 
Independent (no party) 
Other 
Survey 
43.56 
14.51 
85.36 
14.64 
81.64 
18.36 
4.72 
16.04 
4.4<> 
9.43 
14.15 
24.53 
26.73 
8.68 
27.30 
28.29 I." 
16.87} '" 
9.18 ' iE: 
9.43 
44.8 
34.3 
19.4} 1.7 2\,1 
Census 
Age distributioo for head offamily (percent) 
14-24 years : 8.67 
25-34 years : 19.97 
3544 years : 20.83 
45-64 years : 34.82 
65 years and over: 15 .7 
(50th perce ntile: 45.4 years) 
Distribution of years of school completed by head of 
family (percent) 
Less than 8 years: 17.3 
8 years : 9.1 
9 to J I years : 16.4 
12 years: 28 .9 
13 to 15 years : l3.S 
16 years or more: 14.8 
(50th percentile: 12 years) 
Sex by head of household 
81. 39 
18.61 
50.01 
49.99 
Percent employed 16 years and older 
5.56 
11.59 
4.75 
6.76 
7.36 
55 .17 (includes retail & wholesale trade) 
8.90 
28.69 
35.57 
20.97 
11.76 
3.00 
(50th percentile : S7,99') 
Almanac of American Politicsa (percent registered) 
65 
30 
5 
aBarone, Michael, Grant Ujifusa, and Douglas Matthews, Almanac of American PoUtics, Gambit Press, 1972. 
Note; Although the survey questionnaire was lent to only thirteen counties in New Mexico. !he census data uled for compari-
son with the obtained s~ey inform. tion is baled on the entire JUl ie. 
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education. It also appears that questionnaires were 
returned primarily by whites (81.64 percent in the 
sample as compared to SO.10 percent reflected by 
the census). Minority groups apparently were 
poorly represented. Although some problems 
occurred in making the comparison by employment 
sector (e.g., retail and wholesale trade was not 
included in the questionnaire). the percentages in 
general resembled to a high degree those 
engendered in appropriate census data; however, a 
disproportionate number of government employees 
(greater by a factor of approximately three) 
returned "good" questionnaires. Respondents 
seem to represent a much higher income level than 
the normal set forth in the census data. The 50th 
percentile for the sample was 512,497 compared to 
57,995 for the census. Although more Democrats 
responded to the questionnaire, as expected from 
the 65 percent actual Democratic registration, they 
on1y totalled 44.8 percent of the sample. The 
Independent (no party) and "Other" categories, 
grouped collectively as "Other" in The Almanac of 
Americaa PoUtlcs, represented a much greater 
proportion of the responding samples than would 
be expected from actual registration (21.1 percent 
as compared to 5 percent. From these comparisons 
one can see that the demographic characteristics of 
_ the respondents to the questionnaire deviated, for 
the demographic variables considered, from the 
demographic characteristics of a representative 
sample. In summary, individuals in the responding 
samples can be characterized as being more 
educated, as having less chance of being a member 
of a minority group, and as having higher incomes 
than individuals drawn randomly from New 
Mexico. Table 6 summarizes other biographical 
information. 
The results of the survey are presented in 
Table 7 which shows the relative preference weights 
for each subgoal-set. These are calculated as the 
mean values from the questionnaire. Those for the 
aggregated general public are shown in the first 
column. Note that the lowest level in the 
hierarchical tree, Figures 19 and 20, is shown first. 
Using Economic Opportunity as an example the 
first set shows the three subgoals under 412 
Consumption of Goods and Services 4121, 4122, 
4123. The sum of the weightings for this set is 100. 
The next set, 411, 412, 413, articulates 41 Present 
Standard of Living and the indices likewise add up 
to 100. and so on. 
The data analysis leading to the results 
consisted of two stages. First, preference weights 
cross classified by four general interest groups were 
developed and are listed in the next four columns of 
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:t'abie 6. Other biop'aphlcallafonaatloa. 
Residence (percent) 
Urban 
Suburban 
Rural 
Occupation (percent) 
Unifonned SelVice 
Profe~onal 
Student 
Retired 
Unemployed 
Housewife 
Skilled Craftsmen 
Unskilled Labor 
Business - Manager 
Clerical or Sales 
Environmental Knowledge (percent) 
Highly knowledgeable 
Knowledgeable 
Fairly knowledgeable 
Acquainted 
Unaware 
Environmental Activity (percent) 
Very active 
Active 
Inactive 
44.03 
36.32 
19.65 
3.72 
24.57 
4.22 
l6.4l 
0.25 
4.47 
22.83 
6.20 
ILl7 
10.67 
4.22 
29.03 
5l.36 
13.40 
1.99 
3.25 
39.50 
57.25 
Table 7. Second, reference weights were developed 
for groups defined by cluster anal~is to have 
similar weights (Tryon and Bailey, 1970). These are 
listed under the remaining columns. While many 
types of statistical anal~is of the preference 
weights are possible, it is felt, that for the purpose 
of this report, a simple presentation of the 
preference weights (Table 7) by groups; and a 
presentation of background information on 
demographic distribution on the groups (Table 8), 
along with a general verbal description of each 
group, is sufficient. 
DncrlpdOD of poapl 
As an illustrative example, five general 
interest groups were defmed from the New Merico 
public. These groups are for illustrative purpose 
only and are not meant to be exhaustive or 
exclusive. The group name and associated 
definer(s) are listed below. 
Group Definers 
1. General Public All the respondents. 
2. Conservationists Those responding in either 
the highly knowledgeable or 
krl.owledgeable category 
concerning environmental 
knowledge AND in either 
the very active or active cat-
egory of self-rating environ-
mental activity question. 
J. Industrialists 
4. Ethnic Group 
5. Working Class 
Those responding as busi-
ness managers in the oocu-
pation category AND who 
had an income of over 
510,000 per year. 
Those who were not White 
(Le., Black, Mexican or 
Spanish American, Indian. 
Chinese, etc.) 
Those who were in anyone 
of the following occupa-
tions: Unifonned Service, 
Craftsman.SkilJed. Labor-
er-Unskilled, Clerical, or 
Sales. 
The group defined by duster analysis. 0-Type 
] to OoType 10 in Tables 7 and 8 can be labeled in 
general terms as follows: 
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OoType 1 Urban-Socially Concerned 
OoType 2 Senior Citizens 
OoType 3 Average Public 
O-Type4 Low Income 
O-TypeS Active Recreationalists 
OoType 6 Professionals 
OoType 7 Urban-Middle Class 
O-Type8 Young Professionals 
OoType 9 Suburban-Inactive Environ-
mentally 
OoType 10 Rural----Concerned with Quality 
of Life 
Comparison of the deftned interest groups 
with the Cluster-Analysis-defined groups revealed 
that: 
(I) The c1uster·defined groups represented a 
broader spectrum of preference weights; 
(2) Members of a cluster-defined group had 
less variance among themselves in terms 
of preference weights than cortesponding 
members of defined interest groups; . 
(3) The c1uster-defined groups as det:-med did 
not correspond with politically relevant 
interest groups. 
In general it is felt that no finn conclusion 
can be made regarding which method of defining 
groups is preferable. Experience in real planning 
situations will be necessary first. 
, 
,-
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13 Health Security 
131 Decrease in 54 54 55 45 53 58 85 58 22 53 58 SO 58 53 49 
the presence 
of Health 
Hazards 
132 Number of 46 46 45 55 47 42 IS 42 78 47 42 SO 42 47 51 
Medical 
Facilities and 
Personnel 
4 Economic Opportunity 
4121 Prices 48 49 40 54 51 51 47 45 49 43 47 56 52 53 45 
41 22 Quality 31 30 36 27 30 34 36 32 29 35 33 27 29 24 33 
4123 SeJection 21 21 25 19 19 is 17 23 21 22 20 J7 19 23 22 
411 In come Level 29 28 26 34 29 27 18 27 30 32 32 34 27 30 26 
412 Consumption 17 17 17 21 18 12 13 18 16 19 17 26 is 17 18 
of Goods & 
Services 
413 Leisure Time 18 20 22 17 18 14 17 20 18 21 18 12 J7 18 16 
414 Stability o f 36 34 35 28 35 46 52 35 35 28 33 28 41 35 41 
the Economy 
421 Potential for 32 34 34 36 33 27 29 32 33 32 28 35 37 34 29 
Future 
Employment 
422 Potential of 3S 34 36 29 32 38 37 34 33 35 38 36 31 36 32 
Saving\ and 
Investments 
423 Potential of 33 32 29 35 3S 36 34 33 34 33 34 39 32 30 39 
Retirement 
"'.no 
41 Present Stan· 32 30 34 33 33 24 30 30 27 33 30 46 32 32 31 
dard of 
Living 
42 Future Stan- 36 36 33 33 36 27 32 37 34 39 39 37 37 38 40 
dard of 
Uving 
43 Equality of 32 34 33 34 31 49 38 33 39 28 31 17 31 30 29 
Opportunity 
6 Aesthetics 
651 Inlermitlenl 43 44 40 45 45 46 42 41 41 48 46 43 44 47 37 
Sound 
652 Background 57 56 60 55 55 54 58 59 59 52 54 57 56 53 63 
Sound 
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611 Odor 28 27 27 34 30 22 30 30 29 27 29 34 32 25 32 
612 Visibility 41 46 43 38 36 46 33 37 38 42 42 37 31 43 44 
613 Eye Irritan ts 31 27 31 28 34 31 37 33 33 32 28 J() 37 33 24 
621 Clarity 38 36 43 39 38 46 42 36 43 38 36 38 26 41 33 
623 Odor 27 25 26 27 27 23 24 28 27 30 27 25 31 25 23 
622 F10ating 36 39 31 34 34 31 33 37 30 32 37 37 43 34 44 
Objects 
631 Urban 37 39 39 28 33 42 40 30 37 39 40 43 40 35 22 
632 Mountain 10 11 9 11 11 7 7 13 11 10 10 9 8 11 14 
633 Desert 9 9 8 10 10 9 5 12 9 8 9 7 6 11 11 
634 Agricultural 12 11 13 15 12 8 10 13 11 10 11 12 10 11 18 
635 Forest 11 12 11 13 12 9 7 12 11 11 13 10 8 11 18 
636 Water 21 18 21 22 23 24 30 20 21 22 17 19 28 20 17 
641 Population 42 43 42 37 40 52 42 37 43 40 40 45 41 41 38 
642 location 30 29 30 29 28 24 29 29 25 31 31 26 28 31 32 
643 Variety 28 27 28 34 31 24 29 34 32 28 29 29 31 28 29 
61 Ai, 22 23 24 21 22 2S 27 23 18 23 18 21 32 17 16 
62 waler 21 21 21 21 23 17 24 20 17 23 17 18 34 20 17 
63 landscape 16 16 14 14 14 13 11 15 12 17 17 14 9 16 32 
64 Biota 13 13 14 13 13 8 13 12 14 13 24 14 7 14 15 
65 Sound 12 12 12 11 13 10 15 14 12 12 11 16 8 14 13 
66 Equali ty of 16 15 16 20 15 27 9 15 27 11 13 17 9 18 9 
Opportunity 
7 Recreation 
7121 Leisure Time 47 52 48 43 45 45 54 48 44 49 48 40 41 45 47 
7122 Income 53 48 52 57 55 55 46 52 56 51 52 60 59 55 53 
7111 A,,,,,, 31 30 29 31 31 32 26 29 33 29 36 32 31 30 29 
7 112 Capacilyof 45 44 53 47 46 44 61 46 45 45 41 40 42 47 53 , 
Recreation · 
Activities 
7113 Admission 2. 26 19 22 23 24 13 25 22 26 23 27 27 2. 18 
Cost 
7 11 Facilities 46 41 45 50 47 43 '6 43 45 44 45 37 48 71 39 
,. 
712 Ability to 54 59 55 50 53 57 54 57 55 56 55 63 52 29 61 
Recreate 
711 21 Camping 23 2' 21 21 22 19 22 23 24 26 24 21 21 28 28 
71 122 Fishing 19 22 20 20 19 23 19 20 22 18 24 21 17 16 18 ; 
7 11 23 Hunting 12 12 11 
" 
I. 13 7 9 15 15 15 11 12 10 12 
711 24 Swimming 15 13 18 13 15 16 19 14 14 13 12 15 16 16 13 ,. 
711 25 Boatin g 12 11 14 12 12 11 12 13 8 12 9 12 16 11 10 
71126 Picnicking 18 18 16 20 17 19 21 20 17 16 15 20 19 19 20 
· 
". 
Table 7. Coatinaed. 
o 
721 Quality of 40 36 39 43 42 38 38 39 42 41 36 45 36 50 32 
Recreation 
Activity 
722 Scenic 60 64 61 57 58 62 62 61 58 59 64 55 64 50 68 
Aesthetics 
71 Supply and 30 30 33 30 30 29 25 32 34 22 27 27 30 44 34 
Abili ty to Use 
Recreation 
Facilities 
72 Quality 27 28 29 22 26 21 26 26 20 38 29 27 24 19 25 
73 Variety 19 18 19 19 20 13 23 20 14 27 19 24 21 15 19 
74 Equality of 24 24 19 29 25 37 26 22 32 14 25 22 25 23 21 
Opportunity 
Table 8. Demographic bdormatJoa by de8n.ed groups. 
Number in Group 
Mean Age (Years) 
Education (Years) 
Sex Mru, 
Female 
Residence 
Urban 
Suburban 
Rural 
Ethnic Identity 
403 84 
44 43 
15 16 
85% 89% 
15% 11% 
39 75 174 
44 39 41 
15 13 13 
92% 86% 89'% 
8% 14% 11% 
47 20 66 35 54 
48 46 45 44 40 
14 18 14 13 15 
87% 80% 88% 86% 89% 
13% 20% 12% 14% 11% 
27 28 32 
48 41 40 
15 14 15 
74% 79% 88% 
26% 21% 12% 
26 
46 
14 
88% 
12% 
o 
31 
43 
14 
9<1% 
1<1% 
44% 48% 44% 44% 40% 60% 60% 44% 46% 36% 41 % 57% 28% 35% 39% 
36% 36% 44% 25% 34% 32% 40')0 32% 28% 45% 33% 36% 50% 38% 32% 
20% 17% 13% 33% 27% 8% 0% 24% 26% 19% 26% 7% 22% 27% 29% 
Anglo 82% 87% 97% 7Cf% 85% 85% 72% 77% 85% 81 % 79% 94% 81 % 84% 
Other Ethnic Groops 18% 13% 3%100% 30% 15% 15% 28% 23% 15% 19% 21% 6% 19% 16% 
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Table 8. Coadaaed. 
." ~ 
" 0 
" 
" e ~ ." ~ '" D 0 i. " o " a '0 ~ ..,§" • 
'" 
M .. ~ 
'" 
~ ~ ~ 
;; < £ c 0 ~ 0 ~ ~ 0 1l. ~ ~ ~ 0 1l. 
" • " " ~ " 
~ ~ ~ 
~ , ." {:: {:: ~ ~ ~ ~ {:: ~ ~ ~ 5 g ~ " 6 .... " " 0 ~ 0 " V oS z " " " 0 " " 0 0 Occupation 
Uniforme d Service 4% 4% 9% 9% 4% 5% 2% 3% 4% 7% 4% 9% 0% 3% 
Professional 26% 33% 15% 21% 30% 21% 20% 19% 37% 29% 25% 27% 30% 
Stu dent 4% 11% 4% 6% 5% 5% 3% 6% 0% 4% 9% 0% 3% 
Reti red 12% 11% 5% 23% 5% 9% 20% 11% 11% 4% 9% 15% 16% 
Unemploye d <1% 0% 1% 0% 0% 2% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Housewife 4% 4% 4% 2% 0% 3% 6% 2% 7% 11% 3% 0% 7% 
Craftsman 22% 21% 36% 52% 21% 10% 30% 26% 24% 15% 25% 22% 19% 16% 
Laborer 6% 4% 12% 14% 2% 15% 9% 3% 4% 7% 4% 3% 4% 13% 
Manager 11% 11% 100% 1% 11% 10% 11% 9% 20% 4% 7% 6% 12% 10% 
Clerical 11 % 2% 12% 25% 9% 20% 9% 11% 11% 11 % 14% 12% 23% 3% 
Employmen t Seclor 
Mining 5% 13% 0% 11% 7% 3% 0% 8% 10% 2% 5% 5% 8% 0% 9% 
Education 16% 25% 0% 16% 2% 9% 11% 14% 20% 17% 29% 9% 24% 20% 14% 
Fanning 4% 3% 13% 5% 5% 3% 5% 0% 3% 2% 5% 5% 0% 5% 9% 
Manufacture 9% 6% 13% 8% 11% 3% 11% 8% 10% 9% 0% 19% 16% 5% 9% 
Construction 14% 13% 19% 8% 18% 21 % 11% 16% 13% 11% 111% 14% 8% 10% 18% 
Service 25% 13% 48% 24% 30';<> 26% 37% 25% 27% 37% 24% 29% 12% 35% 9% 
Government 27% 25% 6% 29% 26% 35% 26% 29% 17% 22% 29% 19% 32% 25% 32% 
Annual Income 
c. 55,000 9% 8% 0% 9% 7% 9% 0% 11% 17% 2% 7% 7% 13% 4% 6% 
$5,000-$9,999 27% 27% 0% 47% 32% 30% 30% 29% 34% 26% 30'% 46% 19% 27% 26% 
510,OOO-S1 4,999 28% 23% 18% 32% 37% 19% 20% 26% 37% 30% 30% 29% 25% 35% 26% 
SI5,OOO-S I9.999 17% 20% 26% 9% 16% 17% 30% 14% 6% 19% 22% 7% 22% 15% 16% 
120,OOO-S24,999 9% 10% 21% 1% 5% 13% 5% 14% 3% 9% 4% 4% 13% 15% 13% 
~$25.0cx) 9% 12% 36% 1% 3% 13% 15% 8% 3% 15% 7% 4% 9% 4% 13% 
Political Party 
Democrat 45% 48% 28% 55% 50% 45% 25% 44% 60% 43% 30% 43% 56% 50% 48% 
Republican 34% 31% 59% 23% 28% 34% 30% 30% 17% 36% 52% 39% 31re 3 1% 42% 
Independent 20% 19% 13% 20% 21 % 19% 35% 23% 23% 21 % 19% 18% 13% 19% 10% 
Other 2% 2% 0% 1% 1% 2% 10% 3% 0% 0% 0% 4% 0% 0% 0% 
Enviroomental Knowledge 
High 4% 19% 0% 0% 1% 2% 10% 6% 6% 4% 7% 0% 3% 0% 0% 
Knowled~able 29% 81% 46% 25% 21% 38% 25% 26% 29% 26% 30% 32% 28% 12% 45% • 
Fai r 51% 49% 48% 55% 51 % 55% 50% 57% 56% 52% 54% 50% 62% 32% 
Acquainted 13% 5% 23% 20% 6% 10% 15% 9% 13% 11 % 14% 16% 23% 23% 
Unaware 2% 0% 4% 3% 2% 
-
3% 0% 2% 0% 0% 3% 4% 0% 
,~'-
. 
,. 
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CHAPTER 6 
BRIDGING THE GAP: SOCIAL 
INDICATOR/SUBGOAL 
CONNECTIVES 
b, 
Mac McKet 
I.trodaedoa 
The obje(:tive of the research of the Technical 
Committee has been to conceptualize and 
operationalize a methodology for relating water use 
actions to the achievement of national and regional 
social goals. At the heart of this methodology is a 
hter-archieal array of goals, subgoals, and social 
indicators known as Techcom. The goals and 
subgoals are described in words and. though they 
are inherently nonquantifiable, they are in some 
sense "perceived" by the general public, planners , 
and decision-makers. 
Originally, the Technical Committee hypothe-
sized that all elements of the hierarchy would be 
linked by mathematical "connectives" where a 
connective was defined as "a scaler. vector, or set 
of coefficients or functions which expresses the 
effect of: a subgoal on an overarehing goal or 
another subgoal; a social indicator on a subgoal, a 
set of subgoals, or another social indicator; an 
action variable on a social indicator or set of social 
indicators" (Technical Committee l 1911~. During 
the final phase of research the understanding of 
connectives matured, and a mathematical funnat 
(based on a set of Cobb-Douglas preference 
functions) for the connectives in the goal and 
subgoal portions of the hierarchy was suggested by 
Gum et al. (1913). For the Rio Grande 
demonstration, simple numerical weightings based 
on public opinion surveys were used as explained in 
Chapter 5. 
However, in order to quantify the achlevement 
of goals and subgoals at higher levels in the 
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hierarchy, information on the achievement of 
lowest level subgoals is necessary. In other words. 
to allow infonnatton regarding the impact of 
fJeld ·level water resources development on the 
achievement of social goals to flow from lower. 
more specific levels of the array. the achievement of 
the lowest level subgoals must first be measured. 
This requires that the quantitative relationship 
between the achievement of each lowest level 
sub goal and the set of social indicators which 
impact on that subgoal be discovered and mathe· 
matieally expressed. 
Probleau of -ubaoal meullftDMllt 
Two factors make the task of the measurement 
of subgoal achievement difficult . First. while 
achievement of goals and subgoals is in some sense 
"perceived" by the public, planners. and 
decision-makers. that achievement is not measur· 
able in the same way that social indicators are 
measurable. The perception of goal achievement is 
a subjective phenomenon which docs not lend itself 
to measurement with a purely objective yardstick. 
For this reason, the metric finaUy chosen to express 
or represent subgoal achievement must ultimately 
be one step removed from actual measurement of 
subgoal achievement. Since subgoal achievement 
cannot be measured directly. expressions for that 
achievement will of necessity take the form of 
indices or surrogate measures. 
The second problem in measuring subgoal 
achievement is that most social indicators are 
understood only by those technicians and experts 
who measure and work with them and not by the 
general public. For example, most people would 
describe the quality of a particular body of water in 
terms such as "pristine," "clean," "dirty." 
"cloudy," "scummy," "stinky," "foul," "noxi-
ous." etc. On the other hand, water quality 
technicians would describe the quality of the same 
bOOy of water in terms of measured or measurable 
units of dissoh'ed oxygen , biochemical oxygen 
demand . dissotved solids. pH, fecal coliforms, etc. 
The task of measuring achievement of 
subgoals is therefore complicated by the fact that 
thai achievement is really only subjectively 
perceived by society generally on the one hand; and 
on the othtr, the bulk of the general public has 
little knowledge of those physical, biological, and 
social facton: which are measurable and which 
contribute to the achievement of those goals. 
SoladODl 10 the meuarement 
problem 
The task of lowest level subgoal measurement 
becomes one of functionally relating a subjective 
perception to a set of objective measurements. The 
relationship between the perception of the 
achievement of a subgoal and objective 
measurement of social indicators can be provided 
through at least two methods. First. it may be 
possible to devise a set of psychometric analyses for 
some lowest level subgoals and for some of the 
social indicators of those subgoals by which the 
function can be obtained . For example, resolution 
of questions of the aesthetics of air odor may be 
obtained by questioning a large sample of people 
about the odor perceived from each of several 
samples of air containing differential amounts of 
various pollutants . The results of such a query 
might yield statistically significant infonnation 
which describes the functional link. 
Alternatively. the link between lowest level 
subgoals and social indicators could be provided by 
questioning those people who have both a 
knowledge of the measurement of social indicators 
and a perception of the achievement of subgoals. In 
other words it may be possible to obtain a 
description of the functional relationship between 
achievement of subgoals and changes in social 
indicators by questioning experts and tochnicians 
about the impacts of those changes. This approach 
requires that a qu~tionnaire method be used to 
extract from a set of technical experts that 
information necessary to fonnulate descriptions of 
subgeal achievement. 
Due to the SUbjective nature of the 
phenomenon being measured, both techniques 
proposed here require extensive questioning of 
people. While the relative desirability of these and 
other techniques can and should be debated, and 
while the difficulty of extracting accurate 
information of this type from a group of people 
should not be underestim ated. the necessity of 
using such data in social goal-oriented analysis of 
water resources development should not be 
forgotten. Planning for the achievement of human 
goals requires thal planners and deciston-makers 
be prepared to deal in part with subjective data. 
Mothodo 
A decision was made to construct an index for 
each lowest ·level subgoal Which, based upon the 
values of pertinent social indicators. would 
describe qu antitatively the achievement of that 
subgoaJ. For a given subgoal this was visualized as 
an index which. in fact. would constitute a 
mathematical connective between that subgoal and 
the social indicators that pertain to the sub goa!. 
What was desired was a mathematical expression 
or description of the level of achievement of each 
sub goal as a result of the composite influence of the 
indicators of the subgoal. Use of this index. or 
connective WOUld. hopefully, offer an understand-
able unit of measure which would reflect changes in 
the achievement of a subgoal as a result of changes 
in the indicator. 34 
A number of indices and indes: construction 
teehniques were considered . Two index types were 
selected for use in Techcom: The first is a weighted 
series of the fonn P = 1: Wi Qi. where P (0< P<H 
is the subgoal index or an expression of the 
perceived level of achievement of a subgoal, Wi CI: 
Wi = J and 0" Wi " J) is the unit weight of, or an 
expression of the importance of, the ith social 
indicator in the achievement ofthe subgoal, and Qi 
(0 " Qi "1) is an expressi~n ~f h~w the 
achievement of the subgoal. vanes WIth dtfferent 
values of the ith social indicator. The second index 
type is of the fonn P = 1f Qj where P (0" P <1) is 
an index eltpressing the perceived achievement of 
the subgoal. and Qj (0" Qj < 1) is an expression of 
the achievement of the subgoal as a result of 
particular values of the ith indicator. While P and 
Q an: nonnalized, social indicator values may take 
any appropriate numerical range. The addltive 
index has been formulated and used as a water 
quality index by Brown et al. (1971) and Brown e1 
a!. (970) . Slightly different fonnulations have 
been used by Dinius (1970) and Crawford et al. 
34ID tM remainder of thia ehl.pter tile .erda "'ulllex~ aDd 
~COIInediv~M ue liNd ' YDOmODGIIlly . 
(1973). The product function has been used by 
Gum et al. (1973) in the form ofthe Cobb· Douglas 
Preference Function; Brown et al. (1970) modified 
the additive index to include multiplicative 
elements. 
An examination of the lowest level subgoals 
and the social indicators in the existing taxonomy 
revealed that most of the indices or connectives 
would probably be best represented by the additive 
function. Some, however, would be represented 
best by the product function. The rationale for this 
is the following: for most subgoals, some 
achievement level greater than zero would be 
possible even if a proper sub·set of the indicator for 
those subgoals were "very bad.·' In these cases. the 
additive function is used . On the other hand , there 
are a few lowest·level subgoals in the hierarchy 
(such as "611 Odor" and "613 Irritants" in the 
u.tbetk opportunity disaggregation) for which a 
single indkator could be "bad enough'· to render 
no achievement of the su bgoals, regardless of how 
"good" the other indicators are. In these cases. the 
multi'plicative function is applied . 
A modified Delphi'! technique was used to 
develop the information necessary for index 
construction. For each of the overarching goals 
used in the Rio Grande demonstration, a Delphi 
questionnaire was constructed and eight to ten 
people were contacted and asked to participate as 
respondents. Whenever possible, people were 
chosen who were experts in the general subject 
areas pertaining to the major goals, e.g .. resource 
economists were asked to respond to the 
questionnaire on economk opportuaIty, recreation 
specialists to the recratiOIl opportanity question-
naire, etc. Due to funding constraints. most of the 
Delphi participants had to be drawn from the 
Technical Committee and its associates. This 
placed severe limitations on the number of 
respondents to anyone questionnaire and also on 
the level of expertise of those respondents. For this 
ruson the effort should be considered primarily as 
a simulation. 
For each subgoal the questionnaires provided 
the name and definition of the subgoal and a list of 
the social indicators pertinent to the subgoal. The 
experts were asked to assign a weight. Wi, to each 
of the indicators ofthe subgoal so as to express the 
importance of each indicator relative to the 
achtevement of the subgoal. For each indicator. the 
35The Delphi method utilizes ""eul queltionnaire 
Itentione. cootl"Oi1ecl feedback. &rid rupoodea.t IlIOft1mil,. to 
obt.aio a conee_ of opinion from I gr<IQp of aIpefU about the 
al",wer to. slven question or problem. For I detailed d.i!ICUPion 
of the Delphi I«hnique. see Dolkey. 1969. 
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experts were also asked to draw a graph of the 
achievement of the subgoal on a 0·100 scale across 
a ran~ of indicator values. In sketching these 
graphs. the assumption was made that the 
indicators for a given subgoal behaved indepen· 
dently. Figures 21 and 22 show an example of the 
questionnaire format. 
Time and funding constraints dictated only 
two iterations of the DelphI. The second iteration 
incorporated information regarding median and 
interquartile responses from the first round. The 
second round questionnaire requested the same 
infonnation as the first round, but also required 
that if any answer for a second round question fell 
outside the corresponding interquartile range of 
that question. a detailed explanation be given as to 
why an answer outside the interquartile range 
would be more correct than an answer inside the 
interquartile range (see Figures 21 and 22). 
MuC'h of the Delphi operation was 
computerized. Computer programs were used to 
analyze the data generated in a particular round, to 
record significant statistical information from that 
analysis, to construct the questionnaires. and to 
write a final description of the connective functions 
generated. 
As previously described. the subgoal indkes 
are of the form P = ~ WiQjOrP = nQ;, where P 
is the value of the index. Wi is the unit weight of 
the ith indicator, and Qi is an expression of the 
achievement of the subgeal as a function of the 
value of the ith indicator. The social indicator 
weights, the Wi's, were obtained by nonnalizing 
the median responses from · the second round 
questionnaire. This information was generated for 
each subgoal by a question similar to that in Figure 
21. 
Information required to generatt: the Qi 
functions was obtained from the graphical 
estimates il!ustrated by the question contained in 
Figure 22. The median values of selected points on 
each graph were normalized and used in' an 
interpolation procedure to obtain a Q value for 
each indicator used in the Rio Grande 
demonstration. The data points could also be used 
to construct regression equations from which the Q 
values could be obtained using computerized 
techniques (see Figure 23). Figure 24 shows a set of 
equations and weights for an index of the ~·fonn; 
Figure 25, shows a set to be combined in ,..form. A 
total of 128 Q·functions were developed for the 
social indicators listed in Appendix A. Because the 
coefflCtenlS in the equations were determined based 
on opinIOn of panels in most cases claiming 
significantly less than "expert" status, these 
GOAL NAME : " ECONOMIC STABILITY" 
DEFINITION: JOB SECURITY AND LACK OF NATIONAL INFLATION 
THE GOAL OF SOCIETY IS TO ENSURE REGIONAL AND NATIONAL 
"ECONOMIC STABILITY" 
"ECONOMIC STABILITY" 
CAN BE MEASURED IN TERMS OF THE FOLLOWING FACTORS 
........ (1). GROWTH RATE OF PER CAPITA INCOME 
MEDIAN = to.OO lOR: 5 TO 25 
········(21 . RATE OF INflATION (NATION WIDE) 
MEDIAN '" 25.00 IQR: 10 TO 40 
·····- (31. UNEMPLOYMENT 
MEDIAN = 33.00 lOR: 25 TO 70 
········(4). BUSINESS FAILURES AS A PERCENT OF THE TOTAL NUMBER OF BUSINESSES 
MEDIAN • 10.00 lOR: 0 TO 25 
100 
IN THE SPACES TO THE LEFT OF THE ABOVE FACTORS, WOULD YOU PLEASE 
ALLOCATE A TOTAL OF 100 POINTS IN SUCH A WAY THAT EACH FACTOR 
RECEIVES THE NUMBER OF POINTS PROPORTIONAL TO ITS IMPORTANCE IN 
AFFECTING THE SOCIAL GOAL "ECONOMIC STABILITY" 
IF ANY OF YOUR ANSWERS FALL OUTSIDE THE CORRESPONDING INTER 
OUARTILE RANGE, PLEASE GIVE YOUR REASONS WHY YOUR ANSWER IS MORE 
CORRECT THAN AN ANSWER INSIDE THE INTER QUARTILE RANGE. 
F1pre 21. Sample qasdoa from tile IeCOad rMDd ecoaalDk epporlmlJty q-.tionuIre. Eq»erll wen 
.. ked to -.dmate die .:.ladve ImportaJK:e of each IDcUeator of a ... bpaI .. that lndkator affect. 
the acbIenment of the ..... oat. 
equations should be considered as illustrative only 
and are DOt intended for use in real planning. 
The Delphi procedure identified important 
maximum and minimum values for most of the 
social indicators. It also produced estimates of the 
relative importance of. or tradeoffs between, social 
indicators in terms of the achievement of the lowest 
level subgoals. In general, decreasing interquartile 
ranges and standard deviations were obtained for 
the weights and graphical data points for all social 
indicators. For example (see Figure 26). the mean 
standard deviation for selected points on the graph 
describing the impact of the unemployment rate on 
the subgoaJ "Economic Stability" from the first 
round of Delphi was 33.89. The second round 
mean standard deviation for the same points was 
3.91. Similar results were obtained for almost all 
other indicators included in the Delphi survey. 
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The Delphi participants indicated several 
problems and made some interesting observations 
with regard to the disaggregation used. First of all. 
they suggested that subgoal names should be listed 
as statements describing favorable states of the 
world. For example. the present disaggregation 
contains a subgoaJ under .. daedc epportuDIty 
called "611 Odor:' The Delphi round two 
questionnaire expressed this subgoal as "lack of 
offensive airborne odor," since several of the 
Delphi participants did not feel that "odor" per se 
is a proper social goal. 
Many of the experts on the Delphi panel noted 
that the social indicators for some of the subgoals 
were deficient, superfluous, or simply irrelevant. 
This was to be expected since the social indicator 
set resulted primarily from the disaggregation 
process completed during the first phase of the 
project. Based on the judgment of the panel. these 
social indic'ators were eliminated. 
IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW. SKETCH A GRAPH OF THE LEVEL OF 
ACHIEVEMENT OF THE SOCIAL GOAL 
" ECONOMIC STABI LlTY" 
AS IT IS INFLUENCED BY 
UNEMPLOYMENT 
ASSUME THAT AN ACHIEVEMENT LEVEL OF 100 INDICATES 
THE ECONOMIC SITUATION IS STABLE, 
AND AN ACHIEVEMENT LEVEL OF ZERO INDICATES 
THE ECONOMIC SITUATION IS CRITICALLY UNSTABLE. 
Y·AXIS: " ECONOMIC STABiliTY" 
.VS. 
X·AXIS: UNEMPLOYMENT 
100 u+++++++u +++ +++++u---- .. -- - ------ - .. - ... - - - ----- - - ----- - - - .. - - - - - ----------, 
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UNITS OF MEASUREMENT - PERCENT 
FIpn n. Sample q .... Iroa: die .--d rwH «...a_ oppei"'" q.esdw-Ire, Espera were 
.. ked tG pp" .... .,. t.cIIcaU: ........ emeat., ............... fImedoa elthe .. abIe of tile 
IOCIaIlacllcator. « L « repneeu. the 25th pHCeIlt:8e • •• M.·, the medlu and + + U + + 
the 7Sdo ,..CODdIe. 
' .0 
O-axi5: Achievement of a subgoal 
as a function of 
X-axis: the value of a social indicator 
Gaxis o data points obtained from 
Qelpha questionnaire 
----------
"best fit" curve from regression 
equation 
0, ---------""- , 
02 ------------~ 
0.0 
" 
" 
X: social indicator measurement 
" best fit" curve from linear 
interpolation 
X-axis 
0, : 0 value obtained by interpolating between data points 
Q2: 0 value obtained from regression equation 
F1pre 13. (Q-an.) relatlq the Impact of •• pedfte lOCiallndkator on •• ubgoaJ II fOQ.Dd ... flmetlon of 
the TIllue of the MdaI indicator (X.ub) u measured In appropriate UDIta for the indicator. 
Several Delphi panelists noted that while most 
of the indicators are thought to "cause" the 
achievement of the subgoal to which they pertain. 
some indicators are merely indicative of the 
achievement of the subgoal. An example of the 
latter case can be found in the economic 
opportunity disaggregation under the subgoal 
"4121 Prices of Goods and Services" which has the 
indicators "4121(1) Cost of Living Index" and 
"4121(2) Consumer Price Index." These indicators 
are both economic indices that do not really 
"cau~" the achievement of " prices of goods and 
strvict:s." They merely indicate the level of 
achievement of the subgoal. 
Since the achtevementof goals and subgoals is 
not directly measurable but is somehow 
SUbjectively perceived. the judgment of experts had 
to provide the requisite mathematical link between 
measurable social indicators and perceived but 
non-measurable subgoals. The Delphi process has 
been used by others (see Brown et aI .• 1970; and 
Crawford et al.. 1973), and was used here, to 
extract from a group of experts a consensus 
description of the effect of social indicators on the 
achievement of sub goals. Delphi has proved to be a 
satisfactory technique for generating the data 
,. 
-i 
, 
<--
Subgoal: 131 " Eliminiltion of Health Hazard$" 
131(1). 
131(21 . 
131(31. 
131(4). 
131{SI. 
131(61. 
131(7). 
Percent Sanitary Sewage Disposal. W, == 0.319 
0 1 .. -0.000002 X3 + 0.000371 X2 - 0.003766 X + 0.020303 
where 0 :S X :s 100, units • percent 
Percent Solid Waste Oi~osal Coverage. W2 ~ 0. 170 
02 .. · 0.000001 XJ + 0.000138 X2 - 0.004104 X + 0.004545 
where 0 :: X :s 100, units • perrent 
Bacteriological Conrent of Untreated Water Supply. W3 == 0. 266 
03 '" ·0.000002 X3 + 0.000448 X2 . 0.034463 X + 0.985960 
where 0 :s X :s 100, units. coliforms per ml 
Perrent of Area Acting as Breeding Ground for Vector-Borne Diseases. W4 • 0.106 
04 = -0.000013 X3 + 0.001449 X2 - 0.059012 X + 0.976465 
where 0 :s X :s 50, units • percent 
Number of Patients ContrilCting Diseases 'r om Water Sources. W == 0.106 
05 = 0.055605 X2 . 0.461759 X + 0.968727 
where a :: X :s 5, units .. number per 100,000 per year 
Number of Deaths Due to Floods. W .. 0.021 
OS=- X +l 
where 0 :: X :s I, un its '" number per 100,000 per year 
Number of Deaths from Warer Accidents. W = 0.011 
07 = 0.000771 X3 . 0.007998 X2 . 0.096905 X + 1.007475 
where 0 :s X :s 10, units = number per 100,000 per year 
FIpre 24. Example of Q-f1mcdou ad weights for an addJthe IDdu. 
Subgoal: 613 "Reduction of Eye Irritan ts" 
613(1 ). Concentration of S02 
01 .. 0.000017 X3 - 0.001627 X2 0.019390 X + 0.982000 
where 12.5 :s X :s 62.5, un its. parts per million 
0 , .. 1.000000 
where 0 :s X :s '2.5 
6'3{21. Concentration of Nitro~n Oxides 
02 .. -0.023200 X + 0.0471'4 X + 0.967000 
613(3). 
613(41. 
where 1.25 :s X :s 7.5, units .. parts per mill ion 
o == 1.000000 
where 0 :s X :s 1.25 
Concentration of Ozone and PAN 
03 == -0.000713697015 X4 + 0.016601212923 X3 - 0.120145458932 X2 
+ 0.144493513988 X + 0.993939392534 
where 0 :s X :s 8.75. units == parts per million 
PlIrticulates 
Q4 =0 -0.000000000034 X4 + 0.000000067413 X3 
-0.000045546666 X2 + 0.009906666513 X 
+0.350000007327 
where 125 :: X :s 625, units = parts per million 
04 "" 1.0000000 
where 0 :s X :s 125 
FIpre 25. El.alaple ofQ-r..ctIoa. f •• IIIRldplkath-e Index. 
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DELPHI Round,1: IIC"hienment 
(If t he subgoal "ECONOMIC 
STABILITY" (y·axi,) as a func· 
tion of the lIOCial indicator ~UN­
EMPLOYMENT RATE" (x· 
axis); me. n Itandud deviation 
for 5I!1e~led point.s ""as 33.89. 
DELPUI Roundll2: achievement 
(I t the lubJoal "ECONOMIC 
STABllJTY- (" ' axii)as a NM-
tioo of Ute JOI:ial Uwlkator ~UN· 
EMPLOYMENT RATE" b -
uil l: mean staDdard deviation 
for M\eet.ed pointlwas 3.91. 
:;: 
necessary to construct indicl.:> or connectives. Many 
of the IOglstical problems in using the ~Iphi 
method (e.g .• performing the nettssary statistical 
calculations, and wriling and reproducing 
successive rounds of Delphi questionnaires) can 
easily be solved through usc of a computer. 
Future disaggregation attempts might provide 
better insight into the meaning of lowest-level 
subgoals (and perhaps higher subgoals and 
overarching goals) by expressing them as short 
phrases describing favora ble states of the world. 
This has been done by Crawford et a!. (l913). 
Regarding the inadequacies noted by the 
Delphi panelists in the social indicator set. 
techniques exist and have been used to identify a 
proper set of indicators for a given subgoal (see 
Brown et al., 1970; and Crawford et al., 1973). In 
general, such techniques make further use of the 
Delphi method. During an act ual application of 
the Techcom methodology. an adequate social 
indicator set coold be identified by consulting 
Clperts in the proper fields or possibly through the 
use of a Delphi or other questionnaire technique. 
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One final comment on the nature and purpose 
of indices is in order. The complexity of the 
phenomena purportedly being measured - i.e .• 
the achievement of subgoals - obviously demands 
more sophisticated index or connective functions 
than are included in this report. The indices used 
to describe these phenomena. however, will always 
be the product of someone's judgment. whether 
obtained in a sophisticated manner or not. Quite 
probably no single index function will ever precisely 
represent the phenomena that the investigator 
desires to gage. One is therefore forced to select an 
ind exing function from a series of functional types 
which have varying shades of crudity. and is 
tempted to try to design or select the one function 
that is the "best" description of the phenomenon at 
hand. While psychometric analyses probably can 
be designed to do this. expenditure of excessive 
effort in this direction may not be justified in terms 
of the refinement that might be achieved. 
Uncertain and inexact information of all kinds -
including descriptions of connectives - plays a 
significant role in planning and decision-making, 
and users of the Techoom methodology may be well 
advised to make their heaviest investment of time 
and energy in areas of uncenainty other than the 
subgoal-to-social indicator con nectives. 
CHAPTER 7 
THE SOCIAL INDICATOR AND ACTION 
PLAN SYSTEM FOR THE RIO GRANDE 
BASIN IN NEW MEXICO " 
by 
SuzlUHle Folliner, navld Huard, and Ralph C. d' Aqe 
Introduction 
The hierarchical structure of the Techcom 
methodology embodies four main constituent 
parts: a disaggregated goals hieraTC'hy leading to 
measuraMe subgoals identified as social indicators. 
a social ind icators listing that is both time and 
locationally specific. a set of action plans 
delineating the feasible alternatives confronting 
water policymakers. and a set of "connectives" 
relating alternative actions to social indicators and 
indicator interdependencies. It is the purpose of 
this chapter to describe the development of 
"connectives" and action plans for the Rio Grande 
Basin. It should be noted at the outset that the 
authors viewed this activity as one of exploratory 
research on the feasibility of defining useful 
connectives and action plans as opposed to actually 
precisely delineating them for the Rio Grande 
Basin. In consequence, the emphasis was on 
extensive gathering of factual material and 
developing loose inferential relationships between 
action plans and social indicators rather than in 
depth analysis of causal and empirically validated 
relationships. Thus completeness is emphasized at 
the cost of precision or scientific validation. And 
emphasis was placed on discovering whether a 
36.rhe iuthon wiIIh tothank WillWn Bottenberlr and Robert 
Lando for .idinl \II tbe ~SearClI ~ported on he~. They also .lAh 
to th.nk ProfeNOr WWiam Schulze of the UDivenity of Nllw 
Merico for lupplying them .itll lllueh l18eded primary d.u.. 
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useful set of "connectives" might be initially 
proposed and later rigorously refined. 
The use of social indicators in the Techcom 
methodology is fundamental. It is worth repeating 
here the original dertnition of a social indicator 
used by the Technical Committee: "A measure of 
any phenomenon that is socially significant." 
Here measure is used in the scientific sense of a 
value arrived at by an algorithmic Bnd theoretically 
repeatable process that is independent of personal 
judgment - i.e., anyone following the same steps 
should come to the same empirical result. Thus in 
and of themselves , social indica tors provide 
infonnation about the status of the " real" world 
and thus potentially can reflect changes in the 
world due to perturbations or actions. That is not 
to say that this "social significance" is scientifically 
verifiable, only its measure. 
Secondly, knowledge of the value of one social 
indicator may in fact provide infonnation about the 
values of other social indicators . This is a 
particularly important function when a causal 
chain of actions and interactions ilt postulated. 
These causal chains are assumed to be susceptible 
to measurement by various processes, including 
linear regussion, once the structural specification 
of the system is made . Thirdly, and more 
fundamentally, the choice of social indicators and 
their connectives to the subgoal is in effect a 
definitional process. Thus "a measurable 
phenomenon being socially significant" means that 
it is observed or defined or believed to affect a 
I 
l 
subgoal of society and thus it is a social indicator 
and is listed under the relevant subgoal in the 
disaggregation process. Conversely, if a measur-
able phenomenon is listed under a subgoal then it 
is presumed either by observation or introspection 
to affect that subgoal. But this in effect means that 
perception of changes in attainment of goals is 
generally indistinguishable from observation of the 
relevant social indicators. Thus, the choice of the 
set of social indicators is fundamentally identical to 
the process of defining the subgoals and through 
the sub goal connectives the definition of the goals 
themselves. Thus proper specification of the social 
indicator set arid its interactive connectives is one 
of the most critical single steps in Techcom and is 
theoretically indistinguishable from rigorously 
specif)dng the goal-set. 
Once the social indicator set and the 
consequent interaction system is specified then one 
has a tool for evaluating the effects of alternative 
actions on social welfare as defined by the goal-set. 
An action is nothing more in this system than 
a first round perturbation of one or more of the 
social indicators or intermediate indicators. 
"Intermediate" indicators are social indicators that 
are initially and directly perturbed by a given 
decision and in certain instances may be redundant 
in the delineation of a sub goal by a set of 
indicators. They are important for practical 
reasons of data availability and structural 
identification. Assume, for example, that a prior 
study has derived the connective between per capita 
income and average weekly working hours. if then 
a subgoal of, say, economic opportunity has 
population and total Income as social indicators 
then per capita Income would be redundant if 
added to the set. 
Thus "intermediate" indicators sometimes 
bridge the gap between ideal data, connective and 
model specification, and the actual data and 
knowledge of connectives and model specification, 
without disturbing the integrity of the social 
indicator subgoal relationship. 
For this reason, the empirical model contains 
both "social" indicators and "intermediate" 
indicators which mayor may not be socially 
relevant in and of themselves, Action plans or 
alternatives can only be expressed as outcomes on 
social or intermediate indicators. That is. if an 
action plan is to perturb the goals set in some 
meaningful way in lieu of purely qualitative 
assessment, the plan must be expressible as a set of 
outcomes (immediate, lagged or indirect) on social 
indicators. Once the initial impacts of social and 
lor intermediate indicators takes place then 
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primary and secondary repercussions on other 
social and/or intermediate indicators occur via the 
various measured connectives between them. 
To sum up the viewpoints expressed thus far, 
the complete indicator set may not only include 
social indicators but partially or completely 
redundant intermediate indicators depending on 
the social indicators defining a pertinent 
subcategory of goals. Secondly, in view of this, the 
establishment of the set of indicators and can· 
nectives between them is not a purely empirical 
undertaking but is dependent on how the goals 
disaggregation is initially specified. Thirdly, 
assessment of alternative action plans becomes 
quantitatively meaningful only when expressed as 
initial (first round) effects on indicators, i.e., water 
resourccs investment in terms of dollar magnitudes 
only becomes meaningful when expressed in terms 
of outcomes such as potential visitor days or firm 
power kilowatt hours produced. 
Considerations for Study Design 
An ideal soclallndJcator system 
If all causal relationships were completely 
known and empirically verified, and data were 
instantaneously and costlessly available on all 
indicators, then a "perfect" - in the sense of 
completely accurate and precise social indicators 
- actions system could be specified. For example, 
the effect of a hydropower development on the 
distribution of employment across skill categories 
could be accurately predicted ten'years hence, and 
thereby partially the distribution of wage earners' 
income in a particular locale. Unfortunately, the 
analyst is plagued by both lack of verification on 
causal relationships and cost and availability of 
data. To cite a most extreme example, data on 
indicators may only be available in terms of one 
year intervals and cause-effect patterns may work 
themselves out in less than one year. In 
consequence, the analyst may never be able to 
establish or test the existence of the "true" causal 
pattern beyond noting the general relationship over 
one· year intervals. A "simultaneous" relation may 
be proposed instead which attempts to specify a 
partial causal pattern with ancillary and untestable 
hypotheses. Alternatively, a "causal" relationship 
based on yearly data may be tested but excluded 
because of lack of insight into much of the 
underlying dynamics and thereby important short-
term changes in social indicators. The blend of 
whether to consider simultaneous or basically 
recursive and biased causal systems is thus 
necessarily left to the judgment of the analyst. In 
this preliminary effort, causal relationships will be 
emphasized wherever possible even if poorly or 
'-' 
incompletely justified in terms of scientific 
objectivity. Thus. each connective among social 
indicators and between action plans and social or 
intermediate indicators is hypothesized to involve a 
time lag. The time lag is in most instances not 
substantiated via empirical resea rch but via 
"common sense." Simultaneous estimation or 
specification is excluded quite arbitrarily given 
data availability . As an example of the rigidity of 
this ass umption, the auth ors presume job 
availability affects migration and migration affects 
the number of available employees. One shou ld 
also suspect that the number of available 
employees influences job availability over a yearly 
interval . However, this within-lime-interval "f«d-
back" is excluded as only single causal chains are 
proposed over the time interval of study. It might 
be stated here Ihat in terms of an initial effort it 
was difficull even to establish loosely hypothesized 
causal chains between social indicators derived 
from the goals set and action plans identified . 
Available scientific evidence to substantiate inter-
dependencies or causal chains between economic. 
demographic. social. and environmental indicators 
is generally lacking even on a national scale and 
thereby much more so for relatively unique local 
communities or established cultures. Wherever 
possible. untested. but commonly believed· in, 
multipliers were employer. i.e .• acres of parks per 
capita desired and population density and income 
per capita . 
The study commenced with the presumption 
that precise mutually exclusive alternatives for 
future water planning would be identified, but 
almost immediately it became obvious that if one 
imposed the economists "with and without" 
principle to contrast alternative water plans, one 
must at first derive the "without" alternative. And 
the "without" alternative itself is not a fixed and 
known set of parameters but embod ies a loosely 
defined set of alternatives. Thus, if the region 
studied were to move (either by direction or 
national momentum) toward industrial develop-
ment the decisions confronting water planners 
would be substantially different contrasted with 
ma intena nce of a mixed agricultural-light 
manufactur ing economy. Since the primary 
movements are in most instances beyond the scope 
of decision of water planners (although they may 
influence them) . water planning must in some way 
adequately consider them . The approach 
developed here was to specify alternative sce· 
narios for future ~rowth and change for the 
New Mexican and related economies such that the 
JXltential effects of water resource decision-making 
coukl be contrasted across alternative directional 
paths via economic and social development. 
Thereby, the water planner can potentially contrast 
the flexibility . degree of irreversibility_ consistency, 
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and efficiency of various decisions aeroll 
ahernative scenarios. A major component of 
developin g action plans in the Techcorn 
methodology is therefore to devise mutually 
eJ:c1 usive sce na rios of economic and social 
development for a region as a preliminary step. 
These scenarios coupled with the social indicator 
system then provide a basis by which to judge 
alternative water resource development strategies. 
As a basic ingredient in the construction of a 
social indicator·aC1ion plans system, the authors 
assumed that for most water resource regions or 
sub regions the most scientifically defensible and 
available componen t was an econometric or other 
model of the region's economy. Thus, the starting 
point of developing a social indicator-action plans 
system was to develop a dynamic model expressing 
the more important economic interactions of the 
region and capable of at least partially expressing 
the alternative outcomes of the range of scenarios 
initially postulated. For the New Mexico 
experimental test . access was available to a 5 
su b-region input-output model with 24 sectors for 
each sub-region developed by Dr. Shaul Ben·David 
of the University of New Mexico. This model was 
essentially nondynamic but provided an economic 
interaction system eJ:tremely useful for calculating 
the direct and indirect economic effects of 
alternative scenarios. It also provided a system of 
economic interdependendes to which environ· 
mental and social interdependencies among social 
indicators could be related . 
Dert ..... tIon of conneed't's 
Connectives or quantitatively specifted rela-
tionships among two or more indicators, were 
generated by utilizing three major sources: existing 
published estimates applicable to other regions of 
the U.S. as a whole adjusted for New Mexico 
conditions; linking existing economic or hydrologi-
cal models for the New Mexico Rio Grande or 
related regions; and measuring them directly with 
existing data and applying relatively unrefined 
hypotheses on social systems. With limited 
resources for primary data collection it became 
imperative to derive connectives of very low cost . 
This was readily accomplished where existing 
research had been completed. Where it had not 
been, a simple model was proposed and data fitted 
to it to derive a crude approximation of the 
connective. In some cases, data on indicators were 
only available for two or three time periods. In 
other cases, only a single datum was available 
measuring two indicators. In consequence, a 
strategy for inferring the magnitude of connectives 
had to be devised for a nonuniform data set on 
indicators. The following strategy appeared 
appropriate in terms of an initial effort: 
(1) Where a single observation on two indica-
tors was available, but it was supposed 
that a causal relationship existed between 
them, a single ratio was calculated and 
utilized as the connective. For example, 
let V 1 and V z be 1:\'10 indicators where V z 
is expected to influence V I' Then VI /V 2 
was utilized as the best current measure 
of the connective. Of course, such an 
approach at best only delineates an accu· 
rate estimate when the average and incre· 
mental ratios of indicators are very nearly 
the same and where no other intervening 
indicator may appear. 
(2) When a few observations were available 
on each indicator, ordinary least squares 
regression techniques were employed to 
derive an estimate of the connective or in 
some cases, connectives. While such a 
procedure embodies "simultaneous equa-
tion bias," it allows the application of an 
easily interpreted technique. With the 
extremely low number of degrees of free-
dom, little or no confidence can be placed 
in the resulting estimates except in teons 
of demonstrating the feasibility of devel-
oping a social indicators-actions system. 
Comments on extensive versus 
intensive planning approacbes 
Water planning in the past can be divided 
conceptually into two parts not always interdepen· 
dent. One is the planning-design phase and the 
other is the evaluation phase_ The evaluation phase 
had as one of its primary ingredients a benefit·cost 
assessment which concentrated on estimating 
direct market benefits and costs of water income 
development projects. But, as one noted economist 
remarked, this may well be equivalent to 
measuring the rabbit in a "Horse and Rabbit 
Stew." Thus, by implication the most substantial 
impacts (both positive and negative) of water 
development may not be measured or even thought 
through in a reasonably rigorous fashion. The 
approach taken here is an attempt to show that the 
"Horse" can be identified crudely and in some 
cases inferentially measured with costs no greater 
than those encountered in traditional benefit-cost 
analyses. That is not to say we are advocating the 
replacement of efficiency doctrines by this 
approach. Rather we are attempting to ascertain 
whether this approach in addition to benefit-cost 
analysis may prove to be justified. 
Oveniew of tbe operational model 
In this section, the construction of a model 
which will enable prediction of future values of the 
social indicators (detennined in another part of this 
study) given certain actions on the part of planneNi 
called action plans, in the base year 1967 is 
reviewed. A general outline and a flow chart of the 
model follow. A more specific exposition of the 
action plans, the input-output model, and the 
calculation of the social indicators follows in later 
sections. 
The operational model that was constructed is 
based around a five-region, 24 industrial sector 
input-output model of the New Mexico economy 
developed at the University of New Mexico 
(Landsford, Ben-David, et aI., 1973), (See Figure 
27 for definitions of the regions.) It is used to give 
values of total demand (gross production) in each 
industrial sector and region, given various levels of 
final demand in each sector and region: 
TD = [I-A]- I FD 
where TD 
and FD 
total demand vector of length 
120 (5x24) 
the Leontief inverse of inter-
industry technological coeffi-
cients at 120x120 matrix 
final demand vector of length 
120. 
This model is coupled with the action plans as 
follows. First, an action plan, called the Default 
Plan, was developed which represents primarily a 
dampened continuation of current trends in teons 
of yearly growth rates of final demand in each 
sector and region. For example, for the last five 
years the value of meat animals produced 
(industrial sector 1), has been increasing at about 
10 percent per year. This is taken as the base rate 
of growth. This rate subsumes such influences as 
natural rate of population growth, trends in 
consumer demand both endogenous and exogen· 
ous, increasing GNP/capita, and inflation. 
Secondly, various feasible actions on the part 
of planners were developed. For example, building 
a string of parks along the Rio Grande as 
advocated by Senator Clinton Anderson was 
considered an action plan, designed to strmulate 
tourism. Next the effects of these plans on the 
default growth rates were estimated. For instance, 
in one plan cotton agriculture is phased out and 
this increases the yearly base growth of sector 1, 
meat animals, from 10 percent to 12 percent as 
land and resources from cotton growing are 
released to other agricultural pursuits. 
Each plan is divided into 5·year periods 
running from 1967 to 1982 with projected annual 
growth rates for each industrial sector and region 
specified for each 5-year period. Starting with the 
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first period 1967·1972 and g!ven the initial final 
demand vector for 1967 (FDIt), the first round 
effects can be calculated from the equation: 
~ ~ 
where .6FD72 refers to the increase in FD'7 due to 
the specified 19rowth rates of each action plan in 
turn. However, an increase on final demand will 
also lead to an increase in income by the multiplier 
effect, which will in turn induce an ~ditional 
increase in final demand equal to .6FDn . An 
iteration procedure is built into the m;,;jel to 
calculate second, third, and fourth round effects 
with subsequent effects assumed insignificant. 
When the iterations are completed the total final 
demand and total demand vectors for 1972 are 
calculated as the summation of the previous period 
level plus the first through fourth round effects: 
This total demand vector is used to calculate the 
values of the social indicators at the end of each 
period under alternative action 'plans through 
linear equations developed by both the University 
of Riverside and University of New Mexico sub-
projects. 
The final steps are to use ~ growth rates 
projected for the next period on FDn , and repeat 
this same process until total and final demand 
vector values are determined for each period until 
1982. Once all the action plans are completed and 
the social indicators calculated, the social indicator 
values for 1982 are input into computerized 
planning and inquiry system programs developed 
University of Arizona, for evaluation of changes on 
subgoals and goals. 
Within the model there are three major sets 
of social indicators depending on the method of 
calculation. The first set are those that remain 
constant over time, i.e., those that are not 
significantly affected by anticipated economic, 
political, or cultural events. These values of these 
indicators were found in the New Me:dco Statistical 
Abstract and other sources. 
The second set of indicators are those that are 
directly impacted by action plans. Most of these 
were calculated by first calculating base year values 
from base year data. Current trends were 
calculated then and this along with logical 
projections consistent with the policy assumptions 
in each action plan were used to determine values 
at future dates under each plan. 
The third set of indicators are those that are 
determined within the social indicator model. 
Within this set there were three groups of 
indicators according to the method of calculation. 
First there were those indicators that were 
generated directly by the New Mexico input-output 
table, labor demand sub-model, and University of 
California at Riverside (UCR) coupled models, see 
Figures 27 and 28. For example, total wage income 
is detennined directly from the vector of labor 
demand and a vector of average yearly earnings of 
laborers. Secondly, many indicators followed 
definitionally from the first indicators. For 
instance. social indicator 414(3), unemployment 
rate, is calculated from total unemployed persons 
and the size of the labor force. The last group of 
indicators in this set is calculated from the above 
two groups by means of linear connectives 
developed through analysis of regressions run on 
the appropriate data. 
The remainder of this chapter is divided into 
five sections. First. the action plan set developed 
for the Rio Grande is described. Then, the details 
of the operational simulation model for the New 
Mexico economy are discussed in detail. Next, the 
computer model utilized to estimate changes in 
social indicators is described. Fourth, complete 
description of the procedure for estimating all 
connectives for the New Mexico test study is given. 
Finally, the projected numerical value of each 
social indicator for all periods and action plans is 
presented. 
Action Plan Set 
Introduction 
The Rio Grand Basin in the State of New 
Mexico faces its own unique set of development 
constraints and options. Given an awareness of 
these constraints and options and a rough assess· 
ment of the viewpoints of different interest groups 
in the New Mexico public, the study team 
delineated a core of five alternative development 
scenarios for New Mexico for the period 1967 to 
1987. 
The Rio Grande Basin is not expected to be 
confronted with any serious water problems other 
than scarcity and salinity. The scarcity problem is 
not viewed as one solvable without significantly 
reducing water supply in areas outside of New 
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Mexico_ l1 River water is mainly allocated to 
irrigation and recreattonal use. In metropolitan 
areas, it is channeled out to irrigation canals and 
there is lirtle available for industrial washing and 
cooling systems. In addi tion , New Me xico 
industrial development is simply not characterized 
by water-polluting industires, partially due to the 
high cost of pumping water, to the significant 
damaging impact such industries would have on 
river water quality, and to strong public opinion 
expressed against such adverse effects. Under-
ground aquifers supply water for municipal and 
industrial use and this supply is sufficient to 
support a significantly larger population well into 
the future. 
37Tbe problem of W'.ter .Kal"l:ity was .ttk ked u tlla buis 
bettind llIe iDpul-outpwt model of tlla NeW' Meum «OI\OIPI 
developed at the University of NeW' Me:d eo. The reteIIl"I:h project 
(New Mexiro Water Resoul"I:es Research Institute project 
number 3109·111. "An AnaJydtal Tnterdiseiplinary Evaluation of 
the Utilization of the Water Hetources 0( tht Rio Grande in New 
Mu lco, ~ R. R. Ludllford. Principal Co-Tn_tiptor and Projert 
Coordinator. New Mtr. iee S iale Univertlly, aad Shul 
Sen ·DlVid. Prlll~lp.l Co-Investigator, U niversity ot NeW' 
Mexito, JanuU)' 19731.ttempted to maximize value added to the 
economy and select the mOllt elficient from among alteru.t1ve 
water use patterns designed 10 !IOIve the Kartity probiflm in the 
N_ Mexiro Rio Graocle bum. While tbat projea W'u desip~ 
to aptOrrrizI an objective funetlon , the authon employ ita input. 
output model 10 ,,'~I economic activity in the mte. 
The Rio Grand e Basin therefore faces no 
water problems that are tractable on a state level. 
Rather, the future course of water resources there 
is envisioned in tenns of reallocation of use within a 
larger framework of alternative public opinions on 
growth versus non· growth forces and provision for 
future recreation demand with conservatkm of the 
state's natural scenic beauty. Consequently. 
alternative action plans are phrased in terms ofthe 
future course of state development in general 
rather than in temls of alternative solutions to a set 
of water resource problems . 
These action plans reflect a rather stable set of 
opinions of three different interest groups long 
active in the state. One such force is that in favor of 
no growth. as characterized by the New Mexico 
Undevelopment Commission . This group of the 
public favors a return to a population level of the 
1950's, slow popUlation growth, strict constaints on 
land development, drastically reduced immigration 
(they might tolerate out-of·state tourists vactioning 
in New Mexico but not moving there), and a 
slow· paced lif~tyle with preeminent social value 
placed on natural landscape aesthetics. 
Another fo rce in public opinion is 
characterized by the Albuquerque Chamber of 
Commerce and its offshoot. the Albuquerque 
Industrial Development Service. This group favors 
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the encouragement of clean export manufacturing 
industry in Albuquerque and other major cities. 
They argue that not only would such industry be 
non-polluting, but it would also increase the 
stability of New Mexico's economic base, reduce 
the dependence of the economy on federal defense 
and research activities expected to decline in the 
future, improve the standard of living. and improve 
tile labor skills ofthe ethnic population. Their plan 
involves lax-free municipal revenue bonds 10 assist 
new clean export manufacturing industries for the 
purchase of land. plant and equipment. and the 
suspension of property taxes on these industries as 
long as bonds art outstanding. 
A third force in New Mexico public opinion 
and not necessarily distinct from the previous two is 
that favoring increased development of state recre-
ation potential. These people view widespread 
development of a recreation industry as one means 
of improving the standard of living both 
quantitatively (in the sense of the economic impact 
of a recreation boom) and qualitatively (in the 
sense of preserving areas of natural beauty and 
expa nding public access to them). Critics of this 
view argue that recreational employment would 
generally be seasonal and unskilled. 
The views of these three forces of public 
opinion are reflected in action plans 4. J. and 2 
respectively and titled the Undevelopment Plan . 
Industrial Development Plan . and Recreation 
Development Plan. Two additional action plans 
were also included. Plan 1 is the Default Plan, 
renecting a continuation of trends observed in New 
Mexico in the last decade. Plan 5 is the Cotton 
Phase-Out Plan. reflecting the possible cessation of 
both cotton parity national1y and cotton agriculture 
in New Mexico in the near future. 
A more thorough characterization of each 
plan and an explanation of its implementation into 
the New Mexico input-output model and impacts 
on social indicators follows. However, first it is 
important to clarify the exclusivity ofthese different 
development scenarios. The Default Plan (Plan 1) 
is incompatible with every other plan. It does. 
however. form the base from which every other 
plan is characterized by its distjnctions. In addi-
tion , the Industrial Development Plan (Plan 3) and 
the Undevelopmenl Plan (Plan 4) are incompatible. 
It is possible to imagine any combination of the 
Recreation Development Plan (Plan 2). the Cotton 
Phase-Out Plan (Plan 5). and Plan 3 or Plan 4. 
These action plans have been kept separate in 
order to emphasize their distinguishing impacts on 
social indicators for different periods in the future. 
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Ltnkqe betwem actio. plam, 
lnpat-oatpat model, and 
IOClaIlndkator let 
Before characterizing each action plan more 
fully. it is important to specify the linkage between 
action plans and the input-output model of the 
New Mexico economy. The input-ootput model 
divides New Mexico into five regions (by county 
boundaries) and 24 different production sectors in 
each region. (See Table 9 for a definition of the 
production sectors.) Given population. a fixed set 
of regional a nd interregional technological 
coefficients explain ing interindustry demand 
relationships and levels of gross population and 
final demand for each sector in each region in 
1967, the study team impacted each action plan on 
the input-output model by forecasting alternative 
growth rates for final demand in each sector in 
each region. These growth rates subsume such 
influences as the natural rate of popUlation growth, 
exogenous and endogenous trends in consumer 
demand. increasing per capita income. and 
inflation. The input-output model then detennines 
1972 levels of gross production in each sector and 
region as well as la bor and recreation demands. 
Projected levels of gross production, final demand 
and labor demand. general employment, wage 
income. immigration and population levels are 
then calculated utilizing submodels constructed 
especially for this purpose by the Riverside 
sub-project. Once production , employment , 
income. and population levels have been projected 
for the next period for each plan, these indicators 
are used to generate many of the remaining social 
indicators in the New Me~ico taxonomy by a series 
of connectives derived from regression analysis. For 
example. the average decible level (social indicator 
651(2)) was projected by weighting average urban 
and rural decibel reading1 by the percents of urban 
and rural population, derived from a linear 
regression predicting the urban percent of 
population on the basis of state population. 
In addition. the action plans are also directly 
impacted on specific social indicators of a poiicy 
nature composing the New Mexico taxonomy. For 
example. recreational activity capacity is a policy 
variable in that one action plan (Plan 
2-Recreation Development Plan) is characterized 
by the requirement that activity capacities be 
increased from current levels to specific larger 
levels. 
What follows is an attempt to characterize the 
distinguishing features of each of the five action 
~ 
J 
I 
I 
I 
plans and to explain how interaction between 
action plans and the input-output model is 
implemented in the New Mexico Techcom. 
publishing, and concrete and stone products. 
Trends in manufacturing indicate a broadening of 
the industrial base with less dependence on 
resource-based industries. An example ofthis is the 
recent expansion in electronic manufacturing in 
Albuquerque. 
Default Plan [plan 1]. The Default Plan is 
characterized as a continuation of present patterns 
of water use and economic development in New 
Mexico. The population distribution patterns in 
the Rio Grande Basin have followed closely those of 
irrigated land. The basin economy is based chiefly 
on agriculture. with livestock production pre-
dominating. In recent years urban areas have 
grown rapidly as a result of nuclear research and 
governmental and military activities. Manu-
facturing is increasing in importance. In the past it 
has been largely associated with production for 
local markets and industries, including food 
processing, lumber products, printing and 
Water in the basin is supplied from surface 
sources, underground sources, and combinations 
of the two. Groundwater meets most of the 
municipal, industrial, commercial, mineral, rural 
domestic and stock-watering requirements. Sur-
face sources furnish the primary supply of water for 
irrigation. 
As marginal agriculture becomes un-
economical, it goes out of production. It is assumed 
that the rate of decline in total agricultural acreage 
Table 9. Production IIeCton In the Input-output model. 
Production Sector 
Agriculture 
Mining 
Manufacturing 
Transportation, Communications, 
Utilities 
Trade 
Finance, Insurance and Real Estate 
Services 
Construction 
Production Sector Description 
1 Meat animals, farm dairy products & poultry 
2 Food grains and feed crops 
3 Cotton and cottonseed 
4 Vegetables, fruits and nut trees, miscellaneous food prodUcts 
5 Agricultural services 
6 Metals and non-metals 
7 Crude petroleum and natural gas, oil and gas field services 
8 Meat packing and other meat products 
9 Dairy products 
10 Grain mill and bakery products 
11 Miscellaneous food products 
12 wmber and wood products, concrete and stone products 
13 Chemicals and petroleum refming 
14 Electrical machinery and equipment, scientific instruments, 
fabricated metal products 
IS Printing and publishing, miscellaneous manufacturing 
16 Railroad and all other transportation 
17 Gas and oil pipelines 
18 Communications, electric and gas utilities 
19 Wholesale trade and most retail trade 
20 Retail auto dealers and gas stations, eating and drinking 
places 
21 Finance, insurance and real estate 
22 Hotels, motels, personal services businesses 
23 Medical & professional services, research and development 
24 Contract construction 
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in the past few years will continue into the future. 
The gradual transfer of Rio Grande River water 
from agricultural to municipal use and the 
dumping of secondarily treated effluent into the 
river will also continue. No further water 
importation to the basin is projected. A 3 - 4 
percent annual decline in federal research funding 
is predicted with some decrease in labor WI 
research-related skill categories. The rate of 
increase in per capita income will therefore tend to 
faU off, remaining slightly above the inflation rate. 
The skill levels of immigrating labor will continue 
to be characterized as below average. Urban 
population will increase but the economy will 
remain sluggish. Unemployment will stabilize. The 
labor force will be characterized by negligible skill 
advance, truncated by the decline in federal 
research. Land development will increase at a fairly 
constant rate over the first decade. Residential 
property value will increase over the same period 
and later increase at a decreasing rate. 
These trends are reflected in projected growth 
rates for final demand in the production sectors as 
represented in Table 10. The growth rates 
projected for the different sectors reflect recent 
trends as evidenced in statistical data in the New 
Mexico Statlltlcal Abstract and The Tenth Annual 
Summary Study: The Economy of the State of New 
Mexico and the City of Albuquerque (Bank of New 
Mexico, 1972). 
According to Table 9, final demand for meat 
animals, fann dairy products, and poultry will 
continue to grow at a fairly rapid annual rate 
observed in the recent past (10 percent) with some 
Table 10. Projected growth rates Plan 1 [Default Plan]. 
Periods 
Production Sector 1972 1977 1982 1987 
Agriculture 
1 lcry" 5% 3.3% 3.3% 
2 5 5 3.3 3.3 
3 ·11 ·11 ·11 ·11 
4 5 5 3.3 3.3 
5 4 4 2.7 2.7 
Mining 
6 0.5 0.5 0.33 0.33 
7 0.5 0.5 0.33 0.33 
Manufacturing 
8 10 \ 33 3.3 
9 3 3 2 2 
10 3 3 2 2 
11 3 3 2 2 
12 6 6 4 4 
13 5 5 33 33 
14 6 6 4 4 
15 5 5 33 33 
Transportation, Communications, Utilities 
16 - 3.5 1 1.3 1.3 
17 5 5 33 33 
18 4 3 2.7 2.7 
Trade 
19 4 4 2.7 2.7 
20 3.5 3.5 23 23 
Finance. Insurance. and Real Estate 
21 5 4 2.7 2.7 
Services 
22 4 4 2.7 2.7 
23 - 1.5 - 1.5 0 0 
Construction 
24 10 5 33 33 
aThese projected growth rates in final demand apply equally to all five regions. 
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dampening over the future. Food grains, feed 
crops, vegetables, fruits and nut trees, and miscel-
laneous food products will stabilize between 5 
percent and 3.3 percent growth rate while cotton 
agriculture will continue a steady decline at a rate 
of 11 percent. The modest growth in agricultural 
services will increase at a decreasing rate. The 
mining sectors of metals, non-metals, crude 
petroleum and natural gas, and oil and gas field 
services will experience very small growth rates, 
stabilizing between 0.5 percent and 0.33 percent. 
Meat packing and other meat products, the first 
manufacturing sector, will continue to grow 
rapidly, reflecting the rapid growth rate in that 
particular agriculture sector. Dairy products, grain 
mill and bakery products, and miscellaneous food 
products are projected for fairly modest growth 
rates, reflecting the modest growth rates in these 
agricultural sectors. Lumber and wood products, 
concrete and stone products. electrical machinery 
and equipment, scientific instruments, and 
fabricated metal products will continue to 
represent an expanding area of manufacturing in 
New Mexico in the Default Plan. Chemicals and 
petroleum refining. printing and publishing, and 
miscellaneous manufacturing will continue to be 
strong, growing at rates just slightly below those for 
sectors 12 and 14. In transportation, communica-
tions and utilities, railroads, and all other trans-
portation will decline at a decreasing rate in the 
first two periods to stabilize later at a 1.3 percent 
annual growth rate, Gas and oil pipelines will 
experience fairly rapid but dampening growth 
while communications and utilities will grow at a 
somewhat slower rate. Wholesale and most retail 
trade will continue to be strong, as will retail auto 
dealers and gas stations, and eating and drinking 
places. Finance, insurance, and real estate will 
grow somewhat more rapidly than trade sectors, 
The growth rates for hotels, motels, personal 
services, and business services will reflect the trade 
sector growth rates. The decline in federal defense 
research will be reflected in the decline in sector 23, 
partially offset by a gradual expansion in medical 
and professional services. Construction will 
continue to grow rapidly in the first two periods, 
with some dampening later on. 
Recreation Development Plan [plan 2]. The 
Recreation Development Plan is characterized by 
the acquisition and development of a Rio Grande 
Valley State Park along the river between Taos and 
Belen, as first advocated by Senator Clinton 
Anderson, The plan emphasizes the provision of 
camping, boating, and picnicking facilities around 
extant water recreation sites (no further reservoir 
construction) as well as cultural facilities around 
monuments and pueblos. This plan reflects a 
combined emphasis on development and preserva-
tion of unique landscapes in the Rio Grande Basin 
for recreational, aesthetic, and cultural appre-
ciation. It will increase local, state and out-of-state 
tourism, and provide for a minor economic boom 
in recreation-related sectors of the New Mexico 
economy-wholesale and retail trade, gas stations, 
eating and drinking places, hotels and motels, as 
well as multiplier impacts on other sectors of the 
economy. Secondary services will tend to expand 
around the recreation sites and land development 
in these as well as urban areas should accelerate 
even faster than specified in the Default Plan. As a 
consequence, service employment should account 
for a larger percent of the labor force, unemploy-
ment should fall, and there should be some 
increase in per capita income over the Default Plan 
resulting from the recreation boom. 
These trends are reflected in projected growth 
rates for final demand in the production sectors as 
represented in Table 11. Projected growth rates for 
most sectors remain at the levels specified for the 
Default Plan. Different growth rates are projected 
only for specific production sectors in regions 1 and 
2 (the region of recreational development). Growth 
rates for communications, electric and gas utilities, 
finance. insurance and real estate in regions 1 and 
2 will increase to reflect increased recreational and 
residential land development in these areas. Land 
development will have its strongest impact on the 
construction sector, significantly increasing growth 
rates there. Growth rates for wholesale and retail 
trade, retail auto dealers and gas stations, eating 
and drinking places, hotels, motels, personal 
services and business services will also increase. 
IndlUtrial Development Plan [plan 3]. The 
Industrial Development Plan is characterized by a 
dramatic strengthening of the role of clean export 
manufacturing in major urban areas along the river 
basin-Santa Fe, Albuquerque, and Las Cruces. 
Rural"urban migration should continue, increasing 
at a much higher rate than that observed under the 
Default Plan, and an increasing percent of the 
labor force will become skilled or semiskilled. 
Consequently, per capita income, residential land 
development, and export income should see 
significant increases. With all these forces working 
together in a boom atmosphere, a widespread 
multiplier effect of such industrial development in 
regions 1, 2, and 4 on other production sectors in 
those regions is projected. Growth rates for sectors 
in regions 3 and 5 will remain at levels specified in 
the Default Plan. 
These trends are reflected in projected growth 
rates for final demand in the production sectors of 
regions 1, 2, and 4 as represented in Table 12, The 
most dramatic increase in growth rates will be 
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observed in the clean export manufacturing 
sectors-e lectrical machin ery and equipment. 
scientiftc instru ments. fabricated metal products. 
printing and publishing, and miscellaneous manu-
facturing. While corton agriculture will continue to 
decline as specified in the Default Plan. the value 
of production in other agriculture sectors and in 
food·related manufacturing sectors will increase, 
reflecting the the increased demand for such 
products generated by a booming eronomy. The 
growth rates for lumber and wood products. and 
C()ncrete and stone products will also increase 
sligh tly. maintaining their !ltrong role in manu-
facturing . Mining sectors growth rates will be 
slightly above those of the Default Plan, reflecting 
a s light multiplier effect of the economic boom. 
Table 11. Projected arowth rata P1u. '2 fRecreatto.. IleYdopmeat PIaa}. 
Peri ods 
Production Sector 1972 1977 1982 1987 
Agri cultUre 
I 10% 5% 3.3% 3.3% 
2 5 5 3.3 3.3 
3 · 11 ·11 
." ." 4 5 5 3.3 3.3 
5 4 4 2.7 2.7 
Mining 
6 0.5 0.5 0.33 0.33 
7 0.5 0.5 0.33 0.33 
ManufactUring 
8 10 5 3.3 3.3 
9 3 3 2 2 
10 3 3 2 2 
" 
3 3 2 2 
12 6 6 4 4 
13 5 5 3.3 3.3 
14 6 6 4 4 
15 5 5 3.3 3.3 
Transportation, Communications, Utilities 
16 3.5 I 1.3 1.3 
17 5 5 3.3 3.3 
18 4 4 2.7 2.7 
Trade 
19 4 4.2 2.9 2.7 
20 3.5 3.7 2.5 2.4 
Finance. Insurance, and Real Estate 
21 5 5 3.3 3.3 
Services 
22 4 4.2 2.9 2.7 
23 . 1.5 1.5 0 0 
Construction 
24 10 7.5 5 5 
'These projected growlh raTes in final demand apply only to regions I and 2. Sectors in regions loS aR projected to grow 
Iccording to the rates listed in the Default Plan. 
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Chemicals and petroleum refIning, and gas and oil 
pipelines will grow at Default Plan rates while the 
transportation sector grows at an increasing rate, 
representing the expansion of trucking industry as 
a result of export manufacturing. Communica· 
tions. and eiecfric and gas utilities will sustain early 
high grov.1h ra tes for a longer period of time. 
reflecting the impact of population and residential 
and business land developmeni growth . Increased 
population and per capita income will sustain large 
growth rates for the trade sectors and hotels, 
motlels. personal services. and business sevices. 
Increased population, per capita income. and 
residential and busi ness land development will 
sus tain large growth rates for the finance, 
insurance. real estate , and construction sectors. 
The slump projected in medical and professional 
servtcCS and research development under the 
Table 11:. Projected erowtb rates Plan 3 [IndUitrial Deyelopment Platt) . 
Pcriods 
Production Sector 1972 1977 1982 1987 
Agricul ture 
11.6% 6% 4% 4% 
2 5 8 5.8 5.8 3.8 
3 ·ll ·11 ·11 ·11 
4 58 5.8 3.8 3.B 
5 4.6 4.6 3 3 
Mining 
6 0 .6 0.6 0.4 0.4 
7 0.6 0.6 0.4 0.4 
ManufactUring 
8 11 .6 6 4 4 
9 3.5 3.5 2.3 2.3 
10 3.5 3.5 2.3 2.3 
II 3.5 3.5 2.3 2.3 
12 7 7 4.7 4. 7 
13 5 5 3.3 3.3 
14 10 7 6 6 
15 8 6 5 5 
Transportation, Communications. Utilities 
16 2.5 2 2 2 
17 5 5 3.3 3.3 
18 3 4 4 4 
Trade 
19 4 5 5 5 
20 3.5 4 4 4 
Finance. Insurance, and Real Estate 
21 4 5 5 5 
Services 
22 4 4 4 4 
23 1.5 0 2 2 
Cons truction 
24 10 8 8 8 
aTlloese ploje(ted growth ratel in rmal demand apply only to tegklRs 1.2. and 4. Se(ton in r~gion s 3 and .s are projected 
to grow lh according 10 the rates lislrd in the Derault Plan. 
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Default Plan will be counterbalanced by 1917 in 
the Industrial Development Plan due to population 
and per capita income increases. 
Uncievelopment Plan [plan 4] . The Un-
development Plan represents a strict anti-develop-
ment stance. It is characterized by a sluggish 
economy. negligible skill advance in the labor 
(orce. relatively high unemployment. low popu-
lation and per capita income growth, and strict 
control on land development. 
These trends are reflected in projected growth 
rates for final demand in the production sectors of 
the five regions as represented in Table 13. In most 
sectors growth rates are at relativt:ly half the levels 
specified in the Default Plan. These growth rates 
reflect mainly the influences of inflation and 
natural popu lation increase; the impact of per 
capita income growth or regional development is 
essentially nil. Cotton agriculture continues to 
decline at the rate specified in the Default Plan, 
while the early decline in transportation in the 
Default Plan is maintained for all periods in the 
Undevelopment Pl a n . Given sl ow population 
growth and extremely slow per capita income 
growth . projected growth in medical and 
professional services is not sufficient to counter-
balance the expected decline in federal defense 
research. 
Table 13. Projected &J'Owth rata PIAII 4 [Unde,.elopment PIab]. 
Periods 
Production Seclor 1972 1977 1982 1987 
Agriculture 
I 5% 2.5% 1.7% 1.7% 
2 2.5 2.5 1.7 1.7 
3 -II -II -II -II 
4 2.5 25 1.7 1.7 
5 2 2 1.3 1.3 
Mining 
6 0.25 0.25 0.1 7 0.1 7 
7 0.25 0.2 5 0.17 0.1 7 
Manufacturing 
8 5 2.5 1.7 1_7 
9 LS I.S I I 
10 LS LS I I 
II LS LS I I 
12 3 3 2 2 
13 2_5 2_5 1.7 1.7 
14 3 3 2 2 
IS 25 2.5 1.7 1.7 
Transportalion. Communications, Utilities 
16 - 3.5 
-
3_5 
-
3.5 
-
3.5 
17 2-' '.5 1.7 1.7 
18 2 15 I I 
Trade 
19 2 2 1.3 1.3 
20 1.8 1.8 LI '-' 
Finance, Insurance, and Real Estate 
21 25 2 L3 1.3 
Services 
22 2 2 L3 L3 
23 - 3 
-
3 0 0 
Construction 
24 5 ,-' 1.7 1.7 
~ese projected growth rates in final demand apply equally to aU five regions. 
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Cotton Pluue-Out Plan [plan 51_ The Cotton 
Phase·Out Plan is designed to reflect the possible 
cessation of the federal cotton parity program 
(assumed here to have occurred by the end of the 
first period, 1972) and of cotton agriculture in New 
Mexico (by 1977). This will accelerate the decrease 
in agricultural use of river water. At the same time, 
a large percentage of acreage released from cotton 
cultivation will be reallocated to other high value 
crops. Consequently, as can be seen in Table 14, 
growth rates for the other agricultural sectors are 
given at levels higher than those forecast for either 
the Default Plan or the Industrial Development 
Plan. Growth rates for final demand in other 
sectors are generally at Default Plan levels. 
Agricultural unemployment is expected to 
increase. 
Operadonal Model 
The following is a regional specification of the 
mathematical algorithms used in deriving social 
indicators from the input-output model using the 
computerized Techcom Social Indicator Projection 
System. 
The first step is to calculate the initial values 
of total demand and the social indicators for the 
base year 1967. The 1967 values of final demand 
are already stored as part of the University of New 
Mexico input-output model of New Mexico. In the 
following model when two vectors of equal length 
are to be combined into a third vector by the 
following rule CO) = AU) BG>, where j is the jth 
element then the operation will be denoted C = [A1 
Table 14. Projected growth rates Plan 5 [Cotton Phase·Out Pian. 
Periods 
1972 1977 1982 1987 
Agriculture 
12% 6% 4% 4% 
2 6 6 4 4 
3 ·60 ·100 0 0 
4 6 6 4 4 
5 4.5 4.5 3 3 
Mining 
6 0.5 0.5 0.33 0.33 
7 0.5 0.5 0.33 0.33 
Manufacturing 
8 10 5 3.3 3.3 
9 3 3 2 2 
10 3 3 2 2 
11 3 3 2 2 
12 6 6 4 4 
13 5 5 3.3 3.3 
14 6 6 4 4 
15 5 5 3.3 3.3 
Transportation, Communications, Utilities 
16 3.5 1 J.3 \.3 
17 5 5 3.3 3.3 
18 4 3 2.7 2.7 
Trade 
19 4 4 2.7 2.7 
20 3.5 3.5 2.3 2.3 
Finance, Insurance, and Real Estate 
21 4 4 2.7 2.7 
SelVices 
22 4 4 2.7 2.7 
23 \.5 \.5 1.5 \.5 
Construction 
24 10 5 3.3 3.3 
aThese projected growth rates in final demand apply equally to all five regions. 
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(8). Le . • bracket will be used on both Ye(:tors. The 
total demand vector is calculated by using the 
University of New Mexico labor demand coefficient 
matrix (LABCt..and ron. the total jobs or total 
employment TJ 17 in each sectQ!'.. and region 
supported by 1967 Final Demand FO,,: 
(I) TO" = fI-A)-' FO" 
- -(2) TJ., = (LABC1 [TD.,I 
The 1967 population value TPOP17 for each 
region i. i = 1 •...• S. is now used to calculate the 
total number of workers TWORK I1 in the work 
force (a regression was run to determine the 
relationship) , 
(3) TWORK.~ = TPOP.~ (.7 _ 347.670) 
TPOPI1 
i= 1, ... ,5 
Aggregating overall the five regions gives: 
5 i (4) TWORKi7 = L TWORKI1 k = 1 
To calculate total ,in each region i i = l.u, .. , 
5 unemployment U 17', rust the vector T]" is 
aggregated across sectors regionally to get flu 
i = I , ...• 5. then it is subtracted from the total 
number of workers: 
(5) U~? = TWORK~7-TJ~7 j = 1 ..... 5 
Aggregating overall 6ve regions to get: 
(6) U" = ill ui, 
The unemployment rate is calculated as 
follows: 
(7) iii UR.1 = U I7/ TWORK., i= 1, ... ,5 
(8) UR,7 = U 17/TWORK" 
Ned. a vector of total wage income TINC.) in 
each sector in each region is formed by multiplying 
the average annual per worker wage in that sector 
and region [YINC] by the total number of jobs. 
This vector is then aggregated by region TINC" 
and for the state as a whole STINe ,7, 
(9) TINC" = [YINCJ [fJ.,) 
(10) STINci, = j~1 TINCi, (I) i=I, .... 5 
(ll) STiNC., = i i l STlNciJ 
Now median per capita wage income ZMCI is 
calculated 
(2) ZMCli, = STINci,/TPOPir i = 1, .... 5 
(13) ZMCI" = STINC"/ TPOP., 
The other base year social indicators are calculated 
according to regressions described under the 
specific indicator title (see Section 2. Appendix C 
Social Indicator Derivations). This completes the 
calculations for the base year 1967. 
The second major step is the set of equations 
which is labeled Iteration Procedure in the flow 
chart (see Section " Appendix C. Flow Chart). 
Thi.s set of equations is used to increase the value of 
the final demand vector according to the 
appropriate periods and action plan's growth rates 
and is also used to include income or multiplier 
effects on the final demand vector. To demonstrate 
the procedure the equations in terms of the change 
from 1967 to 1972 are shown specifically although 
they are the same for any 5-year change for any 
action plan. 
The first step is to calculate the first round 
change from the growth rates of the final demand 
vector. 
(14) MOm = (FDIf]' [Growth Rates] 
then the first round value of total demand is 
calculated: 
Ned. by a process similar to equations (2). (9), 
(10), and (11) of the base year. a value for total 
N.M. wage income is arrived at. 
(16) TIm = [LABC) [TDm())) 
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~ 
{I 7) TINC 721 = [YINC] [TJm ! 
'20 (18) STINC7l1 = . I TINC1lI (;) J=1 
To calculate the income or mu ltiplier effects, 
the increase in wage income due to the incrust in 
final demand is determined. 
0(1) ~TINC721 = STINC121 • STINe., 
Then the "extra income" is assumed to 
increase final demand in each region and sector in 
the same proportion as the final demand of the 
region and sector in qu estion to the total income of 
thaI period . 
(l9a) 
-+ Now equations (15) -(18) are repeated using 
6. FD7U to get STINC m _ The increase in income 
is now 
(] 9b) 6STINCm = STlNCm · ~TINC721 
This is spread over the sectors as in equation 
(1 9) and equations (lS}-(J8) are again repeated. 
This entire process continues until MDns has 
been computed. At this point, it is assumed. and 
has been bom out in our actual computer runs, 
that most ofthe multjplj~r effects hav~ taken place. 
i.e., com'ergencc is assumed. This completes the 
iteration procedure. 
Now thai the initial and multiplier effects on 
FOl7 are known for the next s.year period the 
equilibrium FDn is det~rmined. 
(20) ~ 5 ~ FOn = FDI7 + I AFDnk k~' 
When the equilibrium FDn is known the cal-
culations can proceed for the base year 1961 to get 
the values ofthe social indicators in 1972; however, 
Ihe estimate of total population must first be 
updated. [t is assumed that changes in population 
occur for two reasons. One reason is that the 
population is reproducing at a different rate from 
Ihat a t which it is dying off. In this model it is 
assumed population is increasing at the rate of 1 
percent per year . Secondly. people may either move 
into or out of th~ area. Statistical studies of 
immigration and emigration have shown that net 
immigration is partia lly at least a function of net 
new jobs in the area. The values obtained by Iden 
and Rtchter (1911) are assumed. 
i i (21) IMn =·3281 +1.17NJ 71 i=I , ... ,5 
(22) 5 i lMn = .I, IM n 1 ~ 
5 . 
(24) T POP12 = iJ: 1 TPOPh 
~ 
Using TPOPn and FOn the social indicator values 
In 1912 can be calc::ulated as was done for 1961. 
Now 1912 can be used as a base to calculate 
Ihe 1977 va lues of the social indicators by the same 
procedure as was used to get the 1972 values. Once 
all of the time periods have been run, the growth 
rates of median per capita income. total jobs • ..!.2.tal 
population. and final demand are calculated. FD is 
now reinitialized to its 1967 level so that another set 
of growth rates representing a different action plan 
can be used and the whole procedure is repeated . 
This continues until a ll of the action plans ar~ 
completed . 
The social indicator data were finally punched 
up on cards to be used as input to the Qua ntif"ted 
Planning Inquiry System developed under the 
University of Arizon a Subproject and described in 
Chapter 8. 
The Tecbcom Computer Model 
Functional dncrtpdon of 
tbeprogram 
Alilhe a priori information to drive the model 
which is action plan or scenario independent is 
either accessed from previously stored disk files or 
incorporated as initial data in the program. 
The first step of the program is to initialize any 
needed parameters and to read in the input-output 
table or rnatrilt. Since this matrix must effectively 
be inverted usi ng an iterative method several tests 
are made to show that the iterative algorithm will 
be stable . 
After inltialization the program flow activates 
the command interpreter. This reads cards from 
the stream file to determine which main program 
routine will function . After each main function. 
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program control returns to the command Importantvarlable names 
interpreter. 
The commands implemented are as follows: 
1) BASEGRTH 
2) GRTHCNG 
3) YEARSET 
4) GMATRIX 
5) RESET 
6) GO 
7) STOP 
inputs the base scenario sec-
tional and regional growth 
rates. 
inputs a new scenario in 
terms of variant sectional 
and regional growth rates. 
establishes base and final 
year values. 
inputs a matrix of interaction 
coefficients for production of 
social indicators and estab-
lishes relations between eco-
nomic indicators generated 
by the program and social 
indicators. 
changes the values of certain 
a priori program variables. 
executes the calculation for 
an input scenario. 
terminates program execu-
tion. 
Variable naming coDvendons 
In general, variables were named, if possible, 
according to some simple conventions in order to 
facilitate debugging and documentation of the 
program. Since there are 24 indicators, or sectors, 
in five regions, two sets of matrices and vectors 
arise. those (120xl) and those (24,S). When a 
vector or economic variable is organized as 120xl 
generally it has a simple numonic name; i.e., 
TOTAL JOBS = TJ(1lO). If it is organized by 
sectors and regions then TJRS(24,S), when 
summed over sectors TJR(S) and summed over 
both regions and sectors gives TIT. Many variables 
are also time dimensional according to the five-year 
period. i.e., TIRS(IYRP,I,J). 
Usually, the index J refers to regions, the 
index I to sectors and the index IYRP to a given 
time frame. 
The prefix S on many variables names usually' 
means that the value is the scalar total of the 
vectored variable. 
Variable 
Name Dimension 
Q l20xl 
FD 120xl 
TD 120xl 
TJ 120xt 
NJ 120xl 
TINe 120xl 
YINC Sxt 
TPOP Sxl 
I~ Sx1 
PROPDEN Sxl 
TWORK Sxl 
U Sxl 
UR Sxl 
ZMCI Sxl 
ZREA Sxl 
TPOPI Sxl 
UCRS 24xS 
Description 
Input Output Tables 
Total Demand Vector 
Total Demand Vector 
Total Jobs Vector 
New Jobs Vector 
Total Income Vector 
Yearly Per Worker Income 
Total Population Vector 
Immigrant Vector 
Population Density Vector 
Total Number of Workers 
Number of Unemployed 
Unemployment Rate 
Mean Per Capita Income 
Regional Areas 
Initial Regional Populations 
Wage Coefficients 
WGFD 
GMTRX 
LB 
2SxS Wage Final Demand 
ICNV 
VCNV 
GSCNTH 
BSG 
ISG 
IRG 
SSG 
RGSG 
l50x6 Social Indicator Matrix 
lSOxlO Social Indicator Parametric 
Vector 
lSOx2 Interaction Connector Ma-
trix 
lSOx2 Interaction Slope Intercept 
Matrix 
7Sxl Internal Variable Connec-
tor Matrix 
24x6 Base Sector Growth Rate 
Matrix 
24xl Sector Growth Rate Re-
placement Matrix 
Sd Regional Growth Rate Re-
placement Matrix 
24x6 Sector Growth Change Ma-
trix 
24xS Growth Rate Matrix 
The flow chart for the model appears in Section 1 
in Appendix C. 
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Dert ... tIoII of Soda) Ind&caton 
The particular rationale for calculating 
specific values for each of the 128 $ocial indicators 
needed ($ee Appendix A for a numerically coded 
li$t of goals. subgoals and social indicators) is 
contained in Appendix C. Section 2. Some of this 
number are duplicates: i.e., the same social 
indicator appears under two subgoals. e.g., Miles 
of Above Ground Transmission Lines per Section 
in Mountain Dominated Landscapes bears ind ex 
numbers 632(1) and 7222(1) under the Aesthetic 
and Recreational Opportunity goals respectively, 
Allowing for duplications, the number of separate 
indicators computed is 90. Arguments supporting 
the computation procedure are given for each 
indicator. 
Development of good methods for social 
indicator projections is a central and important 
ma tter in the application of the Techcom 
methodology and this would appear to be true for 
any other rational comprehensive social planning . 
Each indicator is essentially a special case and both 
ingenuity and persistence is required to ferret out 
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the best practical approach. Some additional 
comment needs to be made about the social 
indicator list itself. In a sense, this is the heart of 
the matter for scientific application of social 
planning and much work needs to be done on this 
problem. Nexl to relevance [0 societal goal 
perception a defensible rationale for projection is 
probably of the most important characteristic of an 
indicator and basic lists will undoubtedly be revised 
in order to give preference to those indicators 
having the best scientific projection rationales. 
ValUN of Social Indlcaton 
Based on intermediate indicators computed 
for each of the S-year intervals ending in 1972. 
1977. 1982, and 1981, and other information, 
projected values of each social indicator for the end 
of each time period for each of the five action 
scenarios are tabulated in Section 3 of Appendix C, 
" Tables of Projected Social lndicator Values." 
This required the estimation or SxS:cI28 = 3200 
numerical values includi ng those for the beginning 
year, 1967. 
CHAPTER 8 
IMPLEMENTATION OF A SYSTEM FOR 
QUANTIFIED PLANNING INQUIRY 
by 
'Theodore G. Ree6 and Nonnlll1 F. Hamptou 
In Chapler 4 the need for a system for 
quantifred planning inquiry (SQPI) or a resources 
management information system was discussed. Its 
relation to other information systems and the 
criteria for design of the present implementation 
were also discussed . Not all those criteria are met 
within the present implementation , but through 
further programming. some of the commands 
could be made morc powerful than they now are. 
This chapter is organized into a discussion of 
system capabilities in terms of commands and data 
storage, and an outline of the systems structure: A 
detailed presentation of the software used; and an 
Klentification of the hardware required appears in 
Appendix O. 
The user sees three facets of the system: The 
command vocabulary; the sequence of interaction: 
and the number of alternatives about which 
information is stored. 
The command vocabulary for the system 
includes the following seven commands: 
(l) "DlSAG n" - disaggregates goal (or 
subgoa\) number " n" and presents that 
goal's component subgoals together with 
its superior goals (if any) as output. Also 
presented ate the user's selected prefer-
ence weights (for a designated constitu-
ency as described in Chapter 5) for a des-
ignated constituency for all relative goals 
and the computed impact, displayed as a 
normalized value. orthe proposed altern-
ative action (selected by the user) on those 
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goa ls. The goal r.umber designator (n) 
requires a one character numerical input. 
(2) "SILlST n" - gives a listing of all social 
indicators related to social goal (subgoa)) 
number n. This listing includes both the 
social indicator labels and the associated 
values for the proposal under considera-
tion. 
(3) " BACK mOl - allows the user to reverse 
his progress through the Techcom tree 
and review previous displays. The param-
eter m designates the number of echelons 
the user wishes to move backwards (i.e. 
in the direction toward primary goals) 
through the tree. A value of one is pro-
vided as a default option if no number is 
designated for m. 
(4) "'TEACH" - displays all the commands 
and formats to which the system will re-
spond. 
(5) "NWT n, .www" - replaces the prefer-
ence weight displayed for sugboaJ n with 
a new entry (.www) and recomputes all 
goal impacts . 
(6) "REST ART" - allows the user to return 
to the beginning of the analysis in order 
to evaluate a new proposal (social indica-
tor set). 
(7) "STOP" - terminates interaction with 
the Techcom system. 
The implementation was originally designed to 
include an eighth command, the "improve" 
command. This feature would be implemented , in 
fulure work. in the following fashion: 
" IMPR nlo nz, nJ' - finds a proposal 
which shows dominance over the 
proposal currently being considered rela-
tive to goals or subgoaJs nl' n2. and n l · 
This command would allow the user to compose 
alternative proposals with respect to a set of 
sub goals or goals of interest to him in more direct 
fashion than he is able to in the current 
implementation. 
Future lmprovetDeau 
A future implementation could also: 
(I) Increase the power of the "DISAG n" 
command for use with social indicators 
and backup matrices as well as with goals 
and sub goals: 
(2) Include a "MAP" command to permit 
the graphic display of geographical loca · 
tions of alternative proposals where pos. 
sible; 
(3) Provide for a textual description of altern-
ative proposals: 
(4) Make provision for display of indices 
across space or time in a graphic mode. 
Sequence of iDteracdolUl 
The sequence of interaction with the computer 
under the current implementation is as follows. 
After com munication with the data base is 
established, the system visually presents the 
question, "What is the problem area code?" to 
which the user responds with a five character 
numerical code, "xxxxx"· This input designates 
the general subject under study such as, for 
example, the Rio Grande Basin. The system next 
asks the question, "Do you wish to supply proposal 
code?" If the user response is ··No" the system 
supplies the first code which is in its sequenced 
proposal files. Otherwise the system asks, "What is 
proposa l code?" to which the user responds with a 
two character numerical code "n." This code 
stipulates the specifIC proposal or action plan 
which has been suggested as a solution to the 
problem identified above and which the user wishes 
to evaluate. 
The system then presents the question, 
"Which of the following weight sets is desired for 
Ihis analysis?" and provides a list of coded weight 
sets whkh renee! the preferences of various interest 
eroups. The user identifies the desired sel by 
inputting a two character code "xx." This input 
selects the set of weights which will be used to trade 
off the attainment of objectives against each other. 
With the information provided up to this 
point. the system retrieves the required data files 
and computes the impact of the selected proposal 
on ea~'h of the social goals in the Techcom goal 
hierarchy. It then displays a proposal identifier and 
a list of the major social goals as defined by the 
Techcom taxonomy. Next. a request for a 
command is made by the system and the user 
responds with one of the commands previously 
described . With these commands he can see either 
component subgoals of one of the goals currently 
displayed together with the preference weights and 
computed impacts of those component goals or he 
ca n see the list of technical parameters (social 
indicators) used to compute the impact on one of 
the goals displayed. He can also change individual 
preference weight parameters causing recomputa-
tion of impacts. retrieve from the proposal file the 
best solution relative to some social goal or. once 
the Techcom goal hierarchy has been dissected, 
return to a previous display . 
The interaction between the user and the 
Techcom system is diagt"ammed in Figure 30. 
System Structare 
This section deals with the structure of the 
program elements and data files as implemented. 
The titst portion of the system consists of a set of 
computer programs which create data files needed 
by the interactive portion of (he system. This 
building procedure is depicted graphically in 
Figure 31. The files constructed are character 
coded and contained on magnetic disc so that they 
are randomly accessible and displayable at a 
remote terminal. After each file is constructed and 
put in residence on magnetic disc, it is cataloged so 
that it can be accessed subsequently by the retrieval 
programs. Each of the required files is discussed in 
a following section of this chapter. 
The interactive components of the system 
must also be stored and cataloged as a part of the 
inilial function set . Accessing the interactive 
operating commands can then be accomplished by 
addressing that package by name. 
The interactive segment of the system consists 
of a set of retrieval. computational. and display 
subroutines. The infonnation manipulated by 
these subroutines is of two types, exogenously 
stored and endogenously generated. The design 
approach taken was to bring large blocks of data 
into core storage from mass storage as requested by 
the user and then compute the entire set of 
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Social indica-
tor parameters SCLDL 
STRAWS 
dependent variables. Individual data elements are 
then retrieved selectively from these data sets. This 
approach was selected as opposed to the retrieval 
from mass storage and computation of individual 
data elements on a demand basis. The intent of the 
chosen approach was to reduce (otal system 
response time. 
The operation of the interactive Techcom 
system is presented in Figure 32. Figure 32 shows 
that initiation of the system results in the program 
STRA WS being retrieved from magnetic disc and 
brought into core. The stored data files are also 
made available for access by the user. The 
preference weight set and social indicator set 
selected by the user is operated on by STRAWS to 
develop the social goal impact file. The user at a 
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remote terminal can then obtain designated 
information elements via the program STRAWS. 
The foll owing paragraphs present the 
specifications for the data files used by the 
Techcom system. Each speciflCation includes a 
brief description of the way in whkh the file is used 
and the file·s input and output formats. In general 
the file record formats are the same as the input 
formals. Table 15 presents the tape number and 
system files names which must be referenced for 
the retrieval of data files from mass storage. Table 
16 presents the current contents of the social 
indicator data file listed by problem area and 
proposal codes. The trivial data sets have been 
included in the file for use in system validation 
exercises. 
~ 
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Tape # 
Tape J 
Tape 2 
Tape 3 
Tape 4 
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System Name 
INPlIT 
OUTPUT 
STRGlBR 
STRSLR 
STRSGIM 
STRPWF 
STRSIN 
STRSCL 
Table 16. Carnat 8OCialladicator data bMe. 
Problem 
Area 
Code 
11111 
22222 
33333 
99999 
99999 
55555 
55555 
55555 
55555 
55555 
Proposal 
Code 
01 
01 
01 
01 
02 
01 
02 
03 
04 
OS 
trivial data (all • 1.000) 
trivial data (all = 2.000) 
trivial data (all'" 3.000) 
DeSCription 
(Card Reader Qr Terminal Input) 
(printer or Terminal Output) 
(Goal Label Random File) 
(Indicator Label Random File) 
(Goal Master Index File) 
(preference Weight File) 
(Indicatur Master In dl-x File ) 
( Indicator Parameter Random File) 
Contents 
trivial data except for Economic Opportunity which con-
tains feasible data reflectingpoor proposal 
trivial data except for ECOflOmiC Opportunity which con-
tains feasible data reflectin g good proposal 
Rio Grande Default plan 
Rio Grande Recreation plan 
Rio Grande Industrial Development plm 
Rio Grande Undevelopmenl plan 
Rio Grande Cotton Phaseoul plan 
lUi 
DnmpU. of PlIeI 
SecloI,oaIlabelllle (STRGLBR) 
Purpose. This file provides the alpha labels for 
each of the nine primary social goals and for all of 
their respective subgoa!s. STRGLBR is not con· 
structed sequentially and therefore uses a name 
index system in such a way that the index specifies 
uniquely the location of each goal in the Techcom 
goal hierarchy. The file is structured so that when a 
subgoal index is provided via input from the user 
the record corresponding to that index is retrieved 
and displayed ; with the display containing the 
subgoal indexed. aU of its "su~rior" rocial goals 
and its lmmed.I.k " inferior" goals (disaggrega-
tions). 
Input Format. 
First card 
columns 1· 10 
columns " ·50 
Record Key (rightjustifiedl 
Goal label rlek) which in-
cludes any assigned numer-
ical indexes . Each succeed· 
ing 40-character field is the 
same without regard to or 
indication of continuation 
onto subsequent cards. The 
presence of the symbol (.I) 
in the fortieth column of a 
label field indicates that the, 
label will be continued into 
the next forty column field. 
The end of the record is 
indicated by a right paren-
thesis . labels are input so 
that they are indented as 
desired on the output dis· 
play. 
Output format. The goallabels are output in 
the first 40 columns of the display with each label 
field occupying one row unless a continuation onto 
a succeeding 40 column row(s) is required. 
Social indicator IabeJ file (STRSLR) 
Parpo.e. This file provides the alpha labels for 
each of the social indicators required by the 
Techcom system. STRSLR is not sequential and 
lherefore uses a name index system where the index 
designates uniquely the relationship of each social 
indicator to the rest of the Techcom hierarchy. 
STRSLR also contains data fields which specify the 
units that each social indicator is expressed in. 
which indicate the availability of support data. and 
which stipulate the multiplicative and exponential 
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coefficients which are used in the connective 
algorithms. 
Input format. 
Fi11lt card 
columns 1-7 Record Key (left justified) 
columns 11 -45 First label field 
columns 46-80 Second label flCld 
column 80 ·indicates eltistence of 
label continuation card 
Continuation card 
same as first card 
Second card 
columns 1-7 Record Key (same as first 
card) 
columns 11-20 Units (left justified. i.e .• 
tons, S/capita) 
column 20 ·indicates availability of 
supporting data 
columns 21-25 Connective algorithm 
multiplicative coefficient 
(floating point) 
columns 26-30 Connective algorithm ex-
ponential coefficient 
(floating point) 
column 31 Continuation indicator. 
Third card (con· 
lains x coordin-
ates of connec-
tive table) 
Nonblank entry specifies 
existence of cards to fol-
low which contain con-
nective algorithm table 
entries. 
columns 1-7 Record Key (same as first 
card) 
column IJ Contains the entry " x" 
columns 21-26 (and each 6 character 
field for the following 8 
fields) x coordinates en-
tries (floating point) 
Fourth card (con-
tains y coordin· 
ates of connec-
tive table) 
columns 1-7 Record Key <same as fim: 
can!) 
column 11 Contains the entry "y" 
columns 21·26 (and each 6 character 
field for the following 8 
fields) y coordinate en-
tries (floating point) 
Output format_ All records having keys with 
initial characters as specified by the control 
program are retrieved, numbered, and displayed in 
order. The assigned number appears in the first 
two columns and the label begins in the fourth 
column. All subsequent label continuations appear 
on the following line and are indented one column 
relative to the first line of the label. The units label 
appears 22 columns to the right of the last line of 
the social indicator label field and is left justified. 
As asterisk appearing in the last column ofthe units 
field will indicate that support data are available. 
Preference weigbt file (STRPWF) 
Purp0le. The Preference weight file 
(STRPWF) contains data elements which are used 
by computational subroutines to aggregate 
planning information, that is, they represent the 
relative impact which any social subgoal has on its 
immediately superior social goal. Alternative 
preference weight data sets are provided by the 
system, each one representative of some designated 
interest group. The preference weights are 
displayed with their associated social goal labels to 
enable the user to modify them. 
Data specfficadoDS. 
Range of weight values 0 .. 999 
Significant digits 3 
Input format. 
First card 
column 1 
columns 2-3 
Second card 
columns 1-3 
asterisk 
numerical cluster group code 
(i.e., interest group) 
and all succeeding cards (for 
same cluster group) in se-
quence 
preference weight (no decimal 
point) 
Output format. Preference weights are 
displayed in a field occupying the fifth through 
eighth characters to the right of their 
correspondent social-goal label fields and are 
preceded by a decimal point. The weights will be 
output adjacent only to the lowest level social goals 
in a given display and therefore the weights seen in 
any display will also sum to one (1.000). 
Social goallnde:l muter 
me (SGIMF) 
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Purpose. This file consists of a sequential list 
of social goal indexes. Related parameters in other 
files are so identified. This file also includes 
indicators which identify those social goal indexes 
which are representative of lowest order social 
goals, and which specify the type of relationship 
which exists between that lowest-order social goal 
and its subordinate social indicators upon which it 
is dependent, and indicators which specify the 
number of social idicators involved. Information 
contained in this file is not displayed at the user's 
terminal. 
Card Input format. Each social goal will be 
represented by a single card. 
columns 1-7 
columns 8-9 
columns 10·11 
Social Goal Index (left 
justified) 
A non-zero value in this field 
indicates that the index is 
for a lowest order social 
goal. in which case the value 
stipulates the correct con· 
nective algorithm to be 
used. 
The number of social indi-
cators upon which this so-
cial goal is dependent. 
Soclallodicator Index master 
m. (SIIMF) 
Purpose. This file consists of a sequential list 
of social indicator indexes. Information contained 
in this file is not displayed at the user's terminal. 
Input format. This file is constructed by the 
build program SGIBL from the card inputs used to 
construct the social goal index master file 
(SGIMF). 
SocIal Indicator file (STRSCL) 
PurpoR. This file contains the technical 
parameters representative of a specific action 
proposal. These parameters are used as inputs to 
the computations which determine the impact of 
the proposal being studied on the various social 
goals and subgoals. STRSCL is index sequential in 
the order specified by the social indicator index 
master file (SlIM F). 
Card In.pat format. 
First card 
columns 1·6 
Specified required 
Indicator Matrix 
Problem area code 
Social 
columns 7·8 Proposal code 
columns I J. 72 Alpha·numeric descriptor 
Second card and 
each card there· 
after. One card 
for each Social 
Indicator 
columns 1·10 Social Indicator (floating 
point) 
o.tp.t fotlllat. All indicators having indexes 
with initial characters as specified by the control 
program will be retrieved and displayed. The 
indicator will appear in a field which begins t I 
characters to the right of the last line of its 
corresponding label and which extends for 10 
characters. 
As stated previously the computerized 
Techcom system consists of two primary modules, 
the system building module and the interactive 
module. The building module is made up ofa set of 
computer programs and subroutines which have 
been given the names GLBLD, GLDBUF, SLIP. 
SLDBUF. KlEAN, SGlMFBL. PWFBL, and 
SeLBL. A description of each of the variables used 
in the build programs and subroutines is supplied 
in Table 17. 
The program GLBLD reads punch cards in 
the goal label file input fonnat. The program then 
edits for missing and out·of-sequence cards, checks 
for rttord continuation indicators, and determines 
the record key index. Validated card images are 
transferred to subroutine GLDBUF, If any invalid 
input cards are discovered they are rejected and 
appropriate diagnostics are provided. 
The subroutine GLDBUF loads goal label 
records, one card image at a time, into a buffer in 
core. When either the buffer is full or a logical 
record is completed the buffer is written onto a disc 
file (STRGLABR) as a random record addressible 
by its assigned key. 
The program SLIP reads punch cards in the 
social indicator label file input fonnat , It then edits 
for missing and out-of·sequence cards and 
determines the correct record key index. VaJidated 
card images are transferred to subroutine 
SLDBUF. Invalid cards are rejected and 
appropriate diagnostics are provided. SLIP calls 
the subroutine KLEAN which initializes Ihe social 
indicator label file buffer 10 binary zeros prior to 
data being loaded into the buffer. 
Subroutine SLDBUF loads social indicator 
label records. one card image at a time. into a 
buffer in core storage. When a logical record is 
completed it is written onto a disc file (STRSLR) as 
a random record addressible by its assigned key. 
The program SGIMFBL reads punch cards in 
the social goal index master file fonnat . The first 
field (INKY) of each card is converted to a left 
justified . character coded, binary zero filled fonnat 
and is written onto the SGIMF disc file. The 
second field (ICA) and third field (NS!) are read 
into SGIMF in integer form at. Non·zero values in 
ICA cause entries to be made in the SIIMF file, the 
number of entries being equal to the value in NSL 
Programs PWFBL and SCLBL are designed to 
build the preference weight and social indicator 
data fil es respectively. Each reads a header card for 
each data set , reads the data elements in sequence, 
and then stores the array on magnetic disc for 
sequential access . Both programs can read and 
store an unlimited number of arrays during anyone 
operation . 
The subroutines of the interactive module (see 
Figure 33) are called STRAWS. GLSHW. 
NEWAG. CONTRL. SIUST. SLSHW.NEWGHT. 
and IMPACT (see Figures 34 through 41). A 
description of each of the variables used in the 
interactive subroutines is supplied in Table 18. 
Listings of the coding for each ofthcse subroutines 
is provided . 
The routine ST RAWS functions primarily in a 
housekeeping role, It initially determines the 
problem area code and proposal code and attaches 
the appropriate social indicator file . It also 
determines the desired weight set and subsequently 
attaches the appropriate weight set file. Finally 
STRAWS reads specified records from the goal 
label and social indicator label files , attaches 
specialized software (Le., 4010 TCS), analyzes 
input errors, and displays diagnostics. The 
interactive commands which it honors are DISAG, 
NWT , RESTART, BACK. TEACH. SllIST. and 
STOP and the subroutines which it calls are 
GLSHW. NEWAG. CONTRL. IMPACT. 
NEWGHT, and SILST. 
Subroutine GLSHW formats and displays goal 
label records retrieved in STRAWS. The 
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Table 17. Srstem buDd ,.arIab&e.. 
Variables used in the system build program SGIMFBl 
Input/Output Variable Names 
INKY Social goal in dex (7 charactefli, left justi-
fied) 
ICA Connective algori thm indicator which 
specifies the type of algorithm to be used 
to relate the social indicator set to the 
associated social goals ( :2 character integer) 
NSI Number of social indica tors upon which 
specified (by INKY) social goa) impact is 
dependent 
lntemal Variable Nlmes 
Work Variable used tu slOre intermediate results 
Areas 
KY 
KY2 
INSRT 
INSNO 
lourc 
while coovertin g data fw m intege r to dis-
play code or vice ve rsa 
Field into which INKY is placed and is 
converted to a left justified, character 
coded, binary 7,e ro-filled field 
Area in which th e soci al indicator index. 
entries 3rc ~ne rated as a function of KY 
and NSI 
Field by which KY is suffixed to crea1e 
KY2 
Fiel d use d for temporary storage ofNSI 
Counter used to de termine number of 
entries made int O the SGIMF file 
INCD Counter used to determine number of 
social goal index cards read 
KMASK Constructed by the program so thaI any 
non-zero bi ts on righ t side of KY2 can be 
cleared to zero 
K2 Equal to the number or binary zelos on 
the right side or KY2. This variable is 
used by SGIMBllo de te rmine ex tent of 
shifting operations re qui red o n KY2, 
Test Variable used to stoTe intermediate results 
Areas of shifting procedures and can be used to 
determine if shiftin g is complete 
KTST Variable used for storage of intennediate 
masked results during the shifting process 
Variables used in the system build program SLIP 
Input/ Output Variable Names 
lOX Index used by magne tic disc me opening 
routine to sequence the social indicator 
label fil e 
IBUF 
KY 
KCHK 
Area in which re cords or the sociaJ indi-
cator label file are built prior to being 
written on disc. Words 1-42 are labeled 
text, 43·60 are FXY values, 61 is CONM, 
62 is CONE, and 63 is units field 
Area into which the social indicator key 
is read from the fi rs t card of each vector 
Area into which the social indicator key 
is read from the " units" card of each 
KUN 
KCHKl 
IXY 
FXY 
vector. Data in KCHK must equal data in 
KY 
Area into which da ta rrom the "units" 
card is read 
Area into which th e key from the can· 
nective algorithm table is read. Data in 
KCHK must equal KY 
Input area indicating whether the sub-
sequent connective algorithm data con-
stitutes x or y coo rdi na tes 
Entries in the I:onnective algorithm table 
Intemal Variable Names 
Work Areas 
. KHOLD Area used for converting CONE and 
CONM from character code to floating 
point values 
KEY Area in which the social indicator label 
key is placed in le f t justified, character 
coded, binary zero ruled form 
KYSU Area in which the value of KY is saved 
during edit t:heddng 
IPRFX Contains the value one in display code 
w d is used to pre fix keys provided by 
social indicato r rue input cards in order 
to make these keys correspond to those 
in the social goal label file 
Logical Switches 
tUNIT Indicates (if equal to one) that the next 
card, during card reading process, must be 
a units card 
IEOF Indicates that end o f fUe condition has 
been leached on input file 
Variables used in (he system build program PWFBl 
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lnput/Output Variable Names 
INBF Three character area int o which all input 
data is read 
IPWT Buffer area can tailling preference weigh ts 
in in teger fonn 
lOX Index used by magne tic disc file opening 
routine tosequenee the prererence weight 
data file 
lntemal Variable Names 
Work Areas 
INlFW Integer used in transforming the pre-
ference weight from character code to 
integer fonn 
KYSV Area used to salle preference weight set 
number prior to writin g prererence weigh ts 
onto disc 
KEY Area in which the preference weight set 
number is saved in left justified, character 
coded, binary zero rtned fonn 
-,-. 
r_t1. Coadaaod. 
l.ogicaJ Swi tches 
IEOF In dicates (if equal ( 0 one) that end of file 
condition has been reached on input me 
Vni.bJes U5ed in the systlem build program SClBl 
Input/Output Variable Names 
lOX Index used by the magnetic disc file open-
in g routine to sequence the social indi-
cat or parameter fil e 
seliN Buffer area in which the social indicator 
values arc placed before being written on-
to disc 
KCODE Input alea which contains the social indi-
ca tor file code 
DESC Contains the description text for the soc-
ial indica tor files 
FLT Con tains the social indicator value in 
floating point format 
Table 18. Varlab_ .. d III the btteracthe '}'Item STRAWS. 
lnput Variable Names 
IPRB 
IYN 
IPROP 
IWT 
IRSP 
ICA 
NSI 
CM 
CE 
SI 
Problem area code (S integers) 
Response (yes or no) 10 question "Do 
you wish to supply proposal code'~" (3 
alpha ch aracters) 
Proposal code (2 intege rs) 
Preference weight se t code (2 integers) 
Contr ol codes (unedited) entered by user 
in response 10 "ENT ER COMMAND" 
Connective algorithm vdicator which spec-
ifies tJte type of algOri thm to be used to 
relate the social indica to r set t o the assoc-
iated social goals 
Number of Social Indicators which speci-
fied social goal impact is depe nden t upon 
Multiplicative coefficient use d in connec-
tive algorithm 
Exponential coefficient used in connec-
tive algorithm 
SociaJ Indi cator value 
Internal Variable Names 
Logical Switches-·slate va riables specifying program 
Ortinn ! 
Keyl Current index for Social Goal Label Re-
cord Key updated by DlSAG or BACK 
parameter. (I word. I ft justified charac-
tcreode with zero bindary Keyl) 
1R2 Control code parameter (I word. left 
justified ch aracter code with zero binary 
fiU) 
ISIL Initial (of 0 value lero on sta tus is ene, 
"ofr' status pennits SILST subroutine to 
open Social Indicator label fil e which is 
prevented by "on" stalus 
IRl Numerical code representing alphabetic 
con 1101 code 
IRI = 0 error con diti(Xl (invalid 
code entered) 
IRl = I control code BACK 
IRI '" 2 control code DISAG 
IR2 
KFNO 
Wo rk 
Areas 
ISIS 
OLDIS 
NWDIS 
Test 
"',,' 
KSHFT 
KTST 
lTST 
ICIIK 
KMSK 
IRI = 3-6 unused 
IRI = 7 con trol code SIUST 
IRI = 8 con trol code T EACH 
IRI :: 9 control code STOP 
Unused control code pa rameter reseIVed 
for future use (I word) 
If equal to a non-zero value program pro-
vides an error message indicating that vec-
tor SOUghl is nOI available in Ihe data 
b", 
Variabl.e used 10 store inteflnediate re-
sull5 while converting data from in teger 
to display code or vice versa 
Control code parameter in integer fonn 
as input (integer fo rm of IR2) 
Previous index for SocIal GoaJ Label re-
cord key (prior lO cu rrent updating by 
DiSAG or BACK commarid) in intege.r 
form 
Index for Social Goal Label record key 
(afte r updating by DISAG or BACK) in 
intege r form. NWDlS is a function o f 
lOIS and NWDIS 
Variable used to store intermediate re-
sults o( shiftin g procedures and can be 
used to determine if shifting is complete 
Variable used to store intennediate value 
of KEY I during shifting 
Variable use d for storage ofintermediate 
masked results during the shifting pro-
cess. KTST is the product o f masking 
KSHFT with a binary Uteral and is used 
to test fot completioo of shifting 
Used to isolate the conlrol code param-
eter from the command input 
Variable used to determine if ITST has 
been shifted to the right side of the word 
prior to conversi on to integer form 
Used in su broutine SlUT to de tennine 
required Social Indicator record key 
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Annouiule System Infonnation 
Read User Provided Data 
STRSCL "\ 
STRPWF Read Required Data Files 
STRSLR J / 
IMPACT 
'- ./ 
Read User Command 
/ 
CONTROL 
"-
Access Neoeswy Subroutines 
/ P",,,,nt Do"""ted Dlspl,y / 
,......34. PtopuoSTRAWS. 
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Set Key 10 348 
No 
....... 35. S __ GLSHW. 
134 
Count Number of 
Positions in Key 
Interpret Key 
Write Goal Label 
Find Correct Weights 
and Impacts 
Write Weights and Impacts 
/ '\ 
STRAWS 
"-
Convert JOrs fO Chancrer Code 
Shifl OlDlS 6 Bits Left 
SuffIX OlDiS with lOIS 
OLDIS • NWDIS 
Left Justify NWD1S 
KEY" NWDlS 
/ 
" I RETIJRN I \... 
11pn36. SabroadaeNEWAG. 
subroutine NEWAG produces r~ord keys needed 
by STRAWS for goal label record retrieval in 
response to the numerical disaggregation code 
entered by the user at the terminal. 
The subroutine CONTRL analyzes commands 
received by STRAWS, provides default options 
(Le .• for the command BACK), formats input 
parameters for use by NEWAG or SILST and 
provides program switching codes for STRAWS. 
The subroutine NEWGHT replaces a designated 
preference weight data element with. a new 
preference weight as desired by the uscr. 
NEWGHT al!lO modiftes the companion ""eights in 
the designated data sub-set so that they continue to 
be normalized (i.e., sum to one). 
SILST produces the record keys needed for 
accessing the social indicator label file and 
SUbsequently retrieves the requited record. The 
subrootine SLSHW. called by SILST. formats and 
displays the social indicator label records retrieved 
in SILST. 
The subroutine IMPACT computes the social 
goal satisfaction levels or impacts as a function of 
the selected social indkator and preference weight 
data arrays. IMPACT initially tests to determine 
the cOrTect connective algorithm to be used to 
compute the goal impacts, computes the lowest 
level impacts. and then fills out the remainder of 
the goal impact array by using the multiplicative 
function described in the Techcom concept 
discusston. 
All programs were wrinen in FORTRAN for 
balch compilation under SCOPE and use under 
KRONOS. FORTRAN is a language primarily 
intended for scientific problem solution. O<lt for the 
construction of management information systems. 
It was chosen for two reasons: it .... as familiar to the 
personnel on the project; and FORTRAN 
compilers are widely available for a great many 
different computers. The use of SCOPE was 
dictated by the choice of hardware, the CDC 6400. 
In initial work. the use of INTERCOM interactive: 
operatinl system at the University of Arizona was 
planned . Due to the change to a commercially 
available time sharing system, the CDC 
CYBERNET system. a changeover to the 
KRONOS interactive operating system was made. 
This change was dictated. in part, by the 
capabilities of INTERCOM as implemented on a 
computer with simultaneous heavy batch use. 
Listings of all FORTRAN programs are 
contained in Appendix O. 
J3S 
2 Left Characte r~ 
of I RSaITST 
I 10 1 2 71h Chatacrer 
" YES of IRS=ITST 
10 1 6th Chu!cter YES of IRS" ITST 
ITST=1 
'" 
7 8th Charac ter 
of lRS=ITST 
TEACH 
YES IR' 0 Righi Junify ITST 
STOP Convtrt lTST to 10 1 9 YES Inltj;e r 
YES IR I a 6 ITSY- IR2 
T 
YES '0' 3 Convert NEWPWT 
and n 10 Integers 
ErrOl Message 
n- IR2 
NEWPWT-IR3 
F1,.... 37. S. __ CONTRL. 
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YES 
Open SI Label File 
Set KTST=ITST-KFND-O 
and KMASK=77'S 
Right Justi £y Key 
Shift Key One Character Left 
Convert Command Parameter 
to Otaracter Code 
Insert Command Parameter 
into Right of Key 
Left Justify Key 
FIpn 38. SabroatlDe SWST. 
Find AI Corresponding 
SI Records 
, 
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NO 
Write Erro, Message 
~ 
(SILlST) 
Read 51 Label 
Designated by Key 
J I 
ISW=O 
K=K+J 
12=1+2 
Shift 
Required 
, 
NO 
Write Label 
Find Pointer for 
Social Indicator Value 
Retrieve 51 VaJue 
Write SI VaJue 
SI 
Shift label Half Word 
I 
Output ~-<N~OC-________________________ -l 
Complete .JO 
YES 
fIouo39. S ...... _SLSHW. 
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" 
, 
.'. , 
Read Data and Initialize Arrays 
Detennine 
Connectin 
Algorithm 
? 
Find Relevant Social lndicators 
Operate Connective AJgorithm 
Compute Remaining Goal Impacts 
fIcure 40. Sabroadlle lMPACf. 
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STRAWS 
Compute PWT Difference 
Replace Old PWT with New 
Modify Companion Weights 
IMPACT -Ruom putes 
Goal 
Impacts 
f'Igaft 41. Sabroattae NEWGBT. 
The system was implemented initially on the 
CDC 6400 at the University of Arizona. Later the 
CDC 6400 which is a part of the CYBERNET 
system was used. A Tektronix 4010-1 cathode ray 
tube tenninal was used for most development and 
demonstration work. Teletypes of various 
descriptions were used upon occasion. The choice 
of the CDC 6400 was dictated by the initial desire 
to do the work on the campus of the University of 
Arizona. Had the DEC 10 been installed at the 
time the work was initiated, it would have been 
used. As the routines were developed, program and 
data files began to exceed disc storage available at 
the university. This was one of the reasons that the 
system execution hardware was revised. The other 
reason was the perfonnance of the INTERCOM 
system was not satisfactory. 
In principle, almost any central processor with 
a multi-programming operating system, a 
FORTRAN compiler, sufficient disc storage 
(80,{)(X) words), and capable of communicating in 
ASCII, could be used. However, the masking state-
ments in the FORTRAN routines are word-length 
dependent. They would have to be changed if acen-
tral computer with other than 6O-bit words were 
140 
used. Any tenninal capable of communicating in 
ASCII could be used. Desirable future implementa-
tions imply the use of graphics. This would narrow 
the number of kinds of terminals which could be 
used to a much smaller set. The Tektronix 4010-1 
is a member of that set. 
DemoastradoDl 
Several developmental and educational 
demonstrations of the use of the system were 
conducted at the University of Arizona_ Two major 
demonstrations were conducted. The first of these 
was made to the Technical Committee on August 
10 and 11, 1973, at the Desert Research Institute in 
Reno, Nevada. The second was to a group of 
federal and state water resources planning 
executives in Tucson on September 28 and 29, 
1973. The last demonstration was supported by the 
Water Resources Institute of the Corps of 
Engineers. 3I Resulting documentation and com-
ments are contained in a separate report of the 
Technical Committee (1973b). A list of 
participants is included in Appendix I. 
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APPENDIX A 
Goals, Subgoals and Social Indicators 
For the Rio Grande Demonstration 
COLLECTIVE SECURITY 
1. 
11. 
111. 
112. 
113. 
114. 
115. 
116. 
116(1),1 
117. 
117(1). 
12. 
121. 
Collective Security 
Internal Security 
Revolutionary Activities 
Mob Violence 
Subversive Activities 
Individual or Isolated Acts of Violence 
Community Cohesiveness 
Requirements for Communications 
Systems 
Government Water Resource Invest~ 
ments 
A vailahility of Internal Transportation 
Systems 
Miles of Navigable Waterway 
External Security 
Responsive, Flexibile. and Varid Defen-
sive Capabilities 
1211. Role of Water Resourees in Defense 
1211(1). Quantity of Secure Fresh Water Supplie!!l 
1211(3) Percent of Power for Hydroelectric 
1211(4) Availability of Fresh Water Supplies 
NOTE: Subgoals aDd 80Ciai indicaton 11 through 123 1Ii'e~ DOt 
u~ in the Rio Grande demonstration. 
lIndex Dumbe" trith last d~t in parenthesetl denote social 
indiut.on; othen denote suhgoals or go&I.s. 
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122. 
122(1). 
122(2). 
123. 
13. 
131. 
131(1). 
131(2). 
131(3). 
131.4 
131(5). 
131(6). 
131(7). 
132. 
132(1). 
132(2). 
132(3). 
133. 
Alliances and International Agreements 
Agreements Broken or Terminated Be· 
cause of Water Policy or Action 
Water Not Available for International 
Agreements Because of Water Pollicy or 
Action 
Intelligence Activities 
Health Security 
Sources of Health Hazards 
Percent Sanitary Sewage Disposal (% of 
area urban not rural) 
Percent Solid Waste Disposal Coverage 
(% of areal, urban not rural) 
Bacteriological Content of Untreated 
Water Supplies (coliforms per mI.) 
Area Acting as Breeding Grounds for 
Vector-Borne Diseases (percent of total 
,,,,,,I 
Number of Patients Contracting Diseases 
from Water Sources (number per 100,000 
per year) 
Number of Deaths Due to Floods (number 
per 100,000 per year 
Number of Deaths from Water Accidents 
(number per 100,000 per year) 
Supply of Treatment 
Doctors per 1000 
Hospital Beds per 1000 
Average Response Time to Medical, 
Emergencies (in minutes) 
Prevention 
! 
I 
1 
I 
I 
! 
i 
I 
134. Public Ed~ation 
135. Equality 
ECONOMICOPPORTUNrrY 
•• 
Economic Opportunity 
41. Present Living Standard 
411. Income Level 
411(1). Median per Capita Income 
412. Consumption of Good! and Services 
4121 Prices of Good! and Services 
4121(1). 
4121(2). 
4122. 
4122(1) 
4122(2). 
4123. 
4123(1), 
4123(2). 
4123(3). 
413. 
413(1). 
413(2) . 
413(3). 
413(4). 
Percent Change in Cost of Living Index 
Percent Change in Consumer Price Index 
Quality of Goods and Services 
Repair CosLs per Capita as a Percent of 
Purchase Price 
Cars Recalled Annually as Percent of 
Total Cars Produced 
Selection of Goods and Services 
Pe~ent Change in the Number of New 
Patents Issued 
Retail Employeet per Capita 
Retail per Capita Sales Receipts 
Leisure Time 
Average Weekly Working Hours of Pro-
duction Workers 
Per Capita Receipts of Amusement and 
Recreation 8ervtee Establishments 
Attendance of State Parks per Capita 
Per Capita Sale, of Hunting and Fishing 
Licenses 
414 . Stability 
414(1). 
414{2). 
Growth Rate o f per Capita Income 
(percent) 
Rate of Inflation (Nationwide) 
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414(3). 
414(4). 
42. 
421. 
421(1) . 
42l(21. 
421131. 
421141. 
421(51 . 
42}(6). 
'22. 
422(1). 
422121. 
423. 
423(1). 
423(2). 
43. 
43{1) . 
43(2). 
Unemployment (percent) 
Business Failures as a Pertenl of the 
Total Number of Businesses 
Future Living Standard 
Employment Potential 
Employment Growth Rate (percent) 
Unemployment Rate (percent) 
Inferred Net Migration as a Percent of 
Total Population 
Median Education Level (years) 
Median Education Level for Ethnic 
Groups 
Median Income Growth Rate 
Savings and Investment Potential 
Economic Growth Rate (percent) 
Population Growth Rate (percent) 
Retirement Potential 
Social Insurance Contributions per Capita 
Private Retirement Contributions per 
Capita 
Equality of Eoonomie Opportunity 
Gini Coefficient for Income Distribution 
by Income Group 
Gini Coefficient for Ethnic Groups 
43(3). Median Education for Ethnic Groups 
4314). 
43151. 
Employment Rate of EthDK: Groups 
Ratio of Female Unemployment Rate to 
Male Unemployment Rate 
AESTHETIC OPPORTUNITY 
6. Aesthetic Opportunity 
61. Air Aesthetics 
611. Odor (Elimination 00 
611(1). 
611(2). 
612. 
612(1). 
613. 
613(1). 
613(2). 
613(3). 
613(4). 
62. 
621. 
621(1). 
621(2). 
Concentration of S02 
Concentration of Hydrocarbons from Sew· 
age Chemieals (ppm) 
Visibility 
Miles of Visibility 
Irritants 
Concentration of S02 (ppm) 
Concentration of Nitrogen Oxides (ppm) 
Concentrations of Ozone (03) and PAN 
(ppm) 
Particulates (ppm) 
Water Aesthetics 
Clarity 
Suspended Silt Load (ppm) 
Biochemical Oxygen Demand (ppm) 
622. Floaters 
622(1). Percentage of Total Sewage Effluent 
which is Untreated 
623. Odors (Elimination of) 
623(1). 
623(2). 
63. 
631. 
631(1). 
631(2). 
631(3). 
631(4). 
631(5). 
631(6). 
632. 
632(1). 
Biochemical Oxygen Demand (ppm) 
Phenols (ppm) 
Landscape Aesthetics 
Urban Dominated 
Acres of Parks per Capita 
Percent of Area Covered by Below-
Ground Transmission Lines 
Percent Industrial Area 
Percent High Density Residential Area 
Percent of Area with Medium Density 
Residential Development 
Percent Freeway Area 
Mountain Dominated 
Miles of Above-Ground Transmission 
Lines per Sedion 
632(2). 
633. 
633(1). 
633(2). 
634. 
634(1). 
634{2). 
634(3). 
635. 
635(1). 
635(2). 
635(3). 
Visitor Day Use per Acre 
Desert Dominated 
Miles Above·Ground Transmission Lines 
per Section 
Visitor Day Use per Acre 
Agriculture Dominated 
Percentage Time Land Fallow 
Miles Above-Ground Transmission Lines 
per Section 
Visitor Day Use per Acre 
Forest Dominated 
Method of Harvest (percent clear cut) 
Miles Above-Ground Transmission Lines 
per Section 
Visitor Day Use per Acre 
636. Water Dominated 
636(1). 
636(2). 
636(3). 
636(4). 
636(5). 
64. 
641. 
641(1). 
641(2). 
642. 
642(1). 
643. 
643(1). 
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Percent of Area of Bosque Developed 
(industrial or residential) 
Percent of Area Covered by Water 
Average Flow (millions of acre feet per 
year) 
Miles Above-Ground Transmission Lines 
per Section 
Visitor Day Use per Acre 
Biota Aesthetics 
Population 
Biomass (tons per acre) 
Population (number of animals per acre) 
Location 
Percentage of Area Where Species are 
Located 
Variety 
Number of Species (percent of species in 
natural ecosystem of the area) 
65. Sound Aesthetics 7U3. Use Cost 
651. Intermittent Sound 7113(1). Average User Da)' Fee 
651111. Maximum dB Level 712. Ability to Ret::~ate 
651(2). Average dB Level 7121. Leisure Time 
652. Background Sound 712111 ). Average Work Week in Hours 
652(ll. Average Natural dB Level 7121(2l. Percent Leisure Time Spent on Outdoor 
Recreation 
66. Equality of Aesthetic Opportunity 
7122. I~ ... 
66(1). Gini Coeffident oflneome Distribution 
7122(1). Personal Disposable Income 
68(2). Distribution of Neighborhood Parks per 
7122(2}. Income Distribution (gini coefficient) Capita by Income (gini coefficient) 
7122(3}. Gross Regional Product (per capita) 
7122(4). Percent of Income Spent on Recreational 
RECREATION OPPORTUNITY Activities 
7122(51. Sales of Rec:reational Equipment (po' 
7. R~reatioD Opportunity capita) 
71. U" 72. Quality 
711- Supply of Fat:ilitiea 721. Activity Specific Quality 
7111. Access 721L Camping 
7111(1). Average Travel Distance per User Day 7211(1) . Camping Quality Level 
7112. Capacity of Reereationa.l Activities 7212. Flshing 
71121. Camping 7212(1). Fishing Quality Level 
71121(11. User Day Capacity for Camping 7213. Hunting 
71122. Fishing 7213(1). Hunting Quality Level 
71122(1). User Day Capacity for Fishing 7214. Swimming 
71123. Hunting 7214(1). Swimming Quality Level 
71123(1). User Day Cap&city for Hunting 7215. Boating 
71124 . Swimming 7215(1). Boating Quality Level 
71124(1). User Day Capacity for Swimming 7216. Picnicking 
71125. Boating 7216t11. Picnicking Quality Level 
71125(1). User Day Capacity for Boating 722. Scenic Aesthetics 
71126. Picnicking 7221 . Urban Dominated 
71126(1). User Day Capacity for PicniclUng 7221(1). Acres of Parks per Capita 
ISO 
7221(2). 
7221(3). 
7221(4). 
7221(5). 
7222. 
7222(1). 
7222(2). 
7223. 
7223(1). 
7223(2). 
Percent of Area Covered by Below-
Ground Transmission Lines 
Percent Industrial Area 
Percent High Density Residential Area 
Percent Freeway Area 
Mountain Dominated 
Miles of Above. Ground Transmission 
Lines per Section 
Visitor Day Use per Acre 
Desert Dominated 
Miles Above-Ground Transmission Lines 
per Section 
Visitor Day Use per Capita 
7224. Agriculture Dominated 
7224(1). 
7224(2). 
7224(3) 
7225. 
7225(1). 
Percentage Time Land Fallow 
Miles Above-Ground Transmission Lines 
per Section 
Visitor Day Use per Acre 
Forest Dominated 
Method of Harvest (percent clear cut) 
7225(3). Visitor Day Use per Acre 
7226. Water Dominated 
7226(1). 
7226(2). 
7226(3). 
7226(4). 
7226(5). 
73. 
73(1). 
73(2). 
74. 
74(1). 
74(2). 
Percent of Area of Bosque Developed 
(industrial or residential) 
Percent of Area Covered by Water 
Average Flow (millions of acre feet per 
year) 
Miles Above-Ground Transmission Lines 
per Section 
Visitor Day Use per Acre 
Variety 
Number of Categories of Recreational 
Activities 
Number of Recreational Activities 
Equality 
Income Distribution of Recreation Area 
Users 
Racial Distribution of Recreation Area 
Users 
7225(2). Miles Above-Ground Transmisstion Lines 74(3). Number of Diverse Groups that Recrea-
tion Facilities Have Been Provided For per section 
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APPENDIXB 
Annex to Chapter 5 
Identification, Weights, and Measurement 
of Social Goals 
Cover Letter and Questionnaire 
Dear New Mexico Resident, 
A few days ago you received a letter from me asking for your help. Our research team at the University of 
Arizona is studying methods which can be used to consider the opinion of the public when new water resource 
projects are planned in the Southwest. 
Your name was selected from a lilll of cit;.uM. and if you help us by filling out our questionnain. we can 
complete our study. Hopefully a similar public opinion method will someday be used to provide information for 
polky makers. 
Our questionnaire contains four parts, each dealing with improvements in major aspects or your community. 
Please read the instructions carefully and mark each question as you would prefer changes in your wmmuruty . 
After completing the questionnaire, please return it to us in the enclosed self-addressed envelope_ All information 
will be kept confidential. Remember. your opinion ia very important! 
Thank you for your time. 
Sincerely. 
BIOGRAPHICAL INFORMATION 
I. Age _ 2. City or town in which you now live _______________ _ 
3. SexM_F_ 4. How would you describe your personal residence: 
Urban_ Suburban___ Rural __ _ 
5. Color or race: ___ White __ Indian (American) 
_ Negroor blade Other _____ _ 
___ Mexican-American 
6. What is the highest year of sc:hool completed? (eirde one) 
Elementary througb High School: 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
College: 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
1S3 
, 
f 
I 
I 
I 
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! 
i 
I 
I 
7. What is your occupation? (please specify) _:-;-_::--:-:-:-__________________ _ 
Is it in any of these major fields? (chock one if applieable) 
__ Mining 
_ Manufacturing __ Government 
__ Education __ Construction 
_ _ Farming or Ranching __ Service Industries (stores, gas stations, etc.) 
8. Annual family income befon wes: Icheck one) 
Under $4,999 $15,000 to $19,999 __ 
$5,000 to $9,999 $20,000 to $24,999 
110,000 to $14,999 __ Over $25,000 
9. Regardless of how you may vo~, do you generally ronsider yourself a Democrat, Republican, Independent, 
or what? (check one) 
Democrat Independent (no party) __ _ 
Republican Other (specify) 
10. How would you rate yourself ron~rning your know~ge 01 pollution, tbe state's environment, and ecology? 
(check onel 
_ Highly knowledgable, I'm studying problems in this area. 
_ Knowledgable, I keep up with current events on these issues. 
_ Fairly knowk>dgabk!, I know major issues and m(hSt problems. 
_ Acquainted with these issues. 
_ Unaware of these issues. 
11. How would you rate yourself regarding how active you are in attempting to solve environmental probleln:!l? 
Ichecil: one) 
_ Very Active 
_Active 
_ Inactive 
STATE PROBLEMS 
Please ass()(:iate each of the state problems below with the appropriate position on the rating 9Cale to the 
left. 
A soore of zero (0) indicates that you are not concerned with tbat problem while a 15COr8 of 10, the highest 
value that may be assigned, indicates that you are highly concerned. Any value on the scale may be assigned to 
any problem. 
Assign the desired rating by drawing a line from a particular problem to the selected position on the rating 
scale as 5hown in the ellBmpie below. 
IS4 
,. 
, 
to 
9 
8 
7 
6 Problem A 
5 
4 Problem B 
3 
2 
1 
o 10 
9 
8 
7 
6 
5 
• 
3 
2 
1 
0 
EXAMPLE 
In the example at left, the foll owing scores were 
assigned; 
Problem A: 9.5 
Problem B: 1.0 
Uncontrolled Growth 
Water and Air Pollution 
Taxes 
Flood Control 
CrirM 
Employment and Wages 
Water Conservation 
Drn", 
Transportation 
Welfare System 
other (specify) 
INSTRUCTIONS: The remainder of the questionnaire is concerned with your preferences regarding 
improvements in the ReeTe.tion. Aesthetic. Health and Economic conditions in your community. Each question 
contains a list of term! related to one of thege areas. Pleue allocate 100 points between the terms in each list so 
that the term which you feel has the greatest need for improvement receives the greatest number of points, the 
term which has the next greatest need lor improvement receives the next greatest number of points, and so on. 
Before distributing your 100 points. it may be helpful if you first order the tenn.s by placing a 1 to the left 01 the 
term whteh you feel deserves the greatest number of point.:!!, a 2 to the left of the term which you feel deserves the 
next greatest Dumber 01 points, and so on. 
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EXAMPLE: Distribute 100 points to indieate your desire for improvements in the quality of public 
transportation in your area. 
Buses 
Trains 
Airplanes 
Som 100 
In the above example. an improvement in Trains is greatly preferred to improvements in Buses and Airplanes. 
However, since a small number of points are also given to Buses and to Airplanes, slight improvements in these 
two areas are also desired. Any number of points could have been allocated to either Buses, Trains, or Airplanes, 
but the sum of the allocations must equal 100. 
PART!. Recreation 
Your rcereation experience probably consists of the following: your opportunity to recreate, the types of 
recreation activities, the quality of each activity, and the variety of activities available. This part of our 
questionnaire is concerned with these aspeds of recreation. 
Question 1: Your ability to recreate can be restricted by time and money restraints. Suppose you had your 
choice between increased leisure time and greater income for reereational expenses. Allocate 100 points to 
indieate you preference. 
Leisure Time 
Income 
Som 100 
Question 2: Distribute 100 points to express your desire for an impmvement In the access to recreation areas 
(roads, public transportation, etc.), a decrease in the admission cost to recreation areas, and an improvement in 
the general capacity of recreation activities in your area (for example, more picnic tables, more boat ramps, etc.). 
Access 
Admission Cost 
Capacity of Recreation Activities 
Sum 100 
Question 3: Allocate 100 points to indicate your desire for an improvemebt in the recreation facilities of your 
area and an improvement in your ability to recreate (increased leisure time and income). 
Facilities 
Ability to rt!crnte 
Sum 100 
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Question 4: Distribute 100 points to express your desires for improvement5 in the capacity of each of the follow-
ing reereat ion activities (for example, more hiking trail" mort' ski lifts, ek, ). . 
Camping 
Fishing 
Hunting 
Swimming 
Boating 
Picnicking 
Sum ..J22.... 
Question 5: The quality of your ~reational experience can be thought of u the quality of a recreation activity 
along with the beauty of scenic aesthetics of the surrounding landscape. For example, additional hiking trails may 
improve the quality of hiking, but the scenic aesthetics of the entire hiking area may be degraded if too many 
trails are built. Allocate 100 points between the following terms to indicate your desire for an improvement in 
each. 
Quality of Recrution Aetivity 
Scenic Aesthetics 
Sum ~ 
Question 6: Distribute 100 poinl$ to express your desire for aD improvement in the supply and ability to use 
recreation faeilities, an improvement in the quality of your recreation experience. an improvement in the variety 
01 activities available, and an improvement in the equality of opportunity for all to enjoy reereation, 
Supply and ability to use reereation facilities 
Quality 
Variety 
Equality of opportunity 
Sum 100 
PART II. Aestlteties 
Aesthetics can be explained as the pleasant feelirags you have about your aurroundings such u the air, water, 
and landscape. This part of the questionnaire meaaurea your desires for Improvements in some aspeet5 of 
aesthetics. 
Visibility 
Odor 
Floating Objects 
Sum 100 
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Question 10: Consider Urban (c::ityl, Mountain, Desert., Agricultural (farms), Forest, and Water dominated 
landscape areas. Distribute 100 points to express your desire for an improvement in the aesthetics of each 
landscape area. Remember, aUoc:ate the greatest number of points to the area whic::h you leel needs the most 
improvement aesthetically. 
Urban 
Mountain 
Desert 
Agrkultural 
Forest 
Water 
Sum .JQjL 
Question 11: The aesthetical of biota (vegetation, wildlife. and marine life) includes suc::h things as Population 
(amount of HEALTHY BIOTAl. Variety (number of different types of biota), and Loc:ation (distribution of 
different types of wildlife so they un be viewed with less effort). Allocate 100 points to express your desire for an 
improvement in eac::h. 
Population 
Variety 
Location 
Sum ...l2!L 
Question 16: Today lIlAny people are concerned about their future standard of living. This c::oncept involves the 
Potential for Future Employment, the Potential of one's Savings and Investments to provide future income, and 
the Potential of Retirement Plans provided through one's employer or union to provide for one's needs after 
retirement age. AUoeate 100 poinLs between these asped." of your future standard of living, to express your 
desire for an improvement in each. 
Potential for Future Employment 
Potential of Savings and Investments 
Potential of Retirement Plans 
Sum 100 
Question 17: Considering your Present Standard of Living, your Future Standard of Living, and the Equality of 
Opportunity for aU to enjoy eeonomic benefits. distribute 100 points to express YOUT desire lor an improvemeDl in 
each, 
Present Standard of Living 
Future Standard of Living 
Equality of Opportunity 
Sum ....!Q!L 
1S8 
PART V. 
The final sedioo of our questionnaire deals with the four basie areas which have been c:onside~ in previous 
"",. 
Question 18: AlJoc:ate 100 points between the (ollowing terms to indicate your desire for improvements in the 
Recreation, Health. Aesthetic, and Economic c:onditiollS around you. 
Recreation 
Health 
Aesthetics 
EconomiC'S 
Sum ...li!2..... 
Thank you very much (or you lime and your opinions. Please inclooe any commenu you may have in the 
space below. 
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c.m-..d. 
APPENDIXC 
Annexes To Chapter 7 
Section 1 - Flow Chart for Techcom 
Computer Model 
TWORK SxI Total Number of Workers 
Following is a list of the commands implemented: U Sxl Number of Unemployed 
1) BASEGRTH 
2) GRTHCNG 
3) YEARSET 
4) GMATRIX 
S) RESET 
6) GO 
7) STOP 
inputs the base scenario sectional 
and regional growth rates. 
inputs. new scenario in terms of 
variant sectional and regional 
growth rate'!!:. 
establishes hue and final yeAr 
values . 
inputs a matrix of interaction co-
efficients for production of social 
indieators and established rela-
tions between economic indica-
tors generated by the progrB1R 
and social indicators. 
changes the values of certain a 
pnori program vaTiables. 
executes the calculation for an in-
put Kenario. 
terminate!! program exeeution. 
lmportaDt Variable N .... e. 
Variable 
Names Dimension Description 
Q 1:!Ox1 Input Output Tables 
FD 1:!Ox1 Final Demand Vector 
TD 120xl Total Demand Vector 
TJ 120xl Total Jobs Vector 
NJ 120.1 New Jobs Vector 
TINe 120.1 Totallneome Vector 
VINe 120.1 Yearly Per Worker Income 
TPOP Sd Total Population Vector 
1M SxI Immigrant Vector 
POPDEN SxI Population Density Ved.or 
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UR Sxl Unemployment Rate 
ZMel 5x1 Mean Per Capita Income 
ZREA Sxl Regional Areas 
TPOPI SxI Initial Regional Populations 
UCRS 24xS W ~ Coefficients 
WCFD 25,S Wage Final Demand 
GMTRX 150x6 Social Indkator Matrix 
LB 150xl0 Social Indicator Parametric Vec-
"" ICNV 150x2 Interaction Connector Matrix 
VeNV ISOx2 Interaction Slope Intercept Ma· 
trix 
GSCNTH 75x1 Internal Variable Connector Ma· 
trix 
BSG 24X£ Base Sector Cro1Vth Rate Matrix 
ISG 24xl Sector Crowth Rate Replacement 
Matrix 
IRG 5,1 Regional Gro1Vth Rate Replace-
ment Matru: 
SSG 24,6 Sector Growth Change Matrix 
RGSG 24,S Growth Rate Matrix 
Most or the routines are straightforward and the 
annotations in the flow chart explain the salient 
points; however, for certain algorithms a little more 
explanation is necessary. In this section uaume that i 
is an index on sectors, j is an index on regions, and k is 
an index on the time period. 
I) Convergence propertieso' Z(F'2) 
If norm of J-Q is less than (N2.N) then dte 
iterative algorithm for inversion will work. 
2) Caleulation of current growth rates for 
sector and region (F6). 
The base plan is assumed to be loaded in that the 
base growth rates BSG(I,K) are in the memory. 
Altt'rnate scenarios are implemented by replacing the 
current BSG value with a different value read in under 
GRTHCNG by looking at a key for region and sector. 
That is, 
RGSG(I,J) BSG(I,K)*(lSG(1) EQ.O)*(lRG(J). 
EQ.O) + SSG(I,K)'" (ISC(l). 
EQ.l)*(IRG(J).EQ.l) 
Thus RGSG=SSG only if ISG and IRG are both set. 
3) Calculation of change in the final demand 
vector during a 5-year time period (F7). 
If the year indicator is one then no changes are 
cl!lculated since this is the base year. So, 
At this point also, the yearly percentage changes and 
relative changes in FD are calculated by sector, 
region, and in total. 
4) Calculation of wage effects on FD (F9). 
6) Subroutine REORG ~X,M,N, Y ,P ,Q,Z) 
This routine reorganizes an M by N matrix X into 
a P by Q matrix Y _ The parameter Z determines the 
precedence of operation. M-N must be equal to P-Q. 
Dummy (I+(J-l)-M) - X(I,J) 
ifZ=l 
Y(I,J) Dummy (I+(J-I-P)) 
otherwise 
YIJ,I) = Dummy(J+IJ-l}-P) 
7) Subroutines DUMPO and YOUTP 
These are merely output routines. DUMPO 
outputs an MxN matrix with a four-character title to 
identify it. YOUTP outputs a matrix of vectors in 
some time period. It calculates yearly percentage 
changes in the vector and in its sum. 
Input Data Formats 
1) BASEGRTH 
Card 
In all years but the base year the effect of 
injecting wages into the economy must be made. This 
algorithm is a straightforward implementation of that 
found on pages 3 and 4 of the operational model. 
Number Contents Format 
5) Subroutine ITERMT(F ,Q, T) 
The function of subroutine ITERMT is to perform 
the following matrix operation: 
using the following identity: 
ifQ=l-A 
thenQ-l = 1 + A + A-A + A-A-A + ..... 
thus, T= F +AF +AAF+AAAF+ ..... 
Let X F 
T 0 
R: T 
-
T+X 
X AX 
Z = U 
iflXI <,- STOP 
GOtoR 
From previous experience between 5-10 iterations are 
required. 
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I BASEBRTH 
2 TITLE 
3 0101 Gl G2G3G4 G5 G6 [12,lX,I2,lX,6(F5.0)] 
0201 GIG2G3G4G5G6 
26 2401 GlG2G3G4G5G£ 
This enters the growth rate for each sector for up to 
six time periods. The rate is supposed to be entered as 
a ratio of 1, i.e., lOOk/year is represented as 0.10. 
2) GRTHCNG 
Card 
Number Contents Format 
1 GRTHCNG 
2 TITLE 
3 RRRRR [5 II] 
4 II GlG2G3G4G5G6 [12,6X,6F5.0] 
N o 
The second card reads in the regional growth rate 
replacement matrix. If R· = 0 then the base plan 
growth rate will be used; J Rj = I then the base plan 
rate for the jth region may tie replaced. In the third 
through Nth cards. the- various ~tors whose yearly 
growth rates can be changed are entered. If the first 
variable reads zero then this routine is terminated; 
otherwise. it marks which of the 24 sectors is to have 
its growth rates changed from the base plan by the 
values entered. Up to six values can be entered. 
3} YEARSET 
Card 
Number 
I 
2 
Contents 
YEARSET 
YEAR YEAR 
Format 
1I4.1X.lrl 
Just enter the first and last years for calculation . 
The number of periods calculated can thus be 
controlled. 
41 CMATRIX 
The procedure here is first to read in the social 
indicator labels and parameters and then second to 
read in the interaction coefficients. First the labels are 
read in: 
Call Number Contents Format 
I 
2 
I K LLLLLLMM 1I3.1X.I3,IX,711.121 
NMXCNV+l 
NMXCNV+2 0 
The variable I identifies the social indicator number, 
the second variable is a converter variable which tells 
if the social indieator is ulculated dlreetly by the 
program. in which case the value k will be between I 
and 14, or if it is indirectly ealeulated later, in which 
ease k=O or > 15. The value MM cao have three 
values, 0, 1 or 2, the uses of which will be described 
later in t his section. The values LLLLLLL are used in 
the identification scheme related to the disaggregation 
of the so«:iai indicators. Note that the values I, k. 
LLLLLLLMM form the vector LBUO). Next, the 
GMATRIX of social indicator connector equation 
constants are read in. The relation of one indicator to 
another can be visualized as follows: 
Sjj =aikj+~+S~ 
where i refers to the sodal indicator index. j to the 
region index. a and b to the slope and intercept and k 
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to the 9rivin.g social indtcator index. In some cases, 
the AikJ, bikl are equal for different j. 
Three possible assignments of the ~ and haj 
for the j=I.5 sectors can be made depending.on th~ 
vallfe of MM=LBU.IO). If MM=O, then am'. bikJ, 
bikJ=O for i=:2.5; if M=l then ajk'are the same for 
j=I,5l'!nd bileJ ~ the same for j=I,5 and if M=2, the 
the aikJ and bjkJ are different for each j. To implement 
this option the connector variable and parameters are 
read in in one of two ways. 
ifM=Oorl 
C.ro 
Number Contents Format 
---Q Nl N2 VI V2 1I3.1X,I3,lX.FIO·l,IX,FlO.11 
Q Nt N2VI V2 
Q+1 VI V2 18X.FI0.1,lX ,FlO.] J 
Q+4 VI V2 
Nt is equal to the value i and N2 to the value k. VI is 
the slope, bjki, and V2 the intercept, Ail/ 
The table associating internally calculated 
variables and external social indicators follows. There 
are 15 total possible entries of which 14 are 
implemented. The variables are passed from internal 
vectors to social indicators using the matrix GSCRTH. 
Variable Number Name 
1 TPOP 
2 ZMCI 
3 .6.(STINCJTPOP) 
4 UR 
5 (A TWORK/TWORK) 
• UR 
1 IM/TPOP 
8 (6.ZMCI/ZMCI) 
9 (b.TPOP/TPOP) 
10 PDMD/TPOP 
11 STINC 
12 STINe/ l000 
13 TPOP/ IOOO 
14 100 · UR 
15 Unimplemented 
5) RESET 
This procedure is currently unimplemented. 
6) STOP 
Card Number 
1 
Note: 
card. 
aU commands are left-justified on the data 
TECHOM CALCULA nON PROGRAM 
FWWCHART 
/ '\ 
Start 
Unit 
Command Decoder Routines 
/ '\ 
Stop 
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" 
" 
Data I I 
Setup VlNC 
Get Disk QUa 
DireClOry 
Get "FOO" From Disk 
Get "Q" From Disk 
Get "WGCOEF" From Disk 
Setup "WCRS" 
O1eck Q ForConvef8'!ocr 
Properties Befort' Inversion 
A 
IN IT 
FonnArl.Q 
I 
Evaluate Nonn (A) 
E 
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COMMAND DECODER 
k------{A 
Read CMDlN 
Write CMDIN 
Find CMDlN Entry 
In CMD Table 
VaJid CMD? 
F 
Stop 
SSS 
T 
Go To Proper Routine 
1 3 4 5 6 
Routines 
A 
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ROUTINE I 
II BASEGRTH I 
Read Title 
Read In SSG 
uro Out 
IRG 
SSG 
ISG 
EX 
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ROUTINE 2 
"YEARSET" 
Read IBYEAR. 
IFYEAR 
Write IBYEAR. 
IBYEAR 
j 
ROUTINE 3 
IYEAR :: IBYEAR 
Get FDO From Disk 
Set IYRP '" I 
13 '\---0-1 
For I =: 1,24 
ForJ =:: 1,5 
"GO" 
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. IYRP = 
F 
T 
RGSG (I) = 0 
RGSG (1,1)' BSG (I,IYRP) 
RGSG (1,1) = SSG (I,IYRP -I) 
"GO" Continued 
>------r-------, 
F 
For alllJ 
Calculate: 
FDRS (I) 
FDCS (I) 
FDTOT 
PFDMD (I) 
PFDRS 0) 
PFOCS (I) 
PFOCS (J) 
DFDRS OJ 
DFOCS (I) 
PFDMr 
DFDTOr 
For aU 1,1 
Calculate: 
YPGTOr 
VPFDRS 
YPFOCS 
RPFDRS 
RDFDRS 
RPFOCS 
ROFOCS 
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OFO - O 
RFD=O 
T 
PFDMD= 0 
PFDRS=O 
PFOCS= 0 
DFDPS:: 0 
DFDCS · O 
PFOMT= 0 
DFDTOT=O 
>--_F '0 
"CO" Continued 
rp 
,/ 
Write Title, IYEAR 
~ 
( Write RGSG (I) 
~ 
,r 
Fori'"' 1,24 
Write I, FDRS ~) , PFDRS Q) 
DFDRS (I), YPFDRS (I), RPFDRS Q) 
,/ ForJ=I , S 
Write J , FOCS (I), PFOCS (J) 
DFOCS (J), VPFOCS (J), 
RPFDCS (J) 
,r 
Write FDPT, PFDTOT, DFDTOT. VPCrOT 
3 
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EORG PFOO - X I 
T 4 )---,T,---., 4 
~ r PTINC = SSTINC ~YRP - I ) 
PTINCP = PTINe 
STINCX= 0 I ! ,I, 
TJX = WGCOEF • TOX 
TDT=O TINCX =- VINC '" TJX 
fOX - XI STINCX · E TINCX(J) 
FDT - FOX j 
l 
IWG · J 
DSTNCX = ADS (STINCX . PTINCP) 
PTINCP = DSTINCX 
J 
ITERMT (FX,Q,TDX) FDX " FD*DSTNCX/M'INC 
1 
A FDT - FDT+FDX 
! 
IWG=IWG+1 I 
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"GO" Continued 
REORG FDT .... PDMD 
DUMP AS "FDT' 
REORG TDT- PDMD 
DUMP AS 'TDT' 
REORG FDT - PWDM 
TO QYRP) > TOT 
TJ (IYRP) = WGWFE"'TDT 
XS · TJ QYRP) 
TINe .. YINC"'Tl 
O(IYRP _ I r-T--1 NJ(lYRP)= O I 
NJ (IYRP) • Tl QYRP). Tl (lYRP· I) 
A 
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xc = NJ QYRP) 
REORG XS - TJRS 
REORG TlNC - TINCRS 
REORG X6 -- NJRS 
DUMPTJRS 
DUMP TINCRS 
DUMP NJRS 
s 
Calculate 
NJR 
TJR 
STINC 
SNJ 
STJ 
SSTINC 
"GO" 
1M OYRP). COA +COC' NJR OYRP) 
'( IYRP=I >-~T,-....p.j 1M (IVRP) = I 
F 
SJM OYRP) - ~ 1M OYRP) 
J 
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"GO" 
NJR OYRP)) = r NJRS (IYRP.I) 
TJR (IYRP))= ~ TJRS (IYRP,!)) 
I 
STINe (LYRP.J) '" 1: TINCRS (IYRP ,I) 
I 
STJ (lVRP) = rNJR(lVRPJ) 
J 
STJ (IVRP) = ~ TJR (IVRP)) 
J 
SsnNC (lVRP) ' r STINe (lYRP J) 
J 
1M OYRP) - COA + COC • NJR OYRP ) 
F 
SIMoYRP) = ~ IM(IYRP) 
J 
T IMoYRP)=1 
"CO" 
6 
T ifIY? 11'0P (1) = 11'OPI I--STPOP (1)=' 11'0P (I) 
1 
TPOP(IYRP '" IM(lYRP) + (I.015)*TPOP(IYRP -I) 
STPOPQYRP) = ~ TPOP(IYRP,I) 
1 
POPDEN QYRPJ) = TPOP QYRPJ)/AREA (Jj 
lWORK (IYRP) = TPOP (IYRP,I )'(O.7·347670/S11'OP QYRP) 
STWORK (IYRP) = ElWORK 
l 
U (IYRP) = lWORK (IYRPJ)· TIR (IYRPJ) 
SU QYRP) = E U QYRP) 
1 
! 
UR QYRP) = U QYRP) / lWORK QYRP J) 
! 
SUR (lYRP)' SU (lYRP) / SlWORK QYRP) 
SPPDEN QYRP) = S11'0P (lYRP) / SAREA 
-ZMCI (lYPR) ' STINC (lYRP) / 11'OP QYRP) 
7 
SZMCI (IYRP) = SSnNC (IYRP) / STPOP (IYRP) 
-
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"GO" 
rFD QYRP)=LPFDMD Q,r) 
I 
rFDr (IYRP) =, rFD (IYRP) 
J 
PFD (IYRD) =nDMD (I) 
I 
PFDr QYRP) =, PFD QYRP ) 
J 
PWD (IYRP) =" PWDM Q) 
I 
PWDr (IYRP) =, PWD QYRP,J) 
J 
Write IYEAR 
DumpPDMD 
FDMD·PFDM 
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UpdateFDMD 
SCRTH =0 
L= IYPR 
GSCRTHO=TPOP(L} 
GSCRTH 1 =ZMCI(L) 
GSCRTH3 =UR(L)·J 00 
GSCRTHS=GSCRTH3 
GSCRTH6=IM(l)/ll'OP(l) 
GSCRTH, =PDMD(l)/TPOP(l) 
GSCRTHW-POPDEN(L) 
GSCRTH II=STINC(L) 
GSCRTH l,=STINC(l)/ IOOO 
GSCRTH13=TPOP(LV1OOO 
GSCRTH 14·'OO.-UR(L) 
;>-...... - .... "<.'A 
T 
GSCRTH2=O 
GSCRTH4=O ..... ----o1: B 
GSCRTH7=O 
GSCRTHS=O 
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A 
XX- STINC/TPOP 
YY=STINC(L-I ~TPOP(L-l) 
GSCRTH,=(XX-YY)/XX 
XX=TWORK(L-l) 
GSCRTH,=(TWORK(L)-XX)/XX 
XX=ZMCl(L-I) 
GSCRTH7=(ZMC1(l)-XX)/XX 
XX=Tl'OP(L-I) 
GSCR TH 8 =(Tl'OP(L )·XX)/XX 
GMTRX=O 
"GO" 
00 I- I ,NMXEQN 
K- tO (1.2) 
DO (=1 ,5 
NI' KNV (1,1) 
N2 = KNV (1,2) 
GMTRX (1,6)-TOT 
i{;MTRX (1,6) 
o 
QQ=GSCRTH (1<-1)' 5+1) 
TOT=QQ+TOT 
GMTRX 0,1) = QQ 
TOT=O~----~~~DO~I_=I~'S~~======~ ______________ --, 
GMTRX(N 1 ,6) = TOT 
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OQ-YCNV(I,2J)+YCNV(J,I,I)'GMTRX(N2)) 
TOr-TOT+QQ 
GMTRX(NI.I)=QQ 
A 
DO J=l,NMXCNV 
K < L8(J , IO) 
my = L.O 
T 
if K::: 2 DIY ::: 1.0 
F 
GMTRX (J,6) = GMTRX (J,6) I DN 
A 
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"GO" "GO" Continued 
l( 
INCY" S 
IYRP '" IYRP - 1 
l 
Wri1e IYEAR . ?RG YOUll' (TFD,TFDT) 
! 
Write the LB. GMTRX YOUll' (pFD,PfDT) 
~ 
.YEAR = IYEAR + S YOUll' (pWD,PWDT) 
t 
IYRP '" IYRP + 1 YOUTP (TJR,sTJ ) 
+ 
YOUll' (ZMC.,sZMC.) 
T 
• 
"OUll' (TPOP ,STPOP) 
! 
YOUll' (STINC,sSTINC) 
l 
YOUTI' (IM,s.M) 
l 
YOUll' (UR,sUR) 
~ 
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"GRTHCNG" Routine 
Read Title 
Wrile Title 
Read IRG (J) 
J = 1,5 
Writ~ IRG (J) 
J'" I,S 
ISG = 0 
J+----{B 
Read I, (SSGI (J), J • 1,6) 
r--=---{A F 
A 
00 J"' I.6 
SSG (I)· SSGI (J) 
B 
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"GMATRIX" Routine 
Read 
LB (J ,K), K = I , 10 
Write 
LB(J ,K),K=I , IO 
>--!..T_~A 
lSI 
A 
NMXCNV = J·I 
J:= J 
Read 
NI . N2 . VI . V2 
ICNV(I ,I)=NI 
INNV (1,2) = N2 
K-LB(NI, 10) 
4 
VCNV(I,I,I)=VI 
VCNV (1,2,1) - V2 
"GMATRlX" Continued 
NMXEQN = J-l DO 1-2,5 
6}---I 
A}+-< 
VCNV(J.I.I)=VI 
VCNV(J . 2. 1) = V2 
Write Nl, N2, K 
Write 
VCNV (J . I . I): 0 
VCNV (J. 2. 1) ' 0 
VCNV (J,I , K), 1=1 , 2, K:5 
J"1+1 
s 
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"GO" 
Read 
VCNV (1, 1, I ), VCNV (I, 2,1) 
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"RESET" 
Read 
COA. COB. COC, COD. COG. COH 
tad FFCTR 
Read 
AREA (I), I = 1,5 
Read 
TPOP (1))1=1, 5 
Read 
MCI(I)). I=I . 5 
Appendix C - Section 2 
Den vation of Social Indicators 
The following section is a listing of aU lKICial . 131(2) 
indicators used in the Rio Grande Techcom and an 
el:planation of the derivation of each value. 
Peruat SeiicI Wute ou,o..J Cove,..,. 
(% of area. urbu Dot runJ) 
131(1) Pel'<'eDt SuUtary Sew .. Dispo-.J. 
(lib of area, urb&naotnaral) 
This indicator refers to the pereentage of total 
sanitary sewage produced in urban areas which is 
subjeded to treatment before being released into tbe 
environment . The }evel of treatment varies Widely 
throughout the state. Some areas do not treat their 
sewage at all, using outhouses or trenches to dump 
their sewage. Some metropolitan areas, on the other 
hand, have secondary and tertiary treatment of 
sewage. On the whole. sewage treatment of 5OIl'Ie 
sort, if only a ces:'lpool, is available in 100 per«nt at 
the urban areas. 
The amount of treatment is s!.rongly related to 
urban development. Increuing population density 
makes the dumping of raw sewage too dangerous a 
heal.th hazard to be tolerated. Also rising population 
tends to bring with it increased funds to use for public 
works. e.g .• io New Mexico the Sanitary Projects Act 
provides funds for building water treatment projects 
[or sman communities containing greater than 10 
dwellings with increasing funds for larger communi· 
ties. In the other diredion. many people are reluctant 
to move into areas that do not oontain sanitary sewage 
facilities. thus lack of facilities acts as a brake 00 the 
growth of these areas. Overall. sanitary sewage 
disposal seems to be a precondition of urban 
development in the United States. The evidence in 
New Mexico! is that virtually 100 percent of the urban 
areas have sanitary sewage disposal. 'Thus. this 
indicator remains constant at 100 percent under the 
postulated cultural. economic. and legal climate 
during the time horizon of the study. 
Ideally. this variable would be a vector of values. 
one value for each type of area- rural. urban. 
suburban. etc. If this were the case the seenariol! 
would have an effect on this variable particularly in 
areas which are becoming urbanized. 
ICorrespondlrnce with Water Qu.UitJ.aff of Environmental 
Improv~mMt Ap~)'. State of N_ Me1.ieo. 1972. 
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The same arguments appearing in 131(1) are 
applicable here. Evidence from the Environmental 
Improvement Agency2 suggests that although a 
significant percentage of the state uses methods of 
disposal other than sanitary landfill to dispose of solJd 
waste (e.g .• open burning). in the urban areas a 
majority of the population is served by some type of 
organized solid waste disposal.. The relevant legal and 
cultural variables which could affect this indicator are 
postulated to remain the same throughout the time 
horizon of the scenarios and therefore the value of the 
indicator will remain the same. 
This variable as well as 131(1) should ideally be a 
vector of values in order to reflect the full effect of the 
action plans on the slate. 
131(3) &eteriolocical CODteat of Uaa-ted Water 
s.".. (ClOIifora. per al.) 
This is a highly variable indicator and is 
somewhat meaning~ as a statewide average. Areas 
near feedlots may have counts in the millions per 
milliliters; whereas. a high country mountain stream 
may have none depending on the grazing' use and the 
big game population. This variable seems more 
relevant when taken as a micro piece of data and thus 
would ideally be a vector of values by type allocation 
in an enlarged Techcom. 8eeau~ of this problem. it is 
difficult to aggregate any data that are available. 
Consequently. we simply chose an arbitrary value for 
this indicator, a value not subject to change under any 
action plan. 
Finally. even if thi!) variable were broken down 
into a vector of value!) and data were aVailable, the 
variable is still subject to exogenous influences such as 
federal document programs on water quality. Some 
endogenous variables such as area population and 
median per capita income could be useful predictors, 
however. 
2Ploll lor SoJUI. Wutlr Alawog .... IIt. Environmental 
Improvtr.tlt "pn.l:)'. Stilt. of lie- Muko. Oft.ober 1970. 
131 (") Area Ac:u..a. .. 8reediDg GrcnuuI for Vector-
Ronle Dlteuel (% of total area) 
Breeding grounds for vector-borne diseases are 
usually pia res where sewage or refuse has been 
impJ'Operly disposed or areas of standing water where 
mosquitoes and other disease-c:arrymg insects may 
nourisb. Sintt the area covered by dumps and sewers 
is insignificant as a percentage of total area of New 
Mexico and the exact. data in thislorm weN." difficult to 
find . this component was ignored. FUrthermore. since 
there were no data available detailing the area, in 
acres, that could in fact serve as breeding grounds, 
the indicator wu interpreted to mean the following: 
area acting as a ''potentiar' breeding ground for 
veetor-borne diseases. Thus acres of irrigated crop 
land plus acres of water (lakes, streams, reservoirs) 
were used.3 This measure probably ovetl'ltates what 
the true value should be since many areas of water are 
either at altitudes high enough, temperatures cold 
enough. or areas isolated enough that they pose no 
threat to man . 
The value of this indicator can be expected to be 
different in each of the scenarios because the amount 
of acres irrigated and used for raising cattie will 
change. Also as the state becomes more and more 
urbanized the percentage of the population covered by 
sanitary solid waste aDd sewage disposal will increase. 
However, the changes are so minimal in the latter case 
that they were ignored in the actual calculat.ions. 
This indicator is dso subject to exogenous 
innuenees but one might expect t hat toleranee of 
insect breeding a~as decreases signifICantly with 
increasing population and median per capita income. 
Due to lack of data this hypothesis was not cheeked 
out and the rough approximation mentioned in the 
paragraph above was used. 
131(5) Number of P.tieal8 ContraetiDg Diseases 
froID W.ter Sou-eea (number per 
100.000 per year) 
The ideal meMure of this. of course, would be 
from exact medical reeords for every patient in New 
Mexico telling what disease they had, how they 
contracted it, and where t hey contracted it. 
Unfortu nately, t his level of detail does not exist for 
several reasons: one. in many cases a patient treats 
himself at home and never sees a doctor; two, in many 
areas particwarly rural, there is not sufficient doctor 
manpower to keep curt recorda; three. in many cues 
s ~ R. L.t.nsfoni and Shaul Ben·n ... id. An Analytical 
[nterdiKipllnuy E"a}uaUon of the Vtiliution of the Water 
Re$(MIrces of the Rio Grande in Ne .... MelIieo, OWRR Project No. 
3109·117, Dep.rtment of Agricultural Economics .Dd 
Agricultur.l au.iMu. Ne .... Mellie(! State University. pp. 2·2 . 
2·4. 
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the specific diSease is Dever really traced down before 
the patient recovers: four, even if the exact disease is 
traced down, in many cases it is too difficult to track 
down its source . Thus, getting good data is difficult. 
It is also a difficult number to predict within the 
model since it is subject to exogenous infl uences such 
as diseases being t ransported into the area from 
outside. On tbe other hand . it is not totally 
unpredictable. As population increases, health 
facilities tend to increase akmg with increases in 
sanitary practices such as inspection of food before it 
is sold, etc. Also, as time goes on, newer medicine! 
and medical practices are discovered which decrease 
some disease rates. and this is partially a function of 
money spent within the area and the exogenous 
predictors of researeh done elsewhere. Thus, there 
are no comprehensive endogenous predictors of the 
variable; however, to get at least a minimal amount of 
information a regression was run, regressing number 
of patients (TP) contracting water·related diseases' 
against total population (TPO P) for t he years 
1967-1972 with the following results: 
TP = 30653 - .021 TPOP (1.614) 
R2 = .394 
There is a weak inv l:r6t' relationship between total 
population and patients. 
Secondly, a regression was run or patients/ 
100,000 persons on total population. In this case: 
P/ IOl),OOO = 3903.18· (.0029373lJ TPOP 
12 .897) ,·2.230} 
R2 = .5541 
This was mueh better than the previous equation 
(both coefficients significant at a = .1) and this was 
the equation used to predict the number of patients. 
However, if t his e1luation Is used to extrapolate the 
value of P/ l00.000. the 1987 values become negative, 
which is non sense. Therefore, aD exogenously 
determined lower bound was arbitrarily picked. The 
value of 200 per hundred thousand was chosen as the 
lower bound. This lower bouDd would be of course 
subject to change with the advent of new medical 
breakthroughs and changes in expenditures aD public 
health progTams. 
] 31(61 NlUIlberof Duth. DH \oFloec!a (aDaiber 
per 100,000 per ,ear} 
This number is sm&ll but wholly unpredktable 
betA-use of the bas k un predictability of fl ood! 
4Communiuble DlH.se Summary. 1967-1972. Heahh &ad 
Social Security Medical Divbion, State of Ne .... Mexko. 
· themselves. The average over the past 5 years, 2.0, 
was taken as a representative number.5 
131(7) Nu..ber.t Death. rr.. Water Ac:dclMu 
(.u.ber per 100,000 per ,..,.) 
An examination of the statistics indicates that 
there is .. slight historical downward trend to this 
variable. A possible reason for this is the increasing 
concentration of population In urban areas. One of the 
primary ways to drown in the past was to fall into an 
irrigation diteh. Also, as people become concentrated 
in certain areas safety laws and ordinanees are WluaUy 
passed such as boating speed limiu, etc. Furthermore, 
lifeguards and other safety and emergency people are 
made available in increasing numbers. On the other 
hand, increa'ling population and increasing median per 
capita income usually imply an even greater increase 
in demand for water related recreation, but New 
Mexico is already nelU" the maximum of its use of its 
water resources for recreation and no new dams are 
planned at this time. Therefore, the number of deatha 
from water accidents is primarily a function of to what 
extent oven:rowding is allowed to become a problem 
at existing water recreational sites. 
To arrive at an estimate an average over the 
years 1968·1972 was taken of the number of people 
drowned in ditches and other :telected drownings 
(from the Vital Records Section, New Mexico Health 
and Social Services Department) and the number of 
fatalities in boating accidents 1969·1972 (from the Boat 
Accident Survey published by the State Parks and 
Recreation Commission). This average was presumed 
oonstant for the Default Plan and the UndeveJopment 
Plan. Under the Ree:reation Plan. it wu assumed 
drownings in lakes and other re<'.l"eatKmal water 
bodies would increase greatly u more and more 
people used these facilities. In Plan 3. the number of 
drowning.! increases primarily due to the induced 
Increase in population. In Plan 5, there is a moderate 
increase because of moderate induced increases in 
population and recreational opportunity. 
132(l) Doctor. ps" 1,000 
There are many, often contradictory. reasons 
why doctors will settle in any given location. For 
instance, some doctors who are soci&lly concerned 
may move into a neighborhood populated by poor 
people primarily or may practice in remote areas. 
Other dodors may be motivated by monetary reward 
or social prestige and prefer to settle where there is an 
adequate supply of wealthy patients. Still otbers may 
be influenced by environmental concerns. Regardless 
of motivation, however, it is dear that in an area with 
6 Red CroM dau lor Nt'w Muiw. 
few patients there will be few praeticing doctors. 
Thus, it is a priori logical to presume that the number 
of doctors wiU be closely correlated with tota1 
populatwn. A regteS!ion was run, ~S3ing total 
number of docwrs on population in thousandll, The 
data Ulled were for the 32 countiell in New Mexico in 
the year 1972. published in the New MeDc:e Stathtkal 
Abttract 1972. The fitted equation ill: 
Total Doctors :: ·23.16 + 1.76 (TPOP/l,OOO) 
(25.0) 
Dividing both sides by TPOP/ l .OOO we get an 
equation for dodors/ I,OOO as a function of total 
populatwn: 
0 / 1.000:: 23160trPOP + 1.76 
Thill formula is valid as long as it ill valid to assume 
that doctors per 1,000 population stay relatively 
constant with different levels of population. 
13%(2) " .. tal Beds per 1,000 
The number of hospital beds/ 1.000 is a highly 
variable figure. Hospitals 3re buil t by many different 
agencies. both public and private, and the primary 
criterion is not always the demand for hospital beds in 
the specific area in which the hospital is located, For 
example. if a V A hospital is located in a certain county 
it usually services people from maoy other counties 
but this would take a special study in itself to deter· 
mine which counties used what percentage of the 
hospital. 
Therefore, even if the resourees were available to 
do a detailed study of tt.e supply of ho!IpitaJ beds it is 
doubtful that any variable more significant than 
population snd possibly a certain base level median 
per capita income would be found. A regression was 
calculated, regressing number of beds on TPOP /1,000 
with the following results: 
Hospital Beds (HB) = ·.93 + 8.12 (TPOP/l,OOO) 
(13.96) 
R2:: .86 
The data used were 1972 New Mexico county data 
from the Regional Medieal Program, Health and Social 
Services Medical Division. 
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Thus, the number of hospital beds/1,OOO ean be 
estimated by dividing both sides by TPOP/1,OOO to 
get: 
"B/ l,OOO :: ·9300/TPOP + 8.12 
132(3) Averqe Reapollee TiIH to Medieal 
EmerpDCie, (miauCCI) 
A preliminar")' search of data sources revealed no 
readily available information on average response 
time (minutes) to mediul emergencies. Because of the 
lack of easily obtainable data and beeause no 
a1te.native action plan has any direct bearing on 
medical emergency services. we decided to assume an 
average response time of 20 minutes for New Mexico. 
constant across all plans and periods. 
We might have hypothesized. however. that with 
economic growth and increasing per upita income. 
people demand better medical emergency service. 
Therefore. response time should fatl a.s inwme rises, 
but without data we were unable to model this 
relationship. 
411(1) Mediaa Per Capita Income 
Median per capita income (ZMCI) can be treated 
in t wo ways. It can be calculated directly from surveys 
taken in a certain area and then regressed on other 
.socioec:onomic variables in order to obtain predictors 
for this indicator. Or it could be treated as following 
de £initionally from total income (TINe) and total 
population (TPOP). We used the second approach but 
shifted the value by a constant percentage to make the 
value compatible with the statistical results in the 
New Mexico Statistical Ablltract. 1972. The reason for 
the shift is that the input-output model used here 
treats wage income as total income and does not 
predict profits. property income. etc. Thus, the 
assumption that these other forms of income are a 
constant percentage of lotal income is implicit in the 
analysis. Thus. we have ZMC, = TINCt/TPOPt (shift) where TINC refers to total wage income in time 
period t (each t refers to a 5-year period beginninlt 
1967 for t=1 and ends in 1987 where t=5L 
.021(1) CoR of LiviD« bldu 
4121(2) Conillamer Price IDde. 
414(21 Rate of Inflatioa 
The annual percentage clIange in the consumer 
pr{u index (CPU is a commonly used measure of the 
performanee of the economy. The CPI is an index 
number that attempts to measure the extent to which 
prices paid by typical city wage earners and clerical 
workers, for a typical bundle of commodities bought, 
have changed in comparison with some arbitrary base 
period. Thus, it is a very special index that is not 
necessarily representative of overall price changes or 
the rate of innation in the economy. Nevertheless, the 
CPI is the index mosl commonly referred to in 
discussion of price stability. While price stability is a 
reasonable economic gO&l, pursuing a goal of absolute 
price stability would induce policies so restrictive that 
the economy would ran far shoTt of the goals of full 
employment and production . Creeping inflation at a 
rate of 3 percent per year in a growiDg, 
full · employment ec1lnomy is generally regarded u 
ac~ptable. In truth. our present indexes of prices 
contain built·in biases that make them poor measures 
of price changes in a growing econcomy. The CPI is 
not an index of prices but rather a measure of the cost 
of Jiving for a particular representative group. 
Included in the CPI are 'items such as mortgage 
interest that ought not to be included in a price index. 
The indusion has the consequence that a rise in 
interest rates designed to retard inDation is then 
reneeted 8$ an inRationary increase in the CPI. The 
CPI also has inRationary biases derived from shifts in 
the composition of demand, developmeDt of new 
commodities. and cost increases based on quality 
advances in goods and services. Consequently, price 
indices tend to underestimate prodUctivity gains and 
overestimate pure price increases. 
1118 
From 1919 to 1945, the index of changes in the 
"price of living" measured by the U.S. Bureau of 
Labor was the Cost of Living index (CLI). In 1945 the 
name was changed tothe CPl . Thus the two indicators 
are one and the same thing. A cost of living index 
similar to the CPI can be specified for any different 
rombination of bundles of commodities seleeted by 
someone as determining a characteristic cost of living 
for a specific subgroup of a population. Because of the 
arbitrary nature of this index and because of the 
previous identification of the CPI and CLI, we ignored 
the existence of any substantive dillerences between 
these two indices. 
It is important to note that input· output 
projections for the dollar value 01 output in New 
MuiC1) are in deflated, constant dollars. Conse-
quently. our inRation rate projection should not be 
applied to these values. 
In terms of forecasting the annual percentage 
change in CLI, CPl. and inflation. we felt that the 
alternative development scenarios for New Mexico 
would have essentially negligible effects 00 national 
price levels. Consequently, there is no distinction in 
the price level changes forecuted aeross aetion plans. 
In addition. beeause our forecasts are limited to Nellt' 
Mexico itself, we thought it unreasonable to make any 
attempt to project fluctuations in these price levels for 
the United States as a whole well into the future. For 
these reasons, we selected a simple 3.3 percent annual 
rate of change for both pri~ indices for all plans and 
periods. This value was selected to recognize the 
slight inflationary bias of t he CPI relative to a 
reASOnably atteptabLe annual infialioD rate of 3 
percent. 
41.%211) RepairCorKtperCapita ... 
Pen:ent of PveJaue Price 
This indicator. although highly variable in the 
short run. will tend to be fairly constant in the long 
run. The fat't()rs which tend t() limit the percent 
amount of repair costs is that consumers usually buy 
products which have some sort of guarantee 
associated with them. Any company which did not 
make some effort w control the sale of defective 
products would soon go out of business. One the other 
hand, control costs tend w increase exponentiaUy with 
de<:reases in output of defective products and thus a 
company will eventually reach a point where it is 
cheaper for them to just replace a defective unit with 
another new unit than to have quality control to the 
point of having 100 percent effective units. It is often 
noted that as a family's income rises, they tend not 
only to buy more of certain goods and greater variety 
of goods. but also a better quality level of the same 
type of goods. Furthermore, with increasing sales and 
an expanding market, firms (an begin to take 
advantage of economies of scale to turn out better 
products. Thus. a possible predictor of tot.al. repair 
costs is total retail sales . 
With only two data points available for New 
Mexico (1963 and 1967, Census of Manufacturers), the 
relationship between total repair costs {ReI and retail 
sales (RS) was approximated by a straight line 
between these two points. Total retail sales for each of 
the plans was derived from the final demand for goods 
in 5e(!tors 19 and 20 of the input.-output model. Since 
these two sectors also include wholesale goods it was 
assumed that the percentage of sector s 19 and 20 
going towards retail sales remained constant through 
all plans and periods SO that if 
where 
then 
RS=TS/1.6889 
TS=total sales ~tors 19 and 20 
RC=(.OO857) RS + 23272.84 
and finally we get 
·RC/ RS x 100% = .857 + 
(23272.84) (1.6689) (lOO)/TS 
which is our desired indicator since if both HC and RS 
are expressed in per capita terms we get the same 
result as in •. 
4l!!IZJ Can RecaIed AaDuaDy .. Perceat .. 
Total Car Sal •• 
The statistics were gathered on the number of 
foreign and domestic passenger cars recaIJed,6 and the 
6U.S. Department of TransportatiOfl. Fedtoral Dish ... a)' 
Admin_ration. Nalioaal Hi(tl .... , S.fe~, &reau. MotM Vehicle 
Safety Defeel Rec:.U C.mpai(lllJ, ftom J.n, 1. 1968. to Dec. :,., 
1968, from Jan. I, 19!19. to Dee. SI, 1969. from Jan. 1, 1970, to 
Dec. 31. 19'10, (rom h n. 1. 1971, lo~. 31, 19'71 . 
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number of new passenger cars produced and 
imported7 for the years 1968-1971. The percent of cars 
recalled as a percent of cars produced or imported was 
then determined for each year. A low average figure 
of 7 percent was then selected to represent projected 
percent cars realled annually. reflecting our beliefs 
that car manufacturers over time will minimize the 
possibility of safety defects in design and will tend t() 
catch safety defects before cars are distributed to 
dealers. 
Note again that we are dealing here with a 
national rather than regional social indicator. No 
regression was run relating the number of ears 
r ecall ed to any particular independent variable 
because we have no easy way 01 predicting that 
independent variable of national dimensions from data 
within our model oC New Mexico. Our figure of 7 
percent was chosen under all plans for two reasons: 1) 
we do not expect alternative development paths in 
New Mexico to affect this national indicator 
signilicantly, and 2) we want to minimize the effect of 
what is essentially a guess on differences in the 
achievement of social goals, once the effect of action 
plans on social indicators is known. 
4.I2J{IJ Pereeat Chu.~ ill tile Number of New 
Pateot. Is.ued 
The annual percent change In the number of new 
patents iss~ is another national social indiea.t.or 
essentially unaffected by alternative developments in 
the state of New Mexico. For this reason the values 
taken by this indicator in any period across different 
action plans are identical. In addition, we made no 
attempt to project changes in this indieat()r value at a 
national level, given that the forecasts generated by 
our model are strictly regional in nature_ 
Data on the number of patents issued nationally is 
available in the U.S. Statistical Ab!jtract.8 Over a 
20 -year period from 1951·1970, the average 
percentage increase in the number ot patents issued 
was 3.6 percent. Because of relative stability of this 
figure over the 2O-year period and because of 
informational constraints limiting our ability to 
forecast readily changes in this value without 
incorporating a macro-dynamic economic model of the 
United Slates as a whole, we leltconlident to project a 
steady annual percentage increase of 3.6 percent for 
this social indicator. 
4123(2) RetaiJ Employee. Per Capita 
The 1-0 model used in our ca.!culations has built 
into it a labor demand coefficient vector such that 
when it is matrix multiplied by the total demand 
7 U.S. Buruu of the GeniUS. Suumcal Abstzlct of the 
United SUtes, 1972. ~rd Edil>oa. Wsshingl.(m. D.C. 1972. 
81ltid.. r.bJe861. p.530. 
vector the product is a vector of total labor demand in 
man years by sector. Using data from the 1963 and 
1967 Census of Manufadurers for New Mexico an 
average was taken to estimate the percentage of total 
retail employees (RE) to total retail and wholesale 
employees (WE), i.e., total labor demand in sectors 19 
and 20 and with the result: 
RE/RE + WE = .82007 
Thus to find RE for a given year and plan all that was 
necessary was to multiply .82007 times the total labor 
demand in sectors 19 and 20. Then this is divided by 
the total population for that plan and year to get the 
retail employees per capita. 
There are several gross assumptions used in 
calculating the indicator in this manner. First, it is 
assumed that the percentage of retail employees to 
wholesale employees does not change over time. 
Secondly, it is assumed that the labor demand 
coefficient vector built into the 1·0 model is constant 
over time. The second assumption seems to be the 
grosser of the two but it is a commonly made 
assumption in using 1-0 tables for forecasting or 
prediding. Furthermore, since the main importance 
of the model is to examine the relative position of the 
indicators with respect to the various plans, the 
correctness of the absolute levels is not quite as 
important as in other forms of 1-0 analysis. However, 
if the plans themselves have differential effects on the 
coefficients of the 1-0 model then real problems would 
arise. In the absence of any a priori knowledge of the 
way coefficients will change over time, it is assumed 
that they will remain constant. 
4123(3) Retail per Capita Sales Receipts 
This indicator was calculated directly from the 
results of the input-output model. The sum of the 
final demand in doUars of sectors 19 and 20 was 
multiplied by 1/1.6689 (the ratio of retail sales to 
total retail and wholesale sales as derived in 4122(1)), 
to get total retail sales for each year and plan. This 
figure was then divided by the predicted population 
for that year and plan. This method assumes that as in 
4122(1) the ratio of retail sales to total retail and 
wholesale sales remains constant over time. 
413(1) A venae Weeldy WorkiDg 801ll'fl of 
ProdudieD Workers 
Many factors influence this indicator: the overall 
rate of growth of the economy, the demand for 
production goods, the rate of growth in demand for 
production goods, the number of production workers 
in the area, custom, and various laws. In general, 
however, the 40-hour work week is the standard in 
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highly unionized industries and this is more or less 
followed in other industries although there may be a 
greater chance of being laid off. In any case, since it 
seems that other variables are adjusted by industry to 
satisfy the 40-hour work week as a constraint and 
since workers tend to use the 40-hour work week as 
the base amount by which they consider themselves 
fully employed, this is taken to be a peg around which 
everyone adjusts until increasing productivity and 
wages of workers considerations make it possible for 
the peg in the entire economy to be changed. To 
handle these changes. in the context of our model, 
however, implies that the coefficients of the 
input-output model would have to change. Since the 
standards set and met, with respect to the work week, 
in the economy outside of New Mexico have a 
tremendous influence on New Mexico, through 
immigration and outmigration particularly, it is 
assumed that none of the plans has a differential effect 
on this indicator. Thus holding the peg at 40 hours per 
week throughout the life of the plan may distort the 
absolute values but the relative values among plans 
should remain undisturbed. 
.03(2) Per Capita Receipts of AmuHment and 
Recreation Serviee Eatablidunen1l 
Due to the availability of only two data points on 
recreational receipts for New Mexico, 1963 and 1967,9 
it was assumed that total recreational receipts were a 
linear function of total personal income (or total 
population times median per capita income). The ratio 
of the change in recreational receipts, t:. R, to the 
change in total income t:. TI is = t:. R/ t:. Ti = .005. 
Then using the 1963 data point and the following 
modelR = .005 + b, wegetR= .OO5TI +25,929,000. 
This equation divided by TPOP in the given period 
gives the desired value of indicator 413(2). Ideally a 
regression would be run on total income, leisure time, 
and a time trend variable. 
413(3) AtteDdanee at State Parks per Capita 
With onlO' three years of statewide data 
(1969-1971),1 this indicator was estimated by 
regressing total attendance in thousands against total 
population in thousands with the following results: 
A = 23.49 (TPOP) - 19311.67 
(6.22) 
R2= .96 
or A/TPOP = 23.49 - 19311.67/TPOP 
Su.S. Bureau of the Censu8. 1967 Censll.S of BUlineft. 
Selected Services. New Mexico. 
IONew Mexieo Statilitieal Abstract. 
, 
Here again this is only a rough approximation. 
Ideally. with enough data we would run regression! of 
attendance on population, income, and various trend 
variables. 
413(4) Total SUet. 01 B_ti.c ud FIe:hiq 
LiceD.e8 per Capita 
Ideally a regression would be run on total 
population, per capita income, average leisure time 
and some time trend variable. However, we had only 
five pieces of data for New Mexieoll from 1965·1969 
so a regression of total yearly hunting and fishing 
licenses in thousands (HL) was run against median per 
capita income in thousands (Mel) with the following 
results: 
HL = 67.4535 MCI + 9.1286 
(9.496) 
R2 = .9676 
414ft ) Crowd! Kate 01 rer Capita t.c..e (perceat) 
(21(61 MediaalaeomeGrowthRate 
This is a definitional social indicator, i.e., it is 
definition ally construc::ted from the values of 
previousJy computed social indicators, In this case. it 
(GMCI) is the average annual percentage change in 
per capita inc::ome (MCl) during the relevant planning 
period i. 
GMCIHI = MClj+l' Meli I 100 
MCli 
414(3) UDelDpIo)'lllleDt {percelltl 
<2'(" 
This indicator is defined as the difference 
between the total number of jobs available (c::alculated 
from the labor demand vedor in the input-output 
model) and the total number of workers available 
(TWORK) c::a1eulat.ed from a regression of t.otal 
workeu in t.ota! population divided by total workers 
available. The regression of total workers in 
thousands on t.ota! popUlation in thousands was run on 
12 yearly obiervations from 1960_1971,12 on the data 
of New Mexiro with the following results: 
TWORK = (.7) TPOP· 347.67 
(7.47) 
R2 =.84 
lINew MeJ[~ SUtaeUeal Abetract. 1970. p. 96. 
12Ntw Mexico Statittieal Abstrac:t,l972. pp. 11-12, 36. 
• 9. 
414(4) ....... F ......... r ... t.l.tbe 
Tetal Nuabers" BuiaellMs 
The annual perc::ent of business ftilures was 
selected as one' of several Indic::es of the stability of the 
standaroof living. It serves as an indkator not only of 
the health of current businesses but also of busine!.S 
expectations about the future of the economy. 
The New MeDco Stad.dcaI Abltraet provides 
data on the number of business failures in the stale 
each year from 1962 to 1971. We would have liked 1.0 
be able to produce a regression analysis predicting the 
number of business ftilures on the basis of such 
independ ent variables as the total number of 
businesses. business investment levels. retained 
earnings, ownership equity. and the value of plant and 
equipment. Ideally. we would have c::onstructed 
separate models forecasting the number of business 
failures. accordingly. to each business type and 
industry. given that spec::ific:: charac::teristics of the 
industry and type of business can significantly aff~t 
the success potenLial of the business. 
The determination of business failures as a 
percent or the total number of businesses was done in 
the following manner. First data from the New Medco 
Stau.tieaJ AbtItnd were derived in the t.otal number 
of establishments for speciftc industries (retail and 
wholesale t rade. selected services) in 1967. Given that 
the number of establishments is always greater than 
the number of business firms (due to multiple 
fac::tories, plants, or establishments) and that complete 
data for establishments in all industries were not 
available. a fudge factor of 125 percent w .. applied to 
the 1967 establishment figures t.o determine the 1967 
number of businesses. The number of businesses 
failures in 1967 was then determined from the 
abstract. and then the 1967 value of this social 
indieator-13,42 percent. 
In forecasting the value of this indicator for 
alternative plans in future periods, we assume that it 
will remain constant for Plans I , 2, and 5. Under Plan 
3. we assume it will ~reue by 8 penent in 1972 and 
remain constant thereafter. Under Plan 4 we assume 
it will increase by 10 percent and remain ronstant 
thereafter. 
421(1) Elaploymeat Growth Kate 
This indieat.or is ea1c::ulated directlJ from the labor 
demand vector ol the input-output n:IUtine. It is the 
average annual perc::entage change in total equilibrium 
labor demand from one period t.o the neat . 
421(3) llIf.rred Net Mflratioa ... Perce_tap 
of Total Popalatioa 
The c.akulation of net migration was an extremely 
rough adaption o( the regression coefficients 
calculated by Iden13 to the New Mexico input-output 
model. Iden related increase in immigration (lNM) to 
increase in new jobs (NJ) in the area. The coefficient 
of new job!! from Ideo's report was used directly with 
the constant tenn adjusted to fit the regional data for 
New Mexico. The number of new jobs was calculated 
by subtracting the total number of jobs available 
before the next period's plan is implemented from the 
eqUilibrium total number of jobs available at the end of 
the next period. Thus: 
INM = -3281 + 1.17NJ 
Now we can easily calculate INM as a percentage of 
total population. Using this procedure. immigration or 
emigration was extremely volatile with instances of as 
much as 10 percent of the population entering or 
leaving over a S-year period. 
A specific study on immigration in the Southwest 
is needed in order to incorporate this extremely 
important indicator properly into the system. 
421(4) MediaD Education Level (yNn) 
This indicator ideaUy would be ea.lculatect in .some 
type of simultaneous system. It both influences and is 
influenced by many other social indicators such as 
median per capita income, total population, amount of 
loeal government revenues spent on schools. and 
many others. What was actually done was to regJ'e:ls 
median education level (MED) in different New 
Mexico counties14 on median per capita income 
(Mel) with the following results: 
MED :::: 6.844 + .0015852 Mel 
15.601 
421 (5) Mecliu EchIcatiM Lenl fer Ethak GrMpe 
431'1 
Thi! indicator is al50 Lied in a very complex and 
lagged manner to several other indicators. However, 
since it was felt that it was primarily influenced by 
13lden• GeOfp. and Richter, Charlcs. "J'aeton A'soeiated 
w[Lh Population MQbility in the AUantic Coa.tal PlaiD Rllgion." 
Land Eeoaomiu. MIY 1971. XLVU:2, pp. 189·193. 
14Nc ... Muico St.atist)ca.l Abst~, 1m. pp_ 29-45 
(orees other than those posited in the various action 
plans. it was assumed that it would stay in the same 
proportion evidenced in the 1970 census with the 
median education level. 
422(1) Eeoaomic GroW"tll Rate (pereent) 
The economie growth rate wu interpreted to 
mean the avera~ annual growth rate of the sum of the 
period-by· period equilibrium final demand vector of 
the input-output model. This was calculated directly in 
the computer model. 
This indicator is sell-explanatory. Total popula. 
tion15 itself is assumed to change by a natural rate of 
iMrease of 1 percent per year. plus net immigrants 
(positive or negative). Thus the population induced 
effects of an action plan in one period are earried into 
the next period by the amount of induced Immigration 
or emigration . 
423(1 ) Total SociaIluaurlUlee ContribUu.aa 
per Capita 
Total social insurance contributiona (Sl) were 
assumed to be primarily a function of total per50nal 
income (TPI). A regression was run on the four pieces 
of datal!:) for years 1966, 1969, 1970, 1971 that we had 
available with the following results: 
SI = -62.1022 + .000000I 
(61.78) 
R2= .9994 
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where all variables are e xpressed in millions of 
dollars. SI was then divided by total population to get 
the desired indicator. 
423(2) Tetal Private &etn.e..t CoatributiMa. 
per Capita 
Very little data were available for New Mexic:o 
from whtch to ealc:ulate this indkator. What was dooe 
was to calculate a "two-point regression" for the 
United States using 1950 and 1970 total private 
insurance contributions (TPRC) on total personal 
lnoome17 to arrive at the slope ~timates and then of 
15Ncw Mexico Sl.4I.islieal AbttrKt. pp. 10·11 . 
16New Mexico Slatilltieal Abttrart. 19'1'2, p. 43. 
l1KoIodl'1lbeU. Walter. ''Two Decadcs of Employ8C Benefit 
Plans 1950-1970: A Revie ... . " Soeial Security Bultctin. April 
1972. Vol. 35. No. 4. Sodal Security Adminifiration. U.S . Dept. 
of Heahlr., EdUl'..l.t ion and Welf~ . 
the constant estimate were dellated by the percent of 
New Mexico income of U.S. total income to arrive at: 
TPRC :: .07513(TPI) - 131.92 
43(1) Gial Coeflk:ieat for laeoJlle DYtrihtie. 
66(1 ) 
71Z'l{!) 
The distribution of income for a group or region 
can be represented graphically. The population of the 
region is arranged along the horizontal axis from the 
poorest people at the left, to the riehest people at the 
right. and the accumulated pereentage of income 
(!8med by the co~sponding percentage of the total 
population is plotted vertically. The result, eaIled a 
Lorenz curve, showe the degree of inequality iII the 
distribution of income. If income were equally 
distributed, the Lorenz curve wouJd follow the 
diagonal line OB: 
100,------------,'" • 
,/ 
---
/ 
/ 
/ 
o ~O ""------:,\;O -----,.!., OOA 
A«lImuialed Per~nt of Population 
whkh would indicate that 10 percent of population 
earned 10 percent of income. 20 perrent of population 
earned 20 percent of income, and so on. Since, in fact, 
the poorest 10 percent generally eam len than 10 
percent of income, the Lorenz curve is pushed below 
the diagonal. and the more unequally income is 
distributed, the farther the curve departs from the 
diagonal. 
A useful summary measure of the degree of 
income concentration is provided by the Gini ratio of 
oonrentration, which expreSRS the area of tbe bow· 
shaped sector between the Lorenz curve and the 
diagoo.al as a percent of the total area of the lower 
triangle. The more nearly equal are the meomes of all 
people. the closer tbe Lorenz curve lies to tbe diagonal 
and the kJwer the Gizti ratio becomes. app~hing 
zero when all people receive exactly the same mc:ome. 
The more unequal incomes beeome. the greater the 
area between the curve and tbe diagonal, and the 
larger the Ginl ratio. When all income is concentrated 
in a single individual, the Gini ratio is ODe. 
Property ownersbip tends to be much more 
highly concentrated than income. Consequently. Gini 
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ratios calculated on the basis of property ownership 
over a given population wouJd be larger than Gini 
ratios calculated on personal Income over the same 
population . Gini ratios for wage and saJary receip1.8 
are somewhat higher than Glni ratios for personal 
income as a whole. This is largely because penonal 
income includes social security , unemployment 
benefits, welfare. and other transfers mOl'lt of which 
go to low-income families . The Gin! ratio tends to 
decline over time with increased educational and 
occuPltional opportunity. mobility. growth iII the 
transfer payment system, and progr~ive taxation. 
It shoukl be mentioned that the norms of income 
distribution require more than just one piece of 
information like a Gini coefficient. Gini coefficients for 
different subgroups of a population (e.g .. ethnic 
minoritiesl may possibly be smaller, reflecting a more 
equal distribution 01 income than that of the entire 
popUlation. But at the same time, the median per 
capita income of ethnic minorities may be much lower 
than that of the entire population. In addition, many 
very different skewed distributions of income can 
produce the urne Gini coefficient. Consequently. 
additional information such as median per capita 
income Ind skewness of income distribution are also 
necessary to decide whether there hu actually been 
an improvement in income distribution. 
In calculating our Gini coefficient. we u8ed 1970 
New Mexico Census data on family personal income. 
Ideally in developing our figures on median per capita 
income, we would have constructed a subroutine for 
the input·output program thlt wouJd predict wage 
income in different skill categories by ethnic group as 
weU as a population subroutine 1Vhich would predict 
ethnic group population. With such information we 
would be able to forecast fairly accurately change in 
the Gini coefficient over time under alternative action 
plans. Such subroutines require an extensive amount 
of modeling effort and are beyond the bounds or this 
particular project. Consequently. we first established 
the 1967 Gini coefficient (0.40269) and hypothesized 
changes in its value over time under the diffef't;nt 
plans. Under Plana 1 and 5, the coefficient is expected 
to decline at an extremely slow pace, reflecting the 
historicalatability of income distribution in the United 
States. The decline should be somewhat less slow 
under Plan 2 and futer, though not large. under Plan 
3. Under Plan 4, tbe trend should reverse itself, the 
Gini coefficient climbing slowly. 
43(1) Gild Coeftic:ieIIt for EtIudc Groapl 
In constructing this Gini coefficient from 1970 
New Mexico Cenaus data. we ranked ethnic groups 
from the lowest average family income to the higbeet, 
and then calculated the pereent of total family income 
earned by each group. The resulting Gini coefficient 
(0.1010) wu assumed valid for 1967. Notice that it is 
lower than the value for soeial indicator 43(1), 
reflecting a more homogenous distribution of income 
among ethnic groups than among the entire !!tate 
population. 
We then hypothesized an extremely slow decline 
in the value of the indicator under Plans 1 and 5. The 
rate of decline increases slightly under Plan 2 and is 
fastest under Plan 3, Under Plan 4 the trend reverses 
itself with an extremely slow increase. 
Very little in the action Plans I, 4 and 5 were 
assumed to affed t his indicator. Thus it was assumed 
that it would remain a constant proportion of the 
overall employment level throughout the plan ~riods. 
The proportion was calculated from 1970 data. IS 
For Plans 2 and 3 it is assumed that there will be 
differential positive erred.s on ethnic group employ· 
ment versus white employment. The changes 
reported are by as!Jumption only due to lack of data. 
With better data available, namely a sector by sector 
breakdown of percentage of ethnic groups employed, 
we could predict more accurately the differential 
effects of action Plans 2 &rid 3. 
43(5) Ratio of Fe..we UDeJllplo~Dt Rate to 
Male UDeJllploflD8nt Rate19 
H~re it was also assumed that this inruc.t.or was 
heavily influenced by variables Ilot affected by the 
action plans. However. a downward trend was 
assumed that could be affected by the economic 
growth rate, e.g., in bad times women would still be 
laid orr first due to lack of seniority, 
611 (11 Coac:eauadMelSOzlppm) 
613(1) CoDcelltratioG of ~ (ppm) 
The soundest projections of annual average 802 
concentration for New Mexico should most likely be 
based on some measure of the aetivity levels of t~ 
major sources of S~ in the state. Lacking this infor-
mation, we projected 802 concentration on the basis 
of a regression run over 1972 802 concentration 
readings at different sites in the stateOO and county 
population. 21 The regreS9ion r esults were as 
follows: 
181970 Cen~u~, General Social and Eeonomic ebaraderisties, 
New MuJeo, pp. (33·UIl) . (33-120) 
IIlNe .. Mexioo Statistical Almrvt. 1972. p. :rI. 
20 Air Quality Data Report. 
21N,,.. Mexieo Statlatlcal Abstract. 
~ in ppm ::; O.OU.8 + 0.000000086 (county 
population) (0.64) 
R2 ::; 0.08 
Regional population projections for each period 
and plan are derived from the population submodel of 
the input· output model. To proj~l county population 
(n) for each period and plan, we assume that each 
county contributes the same proportion of regional 
population (N) in the future as observed in 1970. We 
then project SO<) concentration on the basis of county 
population and aggrega te the resu lting 802 
concentrations across all counties in each region, using 
the nl N ratios as weights. We aggregate acrosa 
regions to get a single statewide S02 concentration 
level using regional population as a pereent of state 
population as the weights. 
611(2) eo.ee.tratiH .. Rydroearbon. tre. 
Sewage Chemlea.ll 
Unfortunately. no information on hydrocarbon 
roncent rations was readily available, neither data on 
sewage plants or the immense number of cesspools 
used throughout the state. While sewage plant data 
would have been helpful. plants tend to locate 
downwind of populated areas, and residential 
population around sewage plants tends to be sparse. 
Thus, lew people are oUended 011 a day·to-day ha!lis by 
sewage plant hydrocarbon odors. 
Cesspools account for a significant portion of the 
source of sew age · based hydrocarbon odors and 
gathering data on these $OUTreS would be an immense 
Lask. Hypot.hesizing hydrocarbon outputs by an 
"average" cesspool would most likely prove relatively 
insignificant since the quality of cesspool upkeep 
varies so widely across the state and from house to 
house. And it is just the extent of this variation across 
different regions of the state that it is important for us 
to predict. Consequently, given the luk of data in this 
particular case and the difficulty of profiling an 
average cesspool's hydrocarbon emissions, the value 
of this indicator was set equal to zero. 
612(11 MBee: 01 Visihruty 
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As an indicator of visibility, miles of visibility 
would be expected to be a function of weather 
conditions. suspended particulates, and nitrogen 
oxides which contribute to the discoloration 
characteristics of smog. Since we were without readily 
available data on mites of visibility, we U5umed that 
the value of this indicator remains constant at 6 mile. 
for all action plans and periods except Plan 3. Our 
rationale is that over time, growth in activities 
normally producing air particulates and nitrogen 
oxides will be aoo>mpanied by improved air pol1utiDll 
control devices. For Plan 3, we MSume that a growth· 
encouraging plan with rapid population growth will 
sacrifice some visibility to the cause of growth. 
Therefore we assume that visibility will decrease to 
5.5 miles under PIAn 3. 
613(2) CouceDtratioa of N~ (ppm) 
The soundest projections of annual average N02 
concentration for New Mexico should most likely be 
based on some measure of the activity levels of the 
major !IOurces of N02 emissions in the state. Lacking 
this infonnation. we regressed N02 concentration 
readings at different sites in the state22 on county 
population.23 The regression results were as follows: 
N~ in ppm = 0.0056 + 0.000000631 (county 
population) (1 .63) 
R2 = 0.39 
Regional population projections for each period 
and plan are derived from the population submodel of 
the input·output model. To project county population 
(n) for each period and plan. we assume that each 
county contributes the same proportion of regional 
population (NI in the future as obsf!n'ed in 1970. We 
then project. N~ eoneentration on the basis of eounty 
pop~lation and aggt'egate the resulting N02 concen· 
tratlons across all counties in a region. using the nl N 
ratios a..5 weights. We aggregate across regions to get 
a single N02 concentration level for the state, using 
regional population u a percent of state population Il! 
the weights. 
613(3) CoDceDtratioDS of Ozo.e (03) ud PAN (ppa) 
Ladting readily available data on 03 and PAN. 
we simply assumed that both would be constant at 
0.0005 ppm for all periods and plans. 
613(4) c-cea.trata.. .. TSP (ps-) 
Data were available of cross· sectional readings on 
the concentrations of total suspended particulates 
(TSP) in grams per cubic millimeters. Given that 
unpaved roads in New Mexico are a major souree of 
TSP, we found that average daily mile! on unpaved 
roads was an adequate predictor of TSP roneentra· 
tions across the state. However. we found it difficult 
to produce a fairly accurate predic1.Or of average daily 
miles driven on unpaved roads. particularly the rate at 
which this variable would change aeros5 the five 
regions under the diHerent scenarioa over several 
years into the future . Consequently, we used a simple 
linear regressioo of TSP against 1972 regional 
population. The resulu were: 
22Air Quality Data Report. 
23Ne..- Mui«l Stau.dc:al Abltnrt. 
TSP = 51.31 + .0108 pop 
(2.79) 
R2= .33 
where POP = regional population in thOUSAnds. 
We then assumed that this crou·sedional 
regression is valid also for time series. 
Regional population projections for each period 
and plan are derived from the population submodel of 
the input·output model. To projeet county population 
(n) for each period and plan. we asaume that each 
county contributes the same proportion of regional 
population IN) in tM future as observed in 1970. We 
then project TSP concentration on the basi! of COWIty 
population and aggregate the resulting TSP 
concentratio~ across all counties in each region. using 
the nlN ratios a! weights. We aggregate across 
regions to get a single statewide TSP concentration 
level using regional population as a percent of state 
population as the weights. Finally we translate TSP 
concentration in gTams per cubic centimeter into 
millions of pam per million by a conversion fartar. 
621(1) S..,eDded SUt Lo.d (ps-) 
While data proved not readily available on 
sus~n~ed silt load. we did have a regression 
predletmg the approximate August level 01 total 
dissolved solids in parts per million from the water 
quality model oonstrlW:ted at the University of New 
Mexico: 
DS(l) = 2381.2 + 617 Crops(1) ·357.27 Time 
2 
(2.90) (-1.76) 
R = 0.963 
where DS(l) = cOl)Centrationinppmofdissolvedsolids 
in region 1 
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Crops(1) = the value of'gross output of industrial 
sectors 2 and 3 in region 1 in millions of 
dollars 
Time = the la.st two digits of the year in question 
DS(2.3) = 2091.07 + 76 Crops(2,3) 
(1.63) 
Crops(l) ·SO.98Time 
1-.581 
R2 = 0.612 
+ S7 
10.691 
where DS(2,8) = OS concentration 10 regions 2 and 8 
Crops(2.3) = value of gross output of sectors 2 
and 3 in regions 2 and :) iD millions of 
dolla" 
DS(4) = ·1995.05 + 1083 Crops(4) + 105.36 Time 
11.301 {OJI6I 
where DS(4' = DS con~nt!'ation in region 4 
Crops (4) = value 01 gross output of aed.or 4 in 
region 4 in milUomJ of dollars. 
These equations are used to generate suspended 
silt load in each of the four Rio Grande river regions 
for each plan and period. Regional values are then 
aggregated to form a single statewide value by 
weighting regional values by the regional mean annual 
flow (acre-feet per year) as a percent of maximum 
mean annual flow. 
621(2) B~(hYletlDemaDd 
(puis per.ruioal 
623(1) 
No data proved readily available on BOD readings 
in the Rio Grande. We assumed no action plan would 
permit BOD to fall below 2.0 ppm and set this as the 
value of the social indicator for all plans and periods. 
622(1) Pereent .. TetaJ. Sew. ElDveet UDtreated 
To determine the vaJue of this sociaJ indicator, we 
ru-st used the 1960 and 1970 CealAU of Boa ... to find 
the percent of housing units without fiush toilets. 
Since this is the best available data on untreated 
sewage effluent, we should note that our resulting 
figures are probably biased upward for two reason: 
(1) Some sewage treatment can occur in the absence of 
fiush toilets, and (2) not all sewage is generated in 
households. 
We then deeided that the percent of housing units 
without Oush toilets is an atteptable proxy for the 
percent of LotaJ sewage effluent untreated. This 
deeision requires three implicit assumptions: II) Only 
fiush toilet eroueDt is treated, (2) all sewage is 
generated in households, and (3) the average volume 
of effluent in households without flush toilets is equal 
to the average volume of households with. 
We next assumed that rural population is a good 
predictor of untreated sewage. We caJculated a two-
point linear regresaion on 1960 and 1970 data of 
perunt of total sewage emuent untreated (% SU) 
venus rural population (RPOP) with the following 
results; 
% SU = -151.97 + 0.OOO522RPOP 
Given thi! formula, when rural population falls below 
291.180, % SU equals zero. Our rural population 
projections are derived from the difference between 
total state population projections in the population 
subroutine and urban population projections under 
social indicator 651(1)_ 
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6%3(2) Pbe.oIl (pu1.I per.miea) 
With a complete absence of data on phenol 
readings and 'adling any ready means of predicting 
phenol levels from other variables, we simply assumed 
phenols amounted to 0.0 ppm for each plan and period. 
631(1) Acrea of Parka: per Capita ta Urban. 
Dominated Landacapea 
7221(1) 
Increases in municipal park acreage (to a level of 
40,529 acres statewide! are slated for Plan 2 alone, 
a«ording t.o a 1971-1975 uqui5.iUon and development 
sthedule.24 No iocreases are reOected in this indicator 
until the 1977 period. The previous level of municipal 
park acreage (37.902 acres)25 was assumed fixed for 
all other plans and periods 8-'l weU as the 1967 and 1972 
periods of Plan 2. Urban population was determined 
for each plan and period according to the regression 
used for social indicator 651(1) to predict urban 
population from total population and the population 
levels foreeasted by the model. The above acreages 
we re then divided by t he appropriate urban 
popUlation level for each plan and period to determine 
the acres of parks per capita in urban-dominated 
landscapes. 
631(2) Pereeatof UrbuAru Covered. by BeIow-
Ground Traalllllililoa Lloel 
7221(2) 
A data search provided no information on the rate 
of change of the percent of urban area covered by 
below-ground transmission. lines. Coo!tequentiy we 
hypothesized that for New Mexico, this pen:ent ill any 
year is e<juaJ to the change in the pen:ent of urban 
population between that year and 1950 lSO.3 percent). 
The implicit assumptions are that cities in New Mexico 
began laying urban transmission lines belotV ground in 
1950 and that the percent of urban population added 
since 1950 is equivalent to the percent of urban area 
covered by below-ground transmission lilies. 
631(3; Perceat laduatrial Area 
72%1(3) 
Without accessible information on industrial area 
as a percent of urban-dominated landscapes, tVe 
assumed a reasonable value of 2 pen:ent for 1967. We 
then assumed that this value would remain constant 
over all periods for Plans I, 2, 4, and 5. We assumed 
that it would rise to 2.2 percent in 1972 and level off at 
2.5 percent in 1977 under Plan 3. 
240uldQM ~reatioo . Table, 29·33. 
251ltid •• T.bldl. 
631(4) Ifi&b ne.sity ilelidential Area as a Pereent 
of Urbu Domiuted LaDdlCapea 
1!%1(4) 
Lacking readily available data, we assumed 8 
1961 sLate,.-ide average of 2 percent for high density 
residential area as a percent of urban dominated 
landscapes. We assumed the vaJue of this indicator is 
constant over all periods for the Undevelopment Plan 
(Plan 4). We assumed (or the Default Plan (Plan 11. 
Recreation Plan (Plan 2), and t he Cotton Pha~-Out 
Plan (Plan 5) that the value of the indicator grows at a 
dec:reasing rate to a value of 2.8 percent in 1987. We 
Wlumed that under the Development Plan (Plan 3), 
the value of the indicator grows at a slightly higher 
rate to a value of 3 percent in 1987. 
63l{S) Medilua Deasity Residential Deveiopment 
as a Percent of Urbu Dominated Laadxape 
Lacking ~adily available data, we aslIumed a 
1967 statewide average of 20 percent for medium 
density residential development as a percent of urban 
dominated landscapes. We assumed the value of this 
indicator is constant over all periods for the 
Undevelopment Plan IPlan 4). We assumed for the 
Delault Plan (Plan I), Recreation Plan (Plan 2), and 
tlte Cotton Phase-Out Plan (Plan 5) that the value 01 
the indicator grows at a decreasing rate to a value of 
23 percent in 1987. We assumed that under the 
Development Plan (Plan 3), the value of the indicator 
grows at a slightly higt.er rate to. value of 24 percent 
in 1987. 
631(8) Pereat of Freeway ArM. lD Urbu 
n-n ... ·ted Lucl..,.,. 
'lm(5) 
The Now Mob Statiltial A~ contains 
information for the years 1960-1970 on the miles of 
federal-aid interstate and federal -aid primary urban 
state system roads. Assuming that the average New 
Mexico freeway is 100 yards wide, the squan milH of 
urban freeway can then be calculated for thoae years. 
When these values are com~ared to the square miles 
of urban and bunt-up areas 7 in New Mexico for the 
same period, an average value of the pen::-ent of 
freeway area in urban dominated landscapes is aet at 
1.79 percent. We believed it appropriate to &Illume a 
constant pereent of freeway area to urban area OIl the 
assumption of relatively constant vehicle to population 
and population to urban area ratios. 
2111971, p.78; 1972. p.St. 
27Ne .. Muko StaLe W.u.r Pia.!!, p. Ug. 
632(1) MaM of Above-Gf'OUIIId. TrullllfHioa Lia •• 
per Seet:IOII iD M ... ta1.-[)awI.e1ed. 
............. 
7222(11 
633(1) MOel 0' Above-Grouod TrIlUllliaIioa LiD .. 
per Seetioa III Deaert-o.-1neted 
LudlUPH 
7223(1) 
634(2) Mllea of IIhove-Groaad Tranaailaloo LiBe. 
per Sec:tiM b:I Acrieu1tve-DomI.ated. 
7224(2) 
635(2) Mlle. of ahove-GI'OUIld. Traa ... alon LiDol 
per Sectioa in ForHt-Dndnated Laad.eape. 
7ml!) 
636(4) MBes of Above-Grouod Tr ...... aiOD Liaea 
per Section iD Water· Dominated. 
I..ud.aeape. 
7226(4.) 
Data on the miles of above-ground transmission 
lines in euh county and type of terrain were provided 
by the New Mexico subproject.28 County acreages 01 
different terrain or landscape types (mountain-
dominated, desert·dominated, agriculture-dominated, 
rorest-dominated, and water·dominated) were speci-
fied according to current land·use profiles.29 These 
profiles allocate acreage in each county into the cate-
gories of inland waters, urban and built-up areas, 
roads, crop land, defense, parks and ruh and wildlife, 
timber and wood Land, and range lands. Mountain· and 
forest-dominated landscapes were defined identically 
as the sum of timber and wood land. We defined 
agriculture-dominated landsupes as crop land, 
desert-dominated landscapes as range land. and 
water-dominated landscapes as inland water. 
Note tbat in above land·use categorizations, apart 
from urban and built-up are .... we bave ignored. four 
types or land use in the profiles-roads. defense, 
parks, and fish and wildlife. The separation of Land use 
into these types makes it difficult to allocate their 
acreages among different landscape terrains. 
ConsequenU.v our M!sulting values lor these social 
indicators may be biased upwards. 
Landscape acreage of each type was then summed. 
across all oounties within eacb region. Nut, weights 
were determined for each region and landscape type 
attording to the region's contributioll of acreage of 
each Landscape type to total state acreage of each 
landscape type. 
28Flgures ilIclude oroly 33. 89, 116, 230 Md M5 KV liDes. 
1.2/12.5 . IfA/ 2·U. &lid 8.0/ 13.8 KV IiAa ue ClOt ilIt'!fudIId. All 
(urest ~l'Tsln fi~N:' are induded orithill mount.ain t.el'Tm 
flS'llres. 
29New Mexko Sute Water Pa-n. Table:MI. "".116-1111. 
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The miles of above-ground transmissioo lines in 
each county and landKape were also summed across 
all counties within each region. The weights derived in 
the previous paragraph were then multiplied against 
the respective landscape regional totals of miles of 
above·ground transmission lines to determine the 
weighted miles of transmission lines in each 
landscape. 
The regional landscape acreage figures deter· 
mined earlier were then converted to section figures 
for each region and landscape. Finally . the weighted 
miles of above ground transmission line5 in each 
region (or each landscape were divided by the 
respective regional sections of each landscape and 
summed over all regions to determine state values for 
the miles of transmis5ion lines per section for each 
landscape. These values appear in this report for each 
action plan for the periods 1967 and 1972. 
Next. in order to project increases in miles of 
above·ground transmission lines for the periods 1977. 
1982. and 1987, we assumed that every 1 percent 
increase in population above the 1972 5ute population 
level would induee a 0,1 percent increase in the miles 
of transmission lines . 
Note however that we have not yet taken any 
account of relative changes in landscape acreage over 
time. Obviously. urban population will increase over 
time and consequently the percent of state acreage 
going to urban and built·up areas will also increase at 
the cost of other landscape acreage. We hypothesize 
that only agriculture and desert landscapes will be the 
losers and will me equally. We can project urban 
populatKm from population density projections quite 
easily .30 Data are available on the ureage require· 
ments of urban population . According to Table 37 of 
t he New MeDce State Water Plaa, the 1960 average 
urban acreage requirement per 100 people in 28 U.S. 
cities of 50,000 or less is 9.97 acres. Figures are also 
listed for projected urban acreage requirements for 
specific New Mexico cities in given future years. 
Given that Albuquerque contributes the majority of 
urban population. we selected its 1985 average aeres 
per 100 people (11.12) as standard for all New Mexico. 
This choice may bias our figures for projected 
increases in urban aCn!age downwards and tt.ereby 
bias our figures for miles of transmillllion lines in ott.er 
landscapes upwards. We then derive increases in 
urban acreage in future periods by multiplying 11.12 
acres per 100 persons times 1 percent of projected 
increases in urban population in future periods. The 
reSUlting increases in urban acreage for 1977. 1982, 
and 1987 are equally divided between losses in 
30SH the eq\U.lion un~r social intiitaLorfl6l(U. 
agrieulture· and desert-dominated landst:apes. On(!e 
the gains in urban·dominated acreage and the above 
loses a~ determined. we can projed changes in mi1es 
of above ground transmiss.ioo lines per aeetion for 
future periods as described in the previous 
paragraph. 
632(2) Viaitor Day Vie per Ac:reiD MolUltUn· 
Dominated Land_pes 
7222(2) 
633(2) V .. itor Day Uee per Ac:re m. Deeert· 
[)oml .. ted LucI •• pe. 
7223(2) 
634(3) Va-itor nay Vile per Acre in Acrkuhve· 
DomiJaated Landtupe. 
7224(3) 
635(3) Visitor nay Vile per Acre La ForelJt· 
Do.m.iD.ted LandKape' 
7225(3) 
6)6(5) Viator Day Uee per A~. Water-
Domiaated Land_pet! 
72216(5) 
The acreage of different landscape types and any 
changes in such acreage are defined and determined 
according to the method discussed under social 
indicator 632(1). Visitor day use is assumed fixed at 
the capacity levels of the six activities (camping. 
fishing, hunting. swimming, boating, and picnicking) 
sped fied in the recreation submodel for each 
alte rnative action plan . In other words. we implicitly 
assumed that the annual recreation demand leveLs 
always are at least as great as capacity. 'I"his is borne 
out by the recreation demand levels foreeasted within 
the New Mexico input·output model. 
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According to the alternative development 
scenanos, recreation activity capacity is fixed for 
Plans 1 and 3 through 5. In Plan 2 (Recreation Plan). 
facilities for camping, fishing, boating and picnicking 
are increased between 1971 and 1975 in a program of 
acquisition and development. Inereases in these 
adivity capacities first appear in the 1977 period for 
Plan 2 and are hekl «Instant (or succeeding periotb. 
Visitor day use of the different activities was then 
allocated among landscapes in the fonowing manner, 
Obviously. all swimming, boating. and fishing capacity 
is allocated to water-dominated landscapes. According 
to the specifications of the Recreation Plan. one·half of 
picnicking capacity and one' fourth of camping capacity 
is allocated to water·dominated landscapes. The 
balance of these activity eapadtiel plus hunting 
capacity is equally divided among mountain-(foteSt·), 
desert-. and agrkulture-oominated ludsupes. 
Q4(1) Pere.tof~LudF.now 
'122411) 
We assumed that the practice of allowing a«rirol-
tural land to lie fallow is a factor solely of farm 
production techniques, negligibly affected by 
alternative action plans. Next we assumed that the 
percent of lime an average acre lies fallow is equal to 
the percent of cropland lying fallow at anyone time. 
We used the 1970 value (if this variableS1 as constant 
under all plans and periods, 
6S5(1) Metbod of Ban-eat f p<tl'Nllt dear .... " 
'l22S(11 
Conversations with Forest Service personnel in 
New Mexico have established that leu than 2 percent 
of harvested forest-dominated acres is dear-cut. We 
believe that none of the five alternative adion plaus 
would slgniftcantly aUed the value of this v;·.riable. 
Therefore we have fixed the percent of harvest clear-
cut at 2 percent for all plan! and periods. 
631(l} Pereeat" Area. of ao.q-De~ 
(ladultrial or Retideatial) 
Aeeording to the method of specification of 
acreage of different landscape types under soeiaJ 
indicator 632(1). water-dominated landscapes repre-
sent inland water acreage only-no surrounding land 
is included, Consequently, if no bosque is ineluded in 
such landseapes. the value of this aoc:ial indiCAtor must 
be zero for all plans and periods. 
Actually determining the value of this indicator 
brings one faee·to-faee with one uf the major problem! 
of applying the Techcom methodology. That is that 
data are simply not available nor readily translatable 
into the format in which it is needed. The general 
!IOCiaJ indicator approach requires quantification of 
previously ignored material, A Techcom c.aDnot 
generaUy be applied without the simultaneous 
construction of a new data bank . 
hlS12) ArM Cevend'by WIItB .. P.-eeM" 
Water .. l)omieeted LudK&PN 
7DI5(2) 
Given the method of specification of water-
dominated land8e&pe8. a.s rtated under social indieator 
6S2 (I), the value of this indicator is 100 percent for all 
plans and periods. 
31AlI AnaI)'t.k.tJ 11l~lilIaJ')' Evalualiol! 01 the Utiliu· 
tion of tile Waut Resou~ of tile Rio Grande in New Muleo. 
Table 2. 
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""13) 
The input-output model employed includes a 
hydroJogieaJ submodel predicting seuonaJ flows in 
diffel'fmt region! of New Mexico. This submodel. was 
never activated in the Riverside subproject.. However, 
the New Mexico subproject did establish ~al 
mean annual flows for the period 1895_1960.32 Since 
the Rio Grande River basin is a connected aquifer. 
increased pump age over time for agricultural, 
industriAl, and municipal pw-poees should deereue 
surface flow. However, without the service! of the 
hydrological submodel, we rould do little more than 
make gross estimates. Consequently. we choM an 
aggregated value derived from the New Mexico 
subproject, unchanging under diHerent plans and 
periods. 
twI(l) BioIDasa (toa. per.ere) 
We found no readily available data on biomus per 
acre in New Mexico. Con6equeQtly. we hypothesized a 
value for this social indicator (5.0 ton! per acre) 
reflecting the climate, terrain, animal life, and 
vegetation of the state, and then Utlumed that this 
value would not change under alternative plans or in 
future periods. 
Animal population data are avail.ble for game 
species only, Using state maps of the distribution of 
different game species,33 we assumed these species 
are distributed evenly over each area of the regions in 
which they are found. Knowing state game popuJatioD 
totals,34 we then hypothellized regional population 
totals for each species and then totaled regional 
populations for aU ~. Given the total attes of 
land in each region, we computed regional plpuJ.a-
Lion per acre figure by the region'a percent of state 
land area. We assume that under all alternative pfan.s, 
species population per acre will remain CODstant over 
time, while actual wildllle acres may remain constant 
or decrease (see 642(1)). 
828ef, Appendix D, T.bJe IV. 
33Ovl.door Recreation, Plalft 3·6. 
1WJbMj" .. pp. 24.27. 
851972 Statilltiea] AbsttKt, Table 1. p.2. 
6ot2(1) P.".t of Area WMre Spedee Are Lecated 
Using the 13 New Mexiro game spec!es only and 
maps of the distribution of these species,36 we found 
the largest percent of area covered by any single 
species in each region of the state. We then 
determined a single state percentage for 1967 by 
weighting the regional percentages by the 
contribution of each region's land area to total .!tate 
land area. 
In determining the effects of the alternative 
action plans on this indicator, we assumed that the 
Default Plan (Plan 1), the Undevelopment Plan (Plan 
4), and the Cotton Phase-Out Plan (Plan 5), would not 
substantiaUy ehange the value of the Indicator from its 
1967 base value. We assumed lhat the Deveklpmenl 
Plan (Plan 3) would affect the indieator in two 
ways-by inereased sales of hunting licenses and by 
increases in residential development areas encroaeh· 
ing on wildlife areas. We assumed the Recreation Plan 
(Plan 2) would affect the indicator in two ways- by 
increased sales of hunting licenses and by recreation 
deveklpment in or near- wildlife areas. We assumed 
both plans would decrease the value of this indieator 
by 3 percent . 
643(1) Percent of State Total of Specie. Represented 
'" An. 
Here, since our social indieator must be a single 
number for the slate of New Mexico in ~neral, its 
value is neee.!sarily 100 percent; the percent of the 
state's species represented in the state is 100. If this 
social indicator had been a vector with an element for 
earh region of the state, we could have recorded the 
percentage of state fish and game species represented 
in each region. 37 
651(1) MarlIDum Decibel Level of l.teralttfl.D.t 
s.u.d 
We assumed that decibel levels are a function of 
urban/rural population percentages. This basir 
relationship is refleded in Environmental hatedian 
Agency reports whieh list decibel leveLs for different 
types of urban, suburban, and country residencet. 
Using 1950, 1960, and 1970 stale population figure!. 
land area in square miles, and urban population as a 
percent of state population,sa we regressed percent 
380utdoor Recreation, Plates a·e. 
31Ibid. 
urban population (perrent UP) on population per 
8(juare mile IP ISM) to get the following relationship: 
% UP = 10.843 + 7.036P/SM 
(56.67) 
We then weighted EPA readings of 95 decibels 
ror the average urban macimum decibel level and 58 
decibels for the average rural maximum decibel 
level39 by the percent urgan population and percent 
rural population respectively and summed these two 
terms to determine the state maximum decibel level of 
intermittent !j()und for each period and plan. 
651(2) Averap DedbeI Level DlInt.enDitte8lSouad 
We used the regression di~ussed under sodal 
indicator 651(1) to project percent urban population 
and percent rural population for each period and plan. 
We then weighted EPA readings of 50 decibels for the 
typical urban average decibel level and 42 decibels for 
the t ypical rural average decibel level40 by pe~nt 
urba n population and perce nt rura l popUlation 
respectively and summed these two terms to 
determine the state average deeibel level of 
intermittent sound for each period and plan. 
652(1) Anr. Natural DedbeI Level of 
8&<q..."d ...... 
We used the regression di.scussed under social 
indicator 651(1) to project percent urban population 
and percent rural population for each period and plan. 
We then weighted EPA readings of 30 decibels for the 
typical urban average natural decibel level and 20 
decibels for the typical rural Iverage natural decibel 
~vel 41 by the percent urban population and the 
percent rural population respeetively and summed 
these two terms to determine the state average 
natural decibel level for each period and plan. 
66(2) Gini GoefBde.t fer DiatributiR of 
N~Pub~y~GR~ 
The value or this social indicator .... as 
hypothesized to follow from a two·point ealeulation. 
We assumed in Plans 1, and 3 through 5 that the lower 
39U.S. Envlrot'lrntnlai Protection A~tntr. Community 
Noise, Washington. D.C., Publication No. NTID 3-00.3, 
December 31 . 1971 , Table9. p.46. 
'"'Ibid .. p.18. 
4IU.S. Env170nmental Protection Arency. Summary of 
Noi"" Programs in the federal Government, Wuhington, D. C., 
Publieation No. NYJD300.IO, Dec:ember 31,1971. Department of 
HOlising and Urban Development Ap~ndbi; 2. p.l . 
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50 percent of inoome-earnlng families bas ac:ce!s to 33 
percent of all neighborhood parks, the higher 50 
percent to 67 percent of neighborhood park!. The 
resulting Gini coefficient is 0.20 for all periods. We 
&S!umed in Plan 4 that families earning the lower 50 
percent of ineome have access to 4~ percent 01 
neighborhood parks while the higher 50 percent haa 
access to 60 percent of neighborhood park!. The 
re$uJtingGini ooefficient for periods Im·I987 is 6.13. 
7111(1) Ave,.." Travel Di8taDce per Viler Day 
Data on average travel distances a.s a measure of 
access to recreational activities are provided by the 
recreation !ubmodel developed at Utah State 
University (see Appendix Fl. According to the 
alternative development scenarios, recreation devel· 
opment only o«urs under Plan 2. shortening average 
travel distance (62 miles) from that of the other plans 
(90 miles). 
11121(1) Per Wpit.a U.r D.y c.p.dty lor Campia, 
71122(1) Per Capita Uller O.y Cap&eitylor Fillhiq: 
71123(1 I Per Capita Veer Day Capacity lor Huatia« 
711U(lJ Per Capita Uller Day Capacity I1M' S_ 
71125(1) Per Capita UMr Day Capadty flM' S-u.a 
71126(1) Per Capita UMr O.y Capadty for 
Pical"""" 
Data on user day capacity for these six activities 
are provided by the recreation submodel developed at 
Utah State University (see Appendix Fl. Aceording to 
the alternative deve~pment scenarioa, fetteation 
adivity capaeity is fixed for Plans I, and 3 through 5. 
In Plan 2, the recreation development plan, facilities 
for camping, fishing, boating and picnicking are 
increased between 1971 and 1915 in a program of 
aequillitton and development. Increases in these 
activities first appear in the 1977 period and are held 
connant for succeeding periods. User day capacity for 
each activity is divided by projected population levels 
[or each period and plan to deiennlne per capita user 
day capacity for each activity. 
nU1l1 Ave,... Veer Fee 
Data on the average user fee for recreational 
activities are provided by the recreation sub-model 
developed at Utah State University (see Appendix Fl. 
The average is determined to be equal to a $1 
admission charge plus 10 cents per mile 01 average 
travel distance declines, the average user fee declines 
aeconbngly. FoUowing the alternative development 
acenarios, the average fee is fixed for Plans I, and S 
through 5. 
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7121(1) ATerapI Werk Weekla u.... 
We hypothesized that thia was the same value as 
for average weekJy working hours of production 
workers (413(111 due to lack of any other data. 
7121(2) PereeDt of Le1nre Time Spent in 
_a..... .... 
For the purposes of this indicator, we defined 
leisure as the excess of available hours per week over 
time ~quired for work. sleep, and maintenance 
activities-approximately 52 hOUTS per week . We then 
hypothesized that, on the average, an individual 
spends 3 of those 52 hours in outdoor re-creation. 
Consequently, the value of this indicator is 5.8 
percent. We do not expect the Recreation Plan to 
increase the value of this indicator. Rather, it will 
provide preferable alternatives t.o previou! forms of 
outdoor recreation. Our belief Is that poeple tend to 
allocate their tim e between various competing 
activities (work, sleep, etc .) in somewhat fixed 
proportions. Under the Undevelopment Plan, we 
would ex-ped increased unemployment to increase the 
average number of week1y leisure hours per capita. 
However, again we assume that the percent of time 
spent in outdoor recreation would remain ~stant at 
5.B percent. 
7122(11 Penoul Dleposable IDCOIDe 
This indicator is derived from the dot product of 
the labor demand vector from the input-output model 
and from a wage coefficient vector derived at UC 
Rivenide, by calculating aver?; yearly wages per 
worker in each sector for 1967.4 This wage coefficient 
vector was assumed to be stable over time. If in (act at 
a later date a skill category submodel is completed it 
may he possible to include differential wage rate 
changes over time. 
7122(3) Grou RefioaaI Prodw:t (GRP) per Capita 
Per capita gross regional product is selected as an 
indieat.or because it is probably the be-st single 
measure of the ability of a region to provide for the 
material welfare of its inhabitants. It is by no means a 
perfe<:t measure, however. The mere total quantity of 
goods available to people is no indicator of how well off 
they are. MOf'e(lver, a given average can represent 
widely different ways of di!tributing the same total 
42New Mexico St,tbtical Alntrtct. 1972, pp. 311·48; U.S. 
GeniUS or ManufJ.d.ure", 1"7, New M"nico, pp. (82·51 . (82·6): 
U.S. c,,1\SU!! olCf'nHalalld SociaJ .nd Eoonomie CharacLen.uet. 
New Mexiro. pp. {33·3l9/. (33-211). 
output among member! of society. Neverlhelells. 
unless a society has sumcient productive upacity to 
begin with, most of its members will be ill·fed, 
ill-clothed, Ul-housed, and ill-educated regardless of 
how carefully production Is limited to essentials and 
how evenly income is parceled out to Museholdll. 
The New Mexico input-output table generates 
gross regional product for each of the five regions of 
New Mexico and for the state as a whole for each 
period and each action plan. The state values &re 
divided by projected state population levels to deter-
mine GRP per capita under each action plan in each 
period. 
7122:(", PerceDt ellIM::ome SpeDt OD Reereatie&aI 
Actfvitiea 
Using the 1972 New Medco StatUdcal Ahead, 
we calculated the 1967 receipts of aJ] possible 
recreation. amusement, and tourist services. We then 
assumed that this dollar value is a constant percentage 
of total demand for retail and wholesale trade (input-
output seeton! 19 and 20), based on the 1967 value. In 
this way we projected the receipt! of recreational 
activities for each period and plan. Next we calculated 
personal income in each period and plan as the product 
of total population and median per capita income . The 
values of each of these variables are generated in 
subroutines of the input·output program_ Finally we 
divided the projected receipts of recreation activities 
by projected persona] income to derive the values of 
this social indicator under various action plans and 
periods. 
7122(5) Sale. of ReereadoDal EqalpGleat 
per Capita 
To derive the values of this indicator, we first 
assumed all sales of recreational equipment take place 
in amusement and sporting goods establishments. 
Using 1967 data 00 the value of sucb sales.43 we 
assumed that sales are .. eonstant percentage of tbe 
gross output value of wholesale and retail trade as 
observed in 1967. We could then project the sales of 
recreational equipment in each period and determine 
tbe per capita value of t.he projedions, given 
population forecasts. 
1211(1) CulpiAaQ.aW.,Level 
,mill • __ Level 
7213(l) B .. ~ QaaJit, Level 
7214(1) SwimmiD&'QualltyLevel 
'7215(1) Boatiaa Quality Level 
1216(1) Pk:aidc.iq QuIlt, Level 
Data on recreational aclivity quality level are 
provided by the recreational submodel developed at 
Utah State University (see Appendix EJ. The quality 
indices. constructed on a StAle such lbat 0;;;: poet. O.s. 
.aNew MelIieo Statilltic:&l Abnrad. 19'12. 
;;;: fair, and 1.0 = good, are constant for all but tb(! 
Recrution Plan (Plao 2)_ Under this plan. aU activities 
except hunting and swimming increase in quality. This 
increase in quality does not register ·until the 1971 
period. after a phase of acquistion and development of 
additional r~reatioo acreage and fadliUes. 
73(1) Number of Categoriea of RecreatJoul 
Activiti •• 
73(2) Nu.ber.f Recreatioaal Aetivitiet 
We found it difficult to select any single criteria 
for distinguishing the number of categories of 
recreational activities from the activities themselves. 
Consequently. we chose to make no dislindion. Our 
social indicator values here refer to the number of 
different kinds of recreational activity (fishing. skiing. 
etc.). According to Outdoor RecreadoD, New Mexico 
already provides 25 distinct kinds of public recreation 
and . while increased facilities are scheduled undet-
Plan 2. no new activities will be added. 
74(1) Giai Coefficient for beame 
DiltnlMiUaD of Recreation 
AruUM'" 
We assumed for simplicity that the value of this 
social indicator is identical to that under social 
indteator 43(1 ). 
74(2) Ginl Coefficient for Radal 
Distribution of Rec~tiOD 
Area UHra 
The valu e of this Bocial indicator was 
hypothesized to follow from a three-point ealculation. 
We assumed in Plans 1 and 3 through 5 that Black and 
Indi&n persons constituting 10 pettent of the state 
population accoont for 5 percent of aI1 recreation area 
users, that Spanish surname persons eonsituting 40 
percent of state population account for 25 percent of 
recreation area users. and that the remaining Anglo 
population accounts for 70 percent of recreation area 
users_ The resulting Gmi coefficient is .205 for all 
periods. We assumed under Plan 2 that the Black and 
Indian, Spanish, and Anglo recreation percentages are 
7.5 pereent. 33 percent, and 59_5 percent respectively_ 
The resulting Gini coefficient for periods 1977-1987 is 
0.164_ 
74(3) NmDltereiDiveneGroapeu.t. 
Rec:r.tIon FadlJtieI Dave 
Bee. Pnvided For 
Here we are dealing witb an indicator whOM 
enumeration is not obvious . We simply assumed that 
groups using recreati onal facilities could be 
distinguished by the activities in which they engaged 
(i.e., 25 groups for 25 recreationa] activities), by the 
special facilities made available to them (e.g. , special 
facilities for the blind, etc .), or by an actual gro\IP 
name (e.g .• PTA. etc.). We rued the value of this 
indicator at 75 for all plans and periods . 
Appendix C - Section 3 
Tables of Projected Social Indicator Values 
Table Col PIaa] Projected IOd&I iDdieatorvahlesaader defaalt plaD IPlaa 11 • . 
Projected VaJue of SociaJ Indicator 
Year of Estimate 
Social Unit of Measure 
lndicator 3 1967 1972 1977 1982 1987 of Social Indicator 
13 1(ll. 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 Percen t 
13 1(2). 96.8 96.8 96.8 96.8 96.8 Pe rcent 
131(3). 100.0 100.0 100.0 190·0 100.0 Coliforms peT milliliter 
131(4). 3.48 3.48 3.48 "3.48 3.48 Percent 
13 1(S). 965.87 486.5 337.6 200 200 No. per 100,000 persons 
131(6). 2.0 2.0 2.0 . 2.0 2.0 No. pe r 100,000 persons 
13 1(7). 3.9 3.9 3.9 3.9 3.9 No. per 100,000 persons 
132(1). 1.73? 1.740 1.741 I. 743 1.744 No. per 1000 persons 
132(2). 8. 111 8. 11 2 8. 112 8.113 8. 114 No. per 1000 persoos 
132(3). 20.0 20.0 20.0 20.0 20.0 Minutes 
41 1(1). 2463.00 2883.82 2807.1 3044. 11 3001.11 Dollars per capita 
4121(1). 3.3 3.3 3.3 3.3 3.3 Percent 
4121(2). 3. 3 3.3 3.3 3.3 3.3 Percent 
4m(1 ). 2.57 2. 1 2.04 1.82 1.77 Percent 
4122(2). 7.0 7.0 7. 0 7.0 7.0 Pe rcent 
4123(1). 3.6 3.6 3.6 3 .6 3.6 Percent 
4123(2). 0.0648 0.0766 0.0764 0.0835 0.0828 No. per capita 
4123(3). 1359.28 1611.75 16 14 .58 1767.48 1756.92 Dollars per capita 
413(1). 40.0 40.0 40.0 40.0 40.0 Hours per week 
413(2). 38.244 36.71 35.4 34.16 32.91 DoUars per capita 
413(3). 4.1 8 6. 89 7.5 8 9.38 10.1 5 No. per capita 
413(4). 0.175 0.175 0.164 0.157 0.146 No. per capita 
414(1} 0 3.21 ·0.54 1.63 ·0.28 Pe rcent 
414(2). 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 Percent 
141(3). 5.2 4. 27 6.09 5.91 7.26 Percent 
414(4 ). 13.42 13.42 13.42 13.4 2 13.42 Percent 
4"(1). 0 6.39 0.32 4 .11 0.85 Percent 
421(2). 5.2 4.27 6 .09 5.9 1 7.26 Pe rcent 
421(3). 0 9.65 -0.72 6.79 0.66 Pe rcent 
421(4). 11.9 12.7 12.7 13.2 13.3 y,,,, 
421(5). 9.7 10.3 10.3 10.7 10.8 Years 
421(6). 0 3. 21 ·0.54 1.63 ·0.28 Percent 
422( 1). 0 3.04 2.7 2. 15 2.25 Percent 
422(2). 0 3.07 0.86 2.43 1.13 Percent 
423(1 ). 199.26 148.33 175.94 200.9 199.9 DoUars per capita 
423(2). 54 .6 104.99 103.9 1 134.15 136.18 DoUars per capita 
43(1} 0.40269 0.40119 0.40069 0.39969 0.398 194 
43(2). 0. 1010 0.1000 0.0990 0.0980 0.0970 
43(3). 9. 7 10.3 10.3 10.7 10.8 Years 
43(4). 92.66 93.89 91.4 91.66 89.75 Percent 
43(5). 1.35 1.32 1.33 1.3 1.31 
61 1(1). 0.0245 0.0261 0.0267 0.0277 0.0291 Parts per million 
6]](2). 0.0 0.0 0.0 0 .0 0.0 Parts pe r million 
612(1). 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 Miles 
an.c ,ociat indicators litlu can be identified from these cock numberSln Appendix A. 
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Projected Value of Social Indicator 
Year of Estimate 
Social Unit of Measure 
Indicator3 1967 1972 1977 1982 1987 of Social Indicator 
613(1 ). 0.0245 0.026 1 0.0267 0.0277 0.0291 Parts per million 
6\3(2). 0.0819 0.0933 0.097 5 O. \087 0.1 154 Parts per million 
6\3(3). 0.0005 0.0005 0.0005 0.0005 0.0005 Parts per million 
613(4). 51.65 51.68 51.69 51.72 51.74 Millions of parts per 
millioo 
62 1(1 ). 16,5 13.3 24,188.8 19,8 10.3 24,124. 1 24,529. 1 Parts per millioo 
62 1(2). 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 Parts per miUion 
622( 1). 10.94 0 0 0 0 Percent 
623(\). 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 Par ts per million 
623(2). 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 Parts per million 
63 1(1). 0.0551 0.0417 0.038 5 0.0307 0.0276 Acres per capita 
63 1(2). 18.5 28.0 30.9 39.9 44. 5 Percent 
63 1(3). 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 Pelcent 
63 1(4). 2.0 2.0 2.3 2.6 2.8 Percent 
631(5). 20.0 20.0 21.0 22.0 23.0 Percent 
63 1(6). 1.79 J. 79 1. 79 1. 79 1.79 Percent 
632(1). 0.0102 0.0 102 0.0102 0.0103 0.0104 Miles pe r sectioo 
632(2). 0 .02774 0.02774 0 .02774 0.02775 0.02776 No. per acre 
633(1) 0.0026 0.0026 0.0026 0.0026 0.0026 Miles pe r se ction 
633(2). 0.02774 0.02774 0.02774 0.02775 0.02 776 No. per acre 
634( 1 ). 7.4 7.4 7.4 7.4 7.4 Percent 
634(2). 0.0002 0.0002 0.0002 0.0002 0.0002 Miles per section 
634(3). 0.02774 0.02774 0.02774 0.02775 0.02776 No. per acre 
635(1 ). 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 Percent 
635(2). 0.0102 0.OlD2 0.01 02 0.0103 0.0104 Miles per section 
635(3). 0.02774 0.02774 0.02774 0.02775 0.02776 No. per acre 
635(\). 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 Percent 
636(2). 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 Percent 
636(3). 1.062 1.062 1.062 1.062 1.062 Millions of 3cre-feet 
636(4). 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 Miles per section 
636(5). 23.20 23.20 23.20 23.20 23.20 No. per acre 
641( 1). 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 Tons per acre 
641(2). 0.004293 0.004293 0.004293 0.004293 0.004293 No. per acre 
642(1). 880 88.0 88.0 88.0 88.0 Percent 
643(1 ). 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 Percent 
65 1(1). 83:56 86.95 88.04 91.36 93.06 Decibels 
651(2). 47.50 48.26 48. 50 49.21 49.58 Decibels 
652(1). 26.88 27.83 28.12 29.02 29.48 Decibels 
66(1). 0.40269 0.40119 0.40069 0.39969 0.39819 
66(2). 0.20 0.20 0.20 0 .20 0.20 
7111(1). 90.0 90.0 90.0 90.0 90.0 Miles 
7112 1(1 ). 0 .650 0.595 0.573 0.535 0.5 12 No. per capita pe r day 
711 22(1). 2.38 1 2. 175 2. 100 1.958 1.876 No. per capita pel day 
71123(1). 1.368 \.250 1.206 1.125 1.078 No. per capita per day 
71124(1). 0.51 I 0.467 0.45 I 0.420 0.403 No. per capita per day 
71125(1 ). 0.201 0.184 0.177 0.165 0.158 No. per capita per day 
71126(1 ). 0.321 0.293 0.283 0.264 0.253 No. pe r capita per day 
7113(1). 10.00 10.00 10.00 10.00 lD.OO Dollars 
712 1(1). 40.0 40.0 40.0 40.0 40.0 Hours per week 
712H2). 5.8 5.8 5.8 5.8 5.8 Percent 
~e social indi(:3 lors lilies (:3n be idcnlirecd rrom IheJe code numbers in Appe1ldix A. 
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Projected Vallie of Social Indicator 
Social Y~ar of Estimate Unit of Measure 
IndicatoJ"'i 1967 1972 1977 1982 1987 of Social Indicator 
7122(1 ). 2463 2883.82 2807.1 3044.1 1 3001.11 Dollars per capita 
7122(2). 0.40269 0.401 19 0.40069 0.39969 0.39819 
7122(3). 3669.5 4500.2 4328.5 4905.2 4872.0 OQUan per capita 
7122(4). 0.0088 0.0090 0.0092 0.0093 0.0094 Percent 
7122(5). 0.5298 0.6675 0.6736 0.7754 0.7S 12 Dollars per capita 
7211(1). O. lOS O.IOB 0.J 08 O. IOB O.JOS 
7212(1). 0. 243 0.243 0.243 0.243 0.243 
72 13(1). 0.396 0.396 0.396 0.396 0.396 
7214(1). 0.4 12 0.41 2 0.412 0.4 12 0.412 
7215(1 ). 0.709 0.709 0.709 0.7fY} 0.709 
7216(1). 0.205 0. 205 0.205 0.205 0. 205 
7221(1). 0.0551 0.0417 0.03 85 0.0307 0.0276 Acres per capita 
722 1(2). IS.S 24.0 30.9 39.9 44.5 Percent 
7221(3). 2 0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 Percent 
7221(4). 2. 0 2. 0 2.3 2.6 2.8 Pe rcen t 
7221 (5). 1. 79 1. 79 1. 79 J. 79 1.79 Percent 
7222(1). 0.0102 0. 01 02 0.0102 0.01 03 0.0104 Miles per section 
7222(2). 0.02774 0.02774 0.02774 0.02775 0.02776 No. per acre 
7223(1). 0.0026 0.0026 0.0026 0.0026 0.0026 Miles pe r se ction 
7223(2). 0.02774 0.02774 0.02774 0.02775 0.02776 No. per acre 
7224(1 ). 7.4 7.4 7.' 7.4 7.' Percent 
7224(n 0.0002 0.0002 0.0002 0.0002 OJ)OO2 Miles per section 
7224(3). 0.02774 0.02774 0.02774 0.02775 0.02776 No. pe r acre 
7225(1). 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2. 0 Percen t 
7225(2). 0.0102 0.0102 0.0102 0.0102 0.0102 Miles per secti on 
7225(3). 0.02774 0.02774 0.02774 0.02775 0.02776 No. per acre 
7226(1). 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 Percent 
7226(2). 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 Percent 
7226(3). 1.062 1.062 1.062 1.062 1.062 Millions of acre-feet 
7226(4). 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 Miles pe r seclion 
7226(5). 23.20 23.20 23.20 23.20 23.20 No. per acre 
73(1). 25.0 25.0 25.0 25.0 25 .0 
73(2). 25.0 25.0 25.0 25 .0 25.0 
74(1). 0.40269 0.40119 0.40069 0.39969 0.398 19 
74(2). 0.205 0.205 0.205 0.205 0.205 
74(3). 75 75 75 75 75 
~ social indial!ors tilles can be idtntified fr om these code numbers in Appendil( A. 
Table C-2. PIu 2, prejed.ed MdaJ iadkator vahM uder reereatiea pIu [Piu 2]. 
Projected Value of Social Indica tor 
Year of E~timate 
Social Unit of Measure 
Indicator~ 1967 1972 1977 1982 1987 of Social Indicator 
131(1). 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 Percent 
131 (2). 96.8 96.8 96.8 96.8 96.8 Percent 
131(3). 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 Coli forms per milliliter 
131(4). 3,48 3,48 3,48 3.48 3,48 Percent 
131(5). 965.87 484 .15 304.98 200 200 No. pe l 100,000 persons 
13 1(6). 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 No. per 100,000 persons 
13 1(7). 4.2 4.2 4.2 4 .2 4.2 No. per 100,000 persons 
l32(1). 1.737 1.740 1.74 1 1.743 1.744 No. pe r 1,000 persons 
132(2). 8.111 8.112 8. 11 2 8. 113 8.114 No. per 1,000 persons 
132(3). 20.0 20.0 20.0 20.0 20.0 Minutes 
411(1). 2463.00 2886.49 2844.19 3075.64 3060.22 Dollars per capita 
4121(1). 3.3 3.3 3.3 3.3 3.3 Percent 
4121(2). 3.3 3.3 3.3 3.3 3.3 Percent 
4122(1). 2.57 2.1 2.02 1.81 1.75 Percent 
4122(2). 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 Percent 
4 123(1 ). 3.6 3.6 3.6 3.6 3.6 Percent 
41 23(2). 0.0648 0.0766 0.0771 0.0839 0.083 5 No. per capita 
41 23(3). 1359.28 16 11.75 1614.58 1776.34 1772.64 DollarS IX! capita 
4 13(1). 40.0 40.0 40.0 40.0 40.0 Hours pe r week 
413(2). 38.24 36.7 1 35.39 34. 15 32.91 Dollars per capita 
413(3). 4.18 6.9 7.73 9.51 10.38 No. pe r capita 
413(4). 1.175 0.175 0.175 0.17 0.175 No. per capita 
414(1). 0 3.23 -0.29 1.58 ·0.1 Percent 
414(2). 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 Percent 
414(3). 5.2 4.25 5.87 5.74 6.93 Percent 
414(4). 13.42 13.42 13.42 13.42 13.42 Percent 
421(1). 0 6.43 0.73 4.05 1.2 Percent 
421(2). 5.2 4.25 5.87 5.74 6.93 Percent 
421(3). 0 9.7 1 0.13 6.78 1.43 Percent 
421(4). 11.9 12.8 12.8 13.3 13.4 Years 
42 1(5). 9.7 10.4 10.4 10.8 10.9 Years 
421(6). 0 3.23 ·0.29 1.58 -0.1 Percent 
422(1). 0 3.06 2.94 2.34 2.44 Percent 
422(2). 0 3.08 1.03 2.43 1.29 Percent 
423(1). 199.26 180.16 179.4 203.85 205.4 Dollars per capita 
423(2). 54.6 105.26 107.7 134.41 142.17 Dollars per capita 
43(1). 0,40269 0.39766 0.39263 0.39113 0.38963 
43(2). 0.1010 0.1000 0.0985 0.0975 0.0965 
43(3). 9.7 10.4 lOA 10.8 10.9 YearS 
43(4). 92.66 94.1 91.73 92.2 90.61 Percent 
43(5). 1.35 L3 1.3 1 1.25 1.28 
6 11(1). 0.0245 0.0261 0.0212 0.0284 0.0297 Parts pe r miltioo 
611(2). 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 Parts per millioo 
612(1). 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 MUes 
613(1). 0.0245 0.0261 0.0272 0.0284 0.0297 Parts per million 
613(2). 0.0819 0.0934 0.1007 0.1126 0.1202 Parts per millioo 
613(3). 0.0005 0.0005 0.0005 0.0005 0.0005 Parts per million 
613(4). 51.65 5 1.68 51.69 51.72 51.74 Millions of parts per 
million 
~he social indicalors tides ca.n be identilkd (rom thelie code numbers in Appendix A. 
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Tule C-2, CoatinHd 
Projected Value of Social Indicator 
Year of Estimate 
Social Unit of Measure 
Indica lo~ 1967 1972 1977 1982 1987 of Social Indicator 
621(1). 16,51 3,3 21, 145.8 20,249.4 24,546.6 25 ,399.1 Patti per million 
621(2). 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 Parts per million 
622(1 ). 10.94 a a a a Percent 
623(1 ). 2.0 2. 0 2.0 2. 0 2.0 Parts per million 
623(2). 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 Parts per million 
631(1). 0.055 1 0.0416 0.0404 0.0323 0.0286 Acres per capita 
631(2). 18.5 28.0 3 1.5 40.6 45 .9 Percent 
631(3). 2. 0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 Pe rcent 
631(4). 2.0 2.0 2.3 2.6 2.8 Percent 
631(5). 20.0 20.0 21.0 22.0 23 .0 Percent 
63 1(6). 1.79 1.79 1.79 I. 79 1.79 Pe rcen t 
632(1). 0.0102 0.0102 0.0102 0.0103 0.0104 Miles per se ction 
632(2). 0.02774 0.02774 0.04951 0.04952 0.04954 No. per acre 
633( 1). 0.0026 0.0026 0.0026 0.0026 0.0026 Miles pe r se ction 
633(2). 0.02774 0.02774 0.0495 1 0.04952 0.04954 No. per acre 
634(1 ). 7.4 7.4 7.4 7.4 7.4 Percent 
634(2). 0.0002 0.0002 0.0002 0.0002 0.0002 Miles per se ction 
634(3). 0.02774 0 .01774 0.0495 1 0.()4952 0.04954 No. pe r acre 
635(1). 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 Percent 
635(2). 0.0102 0.0102 0.0 102 0.01D3 0.0104 Miles per se ction 
635(3). 0.02774 0.02774 0.04951 0.04952 0.04954 No. pe r acre 
636(1) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 Percen t 
636(2). 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 Percen t 
636(3). 1.062 1.062 1.062 1.062 1.062 Millions of acre-feet 
636(4). 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 Miles per section 
636(5). 23.20 23.20 35 .96 35.96 35 .96 No. per acre 
641(1). 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 Tons per acre 
641(2). 0.004293 0.004293 0.004293 0.004293 0.004293 No. per acre 
642(1 ). 88.0 88.0 85 .0 85.0 85.0 Percent 
643(1) 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 Percent 
651(1). 83.5 86.97 88.28 9 1.62 93.59 Decibels 
651(2). 47.50 48.26 48 .55 49.27 49.70 Decibels 
652(1). 26.88 27.83 28.18 29.09 29.62 Decibels 
66(1) 0.40269 0.39766 0.39263 0.39113 0.38963 
66(2). 0.20 0.20 0. 13 0.13 0.13 
7111(1 ). 90.0 90.0 62.0 62.0 62.0 MUes 
711 21(1 ). 0.650 0.594 0.920 0.854 0.820 No. per capita per day 
71122(1). 2.381 2. 174 2.356 2.185 2.099 No. pe r capita per day 
71123(1). 1.368 1.249 1.206 1.119 1.074 No. per capitl per day 
71124(1). O.SII 0.467 0.451 0.4 18 0.401 No. per capita per day 
71125(1). 0.201 0.184 0.354 0.329 0.3 16 No. per capita per day 
71126(1). 0.321 0.293 2.550 2.366 2.272 No. per capita per day 
7113(1). 10.00 10.00 7.20 7.20 7.20 Dollars 
7121(1). 40. 0 40.0 40.0 40.0 40.0 Hours per week 
7 121(2). 5.8 5.8 5.8 5.8 5.8 Percent 
7122(1). 2463.00 2886.49 2844.19 3075.64 3060.22 Dollars per capita 
7122(2). 0.40269 0.39766 0.39263 0.39113 0.38963 
7122(3). 3669.5 4506.8 4428.5 4979.4 5051.1 Dollars per capita 
7122(4). 0.0088 0.0089 0.0092 0.0093 0.0093 Percent 
7122(5). 0.5298 0.6678 0.6856 0.7818 0.7989 Dollars per capita 
'T11e social indicators lilies can be ioonlificd from these code numbers ill Appendix A. 
Table C-2. Continued. 
Projected Value of Social Indicator 
Year of Estimate 
Social Unit of Measure 
Indicatora 1967 1972 1977 1982 1987 of Social Indicator 
7211{I). 0.108 O.IOS 0.3S0 0.350 0.350 
7212(1). 0.243 0.243 0.271 0.271 0.271 
7213{I). 0.396 0.396 0.396 0.396 0.396 
7214(1). 0.412 0.412 0.412 0.412 0.412 
7215(1). 0.709 0.709 0.729 0.729 0.729 
7216(1). 0.20S 0.20S 0.689 0.689 0.689 
7221(1). O.OSSI 0.0416 0.0404 0.0323 0.0286 Acres per capita 
7221(2). 18.S 28.0 31.5 40.6 45.9 Percent 
7221(3). 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 Percent 
7221(4). 2.0 2.0 2.3 2.6 2.8 Percent 
7221(5). 1.79 1.79 1.79 1. 79 1.79 Percent 
7222(1). 0.0102 0.0102 0.0102 0.0103 0.0104 Miles per section 
7222(2). 0.02774 0.02774 0.04951 0.04952 0.04954 No. per acre 
7223(1). 0.0026 0.0026 0.0026 0.0026 0.0026 Miles per section 
7223(2). 0.02774 0.02774 0.04951 0.04952 0.04954 No. per acre 
7224(1). 7.4 7.4 7.4 7.4 7.4 Percent 
7224(2). 0.0002 0.0002 0.0002 0.0002 0.0002 Miles per section 
7224(3). 0.02774 0.02774 0.04951 0.049S2 0.04954 No. per acre 
7225(1). 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 Percent 
7225(2). 0.0102 0.0102 0.0102 0.0103 0.0104 Miles per section 
7225(3). 0.02774 0.02774 0.04951 0.049S2 0.04954 No. per acre 
7226(1). 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 Percent 
7226(2). 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 Percent 
7226(3). 1.062 1.062 1.062 1.062 1.062 Millions of acre·feet 
7226(4). 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 Miles per section 
7226(5). 23.20 23.20 35.96 3S.96 3S.96 No. per acre 
73(1 ). 25.0 2S.0 2S.0 25.0 25.0 
73(2). 25.0 2S.0 2S.0 2S.0 2S.0 
74(1). 0.40269 0.39766 0.39263 0.39113 0.38963 
74(2). 0.20S 0.205 0.164 0.164 0.164 
74(3). 75 75 75 75 75 
1ne social indicators titles can be identified from these code numbeu in Appendix A. 
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TeWe e-s.".. 3, prejeet.ed MeW iDdic8t_ vu.e. ODder deYel ... !!., pIu IPIu. 3). 
Projected Value of Social Indicat or 
Year of Estimate 
Social Unit of Measure 
Indicatora 1967 1972 1977 1982 1987 of Social Indicator 
131(1). \0(10 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 Percent 
131(2). 96.8 96.8 96.8 96.8 96.8 Percent 
131(3). 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 Coliforrns per milliliter 
131(4). 3.48 3.48 3.48 3.48 3.48 Percent 
131(5). 965.87 470.93 253.57 200 200 No. per 100,000 persons 
131(6). 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 No. per 100.000 persons 
131(7). 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 No. per 100.000 persons 
132(1). 1.737 1.740 1. 74 1 1.744 1. 745 No. per 1,000 persons 
132(2). 8.1 11 8.112 8.113 8.114 8.114 No. pcr 1,000 persons 
132(3). 20.0 20.0 20.0 20.0 20.0 Minutes 
411(1). 2463.00 2902.48 2900.4 3233.96 3060.22 Dollars per capita 
4121(1). 3.3 3.3 3.3 3.3 3.3 Percent 
4121(2). 3.3 3.3 3.3 3.3 3.3 Percent 
4122(1). 2. S7 2.09 1.99 1.71 1.6 Percent 
41 22(2). 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 Percent 
4123( 1 ). 3.6 3.6 3.6 3.6 3.6 Percent 
4123(2). (10648 0.0767 0.0784 0.0889 0.09 18 No. per capita 
4123(3) 1359.28 1613.84 1659.74 1895. 17 1975.02 DoUars per capila 
413(1). 40.0 40.0 40.0 40.0 40.0 Houts per week 
413(2). 38.24 36.7 35.37 34. 13 32.9 Dollars per capita 
413(3). 4.18 6.96 7.95 10.11 11.25 No. per capita 
413(4). 0.175 0.175 0.165 0.157 0.147 No. per capita 
414(1). 0 3.34 0 2.2 0.37 Percent 
414(2). 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 Percent 
414(3). 5.2 4.17 5.56 4.88 5.64 Percent 
414(4). 13.42 12.35 12.35 12.35 12.35 Percent 
421(1). 0 6.62 1.23 5.33 2.2 1 Percent 
42 1(2). 5.2 4.1 7 5.56 4.88 5.64 Percent 
421(3). 0 10.05 1.16 9.52 3.89 Percent 
421(4). 11.9 12.8 12.9 13.6 13.9 Years 
421(5). 9.7 10.4 10.5 11.1 11.3 YearS 
421(6). 0 3.34 0 2.2 0.3 7 Percent 
422(1). 0 3.21 3.35 3.28 3.51 Percent 
422(2). 0 3.16 1.24 3.04 1.81 Percent 
423(1). 199.26 181.66 184.66 218.60 227.21 Dollars per capita 
423(2). 54.6 106.91 113.47 153.51 165.94 Dollars per capita 
43(1). 0.040269 0.39263 0 .38256 0.38106 0.37956 
43(2). 0.1010 0.0985 0.09 59 0.0949 0.0939 
43(3). 9.7 10.4 10.5 11.1 11.3 Years 
43(4). 92.66 94.3 1 92.55 93.7 1 92.84 Percent 
43(5). 1.35 1.25 1.27 1.2 1.23 
611(1). 0.0245 0.0260 0.0273 0.0290 0.0316 Parts pc r million 
611(2). 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 Parts per millioo 
612(I). 5.5 5.5 5.5 5.5 5.5 Miles 
613(I). 0.0245 0.0260 0.0273 0.0290 0.0316 Parts per million 
613(2). 0.0819 0.0935 0.1021 0.1184 0.1343 Paris per million 
613(3). 0.0005 0.0005 0.0005 0.0005 0.0005 Parts per million 
613(4). 51.65 51.68 51.69 51.73 51.75 
621(1). 16,513.3 21 ,3 18.S 20,953.5 27,103.2 29,586.3 
...,.~ social indiCilo rs tilk$ e ll"l be Identified rrom melle code numbers in Appendill A. 
Social 
Indicator' 
621(2). 
622(1). 
623(1 ). 
623(2). 
631(1). 
631(2). 
631(3). 
631(4). 
631(5). 
631(6). 
632(1 ). 
632(2). 
633(1). 
633(2). 
634(1). 
634(2). 
634(3). 
635(1). 
635(2). 
635(3). 
636(1). 
636(2). 
636(3). 
636(4). 
636(5). 
641(1 ). 
641(2). 
642(1 ). 
643(1). 
651( 1). 
651(2). 
652(1). 
66(1). 
66(2). 
7111(1). 
71121(1). 
71 122(1). 
71123(1). 
7 1124( 1). 
71125(1). 
71126(1). 
7113(1). 
7121(1). 
7121(2). 
7122(1). 
7 122(2). 
7122(3). 
7122(4). 
7122(5). 
7211(1). 
1967 
2.0 
10.94 
2.0 
0.0 
0.0551 
18.5 
2. 0 
2.0 
20.0 
1. 79 
0.0102 
0.02774 
0.0026 
0.02774 
7.4 
0.0002 
0.02774 
2.0 
0.0102 
0.02774 
0.0 
1()(1.0 
1.062 
0 .0 
23.20 
5.0 
0.004293 
B8.0 
100.0 
83.56 
47.50 
26.88 
0.40269 
0.20 
90.0 
0.650 
2.381 
1.368 
0.511 
0.201 
0.321 
10.00 
40.0 
5.8 
2463.00 
0.40269 
3669.5 
0.0088 
0.529B 
0.108 
Projected Value of Social Indicator 
Year of Estimate 
1972 
2.0 
o 
2.0 
0.0 
0.0413 
28.3 
22 
2.0 
2 1.0 
I. 79 
0.0\02 
0.02 774 
0.0026 
0.02774 
7.4 
0.0002 
0.02774 
2.0 
0.0102 
0.02774 
0.0 
100.0 
1.062 
0.0 
23.20 
5.0 
0.004293 
85.0 
100.0 
87.07 
48.28 
27.86 
0.39263 
0.20 
90.0 
0.593 
2.17 1 
1.248 
0.466 
0.183 
0.293 
10.00 
40.0 
5.8 
2902.48 
0.39263 
4550.3 
0.0089 
0.6702 
0.\08 
1977 
2.0 
o 
2.0 
0.0 
0.0368 
32.5 
2.5 
2.5 
22.0 
1. 79 
0.0 102 
0.02774 
0.0026 
0.02774 
7.4 
0.0002 
0 .02774 
2.0 
0.0102 
0.02774 
0.0 
100.0 
1.062 
0.0 
23.20 
5.0 
0.004293 
B5 .0 
100.0 
88.65 
48.63 
28.28 
0.38256 
0.20 
90.0 
0.570 
2.088 
1.199 
0.448 
0. 176 
0.281 
10.00 
40.0 
5.8 
2900.4 
0.38256 
4580.0 
0.0092 
0.7047 
0.108 
1982 
2.0 
o 
2.0 
0.0 
O.027B 
44.2 
2.5 
2.8 
23.0 
1.79 
0.0102 
0.02776 
0.0026 
0.02776 
7.4 
0.0002 
0.02776 
2.0 
0.0103 
0.02776 
0.0 
100.0 
1.1)62 
0.0 
23.20 
5.0 
0.004293 
85.0 
100.0 
92.96 
49.56 
29.45 
0.38106 
0.20 
90.0 
0.522 
1.914 
1.099 
0.411 
0.1 62 
0.258 
10.00 
40.0 
5.8 
3233.96 
0.3BI06 
5406.0 
0.0094 
0.B568 
0.108 
1987 
2.0 
o 
2.0 
0.0 
0.0240 
49.7 
2.5 
3.0 
24.0 
1.79 
0.0\02 
0.02777 
0.0026 
0.027777 
7.4 
0.0002 
0.02777 
2.0 
0.Ql()4 
0.02777 
0 .0 
100.0 
1.062 
0.0 
23.20 
5.0 
0.004293 
85.0 
100.0 
95.00 
50.00 
30.00 
0.37956 
0.20 
90.0 
0.499 
1.827 
1.049 
0.392 
0.154 
0.246 
10.00 
40.0 
5.8 
3294.92 
0.37956 
5723.0 
0.0096 
0.9321 
0.lD8 
~hc 5oci31 indicators titles can be identified from these code number~ in. Appendix A. 
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Unit of Measure 
or Social Indicator 
.. Parts per milli on 
Percenl 
Parts per million 
Parts per million 
Acres per capita 
Percent 
Percent 
Percen t 
~rceol 
Percent 
Miles per section 
No. per acre 
Miles per section 
No. per acre 
Percent 
Miles pel section 
No. per acre 
Percent 
Miles per section 
No. per acre 
Percent 
Percent 
MiUions of acre-feet 
Miles per section 
No. per acre 
Tons per acre 
No. per acre 
Percent 
Percent 
Decibels 
Decibels 
Decibels 
Miles 
No. pe r capita per day 
No. per capita per day 
No. per capita per day 
No. per capita per day 
No. per capita per day 
No. per capita per day 
Dollan 
Hours per week 
Percent 
Dollars per capita 
Dollars per capita 
Percent 
Dollars per capita 
Table C-3. CoIltiaaed. 
Projected Value of Social Indicator 
Year of Eslimate 
Social Unit of Measure 
Indicato.-a 1967 1972 1977 1982 1987 of Social Indicator 
7212( 1). 0.243 0.243 0.243 0.243 0.243 
12 13( 1). 0.396 0.396 0.396 0.396 0.396 
7214(1). 0.4 12 0.4 12 0.4 12 0.412 0.4 12 
7215(1). 0.709 0.709 0.709 0.709 0.709 
7216(1). 0.205 0.205 0.205 0.205 0.205 
7221( 1). 0.055 1 0.04 13 0.0368 0.0278 0.0240 Acres pe r capita 
7221(2). 18.5 28.3 32.5 44.2 49.7 Percent 
722 1(3). 2.0 2.2 2.5 2.5 2.5 Percent 
7221(4). 2.0 2.0 2.5 2.8 3.0 Percent 
7221(5). 1.79 I. 79 I. 79 I. 79 \.79 Percent 
7222(1). 0.0102 0.0102 0.0102 0.0 103 0.0104 Miles pe l section 
7222(2). 0.02774 0.02774 0.02774 0.02776 0.02777 No. per acre 
7223(1 ). 0.0026 0.0026 0.0026 0.0026 0.0026 Miles per section 
7223(2). 0.02774 0.02774 0.02774 0.02776 0.02777 No. per acre 
7224(1). 7.4 7.4 7.4 7.4 7.4 Percenl 
7224(2). 0.0002 0.0002 0.0002 0.0002 0.0002 Miles per section 
7224(3). 0.02774 0.02774 0.02774 0.02776 0.02777 No. per acre 
7225(1 ). 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 Percent 
7225(2). 0.0 102 0.0102 0.0102 0.0 103 0.0104 Miles per section 
1225(3). 0.02774 0.02774 0.02774 0.02776 0.02777 No. per acre 
7226(1). 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 Percent 
7226(2). 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 Percent 
7226(3). 1.062 1.062 1.062 1.062 1.062 Millions of acre· fee t 
1226(4). 0.0 0 .0 0.0 0 .0 0.0 Miles per sectioo 
1226(5). 23.20 23.20 23.20 23.20 23.20 No. per acre 
73(1). 25.0 25.0 25.0 25 .0 25.0 
73(2). 25.0 25.0 25 .0 25.0 25 .0 
74(1). 0 .40269 0.39263 0.38256 0.38 106 0.37956 
74(2). 0.205 0.205 0.205 0.205 0.205 
74(3). 75 75 75 75 75 
~e ,ocial indicator' titles can be Ickntifted rrom these code numbtn in Appendix A. 
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Table C·4. Projected soc:lallndlcator TallltlllDder IlDcien lopmeut plaB (plan 4]. 
Pro;ected Value of Social Indicator 
Year of Estim:lIe 
Social Unit of Measure 
Indicatora 1967 1972 1977 1982 1987 of Social Indicator 
131(1). 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 Pe rcent 
131(2). 96.8 96.8 96.8 96.8 96.8 Percent 
131 (3). 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 Colifonns per millili ter 
131(4). 3.48 3.48 3.48 3.48 3.48 Percent 
131(5). %5.87 719.72 605.76 376.06 225.37 No. per 100,000 persoo~ 
13 1(6). 2.0 2. 0 2. 0 2.0 "2.0 No. per 100,000 persons 
131(7). 3.9 3.9 3.9 3.9 3.9 No. per 100,000 persons 
132(1). 1.737 1.739 1.740 1.741 1.742 No. per 1,000 pe rsons 
132(2). 8.1 11 B. ) 11 8.112 8. 112 B.113 No. pel 1,000 persons 
132(3). 20.0 20.0 20.0 20.0 20.0 Minutes 
411(1). 2463.00 2588.28 2499.M 2552.81 2484.81 Dollars pcr capita 
4121 (1). 3.3 3.3 3.3 3.3 3.3 Percent 
412 1(2). 3.3 3.3 3.3 3.3 3.3 Pe rcent 
4 122(1 ). 2.57 2.33 2. 29 2. 16 2. 13 Percent 
4122(2). 7. 0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 Percent 
4123(1). 3.6 3.6 3.6 3.6 3.6 Percent 
4123(2). 0.0648 0.0692 0.0685 0.0705 0. 069J No. per capita 
4123(3). 1359.28 1454.94 1442.88 1488.25 1460.7 Dollars pe l capita 
413(1). 40.0 40.0 40.0 40.0 40.0 Hours pel wee k 
413(2). 38.24 36.87 35 .59 34.36 33.1 3 Dollar!> pcr capita 
413(3). 4.18 5.67 6.29 7.4 1 8.07 No. per capita 
413(4). 0.175 0.17 0.158 0.151 0.141 No. per capita 
4 14(1). 0 1.00 ·0.7 0.43 .Q.54 Percent 
414(2). 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 Percent 
414(3). 5.2 5.95 7.87 8.71 10.24 Percent 
4 14(4). 13.42 14.76 14.76 14.76 14.76 Percent 
42 1(1). 0 2.64 0 I. 79 0.29 Percent 
42 1(2). 5.2 5.95 7.87 8.7 1 10.24 Percen t 
421(3). 0 3.03 - t.47 1.74 ·0.79 Percen t 
421 (4). 11.9 12.2 12. J 12.2 12.2 Years 
421(5). 9.7 9.9 9.9 9.9 9.9 Years 
42 1(6). 0 1.00 ·0.7 0.43 -0.54 Pe rcent 
422(1). 0 2.3 ·0.37 1.66 0. 17 Percent 
422(2). 0 1.62 0.7 1.34 0.84 Pcrcent 
423(1). 199.26 152.09 146.85 154.8 15 1.37 Dollars pcr capita 
423(2). 54.6 74.29 71.74 83.46 82.77 Dollars per capita 
43(1). 0.040269 0.41 276 0.42283 0.42283 0.42283 
43(2). 0. 1010 0.1035 0. 1060 O.t06O 0.1060 
43(3). 9. 7 9.9 9.9 9.9 9.9 Years 
43(4). 92.66 9 1.6 88.89 87.7 85.54 Percent 
43(5). 1.35 1.35 1.36 1.35 1.34 
61 1(1). 0.0245 0.0254 0.0262 0.0267 0.0270 ParIS per millioo 
611 (2). 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 Parts per millioo 
612(1). 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 Miles 
613(1). 0.0245 0.0254 0.0262 0.0267 0.0270 Parts per million 
6 13(2). 0.08 J9 0.0878 0.0928 0.0994 0. 1034 Parts per mill ion 
613(3). 0.0005 0.0005 0.0005 0.0005 0.0005 Parts per million 
613(4). 5 \. 65 51.67 51.68 51.70 51.71 Millions of parts per 
milli on 
~e ~ocial indica loTli titk$ can be idcntUifd fwm theSf code nllmbers in Appendi>. A. 
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Table C-4. Ceatilnlecl 
Social 
Indicat~ 
62«<). 
62«2). 
622« ). 
623«). 
623(2). 
63f(!). 
63«2). 
63«3). 
63«4). 
63f(5). 
63«6). 
632«). 
632(2). 
633(1). 
633(2). 
634« ). 
634(2). 
634(3). 
635«). 
635(2). 
635(3). 
636(1). 
636(2). 
636(3). 
636(4). 
636(5). 
641(1). 
64«2). 
642«). 
643«). 
65«<). 
651(2). 
652(1). 
66(1). 
66(2). 
7111(1). 
71 121(1). 
71122(1). 
71123(1). 
71124(1). 
71125(1). 
71126(1). 
7113(1). 
7121(1). 
7121(2). 
7122«). 
7(22(2). 
7122(3). 
7122(4). 
7122(5). 
(%7 
16,513.3 
2.0 
o 
2.0 
0.0 
0,0551 
18.5 
2.0 
2.0 
20.0 
I. 79 
0.0102 
0.02774 
0.0026 
0.02774 
7.4 
0.0002 
0.02774 
2.0 
0.01 02 
0.02774 
0.0 
100.0 
1.062 
0.0 
23.20 
5.0 
0.004293 
88.0 
100.0 
83.56 
47.50 
26.88 
0.40269 
0;20 
90.0 
0.650 
238 1 
1.368 
0.511 
0.201 
0.321 
10.00 
40.0 
5.8 
2463.00 
0.40269 
3669.5 
0.008 
0.5298 
Prqjected Value of Social Indicator 
Year of Estimate 
(972 
17,397.5 
2.0 
o 
2.0 
0.0 
0.0475 
23A 
2.0 
2.0 
20.0 
I. 79 
0.0102 
0.02774 
0.cXJ26 
0 .02774 
7.4 
0.0002 
0.02774 
2.0 
0.0102 
0 .02774 
0.0 
100.0 
1.062 
0.0 
23.20 
5.0 
0.004293 
88.0 
100.0 
85.23 
47.89 
27.37 
0.41276 
0.20 
90.0 
0.614 
2.251 
1.294 
0.483 
0.190 
0.303 
10.00 
40.0 
5.8 
2588.28 
OA1276 
3887.5 
0.0090 
0.5810 
1977 
16.273.8 
2.0 
o 
2.0 
0.0 
0.0445 
25.6 
2.0 
2.0 
20.0 
1.79 
0.0102 
0.02774 
0.0026 
0.02774 
7.4 
0.0002 
0.02774 
2.0 
0.0102 
0 .02774 
0.0 
100.0 
1.062 
0.0 
23.20 
5.0 
0.004293 
88.0 
100.0 
86.08 
48.07 
27.59 
OA2283 
0.20 
90.0 
0.593 
2.174 
1.249 
0.467 
0.183 
0.293 
10.00 
40.0 
5.8 
2499.04 
0.42283 
3684.7 
0.0093 
0.5763 
1982 
13,548.3 
2.0 
o 
2.0 
0.0 
0.0393 
30.1 
2.0 
2.0 
20.0 
1.79 
0.0103 
0.02775 
0'{)()26 
0.02775 
7.4 
0.0002 
0.02775 
2.0 
0.0103 
0.02775 
0.0 
WO.O 
1.062 
0.0 
23.20 
5.0 
0.004293 
88.0 
100.0 
87.76 
48A3 
28.04 
0.42283 
0.20 
90.0 
0.566 
2.075 
1. 192 
0.445 
0.175 
0.280 
10.00 
40.0 
5.8 
2552.81 
OA2283 
3818.0 
0.0093 
0.6069 
1987 
17,049.6 
2.0 
o 
2.0 
0.0 
0.0363 
33.1 
2.0 
2.0 
20.0 
J. 79 
0.0]03 
0.02775 
0.0026 
0 .02775 
7.4 
0.0002 
0.02775 
2.0 
0.0103 
0.02775 
0.0 
100.0 
1.062 
0.0 
23.20 
5.0 
0.004293 
88.0 
100.0 
88.86 
48.67 
28.34 
OA2283 
0.20 
90.0 
0.544 
1.993 
1.145 
0.428 
0.168 
0.269 
10.00 
40.0 
5.8 
2484.2 
OA2283 
3700.1 
0.0094 
0.5968 
~e social indiCllto~ titles can be identified from these code numbers in Appendi Jl. A. 
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Unit of Measure 
of Social Indicator 
.. Parts per million 
Parts per milli on 
Percent 
Parts per million 
Parts per million 
Acres per capita 
Percent 
Percent 
Percent 
Percent 
Percent 
Miles per sectIon 
No. per acre 
Miles per section 
No. per acre 
Percent 
Miles per sec tion 
No. per acre 
Percent 
Miles per section 
No. per acre 
Percent 
Percent 
Millions of acre-feet 
Miles per section 
No. per acre 
Tons per acre 
No. per acre 
Percent 
Percent 
Decibels 
Decibels 
Decibels 
Miles 
No. per capita per day 
No. per capita per day 
No. per capita per day 
No. per capita per day 
No. per capita per day 
No. per capita per day 
Dollars 
Hours per week 
Percent 
Dollars per capita 
Dollars per capita 
Percent 
DoUars per capita 
Table C-4. Continaed. 
Projected Value of Social Indicator 
Year of Estimate 
Social Unit of Measure 
indicatora 1967 1972 1977 1982 1987 of Social Indicator 
7211(1). 0.108 0.108 0.108 0.108 0.108 
7212(1). 0.243 0.243 0.243 0.243 0.243 
7213(1). 0.396 0.396 0.396 0.396 0.396 
7214(1). 0.412 0.412 0.412 0.412 0.412 
7215(1). 0.709 0.709 0.709 0.709 0.709 
7216(1). 0.205 0.205 0.205 0.205 0.205 
7221(1). 0.0551 0.0475 0.0445 0.0393 0.0363 Acres per capita 
7221(2). 18.5 23.4 25.6 30.1 33.1 Percent 
7221(3). 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 Percent 
7221(4). 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 Percent 
7221(5). 1.79 1. 79 1.79 1. 79 1.79 Percent 
7222(1). 0.0102 0.0102 0.0102 0.0103 0.0103 Miles per section 
7222(2). 0.02774 0.02774 0.02774 0.02775 0.02775 No. per acre 
7223(1 ). 0.0026 0.0026 0.0026 0.0026 0.0026 Miles per section 
7223(2). 0.02774 0.02774 0.02774 0.02775 0.02775 No. per acre 
7224(1). 7.4 7.4 7.4 7.4 7.4 Percent 
7224(2). 0.0002 0.0002 0.0002 0.0002 0.0002 Miles per section 
7224(3). 0.02774 0.02774 0.02774 0.02775 0.02775 No. per acre 
7225(1). 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 Percent 
7225(2). 0.0102 0.0102 0.0102 0.0103 0.0103 Miles per section 
7225(3). 0.02774 0.02774 0.02774 0.02775 0.02775 No. per acre 
7226(1). 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 Percent 
7226(2). 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 Percent 
7226(3). 1.062 1.062 1.062 1.062 1.062 Millions of acre-feet 
7226(4). 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 Miles per section 
7226(5). 23.20 23.20 23.20 23.20 23.20 No. per acre 
73(1). 25.0 25.0 25.0 25.0 25.0 
73(2). 25.0 25.0 25.0 25.0 25.0 
74(1). 0.040269 0.41276 0.42283 0.42283 0.42283 
74(2). 0.205 0.205 0.205 0.205 0.205 
74(3). 75 75 75 75 75 
~e social indicators titles can be identified from these code numbers in Appendix A. 
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Table C·S. Projected .odaI1ndk::ater .aIw._ aadu eottoe-p ........ plaa [PlanS). 
Projected Value of Social Indicator 
Year of Estimate 
Soci.a1 Unit of Measure 
lndicatora .967 1972 1977 1982 1987 of Social Indicator 
!3!{!). 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 Percent 
!3!(2). 96.8 96.8 96.8 96.8 96.8 Percent 
13 ' (3). 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 CoJiforms per milliliter 
13 ' (4). 3.48 3.48 3.48 3.48 3.48 Pe rcenl 
!3!(5). 965.87 487.09 318.49 200 200 No. per 100,000 persons 
131(6). 2. 0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 No. per 100,000 persons 
!3!(7). 3.95 3.95 3.95 3.95 3.95 No. per loo,Ooo persons 
' 32('). 1.737 1.740 1.741 1.743 1.744 No. per 1,000 persons 
132(2). 8. 111 8. 112 8.11 2 8.11 3 8. 114 No. pe r 1,000 perwns 
' 32(3). 20.0 20.0 20.0 20.0 20.0 Minutes 
4!!{!). 2463.00 2882.78 2826.45 3043.07 3020.93 Dollars per capi ta 
4!2!{!). 3.3 3.3 3.3 3.3 3.3 Percent 
4" '(2). 3.3 3.3 3.3 3.3 3.3 Percen t 
4!22{!). 2.57 2.1 2-'" 1.83 1.77 Percent 
4 122(2). 7.0 7. 0 7.0 7.0 7.0 Percen t 
4123(1). 3.6 3.6 3.6 3.6 3.6 Ptrcent 
4123(2). 0.0648 0.0764 0.0763 0.0826 0.0822 No. pe r capita 
4123(3). 1359.28 1608.08 16 12.07 1749.28 1746.01 Dollars per capita 
413{!). 40.0 40.0 40.0 40.0 40.0 Hours per week 
413(2). 38.24 36.7 1 35.38 34.13 32.88 Dollars pe r capita 
413(3). 4. 18 6.89 7.67 9.4 10.25 No. per capita 
413(4). 0.175 0.175 0.164 0.156 0.146 No. per capita 
414{!). a 3.2 ·0.39 1.49 ·0. '5 Percent 
414(2). 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 Percent 
41 4(3). 5.2 4.27 5.96 5.89 7.11 Percent 
414(4). 13.42 13.42 13.42 13.42 13.42 Perce nt 
421{!j. 0 6.38 0.6 3.89 1. 12 Pert:en l 
421(2). 5.2 4.27 5.96 5.89 7.11 Pe rcent 
421 (3). a 9.63 -0.15 6.42 1.24 Pe rcent 
421 (4). 11.9 12.7 12.7 13.2 13.3 Years 
421(5). 9.7 10.3 10.3 10.7 10.8 Years 
421(6). 0 3.2 -0.39 1.49 ·0. 15 Percent 
422( 1). a 3.05 2.84 2. 11 2.24 Pert:en t 
422(2). a 3.07 0.97 2.35 1.25 Percent 
423(1 ). 199.26 179.82 177.7 200.88 201.82 Dollars per capita 
423(2). 54.6 104.88 105.95 134.21 138.34 Dollars per capita 
43(1). 0.40269 0.4011 9 0.40069 0.39969 0.398 19 
43(2). 0.1010 0. 1000 0.0990 0.0990 0.0970 
43(3). 9.7 10.3 10.3 10.7 10.8 Years 
43(4). 92.66 93.97 91 .58 91.68 89.96 Percent 
43(5). 1.35 1.32 1.33 L3 1.31 
611(1). 0.0245 0.0262 0.0267 0.0279 0.0291 Parts per millioo 
611(2). 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 Parts per million 
612(1). 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 Miles 
613(1). 0.0245 0.0262 0.0267 0.0279 0.0291 Parts per million 
613(2). 0.081 9 0.0932 0.0978 0.lO88 0.1139 Parts per million 
613(3). 0. 0005 0.0005 0. 0005 0. 0005 0.0005 Parts per million 
613(4). 51.65 51.68 51.69 51.72 51 .74 Millions of pa rts per 
million 
;-he social indicators tilks can be identified ftom these code numbers in Appendi1l. A. 
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Table CoS. CoatiDued. 
Projected Value of Social Indicator 
Year of Estimate 
Social Unit of Measure 
Indicatora 1967 1972 1977 1982 1987 of Social Indicator 
621(1). 16,513.3 19,263.8 18,897.1 23,260.42 24,334.5 Parts per million 
621(2). 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 Parts per million 
622(1). 10.94 0 0 0 0 Percent 
623(1). 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 Parts per million 
623(2). 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 Parts per million 
631(1). 0.0551 0.0417 0.0381 0.0306 0.0273 Acres per capita 
631(2). 18.5 27.9 31.3 40.0 45.1 Percent 
631(3). 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 Percent 
631(4). 2.0 2.0 2.3 2.6 2.8 Percent 
631(5). 20.0 20.0 2 \.0 22.0 23.0 Percent 
631(6). 1.79 1.79 1.79 1. 79 1. 79 Percent 
632(1). 0.0102 0.0102 0.0102 0.0103 0.0104 Miles per section 
632(2). 0.02774 0.02774 0.02774 0.02775 0.02776 No. per acre 
633(1). 0.0026 0.0026 0.0026 0.0026 0.0026 Miles per section 
633(2). 0.02774 0.02774 0.02774 0.02775 0.02776 No. per acre 
634(1 ). 7.4 7.4 7.4 7.4 7.4 Percent 
634(2). 0.0002 0.0002 0.0002 0.0002 0.0002 Miles per section 
634(3). 0.02774 0.02774 0.02774 0.02775 0.02776 No. per acre 
635(1). 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 Percent 
635(2). 0.0102 0.0102 0.0102 0.0103 0.0104 Miles per section 
635(3). 0.02774 0.02774 0.02774 0.02775 0.02776 No. per acre 
636(1). 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 Percent 
636(2) 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 Percent 
636(3). 1.062 1.062 1.062 1.062 1.062 Millions of acre-feet 
636(4). 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 Miles per section 
636(5). 23.20 23.20 23.20 23.20 23.20 No. per acre 
641(1). 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 Tons per acre 
641(2). 0.004293 0.004293 0.004293 0.004293 0.004293 No. per acre 
642(1). 88.0 88.0 88.0 88.0 88.0 Percent 
643(1). 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 Percent 
651(1). 83.56 86.95 88.18 91.40 93.29 Decibels 
651 (2). 47.50 48.26 48.53 49.22 49.63 Decibels 
652(1). 26.88 27.82 28.16 29.03 29.54 Decibels 
66(1). 0.40269 0.40119 0.40069 0.39969 0.39819 
66(2). 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 
7111(1). 90.0 90.0 90.0 90.0 90.0 Miles 
71121(1). 0.650 0.596 0.575 0.536 0.515 No. per capita per day 
71122(1). 2.381 2.183 2.105 1.964 1.886 No. per capita per day 
71123(1). 1.368 1.254 1.209 1.128 1.083 No. per capita per day 
71124(1 ). 0.511 0.468 0.452 0.421 0.405 No. per capita per day 
71125(1 ). 0.201 0.184 0.178 0.166 0.159 No. per capita per day 
71126(1). 0.321 0.294 0.284 0.265 0.254 No. per capita per day 
7113(1). 10.00 10.00 10.00 10.00 10.00 Dollars 
7121(1). 40.0 40.0 40.0 40.0 40.0 Hours per week 
7121(2). 5.8 5.8 5.8 5.8 5.8 Percent 
7122(1). 2463.00 2882.78 2826.45 3043.07 3020.93 Dollars per capita 
7122(2). 0.40269 0.40119 0.40069 0.39969 0.39819 
7122(3). 3669.5 4516.7 4398.6 4920.2 4951.9 Dollars per capita 
7122(4). 0.D088 0.D089 0.D091 0.0092 0.0093 Percent 
7122(5). 0.5298 0.6682 0.6779 0.7708 0.7862 Dollars per capita 
~he social indicators titles can be identified from these code numbers in Appendix A. 
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Table C 5 Coutillaed - . 
Projected Value of Social Indlcator 
Year of Estimate 
Social Unit of Measure 
lndicatora 1967 1972 1977 1982 1987 of Social Indicator 
7211(1). 0.108 0.108 0.108 0.108 0.108 
7212{l). 0.243 0.243 0.243 0.243 0.243 
7213(1). 0.396 0.396 0.396 0.396 0.396 
7214(1). 00412 0.412 0.412 00412 0.412 
7215{l). 0.709 0.709 0.709 0.709 0.709 
7216(1). 0.205 0.205 0.205 0.205 0.205 
7221(1). 0.0551 0.0417 0.0381 0.0306 0.0273 Acres per capita 
7221(2). 18.5 27.9 31.3 40.0 45.1 Percent 
7221(3). 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 Percent 
7221(4). 2.0 2.0 2.3 2.6 2.8 Percent 
7221(5). 1. 79 1.79 1.79 1.79 1.79 Percent 
7222(1). 0.0102 0.0102 0.0102 0.0103 0.0104 Miles per section 
7222(2). 0.02774 0.02774 0.02774 0.02775 0.02776 No. per acre 
7223(1 ). 0.0026 0.0026 0.0026 0.0026 0.0026 Miles per section 
7223(2). 0.02774 0.02774 0.02774 0.02775 0.02776 No. per acre 
7224(1 ). 7.4 7.4 7.4 7.4 7.4 Percent 
7224(2). 0.0002 0.0002 0.0002 0.0002 0.0002 Miles per section 
7224(3). 0.02774 0.02774 0.02774 0.02775 0.02776 No. per acre 
7225{l). 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 Percent 
7225(2). 0.0102 0.0102 0.0102 0.0103 0.0104 Miles per section 
7225(3). 0.02774 0.02774 0.02774 0.02775 0.02776 No. per acre 
7226(1). 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 Percent 
7226(2). 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 Percent 
7226(3). 1.062 1.062 1.062 1.062 1.062 Millions of acre-feet 
7226(4). 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 Miles per section 
7226(5). 23.20 23.20 23.20 23.20 23.20 No. per acre 
73(1). 25.0 25.0 25.0 25.0 25.0 
73(2). 25.0 25.0 25.0 25.0 25.0 
74{l). 0040269 0.40119 0040069 0.39969 0.39819 
74(2). 0.205 0.205 0.205 0.205 0.205 
74(3). 75 75 75 75 75 
~he social indicaton titles can be identified from these code numbers in Appendix A. 
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c 
APPENDIXD 
Annex to Chapter 8 
Implementation a System of Quantified 
Planning Inquiry 
List of FORTRAN Programs 
PROGRAM STRAWS (OUTPUT,INPUT. TAPE2"'QUTPUT, TAPE1 - INPUT, TAPE3, 
·TAPE4, TAPES, TAPE6, TAPE7,TAPES) 
COMMON / BUFf lBF(1281, IXS(512), GINOX(225}. ICA(225), NSI(225). 
·PWT(208), SC LlN(S12j , GIMP(225), ISIL. 
·FXY(250, 18), CONE(250) , CONM(2501. SINOX(2501. 
-ISBF(631 
COMMON KSBUF(63) . PWT2(2001. IPWll01 . INWT. 
· IBUFI12801. KFUBI2561, KSVll01 , KFKY(10L 
-IQX(512), PIXP281, IOS(129) 
DIMENSION FOIS(7) 
INTEGER SINDX 
EQUIVALENCE (FDIS(71.SCUN(1)) 
C HOUSEKEEPING· READ IN USER·PROVIDED DATA 
CALL INITT(30) 
INWT=O 
JGN=O 
CALL OPENMS (3,IDX, 512,1) 
CAll OPENMS (6,PI X,12B. 0) 
CALL OPENMS(B,IDS,64, 1) 
ISll '" 0 
C ANNOUNCE SYS NAEM PROG NAME ETC. 
WRITE (2,100) 
READ(1,250) IPAe 
IPROP ", 1 
WRITE (2, 120) 
READ(1 ,256) IYN 
IF llYN .EO. 2HNOI GOTO 3 
5499 CONTINUE 
WRITE(2, 13O) 
AEAD(l ,232I IPAOP 
3 WAITE (2,140) 
ISISC - (IPRS • 100) + IPROP 
C ENCODE PLACES BCD EQUIVALENT OF ISICS IN ISKEY 
ENCODE(10,909,ISKEY)lSISC 
909 FORMAT(17,3X) 
C MASK OUT TRAI LING 55B to OOB 
ISKEY - ISKEY.A .77777777777777000000B 
CALL REAOMS(B,FDIS .512,ISKEY) 
4 READ (l ,25111WT 
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WRITE( 2, 440) (FDIS(J)'J=1,6) 
D0 5 J - 1,127,2 
IF (PI X(J) .EO. IWT) GOTO 530 
5 CONTINUE 
COTO 5500 
330 WRITE (2,380) 
GOT04 
5500 CONTINUE 
CALL READMS (6,PWT,200, IWTI 
IF (JSN.GT.O)GOTO 74 
JSN=l 
J-" I 
72 AEAOP,580) SI NOXIJ)) 
IF (EOF(7 ))74,73 
73 J"'J+1 
GOTO 72 
74 CONTINUE 
C INITILIZE ARRAYS AND READ IN GOAL INDICES, ALGORITHM INDICATORS AND NSI 
IF(JGN.GT.O)GOTO 9 
DO 7575 JI " 1,225 
7575IGA(JI)=0 
JGN: 1 
J • , 
75 READ (5,581) (GINDX(J), ICA(J), NSI (J)) 
IF IEQF(5)) 9,8 
BJ "' J + l 
GO TO 75 
C END OF HOUSEKEEPING 
C 
9 CONTINUE 
CALL IMPACT 
10 KEYI .. 111 
OLDIS ,. 1 
20 CONTINUE 
C WRITE(2,900) KEYI 
900 FORMAT (4X, .. KEY1=·,020,l) 
C CHECK INDX FOR EXTANT KEY 
00 210J =2,512,2 
IF (lDX( J) .EO. KEY1) GOTO 220 
210 CONTINUE 
C IFNOTINIDX GIVEMSG 
WAnE (2,380) 
GO TO 30 
C ELSE CONTINUE TO READ FILE 
220 CONTINUE 
CAll AEADMS (3,IBF, 64, KEYI) 
KSHFT = (KEY1 ,OR. 008) 
23 KS HFT '" (SHIFT(KSHFT .. 6)) 
KTST - (KSHFT .OR. 777777777777777777008) 
IF ( KTST .EO. 777777777777777777008) GOTO 23 
OLDIS '" (KSHFT .O A. OOBI 
CALL GlSHW (KEYI) 
30 CONTINUE 
WRITE (2,1501 
RE AD(1 ,200) IRSP 
CAll ERASE 
CAll CONTRl (lRSP, IR I , IR2, IR31 
IFIiAI .EO. 2) GO T035 
IFOA1.EO.3) GOTO 5499 
220 
IF(IA1 .EO. 0) GOT0500 
IFIIR! .EO. 8) GOT0800 
IF (lR 1 .EO. 9) GOTO 90 
IF (lR! .EO. 1) GOTO 50 
3S IF (ISIL .EO. 21 GOTO 550 
IF II RI .EO. 7) GOTO 70 
IF (lR! .EO. 6) GOTO 750 
lOIS = (JR2 .OR . ooB) 
CALL NEWAG (lOIS, aLDI S, NWDI S, KEyn 
GO TO 20 
50 J '" 0 
C 5001 KE Y 1=SHIFTIKEY1,54) .. "~ ...... ,, ......... . 
5001 KEY1 " SHIFT(KEY1, ·6) 
IF (( Sll .EQ. 21 GO TO 56 
5601 CONTINUE 
KTST = IKEYI .OR. 777777777777777777008) 
C CHECK COUNTER TO PREVENT LOOP IF BACK TOO BIG 
J .,J+l 
IF (J .GT. 10) GOTO 810 
IF (KTST .EO. 777 77 77777 77777777008) Goro 500 1 
KEY 1 '" (KEYI .AND. 77777777777777777700B) 
IR2 ", IR2· 1 
57 IF (IP2 .NE OJ GOTO 50 
J=O 
58 KEY! '" (SHIFT(KEY1 ,6)) 
KTST '" (KEY 1 .OR. 00777777777777777777BI 
IF (KTST .EO. Q07777777777777777778J GOTO 58 
GOTO 20 
C TURN OFF ISll IF BACK GIVEN 
56 ISIL = 1 
GOTO 5601 
70 CAll SILST (KEY1,IA2) 
GOTO 30 
90 STOP 
500 WAITE (2,350) 
GOT08DO 
550 WRITEI2,37S) 
ISIL ... 1 
GO TO 30 
750 CAll NEWGHT (O lDIS.1R2,JR3) 
CAll GlSHW(KEY1) 
C DISPLAY NEW WEIGHTS AND RETURN 
GOTO 30 
810 WRITE(2,3801 
GOTO 10 
800 WRITE (2.850) 
GOTO 30 
100 FORMAT (lH , . ··STRAWMAN SySTEM .. ·./, 
· /,. WHAT 15 PROBLEM AREA CODE· .!) 
120 FORMAT (/,- DO YOU WISH TO SUPPLY PROPOSAL CODE· •• 
· "(YES/NO)·.I) 
130 FORMAT (I, " WHAT IS PROPOSAL CODE".!) 
140 FORMAT (!,~ WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING WEIGHT SETS* '/, 
· - IS DESIRED FOR THIS ANALYSIS ." ,!, 
· /. 
3X, ·01 ENVIRONMENTAlISTS· .1. 
3X,·02 INDUSTRIALISTS·, I. 
3X, ·03 GENERAL PUBLIC".!, 
3X. ·04 MINORITY GROUPS",!. 
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· 3X, -os WORKING CLASSES-,!, 
· 3X ,·OO TEST WEIGHTS",!.!) 
105 FORMAT (1./, - ·ENTER COMMAND- -j 
200 FORMAT (lA 10) 
350 FORMAT (t, . IllEGAU INVALID COMMAND *) 
250 FORMAT (1 5) 
252 FORMAT (12) 
256 FORMAT (A21 
440 FORMAT (/,4X,6Al01 
580 FORMAT (020) 
581 FORMAT (020,12,12) 
850 FORMAT I'.· ·FOLLOWING ARE LEGAl- ,!, " STRAWMAN COMMANDS· " ,!, 
·/,8X,"OISAG N-, 
' / ,8X,·SILIST N·, 
·/ ,8X ,"BACK N·, 
·1,aX, "NWT N, MMM-, 
·1.8X, "TEACH", 
·1, 8X, -RESTART", 
·1,aX, -I MPR L,M,N*, 
·1,8X, · STOP") 
376 FORMAT (I ,· DISAG I LLEGAL AT THIS POINT-) 
380 FORMAT (/," COMMAND PARAMETER DESIGNATES' ,I, 
. • VECTOR BEYOND INQUIRY RANGE-) 
600 FORMAT (1Al0,12,12) 
END 
SUBR OUTINE GLSHW (KEY) 
COMMONI BUFI IBF(1281. IXS (5121, GIND X(2251 . ICA(2251. NSI (225) , 
·PWT(200), SCUN(5121. GIMP (2251, ISIL. 
·FXY(250, 181, CONf(2501. CQNM(2501. SINDX(2501, 
·ISBF(63) 
COMMON KSBUF(63),PWT2(200).IPW( 10), INWT. 
· IBUF(l2801, KFUB(256I.KSV(101, KFKY(101. 
, IDX(512). PIX(128),IQSI129) 
INTEGER GINDX,Z,Zl ,Z2,ZO,ZX 
ICON e lL) 
00 9 JIW"" I,10 
9 IPIN(JtW)=o 
IP=I 
ICON - (ICON .OR. 007777777777777777778) 
KSW '" 0 
C SET KEY3 TO 348 TO PRINT IMPACTS FOR PRIME GOALS 
KEY3=27 
ISW- O 
C IMP GREATER THAN a INDICATES THAT PRIME GOALS ARE BEING DISPLAYED 
IMP- O 
Jl .. 2 
J2 "" 5 
WRITE(2,350) 
J • 0 
ZO · 10 
ZX .. 0 
KY$V = KEY .OR. OOB 
C COUNT NUMBER OF POSITNS IN KEY 
10 KYSV ., ISHIFTIKYSV,·61) 
KTST • IKYSV .OR. 777777777777777777ooB) 
J • J + 1 
ZO "" ZO ° 1 
IF(KTST .NE. 77777777777777777700f!.) GOTD 12 
GO TO 10 
222 
12 JL=I{)-J 
C WRITE GOAL LABEL LINE 
20 IBTST" (IBF(J1I .OR. 00177717771717777777B) 
IF (lBTST .EO. ICON) GOTO 30 
ZI=Jl 
Z2-J2 
zx .. ZX + 1 
IF (ZX .LT. 20) WRITE (2,300) (l BFW,J"'Jl,J2) 
Jl .. J2+1 
J2 - J2+4 
JL = JL-I 
C CHECK TO SEe IF WEIGHTS NEEDED IN DISPLAY IE. IF PRIME GOALS 
IF (JU 50,50,22 
22 CON TINUE 
C CHECK I F END OF GOAL LABel VECTOR 
IF (Jt· 64) 20,20,30 
C WRITE OUT WEIGHTS AND IMPACTS 
50 IF (KSW) 51 ,5 1,58 
51 K • 1 
KSW'" 1 
K2 .. 0 
KEYWK '" (KEY .OR. (08) 
C REMO VE 1ST CHAR OF KEY 
KEYWK • lKEYWK .AND. 007777777777777777778) 
KEYWK '" SHI FT (KEYWK.6) 
C IF 1 CHAR KEY - 1ST OISAG· NO PWTS ·· GO TO MAIN ROUT 
IF (KEYWK .EO. 008) GOTO 598 
C NOTE THIS ROUTINE SIMILAR TO THAT USED IN SGIMFBL TO CREATE SL ENTRY 
C SHIFT KEY TO NEXT TO RTMOST PQSITN 
512 KE YWK .. (SHifT (KEYWK.·6)) 
K2 '" K2 + 1 
KTST .. (KEYWK .OR. 777777777777777700778) 
IF (KTST .NE. 777777777777777700778) GOTO 513 
GOTD 512 
513 INSRT = 28 
INSAT .. (lNSAT .AND. 000000000000000000778) 
C SETUP MASK 
K3 .. 0 
KMSK .. 777777777777777777778 
515 KMSK .. (KMSK .AND. 777777777777777777009) 
K3 - K3+1 
If (K2· K3) 617,517,516 
516 KMSK .. (SHIFT (KMSK,6) 
GOTO 515 
517 KEVWK = KEYWK .OR. INSRT 
C SHIFT 8ACK TO LEFT SIDE 
DO 319 K- l,K2 
519 KEYWK .. {SHIFT (KEYWK,6U 
KEYWK "" (KEYWK .AND. KMSK) K-' 52 If (GINDX(K) .EO. KEYWK) GOTO 55 
K ~ K+I 
C IF NOT IN TABLE GOTO MAIN 
IF (K·200162,52,22 
C IF FOUND, K IS POINTER TO SGIMF AND PWMF 
55 PWTJ = PWT (K) .OR. OOEI 
IPWOP)-K 
IP -IP+1 
C COUNTER FOR NWT 
C PWT3 CONTAINS PWT IN INTEGER FORM 
ENCOOEIl0.450, PWTSVI PWT3 
C INSERT LEAD 8LANKS (55) AND PERIOD (57) 
PWTSV '" SHI FT(PWT5V ,6) 
PWT5V " PWTSV .OR. 55555555555700oooo55B 
WRITE (2,400) (IBF(Z) ,Z=Z I,Z2),PWTSV,GIMP(KI 
GO TO 22 
59 IF(lMP .GT. 0) GOTO 598 
IF (lSW .EO. 1) GOTO 22 
INSRT ,. INSRT + 1 
INSRT = (INSRT .AND. 000000000000000000778) 
DO 592 J·l,K2 
552 KEYWK • SHIFT (KEYWK.·61 
KEYWK ,. KEYWt< .AND. 777777777777777777008 
GOTO 517 
C SET SWITCH TO SHOW THAT KEY IS 1 CHARACTER· .. NO PWTS 
598 ISW"1 
IMP=1 
KEY3-KEY3+1 
C SHIFT CHARACTER CODE TO LEFT SIDE OF KEY3 
KEY3 ". SHIFT(KEY3,54) 
KEY3 - (KEY3 .AND. 770000000000000000008 ) 
KKK'" 1 
59BO IF (GINDX(KKK) .EO. KEV3) GOTO 5983 
KKK=KKK+1 
IF (KK K·225) 5980,5980,5990 
5983 WRITE (2,401 )(IBF(ZJ,Z"'Z I .Z2 ), GI MP(KKK) 
5990 KEY3 = SHIFT(KEY3,S) 
GOTO 22 
C RETURN TO STRAWS IS 30 
50 CONTINUE 
390 FORMAT(IX.44101 
350 FORMAT,,) 
400 FORMAT (lH ,4Al0,lAl0,2X,F5.3) 
401 FORMAT (1H , 4AlO,12X,F5.3) 
450 FORMA.T (110) 
510 FORMAT (2X,· KEYWK = - ,020) 
520 FORMAT (2X, "KEYWK=-, 020, *KMSK: *,020) 
END 
SUBROUTINE NEWAG (lD ,OD,N D, KYJ 
C •• *"~ •• ' •• *.*""'*""."".*"."" •• '."" •••• '."*. 
C THIS SUBROUTINE DETERMINES KEY FOR REQUESTED DISAGREGATION 
C ..... . ................. . ........ . ............ . 
COMMONI BUF/IBF(1281.IXS(5121. GINOX(2251, ICA(22S). NSI(225J, 
.PWT(2001,SClIN(512),GIMP(225),lSIL, , 
·FXY(250,181. CONE(250I.CQNM(250), SINOX(2501. 
·158F(631 
COMMON KSBUF(63J, PWT2(2001, IPW(IO), INWT, 
. I BUF( 12801, KFUB(256l, KSV( 1 0), KFKY(10)' 
- IOX(512t, PIX(128I, IOS(129) 
10"'10 -+338 
NO = «(SHIFT(OO.S!) .OR . 10)) 
5 NO .. (SHIFT(ND,6)) 
NTST = (NO .OR. oo777777777777777777B) 
IF (NTST .EO. 007777777777777777778) GO TO 5 
KY = (NO .OR. OOOOOooOOOOooOOooooB) 
25 CONTINUE 
224 
GOTD 60 
50 CONTlNUE 
C BACK AOUT 
60 CONTINUE 
END 
SUBAOUTINE CONTAl!lRS, IA1, IA2.IR3) 
COMMONI BUF/IBF(128),IXS(S12), GINDX(225), ICA(22S). NSI(225), 
·PWT(200), SCUN(S121. GIMP(22S). 151 L. 
-FXY(2S0,181. CONE(2SO)' CONM(2501, SINDX(2S0)' 
·ISBF(63) 
COMMON KS8UF(631 . PWT2(200I. IPIN(10), INWT • 
• IBUF(12801. KFU8(2561, KSV( 10J, KFKY(101, 
- IOX(S121, PIX(1281,IDS(129) 
ITST • (IRS .OA. 000077777777777777778) 
C QISAG 
IF (lTST .EO. 041177777777777777778) GOTO 10 
C BACK 
IF (lTST .EO. 0201777777777777777781 GOTa 70 
C 51 LIST 
l F (ITST .EO. 23117777777777177777Bl GOTD 70 
C TEACH 
IF (lTST .EO. 240577777777777777778) GOTD 80 
C STOP 
IF (ITST .EO. 2324777777777777777781 GOTO 90 
C AESTAAT 
IF (lTST .EO. 2205777777777777777781 GOTO 110 
C NWT 
IF (l lST .EO. 162777777777777777778) GOTO 100 
IA1 .. 0 
GOTO 98 
to I R 1 '" 2 
ITST '" (lAS .O A. 777777777777oo777777B) 
GO TO 22 
20 ITST '" {lAS .OR. 777777777700777777778 ) 
I AI '" 1 
IF ((ITST .LT. 77771717773477717777B) .OR . 
• (ITST .GT. 7777777777447777777781) ITST '" 777777777734777777778 
22 ITST .. (SHIFT (I TST,·6)) 
C GETVAlONRTSIDE 
ICHK '" (lTST .OR. 777777777777777777008) 
IF (ICHK .EO. 777777777777777777778J GOTO 22 
ICHK • ICHK • 338 
IR2 .. (ICHK .AND. 00000000000000077B) 
GOTO 98 
70 ITST '" (1 AS .OR. 77777777777777007777B) 
IRI '" 7 
GOTO 22 
20lA1 .. 8 
GO TO 98 
90 IRI '" 9 
GOTe 98 
100 IR1-6 
C CHECK FOR ',, ' 
ITST • (IRS .OR. 7777177777000077777781 
IF (lTST .NE. 7777777177565777777781 GOTO 106 
C SEPARATE NWT PARAMS 
ITST '"' (IRS .OR. 777777770077770000008) 
C CONVERT NEW PM TO INTEGER 
1J .. 0 
IR3 ,. 0 
DO 104 J= 1,3 
I A 3.:1 A3+((ITST .AND. 000000000000000000778) - 110- *(IJlJ 
IJ '" IJ + 1 
1041TST " SHIFT (ITST ,54) 
C CONYER N TO INTEGER 
ITST = SHIFT (ITST,481 
IR2 '" ((ITST .AND. ()(M)()()IXKlOOOOOOOOO077BI · 33B) 
GOTO 98 
777 FORMAT (2X,-t AS=".020, " IA 1=~ ,020," I Rz,, " ,020," IR3"' *,020) 
C IF BAD FORMAT FOR NWT, SET ERROR SWITCH AND RETURN 
108 1R1 = O 
GOTO 98 
110tRl=3 
GOTO 98 
98 RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE SI LST (KEY 1,IR2) 
COMMONI BUF/18F(1 28J. IXS{512l, GINDX(2251.ICA(225J. NSI(225J. 
·PWT(2001. SOLlN(5121. GIMP(2251,ISIL. 
·FXY(250,' BI , CONE(2501 . CONM(2501. SINOX(2501, 
-'SBF I63' 
COMMON KSBUF (631. PWT2(2ool , IP\\I( 101, INWT • 
• IBUF(12801. KFU9 (2561. KSVI1010 KFKY(101, 
. IDX(5121. PIX(12BI. IDS(1 291 
C 1 TI ME SWITCH 
IF(lSll .NE. 0) GOTO 10 
lSI L '" 1 
CALL OPENMS 14,I XS.512. 1I 
10 KTST = OOB 
ISTS -= 008 
KFNO - a 
KMSK = 777777777777777777778 
C ISll '" 2 MEANS SlliST IN PROGR ESS 
ISIL " 2 
K • 0 
C SHIFT KEY TO RIGHT 
12 KEY' = (SHIFT(KEY1 ,·61) 
KTST ,. (KEY1 .O A. 777777777777777777008) 
IF (KTST .EO. 777777777777777777006) GOTO 12 
KEY1 = (SHIFT(KEY 1,6)) 
IR2 '" IR2 + 338 
KEY' • (KEY1 .OR . IR2) 
C SHI FT BACK TO L EFT 
C SET UP MASK 
C WAlTE (2. 100)KTST, KEY1 , KMSK 
25 KM SK • (SHIFT(KMSK.6)) 
KMSK '" (KMSK .AND. 7777777777777777770(8) 
KEY1 " (SHIFT(KE Y 1,6ll 
KTST = (KEYI .OR, oo777777777777777777B) 
IF (KTST .Eo. 007777777777777777778 ) GOTO 25 
C WRITE(2, 100IKTST, KEYI . KMSK 
0040 J ,. 2,512,2 
ITST ,. IIXS(J) .ANO. KMSK ) 
IF (lTST .NE. KEY1) GO TO 40 
KFND = 1 
KEY2 '" (IXS(J) .OR . OOB) 
CALL SLSHW(KEY2,K) 
116 
40 CONTINUE 
IF (K FND ,NE. 11 GOTO 90 
eo CONTINUE 
RETURN 
90 WRITE (2,150) 
GOTOBO 
100 FORMAT (3X,·KTST. · ,020, · KEY1 =; " ,020,· KMSK=; · ,020) 
150 FORMATU," COMMAND PARAMETER DESIGNATES"".!, 
." VECTOR BEYOND INQUIRY RANGE"} 
END 
SUBROUTINE SlSHW(KEY2,K) 
COMMONI BUF/IBF(1281, IXS(5121, GINDX(2251, ICA(2251 , NSI(225). 
·P'WT(200} , SCLIN (5121, GIMP(2251, ISIL, 
·FXY(250, 18), CONE(250l, CONM(250), SINDX(250), 
.ISBF(63) 
COMMON KSBUF(63) , PWT2(200), IP'oN(101, INWT, 
· IBUF{12SO), KFUB(2561. KSVpOl, KFKY110), 
· IOX(SI2), PIX(1281, IOS1129) 
C END COMMON 
INTEGER $INDX 
J • 1 
WRITE (2,190) 
CALL REAOMS(4,ISBF,63,KEY2) 
ISW" 0 
K : Kt-1 
C FIN O KEY IN SINOX TAB · POINTER FOR seLIN 
60 KK'" 
C SHIFT KEY2 TO THE lEFT ONE SPACE TO DROP LEADING ONE 
KEY2=SHIFTIKEY2,61 .AND. MASK(54) 
40IF(SINDX(KK) .EO. KEY2j GOTO 5 
KK - KK+l 
IF (KK· 250)40.40,5 
5J2 - Jt-2 
ITST = (lSBF(J) .OR. 00807777777777777777B) 
IFUTST .EO. 55557777777777777777B .OR. 
· 11ST .EO. 0fXJ07777777777777777B) GOTO so 
IF (J .GT. 3) GOTD 20 
JX = J2+1 
WR ITE(2, 1 00) (K,(ISBF (J3), J3'"'J,J2) ,ISBF (JX) ),Sell N (KK},ISBF (63) 
J a J + 4 
GOT05 
C CHECK FLlp·FLOP SW TO OETERMINE WHETHER TO SHIFT 
20 IF(lSW) 22,22,28 
C HAVE TO SHIFT HALF WORD 
22 ISPEC .. (SHIFT(lSBF(JX1,30)) 
ISW - 1 
25 CONTINUE 
WAITEI2,150) (lSPEC.IiSBFU4).J4=J,J211 
JX "" J2+1 
J = J + 4 
GaTOS 
C DONT HAVE TO SHIFT 
28 ISW '" 0 
ISPEC ,. ISBF(JX) 
GO TO 25 
80 CONTINUE 
WAITE 12,190) 
RETURN 
100 FORMAT (1H ,12, - · -, 3Al0,A5.G20.10,2X,A10) 
c 
c 
c 
150 FORMAT (lH ,5X,A5, 3AIO) 
190 FORMAT (IH ) 
END 
SUBROUTINE IMPACT 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
THIS SUBROUTINE COMPUTES SOCIAL GOAL SATISFACTION LEVELS F(SClIN,PWTI 
..•.•.••.•...•...••.•...•.••.........•••.••••..••......••••••••......•.. 
COMMONI BUF/ IBF(12BI, IXS(512). GINDX(225) , ICA(22SI. NSI(225) , 
.PWT(200). SCLlN(5121. GIMP(22S). lSI L, 
.FXY(250.181. CONE(2501. CONM(250I, SINDXl2S01. 
·ISBF(631 
COMMON K5BUF(63) . PWT2(200l, IPW(IO). INWT • 
. IBUF(12801. KFUB{2551. K5V(101. KFKY(101 • 
• IDX(5121, PIX(1281, 105(129) 
INTEGEA PWT 
INTEGER SINDX,51N I,SIN2 
INTEGER GINOX,GIN I,GIN2 
REAL KSBUF 
REAL KFRC 
IF(INWT .QT. 0) GOTO lOll 
IF (ISIL .NE . 0) GOTO 1000 
ISll .. 1 
C OPEN STASlBR 
CALL OPENMS (4,IXS, 512,1) 
C READ CONE, CONM, FXY FROM STRSlBR 
1000 KK • 1 
K = 2 
KJ • I 
1800 KYSL ; IXS (KI .OR. 006 
IF IKYSL .Ea. 000 .OR. K .GT. 5121 GOTO 2500 
CALL REAOMS 14,KSBUF ,63,KYSU 
KK"'1 
00 2000 J" 43,60 
FXY(KJ,KK) - KSBUF(J) 
2000 KK • KK + 1 
CONM (KJ) = KSBUF (51) 
CONE (KJ) "' KSBUF (62) 
K .. K + 2 
KJ - KJ + 1 
IF (KJ·250) 1800,1800,2500 
2500 CONTINUE 
C CONVERT INTEGER PWT TO REAL PWT2 FOR USE IN COMPUTATION 
DO 3500 I • 1.200 
PWT2(1) ; FLOAT(PWT(1 )) 
3500 PWT2(1 ):P'NT2(1 )/1 000. 
1011 INWT; O 
C INITIALIZE GOAL IMPACTS 
DO 3000 JJ- l ,225 
3000 GI MP(JJI .. 0.000 
C TEST TO DETERMINE CONNECTIVE ALGORITHM TO BE USED 
00 1001 IJK" 1,225 
C DEBUG······························· ••••••••••••••••••••••• 
2121 FORMAT (2X, "ICA=".ISI 
IF(ICA(lJK) .L T. 1) GOTO 1001 
GOTOtf .2,3I,ICA(IJK) 
C INTERPOLATION FROM TABLE AS INPUT TO MULTIPLICATIVE FUNCTION 
3 GIMPUJKI=1.000 
C INTERPOLATION FROM TABLE AS INPUT TO OINIUS FCT. 
228 
2 CONTINUE 
C FINO Kl AS POINTER FOR SOCIAL INDICATORS 
C MAKE SIN RIGHT JUSTIFIED ZERO FILLED 
SIN1=GINOXfIJK) 
MASK&=COMPlIMASK(54)) 
ISPACE""A 
0026'01=1.10 
IF(ANO(MASK6.SIN1J.NE. 0) GOTO 2611 
SIN 1=OR(SIN 1.ISPACE) 
ISPACE=SH I FT(I SPACE.6) 
MASK6=SHI FT(MASKS.6) 
2610 CONTINUE 
2611 CONTINUE 
DO 2061 - 1.9 
IF(AND(MASK(SI.SIN1) .EO. 55000000000000000000B)GOTO 208 
SIN1=SHIFTISIN 1.6) 
206 CONTINUE 
2345 FORMAT(lX . .. S1N ' .. ·.020) 
208 DECOOE(10,2067,SIN1)SINI 
SINI"SIN1'10+1 
C DEBUG····· ··· . ................................................... . 
2123 FORMAT (IX,·SIN,.·.I'O) 
Kl=1 
205 SIN2-SINDXIKLI 
MASK6=COMPl (MASK(541) 
ISPACE- IR 
0028101"' 1. 10 
IF (ANO(MASK6,SIN2) .NE. 01 GOTO 2811 
SI N2 .. 0R (SI N2,1 SPACE) 
ISPACE"'SH I FT( ISPACE.6) 
MASKS"'SHIFT(MA$K6.6) 
2810 CONTINUE 
2811 CONTINUE 
DO 2051 1" 1,9 
IF(AND(MASK(6).SIN2) .E O. 5500000000000000000B) GOTO 2052 
SIN2=SHIFT(SIN2.6) 
2051 CONTINUE 
WRITE(2.2345)SIN2 
2062DECODE(18,2067,SIN2)S IN2 
IF (SIN2 .EO. SIN1) GOTO 207 
KL=KL + 1 
GOTO 205 
207 NS=NSI(IJK) 
2124 FORMAT (1X,·NS ... · ,15) 
DO 200 KIK", I,NS 
C CONNECTIVE ALGORITHM TABLE LOOKUP 
11 .,2 
IF(SCUN(KL) .GT. FXY(KL,I)JGOTO 210 
(}>=FXY(Kl,10) 
GOT0240 
210 IF(SCUN(KL) .GT. FXY(KL.II))GOTO 220 
C COMPUTE Q ........................................................ . 
C BY INTERPOLATION 
111=11·' 
IIJ=II+9 
IIK-III+9 
KF RC=(SC LI N (K L)· F XYI KL,III ))/IF XY (KL.II ).F XY(K L,I II ) ) 
2122 FORMAT(1X,·KFRC"' " ,F,0.6) 
IFIF XY(KL,IIK) .GT. FXY(KL,IIJI)GOTO 215 
229 
c 
Q" F XY (K L,II K) +KF RC-( F XY (K L,l lJ)·F XY (K L,II K)) 
GOTO 240 
215 OoOF XY(KL,II KI · KFRC· (F XY(KL,II KI·F XY(KL,IIJH 
GOTO 240 
22011"'11+1 
IF(lI.GT. 9)GOTO 230 
GOTO 210 
230 a"FXY(KL.18) 
................................................. 
240 IF (lCA(IJK) .eo. 3) GOTO 249 
C DINIUS FUNCTION 
GIMP(IJK) "GIMP(IJK) + CONM(KLj"O 
KL=KL+l 
GOTO 200 
C MUL TIPLtCATIVE FUNCTION 
249 GIMPIIJKI=GIMP{lJK)·O 
KL=KL+l 
200 CONTINUe 
GOTO 1001 
1 GIMP(lJK) ::1.000 
1001 CONTINUE 
C COMPUTE SATISIFACTION LEVELS ON UPPER LEVEL SOCIAL GOALS 
DO 21121MM z l ,4 
D02111IMI.l , l98 
IF {GIMP(1MII .GT. OJ GOTO 2111 
GIMP(IMI) " 1.000 
IMK=1 
KI M-l 
C MAKE GIN RIGHT JUSTIFIED ZERO FILLED 
2056 GIN1 "GINDX(IMI) 
MASK6" COMPL(MASK(54}} 
ISPACE" lR 
DO 2910 1" 1,10 
IF(AND{MASK6.GINlj .NE. 0) GOTO 2911 
GIN l "OR{GIN l,tSPACE) 
ISPACE: SHI RT (lSPACE,S) 
MASKS=SHI F TiMASKS.SI 
2910 CONTINUE 
2911 CONTINUE 
DO 20881=1,9 
IF(AND(MASK(SLGIN 1) .EO. 550000000000000000008) GOTO 2066 
GIN I =SHI FT(GIN 1.6) 
2086 CONTINUE 
2066 DECODE (10,2067.GIN1)GINI 
2067 FORMAT (lID) 
GIN1"GI N1·1Q 
2055 GIN1 - GIN1+1 
2045 GIN2" GINDX(KIMI 
MASK&-COMPLIMASK(54» 
ISPACE- IR 
DO 29511=1,10 
IF(AND(MASK6,GIN2) .NE. 0) GOTO 2952 
GIN2'=OR(GIN2,ISPACE) 
ISPACE '=SHI FT( ISPACE,6) 
MASK6",SHI FT(MASK6,61 
2951 CONTINUE 
2952 CONTINUE 
DO 20891 =1,9 
IF(ANO(MASKI61.GIN21 .EQ. 550000000000000000008) GOTD 2091 
230 
GIN2=SHIFT{GIN2,6) 
2089 CONTI NUE 
2091 OECODE(10, 1067,GIN2IGIN2 
IF(GIN2 .EO. GIN1} GOTO 2040 
KIM"KIM+l 
IF{KIM .GT. 1981 GOTO 2047 
GOTO 2045 
C COBB-OOUGLAS 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
2040 GI MP(I MI)=GIMP(lMI)'GIMP(KIM\' 'PWT2{KIM) 
IMK::IMK+1 
K1M-=K IM+l 
IF{KIM .L T. 199) GOTO 2055 
2047 CONTINUE 
2111 CONTINUE 
2112 CONTINUE 
END 
SUBROUTINE NEWGHT(OLOIS,IR 2,IR3) 
.......•...•........•......•...•.•....•.•.•........•...•...• ~ ..... 
THIS ROUTINE RECEIVES ADJUSTED WEIGHTS AND APPROPRI ATELY MODIFIES 
COMPANION WEIGHTS 
.....•••.•.••.. •.•..••.. .•..• ...•... .....•.. •......•. ..........•.. 
COMMON/ BUF/ ICF{1281, IXS(5t 2l, GINOX(2251, ICA(225) , NSI(2251, 
-PWT{200}, seLIN{512} , GtMP(225) , ISIL, 
-FX Y(250, 18), CON E(250). CONM(250), SINDX(2501, 
-ISBF(63) 
COMMON KSBUF(63),PWT2(200), 1?W(10), INWT, 
. IBUF(128Q1, KFUB(2561 , KSV(10) , KFKY/lOI , 
. IDXIS121, PIX(1 28}, lDS{129) 
INTEGER PWT 
tp. .. 1 R2 
K- IPW(IP) 
COMPUTE DIFFERENCE BETW'EEN OLO ANO NEW PREFERENCE WEIGHTS 
OLWT=FLOAT(PWT(K)I 
OLWT=QLAT·.OOI 
IBI F = I R3 - PWT(K) 
OIF = FLOAT(lDIF) 
OIF :: DIP .OOI 
REPLACE OLD PREFERENCE WEIGHTS WITH NEW PREFERENCE WEIGHTS 
30 P'NT(K)=IR3 
PWT2( Kj=F LOAT jPWT IK)) 
PWT2(K) = PWT2(K)".OOl 
MODIFY COMPANION WEIGHTS 
00401lP- l ,10 
IF(IIP .EO. IA2) GOTO 40 
IF(lPW(IIPI .EO_ 01 GOTO 4fl 
KK"OIPW(IIP) 
PWT2{KKI = PWT2(KK) -PWT2IKK)-DIF/ (1.000-0LWT) 
PWTtKKI=PWT2(KK) -1000. 
40 CONTINUE 
INWT=O 
CALL IMPACT 
COMPUTES NEW IMPACTS ON BASIS OF NEW PWTS 
RETURN 
END 
231 
APPENDIX E 
Preliminary Summary of the Rio Grande 
Pollution Study 
by 
WDIiam Schulze and Be,.. Whitworth 
Watcr utilization in the Rio Grande Basin is 
characterized by withdrawals for agricultural. 
industrial, and municipal use with return flows of 
contaminated water. The purpose of this study is to 
develop coefficients relating levels of economic 
activity to the concentration of several major 
pollutants in the Rio Grande River in New Mexico. 
The procedure used is summarized as follows: 
Water quality data from sampling stations on the Rio 
Grande at four locations, 1) above Culebra Creek near 
Lobatos, Colorado, 2) Otowi Bridge, near San 
Ildefonso. New Mexico, 3) San Mardal, New Mexico, 
and 4) EI Paso, Texas, was compiled for the years 
1954. 1958. 1963, and 1967. 
From this data we aggregate average daily loads of 
calcium (Ca). bicarbonate (RCOa), nitrate (NOa), total 
dissolved solids (DS), and suspended solids (SS) (data 
for the last item are not available at the Lobatos 
station) for a growing season, corresponding to 
quarters II and III, and a non-growing season, 
quarters I and IV were derived. 
The Rio Grande Basin was divided into three 
regions: Region I includes Taos and Rio Arriba 
counties, with water quality at Lobatos taken as an 
input and at Otowi Bridge as an output; Region II 
includes Sandoval, Santa Fe, Valencia, Bernallillo, and 
Socorro counties, with water quality at Otowi Bridge 
and San Marcial taken as input and output, 
respectively; Region III includes Sierra and Thma Ana 
counties, with output measured at El Paso. 
Economic data for the agricultural sectors (crops 
and livestock) were gathered from the United States 
Census' of Agriculture. All agricultural activity was 
assigned to the growing season. 
Data on manufactures (lumber and food 
manufacturing) was obtained from the United States 
Census of Manufactures for the years nearest the 
years treated. In those cases in which the census did 
not correspond to the year sought, all data were 
adjusted by the corresponding change in personal 
income as reported by the Department of Commerce 
Office of Economic Statistics. 
Manufacturing data were only available by sector 
for the whole of New Mexico. However, the Bureau of 
Business Research at the University of New Mexico 
has quarterly records of employment in each sector by 
county, and these figures, transformed into 
percentage of sectoral employment in each county, 
were used to allocate the value added in the 
manufacturing sectors among the counties, and thus 
the regions (this same methodology was used in the 
socioeconomic model of the Rio Grande study). 
The form of the structural equations estimated is: 
C;F;= a~ +r~~ +a; t + 
asCs-lFs-l+ ... s .. 1,2,3 
a t t '"'t 
where CS = concentration of pollutant at station s (s 
t = 0, 1, 2, 3 corresponding to Labatos, 
Otowi Bridge, San Marcial, and El Paso, 
respectively) at time t in ppm. 
, 
F t = flow at station s at time t in cu ft/sec 
, , 
C t F t = pollutant load = concentration times flow 
, 
Xl = value of production in region s (s = 1, 2, a 
1 corresponding to Regions I, II, III re-
spectively), in production sector i at time 
tin $1000. 
t = a time variable (calendar year 54, 58, 63, 
and 67) to reveal a trend over time; 
or the pollution load is equal to the sum of a constant 
term, the contribution of each production sector, a 
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time trend . the contribution of upstream load (a ~is a 
transf!:!f coeffident ) and an error term, Ilt . The a 
priori expectatio n would be that the transfer 
l':odfkient should be approximately equal to one. 
However. no data were available on water quality of 
tributary strea ms in New Mellico so this coefficient 
wa f; left u nconst ra ined to re rlect addi t iona l 
unmeasured ups trea m loads whe re they would 
presumably be similar in paUern to those of the Rio 
Granrle. 
Table 0 ·1 summarizes the stati~ ticaJ results 
us ing OI.S which were suprising\y good given t hat 
data were available for only eight points over time. 
The combi nation of explanatory variables for each 
pollutant at each station was achieved by modifying 
original regressions made against all the explanatory 
variable!; to yield a minimum number of insignificant 
coefficients or coefficients of the wrong sign, while 
attcmptinR to maintain some consistency from region 
to region. In all cases where data were available the 
load ent ering the region and time were entered as 
explaincrs. 
An interesting pattern of the ~eries, at first view, 
is the extent to which the time trend is negative in 
Regions 1 and II . and positive in Region m. The 
increasing urbanization orthe northern regions, which 
would he accompanied by improved se ..... age facilities, 
and more intensive cultivOltion of agricu ltural land in 
t he $OUthern region might explain these connicting 
trends. but the genNallack 01 statistical significance 
rcmo\'es pr~sure to orrer solid explanations. 
In Regions I and II the impads of pollutant load 
input on output !transfer coefficients) are generally 
significant and at least of the right order of magnitude 
consistent with inflows of tributary streams within the 
regions not included in the model for lack of data. 
Flows at the !:I tations used in the model are all on the 
Rio Grande and arc listed in Table D·4. Stream flows 
at Otowi and San Marcial are about equal and the 
statistically significant transfer coefficients for Region 
II and all in the neighborhood of unity. This result 
tends to support the form of the structural equations 
used in estimating parameters. The few instances in 
which negative signs occur are fortunately lacking in 
statistical significance. A similar pattern is evident for 
transfer wefficien t.s in Region III except that the 
magnitude of the weffieients is markedly diminished. 
a result that ought not to be unexpected. considering 
th e presence of Ele phan t Butte and Caba llo 
Reservoirs above EI Paso as stream flow regulatory 
devices. in retrospect . one might suspect that 
pollutant load in the previous season ought to be 
e ntered as an explanatory variable, given the extent 
of intersuson milling for this region. 
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A satis factor y ex planation of associations 
hetween panicular types of ecQnomic activity and 
each of the poll utants indiuted in the study requires 
expertise other than an economist. However. since 
~onomic se<:tor s were chosen for this analysis on the 
blLS is of the investigatorOs firm suspicion.<:, a few 
commcnts arc in order . Food manuracturing did not 
enter with significance even in «<ogion II. where it is a 
sizable indust ry. probably re necting the efficacy of 
ex istin,&( t ~at.ment facilities. Lumber manufacturing 
on t he olher hand appears to cont ribute significantly 
10 ni t rllte pottut ion. In the agri('ultural sector, rrops 
contr ibute signiflcanUy to u lcium. bicarbonate . and 
total rl is:O;IIlvf:'(l solids while li vcst(X~k contributes to 
nitrate load as well a~ suspended solids. These 
relalio nsh ip~ appear plausible and the coefficients 
allow ('()n~trut:tion of a simulation model which reflects 
ehangcs in watN quality associated with changes in 
th(' kvd~ nf I~\~unom ic activity. Table D·2 presents 
.~u (·h i\ pnllutant load mod~l. By substituting the 
upstream structural equations as estimated into the 
dC!\O,'nstrcam I·qualions. pollutant load at each station 
bt'{:omt's a linea r function of the le,"'els of economic 
artivity in nil of th e prt;cf.'ding regions in New MexiC{), 
a nct l'fln o~ ta n t ttlrm. a nrt trend. and panutant load 
input fmm Culorado ... <> mca~ured at Lobatos, The one 
nlc'gat ive economic coeHi<'it'nt (relating S8 at El Paso 
to Ih'('!i(o(O k) was r e mo\'{·d by mUltiplying the 
('O<'ffi(' ienl by the mean .... alue of the economic variable 
and including the result in t he constant term, In the 
two CasE"S wher!;: t he transre r coeHicient was both 
negat ive and sta t.islil'ally insignificant the same 
procedure wa.~ followed . Table D·5 presents the mean 
and standard deviation of pollutant load at Lobatos 
and these figures can be used as input for thi.!l 
si mulation mode l (the standard deviation provides a 
rang(' for sensitivity analysis). This particular model 
also requires fl ow ilt each station as an input to 
determine the concentration of each pollutant. As 
pumpage increases in the Rio Grande Basin, surface 
flow will be decreased since this system is a connected 
aquifer. The hydrological submodel of the existing 
socia· economic model of the Rio Grande Basin has the 
capability of providing this input. 
Table D·3 gives a Simplified simulation model 
which predicts con~nlration directly, taking mean 
annual flows as given from Table D4 and input of 
mean pollutant load as shown in Table 0·5. Thi.!l model 
will not provide seasonal variabilit.y in pollution 
con~entralion as will the one above. but will predict 
average yearly (on<:entration given the levels of 
economic act ivi ty within the three regions of the Rto 
Grande Basin in New Mexico. 
T.bIfl £..1. Samauyofl" 10lIl upIaIaIaa peIIutaDt load. 
Previous 
Economic Variables in $1000 Pollutant 
Re~on I: R' Time tood Constant Crops L.ivestock Lumber Fdm(g. 
Otowi ppm>< 
cu.·ftLsec 
CA 0.965 124.937.53 22. 14' ·2.28 1.0<J3 6.68' 
2.62 ·2.76 9.57 
2 HC03 0.991 104,708.76 61.87 1.66 ·2.584.07 6.8 1a 
2.1 9 0.19 ·1.42 16.78 
3 NO, 0.733 · \ 8 ,265 .90 7. 881 182.57 0.11 
3. \0 1.16 1.95 
4 DS 0.963 1,998 .020.17 983 .563 ·56 .980.62 37.66· 
2.90 . J. 76 9.26 
5 SS 0.249 3 1.157. 1 I 3.23 -467.35 No Data 
1.27 ·0.58 
Region II : 
San Malcial 
6 CA 0.963 62,700.37 0.19 4.29 ·929.17 0.87:1 
0.08 1.32 ·0.90 8.01 
7 HCO, 0.922 334.781.56 25.40 -8,379.53 0.861 
0.74 ·0.55 4.91 
8 NO, 0. 951 ·22 ,607.28 0.2623 2.52' 328.46 ·0.21 
2.77 4.13 1.58 ·0.59 
9 DS 0.612 2.609,345 .21 101.27 -38,620.27 0.05 
1.63 · 1.58 0.69 
10 SS 0.990 13,640.69 0.761 1.85 ·\90.59 1.353 
5.5 1 2.19 -0.66 10. 17 
Region 111: 
EJ Paso 
11 CA 0.852 -7 1.573.67 1.14- 1.117.71 0.34-
2.55 1.35 2.8 1 
12 He0 3 0.939 . 175,620.03 3.23· 3,000.553 0.24· 
5.38 2.42 4.43 
13 NO) 0.968 185 .43 0.004 0.0 17 ·2.73 0.01 5 
0.91 1. 75 ·0.43 1.99 
14 DS 0.368 ·575,327.34 909.90 88 ,541.16 -2.20 
1.30 0.06 ·0.10 
IS SS 0.986 739.95 0.003 -0.04 · 10.52 0.04 
0.24 ·1 .98 ·0.58 1.99 
23S 
!i1 
Table E-2. Pollutant load model (ppm 11: eu-ft/Iee]. 
:; 
o 
a 
" 'n i 
" Jl 
o 
" A. W 
Station 
I 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
II 
12 
13 
14 
IS 
Pollu tan t Constant 
CA 
HC03 
NO, 
DS 
SS 
CA 
HC03 
NO, 
DS 
SS 
CA 
HCO, 
NO, 
DS 
SS 
124 ,937.5 22.14 
104 ,708.8 61.87 
·18,265 .9 
J ,998,020.2 983.56 
31,157. 1 
17 1,520.9 
425 ,040.5 
·29,922.9 
2,711.244.2 
55,578.2 
130,060.9 
.71,944.5 
· 156. 1 
-6.676,512.6 
·2,938.5 
19.28 
53.33 
50.1 6 
6.57 
12.99 
Crops 
" 
0. 19 
101.27 
0.064 
Economic Vari ables in $1000 
'" 
1.14 
3.32 
0.0037 
909.9 
0.003 
1.66 
3.23 
1.43 
4.34 
0.348 
0.157 
Uvestock 
11 III 
0.26 
0.76 
0.004 
0.027 
0.017 
Lumber . Foodmfg nine 
11 11 
7.88 
4.29 
25.40 
2.52 
1.847 
1.46 
6.20 
0.038 
0.067 
·2.28 1.10 
·2.584.07 
182.57 
·56,980.62 
4 67.35 
·2.9 16.01 
-10.606.99 
328.46 
41 ,526.29 
-8 19 .64 
183.38 
·2.286.11 
2. 17 
88.541.16 
40.045 
Lobatos 
Pollul3nt 
l ... d 
6.68 
6.8 1 
0.71 
37.66 
5.82 
5.87 
1.92 
1.98 
1.43 
Tobie E.3. eo....._....w..ma ...... _ DoWi [ppml. 
Economic Variables in S Million 
Station Pollutant Constant 
CROPS LIVESTOCK WMBER FOODMFG 
TIME 
II III II III 11 II 
!O I CA 109.90 14 ·1.43 g 2 HCO) 172.59 39 -1.62 J NO, 10.35 5 .11 4 0 4 OS 2381.20 617 -357. 27 ~ 5 SS 19.54 2 -.293 
.... 
6 CA 160.67 14 .4 .14 3.2 -2.17 
~~ 7 HCO, 42.81 40 1.1 19 -1.9 1 8 NO, -1 7. 10 .2 1.9 .245 
"'e:! 9 OS 2091.07 37 76 -30.98 
'" 
to SS 41.46 3.2 .56 57 .().61 
Sl II CA 172.56 7.8 .076 1.4 1.7 0.22 
« 12 HC03 -43.00 15.5 1.2 .4 1 7.4 -2.12 
.. !3 NO, '0. 19 .0044 .005 ,021 .045 .00258 
.... 14 OS ·1995.05 1083 105.36 w 
15 SS 3 .50 .004 .19 .03 .079 -.048 
' ,.' -_ .... , ..•... '" ' ,' .. ,.~.- '.".--
Table E-4. RioGrude--.a&aH&ltlew (acn-ft/yr&1 
for the Period 1895-1960. 
Table E-5. Meau &ad studard deviatift .. poIl.u.t 
load atLobatoll (ppm xcu - It/tee). 
LOBATOS 
OTOWI 
SANMARCJAL 
ELPASO 
aDividing by 724 gives 
station. 
MEAN 
462.400 
1,155.000 
CA 7,530 
HC03 25.041 
970.800 
608,400 NOS 
2,475 
OS 47,790 
average cu-ft/ sec at each 
SS NO DATA 
TabIe ~. RftatioDlkip between _ omic variable. 
and MId.On of tile Rio Grande s.eio-
ecoDOmic: model. 
ECONOMIC VARIABL.E SECTOR OF R.G. MODEL 
Crops 2. , 
Livestock 1 
Lumber 12 
Food manufacturing 8, 9, 10, 11 
STD. DEV. 
6,167 
18.077 
'.637 
41,554 
APPENDlXF 
Quantification of Connectives for the 
Recreation Goal of Techcom 
latroduepoD 
Provision of recreational opportunity is a 
recogniz.ed and signifi eant ~ial goaJ. Furthermore, 
most of the ref:reation activities in whkh society 
participates and demands are water related. Clearly 
then. consideration of the changes in the supply of 
recreation opportunities is an important aspect of 
proposals to alter or develop water resource systems. 
The methodology deseribed below resulting in a 
~reation supply model, was developed to estimate 
the qUantitative and quaJitative magnitudes of these 
changes in recreational opportunities. 
It should be stressed at the outset that this is 
basically a ret!reation supply model and only estimates 
the changes in the amount and quality of recreation 
opp ortunities available. It does not deal with 
consumption or demand for recreation opportunities. 
Because of this, before an estimate of a change in 
reereation supply fot a given water resoun:e system 
ean be interpreted as II benefit or a (OSt to society, it 
must be coupled with an analysis of demand for 
recreation on the same water resource system. 
RelatioaUip to Tedtc:e. 
The genesis and direction of this study wu 
guided by the structure of the overaU Techcom model. 
Specifically, recreation opportunity was a designated 
social goal of the, hierarchical Techeom model; and the 
kinds. amounts and qualities of available recreation 
opportunities were three principal soeiaJ indicators 
associated with this goal (Figure F·I ). The in~atorl 
of access (travel distance) and admission cost can 
readily be estimated once the structure of reueation 
supply is determined . 
The recreation supply model was deveLoped 10 
numerkally estimate the three indiutors: VaNt", 
the number of different kinds of recreation 
by 
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opportunities available; Capacity, the amount in 
user·days of opportunities for each kind of available 
opportunity; and Qu,alit y. the quality of each kind of 
available opportunity measured on a 0·1 scale 'where 
o = poor and 1 = good . 
These indicators could be estimated for any 
physical, biological and developed state of a water 
resource system. By estimati ng thejr values for the 
current state of a system and for any proposed 
al teration of the system (such as impoundment!!, 
surface land manipulation. recreation facility develop-
ment, etc.), an estimate of the change and impact 
caused by the proposed alteration can be made. 
Other UN_ of the __ I 
In addition to its primary purpose of providing 
information for analysis of water resouce development 
by the Techcom methodology (or, for that matter, any 
other methodology sueh as the tradition.1 benefit-eost 
approach), the model appears to have stand-alone 
value to the r~reation planner and administrator. It 
deals explicitly with the question, "What is the most 
effecti ve or efficient allocation of a recreation 
development budget for facilities, access, etc., on a 
reeN!ation N!90un:e base?" The model can guide 
allocation by a variety of managerial goals (such as 
least-cost. maximum-uller-days) and consider many 
relevant budgetary, policy, environmental, locationa!. 
and priority constraints. 
The problem analy%ed can be narrowly defined to 
deal with planning on a single development site such 
as a lake or a park, or it can be broadened to evaluate 
opportunities for developing a state or regional 
recreation system composed of many spatially 
separated park or development sites. While quantifi. 
cation and a ppliution of the model is bighly 
site-specific, the general methodoLogy is flexible. 
open-ended and has potential for wide application. 
Goal Subgoal 
~ Ability to 
Recreate 
Supply and 
Ability to Use 
Facilities Y Facilities 
-I Recreation I 
* 
I Recreation 
Equality of 
Opportunity 
H V,riety l Scenic 
Aesthetics 
LJ Quru'ty 
L 
QuaJity of 
Recreation 
Activity 
Flg1Ire F -1. Recreation goal portion of Tecbcom hierarchy. 
I 
Social Indicators 
I 
rl Leisure Time 
H Income 
U Access 
Capacity of Recre-
ation Activities 
Y Admission Cost 1 
rl C ... pm. I 
H Fishing I 
..r Hunting I 
-t Swimming I 
~ Boating I 
4 Picnicking I 
In the next section the general methodology is 
desnibed and illustrated with some simple 
hypothe tical examples . In the third seetio .... 
application problems, data sourus, and computational 
le<!hniques are discussed . I ... the final seeHon a brief 
progress report is give ... on the three actual case 
applications of the methodology currently underway. 
A Methodology for Estlmat1ng Carrying Capacity 
aDd EvaluatinC DevelopmeDtai A1ternatives for 
Recreatioll aD Water Re.....-ee Sy~ms 
This is a two·stage model. The first stage 
estimates the maximum carrying tapacity of a water 
resource system for recrutional activities based on (1) 
the physkal and biological characteristics of the 
resource and (2) given standards of user density and 
user utilization rates . The output of the carrying 
capacity model is a listing of the maximum kinds and 
amou nts of recreation activ ities which can be 
performed at different times and in different places or 
sectors of the water resource system if facilities were 
not limiting. 
The second stage model considers the limitations 
of access, facilities. budgets. and policy in determining 
the mix of rec:reation opportunities which can be 
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realized or effectively supplied from a water resource 
system. This model is formulated as a linear 
programming problem. The output of this model is a 
list of kinds and amounts of recreation opportunities 
which can actually be supplied from a water resoutte 
system and a schedule of the optimum allocation of 
developmental budgets for fa~ilitie!l within the 
system. 
Figure F-2 summarizes the inputs, outputs, and 
analytical progression of this two· stage model. 
Fim State: The CuTyiD.& CapMity Mlldel 
A water resource system is initially stratified into 
geographic se4:tors for planning purposes. The size 
and number of sectors is determined by the degree of 
r eso lution and precision r equired. and by the 
homogeniety of land, vegetation , and water 
characteristics of the sector. Each geographic sedor is 
further stratified by time to consider the seasonal 
variation of recreation opportunities within a year. 
For elllmple, a water resource system might be 
geographically mapped as follows into five seetors: 
Geographic Sector 
Designation 
~ 
Amounts of existing facilities 
Physical and biological data describing 
the state of each resource development 
alternative (Action Variable Plan) Amount of existing developed recreation spa~ 
Resourcts (budget, manpower and capital) available for recreation 
PHYSICAL 
CARRYING 
CAPACITY 
MODEL 
Social , health , biological, and physical 
slandards 10 set technological. space, time 
and qualitative levels for a unit of recre-
ational activity 
OUTPUT 
Canying capacity: The 
maximum amount of 
each activity the ~source 
base can physicaUy 
support. given social 
standards for the 
intensity of recreation 
"'" 
develooment 
DEVELOPMENTAL 
MODEL 
(Linear Program) 
Policy maxima and minima 00 activity levels. 
Goals: A value index for weighting different 
recreation activities. 
FI&are F-2. A model for e.ttmatlDa carryina: capacity and de..-elopmen.tal altemadvel for recreation on 
water raource ,},."'ma. 
OUTPUT 
A. l)evel~ment Plan 
Speci~ mix of recreational 
:tCtivities which maximize the 
goals of the policy maker and 
is within physical, social, 
biological and economic 
comtrainlS. 
B. Social. Indicators 
The opportunity for recreation, 
variety and amount. 
If it was desired to analyze recreation opportunities 
for each geographic sector for four defined time 
periods of the year (e.g., fall, winter, spring, 
summer), then for this problem estimates would be 
made of recreation opportunities for (4 time) x (5 
geographic) = 20 discrete time-space sectors. 
Reereation activities 
A list of recreation activities to be considered 
within the system is then defined. These can range 
from power boating to stream fishing, to hiking, to 
snowmobiling. 
Resource parameters 
A list of physical and biological parameters is then 
established which comprehensively describes the 
characteristics of the water resource system which 
influence the quantity and quality of recreation 
opportunities to be considered for analysis, Some 
parameters which might appear on this list are: 
Parameter 
Air Temperature 
Water Temperature 
Fecal coliforms 
Water Depth 
Shore length 
Shore area 
Shore vegetation 
Game-fish populations 
Unit of Meuure 
degrees farenheit 
degrees farenheit 
number /100 ml 
feet 
feet 
acres 
percent tree cover 
number/unit area 
Resource parameter-bowut sets 
for activity qualification 
For each activit,. the parameters on the resource 
parameter list which are significant to the 
performance of that activity are identified. For the 
activity to qualify or be permitted. there is a range of 
parameter values that must be met. For example. if 
the activity was swimming, one might specify that the 
mean daily air temperature parameter must be 
between 40° and 90°F. Similarly, the fecal coliform 
count must be between 0 and 1000 per 100 ml. These 
maximum ranges can be further stratified to indicate 
the ranges which support good. fair. or poor quality 
experience. For example. for mean daily air 
temperature. we could specify that the range of 60° to 
70° provides good swimming, 50° to 80° fair 
swimming, and 40° to 90° poor swimming. 
Using this procedure, a specification of parameter 
bounds is made for each significant parameter for each 
activity. An example is shown in Table F-l. 
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Analyrril for qualifieation 
Data are coUected from the water resource 
system to give the actual values of the resource 
parameters. A set of actual parameter values is 
obtained for each time-space sector of the water 
resource system to be analyzed. 
For each sector. the actual parameter values are 
then compared against the upper and lower bound 
specifications for each activity to determine (1) if the 
activity is qualified and (2) at what quality level it is 
qualified. The quality level is determined by the 
limiting parameter. 
Analysil lor maximum iDdependent 
carr-yiq capacity 
The maximum amount of recreation opportunity 
for qualified activities that each sector of the water 
resource system can supply is then computed by the 
following formula: 
UV = (AH)/(ah) . (nd) 
where UV = the user visits1 of an activity per time 
period which can be supplied 
A Total area (space or distance) available 
in the sector for the activity 
H hours per day available for the activity 
a - space or distance required for a user 
experience per day 
h = hours per day required for a user 
experience 
n _ the number of persons per user 
experience 
d the number of days in the period of 
analysis, 
As a sample caleulation. 
Activity = power boating during summer 
period 
A _ 1000 acres oflake area 
H 10 hours/day 
IThe tt!rm lIser visits (UV) is used to .void direct comp,"· 
son with tht! standud "visitor dsy~ (Un) concept lIsed by tht! 
federa.l 'geneit!s where. visitor d. y ill one penon for 12 houn. 
User visits an bt> convt!rnd to user d. ys by, un = uv . h/12. 
a = 40 acres/ boat 
h = 4 hours/day 
n = 3 persons/ boat 
d = 90 days in period 
The estimate of maximum user visits of power 
boating for this geographic sector and time period is 
the: 
UV power boating::;: (1000)/(40) (10)/ (4) x (3) 190) 
= 10,000/ 160 x (270) 
= 62.5x270 
::;: 16,875 user visits. 
Table F -1. SpeclfIc::adOD of quality bounds. 
2. ACTIVITY NAME : Recfeal ional swimming 
This calculation is made for each qualified activity 
for each geographic·time sector. The resuhing list of 
activity amounts is the basic output of the carrying 
capacity model. 
It should be noted that at this point each activity 
is considered independently, and it is assumed that 
the activity will fully utilize the available space and 
time in the sector. Clearly all activities cannot take 
pla~ at once! This conflict is resolved in the second 
stage developmental model by using a t radeoff 
equation to express the maximum capability of the 
sector. 
For enmple. assume the follOWing estimates 
were made for the use of a lake. 
DEFINITION: Non·organized Swimming ~netally in areas less Ihan five feel in depth. This Iype of swim· 
ming will in most instances be limited to rive rs, streams, and lake shores, and includes such 
activities as wadin g, swimmin g an d general water play. DiffereI11ia ted from advanced swim· 
ming primarily by a less sleep allowable bottom slope (1I1erefoTe depth) and a faster :tHaw· 
able velocily. 
DESCRIPTOR: 
Relevant Parameters 
Number. Name 
I . surfaoe area 
2. width 
6. shore slope 
7. shore width 
8. shore length 
10. bank cover 
12. bank structure 
14. submer~nt vegelation 
15. bottom slope 
16. bottom type .. swimming 
18. bottom irregularities 
19. surface obstru ctions 
20. wa te r temperature-surface 
22. coli form cooten! 
25. turbidity··total 
27. bottom color 
28. odor and taste 
29. velocity 
46. air le mperatu le 
47. climate 
52. stwre sal type 
Good 
Lowe! Upper 
Bound Bound 
4 oc 
25 oc 
0 20 
15 oc 
33 oc 
0 25 
0.5 1.5 
0 15 
5 10 
0.5 3.5 
0 5 
0 5 
72 7& 
0 500 
3 
'" 0.5 2.5 
0.5 1.5 
0 0.73 
75 95 
80 100 
0.5 2.5 
Quality of Activily 
Fair Poor 
Lower Upper Lower Upper 
Bound Bound Bound Bound 
1 oc 0.1 oc 
15 
'" 
5 oc 
0 20 0 
5 
'" 
0 oc 
17 oc 0 oc 
0 50 0 JOO 
0.5 2.5 0.5 3.5 
0 30 0 100 
5 20 5 40 
0.5 5.5 0.5 10.5 
0 20 0 75 
0 10 0 50 
65 &5 50 100 
0 500 0 1000 
I 
'" 
0 
'" 0.5 2.5 0.5 3.5 
0.5 2.5 0.5 3.5 
0 4.4 0 to.3 
70 95 SO 130 
60 100 10 100 
0.5 4.5 0.5 7.5 
Activity 
Maximum User Tradeoff Ratio to 
Day Capacity Pt)wer Boating 
Xl power boating 10,000 1.0 
Xz boat fishing 30.000 0.33 
Xa sailing 5,000 2.0 
Using power boating as the base, the equation, 
1.0IXI) + O.33IXZ) - 2.0(Xa) ~ 10,000, 
expresses the combinations or these t hree activities 
which can lake pia~ on this Jake and is treated as an 
upper bound constraint in the linear program. 
Seecmd Stq:e: The Deveiopmeatal 
and PIum..iDc Model 
Having analyzed the maximum carry:ng c.apacity 
of the system. t he next step is to analyze the reatitles 
of existing facilities or developments, budgets, and 
recreation policy. Depending on the sy stem analyzed, 
this {ormulatKm can be quite varied. One very simple 
illustration is given below. 
An Example: Development of Lake Zebra 
1 8«"" 
-
1 Lake 
n 
UBeach 
Assume Lake Zebra was ana1yzed using the stage one 
carrying capacity model and the following result\! 
were obtained: 
Sedor 
Lak. 
Summer 
Winter 
Beach 
Summer 
Winter 
Activity 
Shore Boat 
Swimming Fishing Fi!!lhlng 
X2 X, 
X, 
X, X3 
Power 
Boaling 
X6 
(The summer and winter seasons are each assumed to 
have 100 usable days.) 
The maximum amounts of each qualified acilivty are 
e.akulated by t.he carrying capacity model as: 
Maximum Amount 
Activity for Season 
X, 100,000 
X2 50,000 
X3 10,000 
X, 200,000 
X5 200,000 
X6 50,000 
Facilities which affect thelle activities are inventoried 
8 5 follows: 
Facility 
IX,) Boat Ramps 
(Xs) Developed Beach 
Cost/unit 
to Develop 
520,OOO/ rarnp 
SSOO/foot 
Unit 
Number 
Feet 
Number 
Existing 
, 
50 
User days 
per unit 
per day 
120 
6 
The budget available to develop facilities is 
$100,000. 
The Park Commissioners have decided that the 
following minimum amounts of activities TmUt be 
made available: 
Summer swimming: 50,000 uaer days 
Summer power boating: 20,000 user days 
Finally, the Park Commissioners have reached a 
conoonsus 'hal 'he relalive import&Dce or value of 
thelle activities to the state's recreationist is as 
follows: 
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Val .. 
Activity Code Relative 
Summer Swimming XI 2 
Summer Lake Shore Fishing X2 2 
Summer Beach Shore Fishing X3 I 
Summer Boat Fishing X, I 
Winter Boat Fishing X. I 
Summer Power Boating X. 10 
Building Boat Ramps X7 0 
Building Beach X8 0 
This mix of information regarding development of 
Lake Zebra C8n now be formulated as a linear 
programming problem as shown in Figure F ·3. 
TableF-2. Comparl8on ofiMdtreecue.tu .... 
Solving this problem using th6 linear program. 
ming algorithm gives the following results: 
Optimum Mix 01 Recreation Opportunities Supplied 
Activity 
Xl Summer Swimming 
X2 Summer Lake Shore Fishing 
X3 Summer Beach Shore Fishing 
X4 Summer Boat Fishing 
Xs Winter Boat Fishing 
Xs Summer Power Boating 
Development Plan 
Boat ramps constructed iX7) 
!"eet of Beach Developed iXg) 
Amount 
61,700 
50.000 
3.830 
0 
50.000 
50.000 
3 
73 
Rows Activities Righ t Hand Side 
Xl X, 
(Maximum Use Constraints) 
Summer Beach R, 
Summer Lake R, 
Summer Shore 
Winter Lake 
(Facilities Constraints) 
Summer Boat Ramps R, 
Winter Boa l Ramps R, 
Summer Beach R, 0.2 
Budge t R, 
(policy Constraints) 
Summer ~imming R, 
Summer Power 
Boating RIO 
Policy Objec tive 2 2 
X, 
10 
X, X, 
'" 
X, 
4 
X, 
:s t 00,000 user days of swimming 
QOO,OOO use r days of boat fish-
ing 
:s 50 .000 user days of shore 
fi shing 
:S 200,000 user days of winter 
boat fishing 
.00833 .00833 -100 :s 100 summer ramp days 
3 
,00833 ·100 S lOOwinterrampdays 
10 
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· 100 $5 ,000 beach feet days 
20.000 500 S I 00,000 dollars of development 
budge t 
s 50,000 
:s 20,000 
Maximize 
, 
r 
As indicated in the carrying capacity portioo of 
the methodology. activities are qualified at three 
levels of quality. The quality level is determined by 
the physical and biological environment in which the 
al'.tivity takes place. The use of three quality levels is 
arbitrary (more or less eould be used} and has meaning 
only to the extent that the specified resource 
parameter bound sets such as was shown in Table E-I 
have qualitative meaning to the recreation users. 
Previous rese~h offers titUe on this point. 
Assuming the system for determining quality is 
acceptable to the user . then a quality index 
(admittedly crude) can be constructed. The !lule 
suggested below ranges (rum 0 to 1.0. 
Let one U3er day of high quality = 1.0 
one user day of fair quality = 0.5 
one user day of poor quality = 0.0 
Then the average quality of an activity {or group of 
activities over part or all of the time-space se(tOr! is: 
_1._01;..0"-,1_+_0_.5_1-,,,,,:..' _+_0_.0_1-,03:..
' Q= 
nl + 02 + n3 
whereQ average quality index 
01 - total number of user days of good quality 
for the activities and time-space sectors 
considered 
n2 = total number of U!8r days of fair quality 
for the activities and time-space sectors 
considered 
n3 - total number of user days of poor quality 
for the awvities and time-space sec:tors 
considered 
Other weights could be used and more quality levels 
considered in generaJ: 
Q = WIN. + W2N2 + ... WjNj 
nl + n2 +. . . nj 
Application of the metbodology dumbed 
above to real problems requires the collection and 
generation of considerable amounts of data. As with 
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most analytieal methodologies. the estimates or 
results obtained are only as good and should receive 
approximately the same level of c:onfideace as the 
quality of input data. Furthermore. initial experiett~ 
with thill methodoloD' surgests that the result. are 
reasonably sensitive to variation [a input data and. 
parameter specification. 
The data required (or implementation varies from 
empirical physicaJ and biologieal data. to specification 
of user density to quantification of managerial goals 
and constraints. Much of these needed. data are 
basically subjectively specified value judgments for 
which research to date has provided litUe guidance . 
Yet these are implicitly or explicitly the ingredients of 
current planning and decision-making. Because of 
these limitation, use of this methodology should be 
limited to a simulation role and considerable care 
taken with the interpretation of the numerical resulta 
of any analytical run. 
Data 
In the paragraphs that Collow a brief discussion is 
given on the possible sources and limitations or each 
type of data needed to implement this methodology. 
A. CaTrtl'ing Capaci£~ Model 
1. Time-SptU:e Sectors: The overall ge0-
graphic sub-sectors and time periods de· 
fining the basic unit of analysis is. crucial 
step. The basic criterion for geographic 
specifICations will be the homogeniety of 
land. water. and other physieal condltiODs 
affecting recreational opportunity Mthin 
the sector. The time period specification 
is guided mostly by the homogeniety 
of weather conditions within the period 
and the weekly and seasonal variation of 
recreation demand. In general. the more 
numerous and smaller (or shorter) the 
space and time units, the more homogen-
eous will be conditions within the unit 
and the more a«urate will be the analy-
sis. Limitations on the detail of time· 
space sector specification are principally 
the organization of available secondary 
data. by time and space. the t'e!lOUrccs 
available to collect data. and do a study, 
and the possible limitation of computer 
capacity as the defined problem becomH 
too large. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
Recreation Activitie.: The list of recrea-
tion activities is also defined by the user 
given his problem context. Generally. it 
should contain all aetivities which are 
socially significant and which are physic-
ally possible to perform on the resource 
base in question. Omission of an activ-
ity a priori implies that it either has no 
value or is physically impossible to 
perform 
Resource Parameters: These are basic-
ally objectively measurable attributes 
which describe the condition of the 
recreation resource base and are con-
sidered the significant attributes affect-
ing the performance and quality of recre-
ation activity. The parameters selected 
and the units of measure is guided by the 
nature of existing secondary data, 
resources available to collect new data. 
and the interpretation given the para-
meters in establishing the bound sets 
(Iten 4 below). In the three actual appli-
cations thus far, determining the final 
list of resource parameters has been an 
iterative process as problems in data 
collection were solved and the bound sets 
were evolved. 
RelJource Parameter Bound Sets Jor 
Acitivty Qualification: Establishment of 
these bound sets is a critical part of this 
methodology since the bounds determine 
il an activity is permissable and at what 
quality level the activity can be per-
formed. At present this is a subject 
series of value judgments. Some of the 
parameters such as temperature or 
bottom character relate to the physical 
comfort of the recreationist; others, such 
as fish popUlations, relate to the quality 
of the fishing experience; others, such as 
coliform contents, relate to the health of 
the user; while others, such as shore 
vegetation, relate to the aesthetic 
quality of the recreation environment, 
Thus far in our studies, we have 
established bound sets for 24 different 
shore and water activities based mostly 
on intuition and partially on scraps of 
information from recreation research, 
state water quality (health standards), 
and observations of recreation behavior. 
It's clear that the concept of quality is in 
the eye of the beholder, What might be a 
good quality experience for recreation-
ists in one part of the country might be a 
5. 
6. 
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poor quality experience for others in a 
different part of the country, even 
though the physical and biological para-
meters might be essentially the same in 
both situations. 
Yet, one feels that the application 
experience, a consistent pattern and a 
reasonably stable bound set might 
emerge. For those parameters which are 
known to be important but for which 
quality interpretations are unknown, 
research is appropriate and needed. 
As a final caution, the planner or 
administrator using this methodology 
should carefully review the bound sets 
and modify them to fit his specific situa-
tion, working with them enough to feel 
reasonably comfortable with the qualita-
tive interpretations. 
Field Data: After establishment of the 
time-space sectors and the list of 
resource parameters to be used in the 
analysis, an observation on the actual 
value of each parameter must be ob-
tained for each time-space sector to be 
analyzed. Some of this can be extracted 
from secondary data (such as area, water 
quality and water flow), but many will 
likely require field observation, Some 
such as shore width or vegetation are 
fixed during the year and need to be 
observed only once. Others such as ice 
depth, water temperature, etc., change 
with the seasons and must be measured 
periodically. For any major application, 
the user should plan on at least one full 
year of data collection before an analysis 
is made. 
User density coeJftci.entlJ: To calculate 
the maximum user-visit capacity of a 
time-space sector for a given activity, 
the following formula is used: 
(AHJ 
UV;;;; (ah) . (nd) 
All of the coefficients in this equation are 
directly measurable or observable except 
(a), the space or distance required for a 
user experience per day. 
The coefficient (a) is a qualitative 
statement of the maximum density of 
recreation use that is desired by the 
B. 
planner. It', obvious that by making (a) 
small (permitting high user density) that 
more user-visit capadty tan be shown. 
Similarly. by setting (al large 
(permitting low user density) relatively 
less user-visit capacity can be shown. 
As with establishing the bound set, 
the planner or administrator using this 
methodology should establish the values 
of (a) for his specific situation and be 
aware that this is a qualitative, sub-
jective judgment. 
Some guidance can be found in the 
report, "Outdoor Recreation Space 
Standards," released by the Bureau of 
Outdoor Recreation in 1967 which estab-
lishes a set of (a) coefficients for planning 
purposes. These are the coefficients used 
for the case studies made by the writer 
and his associates. 
TIle Developmental and Planning Model 
nata requirements to formulate the planning 
model (or linear programming solutions are quite 
varied and depend upon the specification or scope of 
the problem to be solved. 
[n addition to the results o( the carrying capacity 
model, data will almost alwaY9 be needed on the 
existing facilities in the reereation resource base (i.e., 
number of campgrounds, miles or trail, feet of 
developed beach. number of boat ramps, ek.) 
AdditionsUy, data must be obtained on the instalLt.tion 
and maintenance cost of new facilities and on the daily 
visitor capacity of new and existing facilities. Most of 
this data can be obtained from park and re(!reation 
agency records without too much difficulty. 
The real difficulty in utilizing the planning model 
is that a planner or dedsion maker needs to be 
identified. The "decision maker" must specify the 
budgt!t to be considered for planning, the policy 
constraints on minimum supply levels of diHerent 
activities. any other relevant constraints on the 
problem, and. most importantly, the objective 
function to be used in solving the problem. While it's 
true that these inputs ean be aMlumed or simulated by 
the analyst. before any solutions will engender much 
support these basic policy inputs must reflect the real 
world situation. 
C. Comp"taCm TeclMqi1e. 
1. Carr)'ing CaJ)Ck.'ity Model: The carrying 
capacity model has been written as • 
computer program. The program is 
2. 
written in PL-l languagt! to run on the 
1MB 360/44 computer and, more 
re«ntly. on the Burroughs 1800. The 
SOU~ deck shou.ld be usab)e on any 
machine capable of running "ith PL-l. 
While the carrying capacity analysis 
can be done by hand. the computer 
speeds things up considerably and the 
output is in the form of convenient 
summary tables. 
Copies of the program and a sample 
of the output ean be obtained from the 
author. 
Developmental Model: As indicated, the 
developmental model uses a standard 
linear program which is available at 
most computer centers. Someone who is 
reasonably familiar with linear program-
ming mtUt be involved to use this part of 
the methodology, both to formulate the 
problem and to interpret the results. 
Thus far the methodology hAS been or is being 
applied to three case studies. 
1. The entire Rio Grande Baain in New 
Mexico 'about 500 mOes of river). 
2. Bear Lake in Utah and Idaho (an area about 
30 miles x 15 miles). 
3. Cutler Marsh near Logan, Utah (an area of 
about 10 square miles). 
At present, only the Rio Grande study hILS been 
completed. The Bear Lake and Cutler Marsh studies 
have progressed through field data collections and 
initial runs of the carrying capacity model. However, 
the developmental and planning model has Dot been 
formulated for t.bese later two studies. 
A comparison of the scope and resolution of these 
problems is shown in Table F·2. 
The probiem resolution range! from very gross in 
the cue ofthe Rio Grande to Cairly refined in the ease 
of the Cutler Marsh. The investigator's confidence in 
the validity of the results has ranged correspondingly 
from almost lIone ror the Rio Grande to fairly high for 
Cutler Marsh. 
Since only the Rio Grande study hILS been 
completed, a full discussion of cue applications is not 
warranted at this time. About all that can be done is to 
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point out a few reactions to the Rio Grande 
applieation. 
1. 
2. 
No "decision maker" could be identified 
which precluded meaningful formulation of 
the developmental model. 
The analysis was made with existing secon-
dary data which proved insufficient. Even 
at this level of resolution, field data needed 
3. 
to be eolJei:ted to implement validly the 
carrying capadty model. One would expect. 
t his to be true in virluallycvery application. 
The size of the geographic sectors was too 
large and hel.erogeneo~ to expect the data 
to accurately ren~t conditions within the 
sectors. Tentatively, the writen concluded 
that the methodology has but limited appli. 
cation to seetors this large. 
Flaure F·3. FormmdoD of Lake Zebra denlop.eat ... linear proanunmlDa problem. 
Problem 
Item 
Rio Grande Bear Lake Cutler Marsh 
Area Covered 5000 sq. mi. 300 sq. mi. 10 sq. mi. 
Number of geographk sectors 5 9 7 
Approximate size of geographic sector 1000 sq. mi. 30 sq. mi. I sq. mi . 
Number of time settolS 4 4 4 
Number of time-space sectOIS analyzed 20 36 28 
Number of recreation activities 6 \I 24 
Number of resource parameters used ' 7 52 42 
APPENDIXG 
The Environmental SecurltyConcept 
>, 
Mae McKee. De..ad Halter, ADd C. DoqIuGonlon 
The objective of the Technical Committee has 
been to conceptualize and operationalize a methodol· 
ogy for quantitatively relating field level water 
resources development to the achievement of national 
and regional social goals. As a tool for doing this, the 
Committee has constructed a hlenn:hical array of 
goals, subgoals, and social indicators which collee-
tively approximate what is meant by the phrase 
"social well-being." 
The major of overarching goals in the array are 
(1) collective ucwnty. (2) environmental .eevrilll. 
(S) individual ,ecurity. (4) eC01i01lU'c opportunity 
(51 cultumi and CfmIm¥nUli opportunity. (6) IJelthet1c 
opportunity, (7) reereatioMl opportunity. (8) indio 
WlV4l{reedom and variety. 19) ed¥COiioftal opportun-
ity. While each of these major goals has been 
disaggregated into several levels of subgoals and one 
level of social indicators, the Committee haa not been 
able to satisfactorily complete the dissaggregations 
for some of them, For several reasons, thiB is true for 
the environmental security goal, The P\lTPO!e of this 
report is to elucidate the problems which the 
Committee has encountered in trying to produce an 
acceptable disaggregation for that goal. 
Three major problem arelL!! were encountered in 
including environmental security in the goal 
hier&r<:hy, These involved problems ol definition, 
philosophical problems sunounding the proper place 
of environmental 5e(urity within the goal and subgoaJ 
hierarchy, and problems of operationaUzing the 
concept. 
The enviranmenta.l 8e<urity eoocept suffers from 
definitional problems. Indeed. the problem of deliDing 
the term "environment " is a common malady : 
according to "One-third of the Nation's Lands," a 
report to the Pr-esident and CongreS5 by the Publk 
Land Law Review Commission (1970) . the National 
2S1 
Environmental Policy Act. does not contain a definition 
of tbe tenn "environment." There is no cODcenaus in 
the literature or in federal statute as to the legal 
meaning of the word. 
Discussions between Technical Committee 
mem bers and associates have generated the 
contention that t he phrase "environmental security" 
encompasses aU the social, physical. and bioLogieal 
elements minimally necessary to sustain - for 
maximaUy tolerable to pennit - human life, This 
suggests the following definition: 
Environmental ~urity Is that fOCWgoal 1O'hlch hold. 
inviolate a ,.el of soci.I, phy!ical, lIo nd blologiuJ 
standards. nch of which must be maintained in ordl!r 
to perpetuate quali(y rondilion t for human li1e. 
This defi nition of environmental security 
implies that there are upper and lower bounds on 
certain physical, biological. and social elements sucb 
that if any of these bounds are exceeded. a desirable 
quality of human activity is not attainable. This 
definition. which is nothing more than an extension of 
Shelford', ecological laws of tolerance to include 
human populations, creates obvious problems with 
regard to who should establish bounds and how should 
bounds be established. These questions will be 
dis<:ussed in part in the section below on operational 
problems. 
Environmental security a.s deMed here should be 
distinguished from environmental quality; the two 
phrases are not synonymous. The phrase "environ· 
mental quality" bas reftlren~ to "how good" or of 
what quality certain aspects of the environment are in 
relation to some set of optima. while "environmental 
security" is concerned only that elements of the 
environment become "no worse" than some set of 
minima. 
From the outset, there was disagreement within 
the Technical Committee as to whether environmental 
security should be an over&r<:bing goal. On the one 
hand, it was argued that security of the envirtlnmf!nt 
was only important. to "human welfare" tit MSOC!ial weU-
being" when ~eftain elements of the environment 
were absolutely necessary as a basis for the 
achievement of economic. recreational. aesthetic. 
educational. and other SOC!ial goals: in this sense. 
environmental security was seen as a means and not 
as an end. Proponents of this viewpoint maintained 
that certain environmental security aspects should be 
ineluded in the disaggregatitln of other overarching 
goals. but environmental security should not itself be 
an overarching goal. On the other hand . the argument 
was offered that the environment diredly or 
indirectly provides a basis lor all human activity. In 
this sense. security of the environment is viewed as 
the paramount concern for social well ·being and as 
such should be a major goal in the array. It is 
interesting to nott' that each viewpoint begin~ with 
the same premise, Le .. that a minimum quality 
environment is necessary for the achievement of 
certain social goals. and arrives at a different 
conclusion. At any rate, the latter position held sway 
and environmental security was instituted by the 
Technical Committee as a major goal in the 
disaggTegation (see the Techniul Committee . 1971). 
That action. however. did not resolve the 
philosophical question of whether environmental 
security should be an overarching goal. 
An even more interesting philosophicaJ problem 
is raised by the definition of environmental security 
proposed in the previous section. This involves ~ertain 
assumptions inherent in the goal array dealing with 
intrinsi~ and extrinsic weightings of goals and 
subgoals. 
In the original goal disaggregation. the Technieal 
Committee intended that there would be no a prion or 
intrinsic weights assigned to the goals and subgoals in 
the array, except insofar as the disaggregation was to 
renect the aspirations of present-day Ameriea and no 
other culture. The oommittee intended that explicit 
weights would be assigned to goals and subgoals by 
planners and decision· makers only within the context 
of a specific planning task. However, in contrast to the 
continuous weightings possible in the other goalueas, 
the adoption of the broadly·defined environmental 
se~urjty concept presented here would place a di~te 
weighting system on the environmental security goal 
which would not be compatible with the weighting and 
information display formats discussed in previous 
chapters. This is caused by the "all-or· nothing" aspect 
of the definition which essentially implies that the 
environment is either hs«ure" or not "s«ure," with 
no gradations between. 
The first step in operationalizing the definition 
proposed here is the identification of those elements 
necessary for a desired quality human life. ObviOUsly. 
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this is a formidable if not impossible task . The sheer 
intricacy of day·to-day human existence makes the 
identification and quantification of life's essential 
elements very difficult. When one adds to this the 
normative problem of obtaining agreement of what 
should and should not be in the list of ncressary 
elements. and when one considers the problem of 
substitution between those elements. the task 
becomes hopeless. As an alternative to obtaining such 
agnement it may be possible to ~ollapse the list by 
sustiluting surrogate measures for clusters of certain 
elements in the list. For example . one might consider 
each of the following items to be nc«S5ary for quality 
human life: 
Set A: 
(l) X calories of protein per gram of body 
weight per day, 
(2) Y degrees fahrenbeit daily indoor mini· 
mum temperatures. and 
(31 Z hours per week outdoor recreational 
activity. 
One un easily imagine the difficulty involved in 
obtainin g agreement as to whether these items should 
be included in the list of necessary elements. and if 
they are to be included, at what values X, Y. and Z. A 
possible solution to this dilemma would be to 
substitute the following in place of the above items: 
Set B: 
(I) So many doUars median per capita 
income, 
(2) Such-and-such a skew on the income dis-
tribution curve. 
Such a substitution would allow members of a 
heterogeneous population to satisfy the elemenlS in 
Set A without reaching explicit agreement about the 
elements of the set or the bounds on those elements. 
An approximation for the bounds on the members of 
Set B could be obtained by assuming that most people 
would not want the median per capita income to 
de<:rease, or the skew on the income distribution curve 
to be less equitable thall that of the present. (This may 
be a general rule applicable in establishing bounds on 
important socio-economic elements; the public will 
prohably not allow significant decrease from current 
levels of consumption.) 
One obvious starting point for the identification of 
those elements necessary for human life is at the level 
of social indicators and lowest level subgo.ls contained 
in the other goal areas or the disaggregation. It may 
be pO$sible to begin with this list of social indicators 
and subgoals and utilize the Delphi or some other 
technique to (1) obtain a comprehensive set of 
indicators lor ~hich some upper and/or Io~er 
measurement Ls absolutely necessary, and (2) plaee 
estimates on t.hose upper and/or lower boollds, (An 
approximation for (2) in some 01 the goal areas might. 
be obtained from the data generated from the aoeial 
indiCAtor /subgoal connectives exercise diaeuaeed in 
Chapter 6.) Some of this information might be 
obtained from questionnaire surveys of the general 
public. 
While any list of essential elements ~ould 
probably ine1ude some phy!!ieaJ and biological 
parameters such as minimum air and ~ater quality 
standards, most of the entries in the list would 
probably refer to sodal and economic measurements. 
The next step in operaUonalizing the definition 
requires that these parameters be related to the major 
supportive processes of the physical and biological 
environment. Formulation of this relationship 
requires identifieation of the important Dr eritical 
parts of such environmental support systems as 
biogeochemical eycles, the hydrologie eyde. energy 
transfer within natural communities. etc .• and the 
determination of whether the critical parts of these 
support systems are adversely affected by any 
development alternative. This is actually an attempt 
to internalize many of the harmful and unanticipated 
secondary effects whieh heretofore have fallen outside 
the domain of many planning efforts. As in the first. 
report of the Technieal Committee (1971). the 
8S!lumption bere is that n!rtain portions of these 
environmental !!ystems are nece!l8ary for the 
perpetuation of a basie set of human activities, and 
their integrity ahould therefore be maintained. 
An attempt to devi!le a methodology for 
identifying the important links in natural eeological 
systems and eyeles. and for quantifying the impad of 
water resourees development on the integrity of those 
systems Will! initiated at the University of Idaho under 
the direction of Dr. Donald Haber. Professor of Civil 
Engineering. Thi!! project, enl.itled "Resean:h on 
Ecological Re!!wence as a Tool for Water Resources 
Planning," was funded separately by the U.S. Army 
Corp!l of Engineers Institute for Water RelOUrces. 
Contract No. DACW-73-72·C-0068. The project Wall 
an outgrowth of the speculations on ecological 
resilience and environmental security contained In the 
first report of the Technical Committee (1971). During 
the course of the ~ilienee project, Dr. Haber and 
members of the Technleal Committee kept close 
liaison to ensure that research diseoveries relating to 
the eonoopts 01 environmental security and ecological 
resilience would be mutually shared. 
The methodology developed by the reellience 
project centers around the construeUon and use 01 an 
indicator !!peeies list. Indicator !!~ies are those 
species in natural communities or ecosystems which 
playa significant role in energy transfer, or blomaas 
or nutrient flow within the eommunity or eould be 
economicaUy/socially important. and which are likely 
to be sensitive to various activities of water resourees 
development. The identiI"tcation of an aooept.abJe set of 
indicator species involves III the development of a 
general !lpecies inventory list, (2) the identification 
and quantification of food web structure, energy 
trander. and/ or nutrient flow patterns in the 
community. (3) the development of a detailed 
description or listing of the activities in all phases of 
any proposed water resources development alterna-
tives whit-h might have a bearing on the community in 
question, and (4) the wmpari!lon of the elements 
eontained in the species inventory list (item 1 abovel 
with the elements in the list of water resource!! 
development activities (item iI abovel lo identify 
specie!! which will likely be !leriously affected by water 
resources development. and which are important to 
energy transfer or nutrient flow in light of what is 
known about community dynamics (item 2 abovel. 
This proeess of indicator spede!! identification is seen 
as an Iterative process involving both water resource!! 
engineers and biologist- and ecologist-planners. 
After the community indieator species have been 
identified, the relatlon!lhips between the species can 
be quantified and modeled in the form of a community 
matrix. The community matrix, !!ometimes called an 
A·matrix, is simply a set of linear coefficients whieh 
can be used to calculate energy tran!lfer or bioma.s!l or 
nutrient flows between populations of the various 
indicator species. The elements of the community 
matrix may change through time; they may also 
change as the result of environmental disturbanees 
such a..s field level water resources development 
projects. The integrity or stability of the community 
can be expressed quantitatively by examining the 
eigenvalUe!! of the community matrix (May. 1973). 
The community matrix: can also be used in 
eonstruding a computerized simulation model of the 
eommunity. With thi!! type of anaiysla it is not 
necessary to challenge the simulation model with aU 
possible regimes 01 physiw variables_ The model is 
generated under the conditions which prevail before 
management interve ntion. Stability of the model and 
sensitivity of this stability are monitorOO continuou..sly 
during the simulation run . highlighting those 
variables, both physic.a.l and biotic. whieh are critical 
at a point in time to the long-term behavior (survival) 
of the model system. 
The engineer/planner wuld then aelect from a 
range of alternative" th08e polities whkh do not 
approach the boundaries of phy!!ical and bioti<: 
variables at the points in time when they are critical to 
system survivial. 
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The definition of environmental security provided 
here does not resolve the disagreement over the 
question of whether environmentat security itself 
should be an overarching goal. The definition lends 
itself equally well to a separate disaggregation of the 
e nvironmental security overarching goa]. or the 
incorporation of environmental security aspects into 
other sections of the goal array . Treatment of 
environmental security as a separate goal would 
inco~rate some redundancy into the goal array. This 
would be caused by overlap of many of the 
environmental security subgoals and .social indicators 
with those of other overarching goals. However. this 
would not affect the other goals and subgoals in terms 
of the assignment of weights and tradeoffs. This 
approach may be favorable to distributing environ· 
mental security concepts throughout the entire goal 
hierarchy because it would provide for a more 
adequale display 01 information and would have no 
impact on the information contained in the weights 
and indices assigned to the other goals and subgoals. 
Moreover. in Light of the present requirements for 
filing of environmental impact statements, the display 
of environmental security information in a single 
section of the array may be desirable. 
Incorporation of the environmental security 
ooncept proposed herf! into the hierachy, whether as 
an overarching goal in itself or as a separate 
component of each of the other goal areas, would 
provide the methodology with at ~ast a rudimentary 
capacity for "boundary oriented~ (versus "equilibrium· 
centered") planning (see Holling and Goldberg. 1971). 
This roncept of environmental security would allow 
for the incorporation of such things as tolerance limits 
and thresholds where they are known. It would also 
encourage planners and dec::ision-makers to "keep 
options open" and would include many of the 
suggestions to the planning process offered by Holling 
(1969) . 
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In light of the dlfficulty that the Technical 
Committee has had in defining the environmental 
security concept and obtaining signifkant measure-
ments thereof. additional research should be 
conducted to (1) construct a formal and an operational 
definition of the roncept. (21 determine its appropri-
ate place within the goal hierarchy, fS) obtain a 
disaggregation of the elements of environmental 
security. (4) estimate bounds or thresholds for those 
elements, and (5) identify the critical parts of the 
major environmental support systems in order to 
detect any adverse long-term effects of water 
resources development. In this regard, much can be 
learned from the present disaggTegation of the goal 
array: more ctluld be learned from the rules and 
guidelines for constructing environmental impacts 
statements and from the work describing environmen· 
tal quality indices. Where important bounds or 
thresholds are not known. te<hniques such as Delphi, 
public opinion sampling. or computer simulation of 
complex environmental systems could be employed to 
find them. 
Given the diCficulty and uncertainty in arriving at 
philosophical and operational clarity in the 
environmental security concept, additional thought 
and research should be directed toward the possibility 
and desirability of narrowing the focus of the 
environmental security goal. For example, if tM goal 
were re-defined as "ecological security" (McDonald, 
1975) and its preview restri cted generally to 
bioph ysical indicators. many of the operational 
problem9 previously discu ssed, especially the 
normative ones. could be avoided. Many of the 
definitional, philosophical. and operationa1 problems 
surrounding the environmental security goal are the 
result of the broad interpretation or the term 
"environment" presented here. It may be possible to 
negate some of these problems without doing damage 
to the comprehensiveness of the overall goal and 
subgoal structure if a new , more restricted concept of 
"environment" ean be deveklped . In this regard, the 
work presently underway in the Ecological Resilience 
Project could be of great importance. 
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